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all our  patients, 
whose bravery in adversity  is an inspiration  for  us 
to  improve  our  understanding of disease  processes 

and  devise  better  ways  to  treat  and  cure. 
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The  current  volume, Allogeneic I l ~ l l ~ l u l l ~ ) t h e r u ~ ~  ,for ~ u ~ i g ~ ~ u l ~ t  Diseases, is  the 
twenty-second in the  Basic  and  Clinical  Oncology  series.  Many of the advances 
in  oncology  have  resulted  from  close  interaction  between  the  basic  scientist  and 
the  clinical  researcher. The  current  volume  illustrates the success of this  relation- 
ship demonstrated by new  insights  into  clinical  drug  resistance  and  means of 
circumventing  this  potential  obstacle  to  effective  cancer  treatment. 

editor of the  series, my goal  is  to  recruit  volume  editors  who not only 
have  established  reputations  based  on  their  outstanding  contributions  to  oncology, 
but who  also  have an appreciation  for  the  dynamic  interface  between the labora- 
tory and  the  clinic. date,  the  series  has  consisted of monographs  on  topics that 
are of a high level of current  interest. Allogeneic I l~~ lnu lz~ t l le ru~~y j b r  ~ ~ ~ l i ~ l ~ ~ ~ l l t  
Diseases certainly fits into  this  category  and  is a  most  important  addition  to  the 
series. 

Volumes  in  progress  focus  on  tumor  angiogenesis  and  microcirculation, 
and  cancer in the  elderly. anticipate  that  these books will  provide valuable 
contribution to the  oncology  literature. 

Bruce  D. Chesorz 
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Allogeneic  stem-cell  transplantation is becoming an essential  component of clini- 
cal  hematology  and  oncology  practice.  The  curative  effect of allogeneic  stem  cell 
transplantation attributed  at  least  partially  to an allogeneic  immune  response: 
the graft-versus-leukelnia  (GVL)  or  graft-versus-tumor  (GVT)  effect.  For  the  last 
decade  or so, our  perception of the  GVL  phenomenon has changed  dramatically. 
We  observed in the  1nid-’80s  that  depletion of cells  from the graft  dramatically 
increased the rate of leukemia  relapse;  subsequently  it  became  evident  that  remis- 
sions  could  be  reinduced by donor  lymphocyte  transfusions  to  patients with leuke- 
mia  relapsing  after  bone  marrow  transplantation.  Although  variable in its  expres- 
sion,  the  allogeneic GVT effect  appears  to  extend  to  a variety of acute  and  chronic 
myeloid  and  lymphoid  malignancies  and  possibly  solid  tumors.  With new insights 
into  the  cellular  and  molecular  biology of GVL,  we  have  advanced  from  the  stage 
of trying  to  prove  the  existence of a  GVL effect  to  understanding it better  and 
applying i t  more  effectively. 

Anyone  reading  current  publications  on  bone  marrow  transplantation will 
have  noticed  a  growing  number of original  papers  and  review  articles  on GVL 
which  signal an increased  awareness  and  demand  for  information the  topic. 
Alongside  the  applied  research in GVL,  there  are  continuing  advances  in  cellular 
immunology  and  tumor  immunology that improve  our  understanding of the 
response  to  l~alignancies,  Looking  forward to  the next decade,  the  use of alloge- 
neic  cells  promises  important  therapeutic  benefits for  our  patients.  In  this  book, 
authors  who  are  leaders in their  respective  fields  provide  a  comprehensive  review 
of the  GVLlGVT effect,  from  descriptions of the  alloimmune  responses  to  the 

vii 



clinical applicatio~s of We  hope this  book  will  bring  to  its  readership  state- 
of-the-art  knowledge  on  the  subject  and indicate  directions  for  future  re- 
search and  therapeutic  applications in GVL. 

To my parents  for  their  diligent  work  to  support me through my education;  to 
my wife,  Junhua,  for  her  sacrifice to free me to  pursue my career. 

Y-Z J 
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The clinical  phenomenon of the graft-versus-~eukemia (CVL) effect linked  to 
predictions  made  a  century  ago  that  immune  reactivity  could  be used beneficially 
as an antitumor  mechanism.  Distinct  perspectives  led  Ehrlich  to  propose a 
“magic  bullet,”  Metchnikoff  to  pursue  the  potent  phagocyte,  and  Coley  to  pursue 
bacterial  toxins  as  antitumor  activators With  over  one  hundred  years of data 
and  progress,  these  three  philosophies  are  now  best  visualized in the  mechanisms 
of (1) cell-and antibody-mediated  tumor  recognition,  as  magic  bullets of sorts; 
(2) macrophages, natural killer  cells,  granulocytes,  and  the  diverse  functions  asso- 
ciated  with  the  “innate” inmune system 121; and (3) therapeutic  utilization of 
recombinant  cytokines  or  cytokine  activators. 

Preclinical  testing, in vitro  and in murine  models,  focused on manipulations 
that may induce  immune  destruction of cancers  growing  within  autologous  or 
syngeneic  animals.  This  includes  pioneering  work  by  the  teams of Prehn,  Gross, 
and  Fefer in murine  solid  tumors  and  virally  induced  leukemias,  respectively [4- 

Leukemia-bearing  animals  undergoing  hematopoietic  ablation  and  reconstitu- 
tion with syngeneic  marrow  could,  under  certain  experimental  conditions,  be 
cured of leukemia However,  the  paucity of human  leukemia  patients  with 
syngeneic  (identical  twin)  donors [S] forced  the  pursuit of allogeneic  bone  mar- 
row  transplantation (BMT). 

The  severe g~ft-versus-host disease  (GVHD)  associated with histoincom- 
patible  donations  could  be circu~vented in part by picking  HLA-identical  sibling 



donors,  utilizing HLA  serological  testing  pioneered by VanRood  and  Dausset, 
and  mixed  lymphocyte  culture  matching  developed by Bach [S]. The  clinical 
era of successful  allogeneic  bone  marrow  transp~antation  began in 1968 [lo, 1  I]. 
Efficacy of BMT as  treatment  for  leukemia  was  demonstrated first by Thomas 
and  colleagues,  who  documented  far  better  survival  for  leukemia  patients  trans- 
planted with allogeneic  marrow  while in remission  [12]. 

teams  around  the  world  began  performing  allogenic  transplants  for  leu- 
kemia  patients,  occasional  patients  were noted to  have an unusual GVL  response. 
One  well-documented  case 131 involved  a  patient  whose  leukemia  was  recurring 
following  allogeneic  transplant  and  who  then  developed  GVHD  and,  coinciden- 
tally,  achieved  hematologic  remission.  Weiden  et  al.  summarized  the  clinical  ex- 
perience of the  Seattle  transplant  team in 1979 1141. These  data  indicated  that 
patients  developing  GVHD  had  a  decreased  chance  for  leukemic  relapse  follow- 
ing  allogeneic  BMT  from HLA-identical  sibling.  Murine  models  provided 
further  support for this  concept 171. 

One  decade  later,  the  International  Bone  Marrow  Transplant  Registry  eval- 
uated data from  2254  patients  receiving BMT as  treatment  for  early-stage 
leukemia  [acute  lymphoblastic  leukemia  (ALL)  or  acute  nonlymphoblastic  leuke- 
mia  (ANLL)  in first remission  and  chronic  myelocytic  leukemia  (CML) in 
chronic  phase].  The  large  patient  numbers  analyzed in this  report  helped  provide 
the  statistical  power  to  make  three  distinct  conclusions  relevant  to  the CVL  phe- 
no~nenon: 

I .  Patients  experiencing  GVHD  had  a  decreased  incidence of leukemic 
relapse  following  BMT than patients  who  did not develop  GVHD. 

2. Among  patients  who  did not develop  any  GVHD,  the  recipients of 
identical-twin  donor  marrow  had a greater  chance of leukemic  relapse 
(approximately  46%) than the recipients of HLA-identical  sibling  mar- 
row  (approximately 25% chance of relapse). 

3. Among  patients  who  did not develop  CVHD,  the recipients of T  cell- 
depleted  HLA-identical  sibling  marrow had a  greater  chance of leuke- 
mic  relapse  (4 than  those  receiving  “nondepleted”  HLA-identical 
sibling  marrow (25%). 

This  critical  analysis 151 clearly  documented the association of GVHD 
with an antileukemic  effect;  but,  more  importantly, it documented  the  importance 
of allorecognition  in the antileukemic  reaction  and  showed  that  T  cells  were at 
least  partly  responsible  for  this  reaction. 

Although  the  original  clinical  intent of allogeneic  BMT  for  leukemia  was 
to  provide  “allogeneic  stem-cell  rescue’’  following  ablation of host hematopoi- 
etic  tissue  and  leukemia,  these GVL  data  argue that a  separate  lnechanism,  the 
antileukemic  effect of the  allogeneic  marrow  itself,  may  be  just  as  important. 
The  high  relapse  rate of nearly 50% for  recipients of marrow  from an identical 



twin  suggests that nearly half of early  leukemia  patients  would  relapse  after  trans- 
plant if not given  allogeneic  T  cells.  In  contrast,  only 16% (7-25%, depending 
on the  severity of GVHD) of early  leukemia  patients  relapse if they receive  mar- 
row  (that is not depleted of T cells)  from an HLA-identical  sibling.  These  relapse 
data  indicate  that nearly one-third of leukemia  patients  who  are  alive  today fol- 
lowing  allogeneic  HLA-identical  sibling  BMTs  are  in  fact  alive  because of an 
effective GVL  reaction  that  was  being  mediated  by  their  sibling’s  immune  cells. 
Current  estimates  from  the  international  BMT  registry  suggest that more than 
10,000 leukemia  patients  are  now  alive  following  allogeneic BMT i one- 
third of these  are  estimated to be  survivors ofthe GVL It  seems 
likely that this  group of more than 3000 “GVL  survivors” far  exceeds  the  num- 
ber of cancer  patients  worldwide  who  are  alive as  a result of of 
effective  immunotherapy used to  treat  preexistent  cancer. 

More  importantly,  these  preclinical  and  clinical  GVL  findings  demand  fur- 
ther  research in this  area in order  to  identify  the  mechanisms  responsible  for  this 
antileukemic  effect,  to  clarify  how  to  prospectively  control  the  antitumor  immune 
mechanisms  involved,  to  determine  how to more  safely  and  controllably  direct 
these  immune  reactions  against  hematopoietic  malignancies,  and  to  determine 
what  other  malignant  conditions  may  be  amenable  to  allogeneic-mediated  “graft 
versus  tumor’’  reactions.  These  important  and  timely  issues  are  all  addressed 
later in this  volume. 

As  thousands of patients  appear  to  have  been  protected  from  recurrent  leukemia 
by the  GVL  effect  without  succumbing  to  lethal  GVH,  there  has  been  much  focus 
and  speculation  on  the  potential  separability of the GVH and GVL  mechanisms. 
For  murine  models of virally induced  leukemias,  the  identification of leukemia- 
specific  cytotoxic  T  cells  and  helper  T  cells,  each  recognizing  distinct  MHC 
restricted  virally  controlled  peptides,  proves  that in certain  settings truly 
“leukemia-specific” inmune recognition  can  occur However,  the majority 
of human  leukemias  do not seem  to  be  caused by or  associated with expression 
of exogenous viral proteins.  Thus,  the  recognition  structures  seen  on  allogeneic 
human  leukemias  might not be  analogous  to the viral  peptides  on  murine  leuke- 
mic  cells  recognized by syngeneic  T  cells.  Thus  it important  to  evaluate  both 
qualitatively  and  quantitatively  distinct  pathways  that  might  allow  immune  cells 
to  preferentially (if not specifically)  destroy  HLA-identical  allogeneic  leukemic 
cells  while  sparing  nonleukemic  somatic  tissues.  These  issues  are  the primary 
focus of Part of this  text,  including  seven  chapters  devoted  to  the  biological 
basis of the GVL effect. If leukemia  cells  are  eradicated in vivo,  without  irrevers- 
ible  destruction of normal  tissues,  this  implies  that  the  leukemia  cells  are  either 



preferentially  recognized  or  preferentially  destroyed by some  component of  an 
immune  response  that  is  mediated by the  allogeneic  cells  from the donor. 

Even  though  immune  reactions  are  initiated by specific  molecular  recogni- 
tion events,  one  need not assume  that  the  GVL  effect  involves  selective  or  prefer- 
ential  recognition of leukemic  cells  following  allogeneic  BMT.  The  diverse  allo- 
antigens  (major,  minor,  and  tissue-restricted)  might  be  expressed  comparably  on 
leukemic  cells  and  certain  other  nonleukemic  normal  tissues. If so, the clinically 
observed  GVL  effect  without  lethal GVH would  imply  that  either  (a)  the  leukemia 
cells may be  more  susceptible  to  the  mechanisms of cell  destruction  mediated 
by the  immune  effector  cells  than the normal host tissues,  which  are  recognized 
similarly  in  the  allograft  reaction  but  are not destroyed  to  the  degree  that  the 
leukemia  cells  are,  or  (b)  the  leukemia  and  certain  nonleukemia  cells  are  recog- 
nized  equally  and  destroyed  similarly;  however,  precursors of the  normal  tissue 
(for  example,  undifferentiated  stem  cells)  might not be  completely  destroyed 
while the leukemic  cells  and  their  transformed  precursors may well be completely 
eradicated by the immune  reaction. 

In  addition,  several  distinct  mechanisms  might  allow  preferential  recogni- 
tion of the  leukemia  cells by the  cells of the allogeneic  donor’s  immune  system. 
These  include  the  following: 

Leukemia-“specific”  molecules  controlled by exogenous  viruses 
[such  as  Epstein-Barr  virus  (EBV)  and  human  T-cell  leukemia  virus 
(HTLV)], which  are  exogenous  to  the  host,  might  serve  as truly “for- 
eign”  antigenic  determinants  [18,19]. 

2.  Minor  histocompatibility  antigens  might  be  better  recognized if they 
were  expressed in greater  quantity  on  the  leukemia  cells than nonleuke- 
mic cells [20-221. 

3. Minor  histocompatibility  antigens  expressed  similarly  on  a variety of 
leukemic  and  nonleukemic  tissues might be  presented better on  the 
leukemic  cells  due  to  better  expression of antigen-presenting 
molecules  or costi~ulatory molecules [20-231. 
Tissue-“specific”  antigens  might  be  preferentially  expressed by the 
leukemia  cells  and  certain  “nonessential” host tissues. The best exam- 
ple of these  might  be  differentiation  antigens  expressed  selectively by 
the  host’s  hematopoietic  tissues.  Recognition  and  destruction of cells 
bearing  these  molecules  would  result  in  complete  eradication of the 
leukemia  as  well  as  the  host’s  hematopoietic  system E24.1. The latter 
would be of no  clinical  consequence,  as the hematopoietic  system  is 
being  “rescued” by reconstitution with the  donor’s  allogeneic  marrow. 

5. The  malignant  process  itself  can  generate  point  mutations  and  chromo- 
soma1 rearrangements  that  are  selectively  and  specifically  linked  to  the 
neoplastic  process  and  expressed by the  malignant  cells  themselves. 



These  include  the  BCR-ABL  and RAR-a fusion  proteins  associated 
with CML  and  APML  respectively 125,261. 

6. Although  T  cells  do play role  in  the GVL effect,  their  role may be 
the  recognition of host alloantigens  and  induction of a  “generalized” 
alloantigenic  recognition, with subsequent  release of iinmunologically 
active  cytokines.  The  selective  antileukemic  effect that is observed 
might  be  mediated  by  cells of the  “innate”  immune  system  [including 
natural  killer (NK) cells]  that  are  activated by these  cytokines  [2], such 

IL-2. If so, leukemia  cells  (at  least  from  certain  patients)  might  pref- 
erentially  express  activation  molecules  recognized mainly by cells 

Detailed in vitro  analyses  and in vivo  murine  model  systems  provide  some 
support  for  each of the  above  potential  mechanisms [l 8-27],  Even so, it may  be 
that  different  mechanisms  are at work in the  GVL  reaction  occurring in distinct 
patients.  Moreover,  many of these  GVL  mechanisms  might  be  at  work  simulta- 
neously  within  any  given  patient.  The  current  clinical  challenge is to  determine 
how  best  to  apply  this  interesting yet still  incomplete  mechanistic  inforination 
to  provide  benefits  for  patients  currently  diagnosed with malignancies  and  being 
considered candidates  for  allogeneic  stern-cell  transplants.  Future  studies will 
need  to  better  control  the  reactions  involved  in  each of the  antileukemic  mecha- 
nisms in order  to  prospectively  induce  and  enhance more  specific  antileukemic 
reaction in vivo. 

Historical  data docu~ellt ing the  GVL  effect  came  largely  from  analyses of BMT 
from  HLA-identical  siblings Somewhat  distinct  patterns  were  observed 
for  the  strength of the GVL effect in the  settings of ALL,  ANLL,  and CNL 151, 
with differential  roles  observed for  acute  and  chronic  GVHD in the  process.  More 
recently,  graft-versus-tumor  (GVT)  effects  appear  to  be  observed  for  treatment 
of other  hematopoietic  malignancies,  including  myeloma  and  lymphoma. In con- 
trast, it has  been  more  difficult  to  document  any  allogeneic GVT effect  against 
nonhematopoetic  malignancies,  such  as  neuroblastoma  [28]  or  breast  cancer.  The 
inability  to  detect GVT for  nonhematopoietic  malignancies  might  indicate  differ- 
ences in the  imm~lnobiology of hematopoietic  and  nonhematopoietic  malignan- 
cies.  However,  relatively  small  patient  numbers  and  other  clinical  factors influ- 
encing  the  choice of treatment [28], may  have  influenced  the  ability of these 
clinical  studies  to  detect a potential GVT effect. 

Over  the past decade, the practice of allogeneic  hematopoietic  stem-cell 
transp~antation  has been modified by the  use of alternative  sources,  other than 
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bone  marrow,  for  stem  cells,  particularly  umbilical  cord blood and  peripheral 
blood  stem  cells.  The  number,  potency,  and  immunologic  reactivity of contami- 
nating  T  cells  within  cord  blood  and  peripheral  blood  stem-cell  populations 
expected  to  be  different than that for  conventionally  aspirated  harvests of alloge- 
neic marrow,  Therefore  the  GVL  observations  obtained  with  infusions of HLA- 
identical  sibling  marrow  might not be  exactly  reproduced  with  infusions of HLA- 
identical  siblings’  cord  blood  or  peripheral  blood stern cells,  Furthermore,  the 
variables  associated with the  use of alternative  donor  stem  cells [HLAmatched 
or  partially  matched,  unrelated or related,  marrow  or  blood  (peripheral  or cord) 
stem  cells,  with  or  without T  cell-depletion  procedures]  could  also  influence the 
multiple  variables  involved in the  balance  between the GVH and GVL  phenom- 
ena 1291, 

These  issues  are  discussed in detail in the six  chapters in Part of this 
text.  Furthermore,  additional  inf~lsions of donor  lymphocytes,  distinct  from  those 
provided with the  stem  cells  themselves,  have  been  pioneered by Slavin  et  al. 
1301, and  subsequently by Kolb  et  al. [3 l], and  several  others 1321 as a  mechanism 
for  inducing  a  lymphocyte  mediated  antileukemic  effect  for  some  patients  that 
have  relapsed  after  BMT.  This  has  been  designated  donor  lymphocyte  infusion 
(DLI).  For  high-risk  patients  likely  to  relapse, the prospective  use of this DL1 
approach  following  BMT  may  potentially  prove  to  have  some benefit in pre- 
venting  leukemic  relapse.  Furthermore,  the  ability of donor  lymphocytes  to  eradi- 
cate host hematopoietic  tissue  provides an alternative  strategy  for  destruction of 
host-derived  leukemic  cells  and  normal  hematopoietic  cells.  Recent  studies  by 
Slavin et al.  show that this  approach may provide  for  the  hematopoietic  ablation 
of  the  host  without  requiring  the  previously  standard  supralethal  doses of chemo- 
therapy  and  radiation  therapy [33]. 

Many  distinct  types of donor-derived  cell  types may be l ~ e d i a t i n ~  the  GVL  reac- 
tivity  through  recognition of a  variety of distinct  membrane  structures  expressed 

the  leukemia  cell  surfaces  and  through  activation of multiple  distinct  effector 
pathways  able  to  destroy  the  leukemia  cells If one  could  preferentially  de- 
plete the donor-derived  immune  cells that are not required  for  the  antileukemic 
effect  or,  alternatively,  increase  the  numbers  or  activation  state of the  donor  cells 
most involved  in the anti  leukemic  effect, it might  be  possible  to  functionally 
“separate”  quantitatively the GVL effect  from  the CVHD effect. A  number of 
clinical  strategies  are now under way testing  potential  strategies  based  on  this 
hypothesis.  Some  clinical  trials  are  providing  infusions of stem cells  and  lympho- 



cytes  that  have  been  depleted of subpopulations  potentially  more  important in 
alloreactivity  and  less  important  in  the  antileukemic  mechanisms.  However, the 
specific  cell  subtypes that are  essential for  GVL  have not been  clarified in a 
uniform way for  clinical  application.  Therefore  distinct  strategies  are being tested 
by different  clinical  research  teams.  Some  involve  depletions of CD8  lympho- 
cytes while  others  involve  the  depletion of all T  lymphocytes 1361 in order 
to  focus  on the activity of NK cells  [37].  Some of these  are  based  on  a  presumed 
major  antileukemic  role  for  the NK population,  while  others  are  anticipating  a 
greater  antileukemic  effect  to  be  mediated by CD4+ cells. 

Particularly in those  clinical  settings  where  known  molecular  targets the 
neoplastic  cells  are  potentially  recognized  by  antitumor  effector  cells,  mecha- 
nisms  are  being  tested  to  preferentially  activate  and  expand  immune  cells with 
selective  antitumor  specificity.  Current  clinical  studies  are  testing in vitro  or in 
vivo  activation of donor  immune  reactivity  against  the  recipient’s  malignant  cells. 
The  antigenic  targets  on  the  malignant  cells  include  immunoglobulin  idiotype 
determinants  expressed  on  B-cell  lymphomas  [38],  EBV-controlled  peptides S] 
associated with posttransplant  lymphoproliferative  disorders  or  Hodgkin’s  dis- 
ease  [39],  and  oncogenic  fusion  proteins  exclusively  expressed  within  the  neo- 
plastic  cells,  such  as  BCR-ABL [2S]. 

Clinical  trials  testing  virtually  all of these  possibilities  are now under way 
and reflect attempts  to  preferentially  control  and manip~~late the  GVL  reaction in 
a  prospective  clinical  way.  These  approaches  are  summarized in the six chapters 
comprised by Part  3 of this  book. 

In the 1970s it  was  demonstrated  that  ablative  chemoradiotherapy  followed by 
syngeneic  or  HLA-identical  sibling  stem-cell  reinfusion  could  be  curative  for  a 
major  fraction of patients  undergoing  such  treatment  for  hematologic  malignancy 
[8,12].  Such  treatment  has  since  proven  lifesaving for  thousands of leukemia 
patients  worldwide.  Over 3000 of these  are  thought  to  be  survivors  because of 
the l~echanisms involved in a  “subclinical”  GVL  effect that eradicated  residual 
leukemia  in  the  absence of clinically  significant  GVHD.  For  certain  nonneoplastic 
diseases  currently being treated with BMT  [including  diseases  caused by single 
gene  defects,  such  as  severe  combined  immunodeficiency (SCID), sickle  cell 
disease,  thalassemia,  and  other  stem-cell  defects],  the  future  may  herald  effective 
therapies  that  involve  “genetic  repair’’ through insertion of nonmutated  genes 
into autologo~ts  hematopoietic stem cells.  For  neoplastic  diseases, a  myriad of 
preclinical  and  clinical  paradigms  are  being  pursued in order  to  activate  a pa- 
tient’s  autologous  immune  system  to  preferentially  destroy  endogenous  neoplas- 



tic  cells. If effective,  such an approach  may, in the future,  supersede the need 
for  allogeneic  stem-cell  transplantation.  Whether  and  when  the  hope of inducing 
autologous  tumor  specific  immunity will be  realized  remains  speculative 1401. 
This  elusive  goal of effective  autologous  antitumor ii~lnunity must  be  contrasted 
with the thousands of patients  who  have  already  benefited  from the allogeneic 
GVL effect. 

The  survival  benefits of allogeneic  BMT  initially  seemed  applicable  only 
to  those  with an HL~-ident ica~ sibling.  Recently,  the  use  of  alternative  donors 
and  alternative  sources of stern cells  is  extending  the  technology of stem-cell 
transplantation  to the vast majority of patients with ‘btransplantable”  hematopoi- 
etic  malignancies.  The  clinical  results of these  alternative  donor  transplants  do 
not  yet match  those  obtained  for  recipients of HLA-identical  sibling’s  stem  cells 

-431. Quantitative  or  qualitative  mechanisms in the GVLIGVH paradigm  are 
likely the source of these  differences in clinical  results  for  leukemic  recipients 
of alternative  donor  stem-cell  transplants.  For  the  present  and  near  future,  ex- 
panding  our  ability  to  provide  alternative  donor  transplants  and  selectively  en- 
hance  the  GVL  reactions  should  prove beneficial. The  components of successful 
allogeneic BMT for  leukemia  involve (1)  cytoreduction of residual  leukemia; 
(2) host hematopoietic  “ablation”;  (3)  donor  stem-cell  reconstitution;  (4)  GVH 
“prophylaxis”; ( 5 )  antileukemic  effects  provided by   on or-derived lyrnphocytes; 
and (6) infection  control  and  supportive  care.  These  components  are all somewhat 
separable.  Future  protocols  may best provide  innovative  approaches  toward  each 
of these  therapeutic  targets  independ~ntly.  For  example,  treatment of leukemia 
by stem-cell  transplantation in the  near  future  might  include col~bin~~t ions of the 
following  approaches.  First,  innovative  approaches  toward  ablating host hemato- 
poietic  cells  (either with donor-derived  alloreactive  lymphocytes 1331 or with 
radiolabeled  monoclonal  antibodies directed  against  hcl~atopoietic ele- 
ments).  Such  innovations might  preferentially  eradicate host leukemic  cells  and 
host ~lelllatopoietic cells  without  the  level of nonspecific  somatic  cell  toxicity 
observed with current  supralethal  radiotherapy  and  chemotherapy  “ablation” 
regimens.  Second, if adequate imlllLlnosuppressive “conditioning” is provided 
to  the host during the peritransplant  period, purified donor-derived  stem-cell pop- 
ulations,  virtually  devoid of mature immLlne elements,  would be expected  to  en- 
graft  even  across histocolnpatibi~ity barriers.  Third,  once engraft~ent has been 
initiated  and  the  tissue  destruction  associated with the pe~itranspl~~nt period has 
been  adequately  repaired  by  restoration of normal  cellular  metabolism  and m y -  
eloid  function,  the  differentiating  donor-derived  immune  elements  should  recog- 
nize host tissues  as “self”  and  become  “tolerant.” At that time,  infusion of 
graded  numbers of donor-derived  immune  cells  (possibly  selected  for  sub- 
type) might best provide antileukemic  mechanisms  without  inducing GVWD. Fi- 
nally, in vitro  and in vivo n~~nipulations to increase  the antileu~emic specificity 
of the infused  lymphocytes may well enhance  their in vivo  antitumor  potential. 



The  CVL reaction following  allogeneic  BMT is very real and  thousands of pa- 
tients  are  alive  because of it. This  text  celebrates  and  clarifies  our  current  under- 
standing  regarding  the  mechanisms  responsible  for  this  clinically  important  effect 
and  identifies  ongoing  approaches in order  to  better  utilize  the  mechanisms  in- 
volved so as  to  provide  more  selective  GVL  benefits  for an even  greater  number 
of leukemia  patients.  This is clearly an example of tumor  imm~~notherapy that 
is already  working  and most  certainly  going to become  even  more  effective. 

The  author  thanks  Roxanne  Albertson  for  the  preparation of this  manuscript. 
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Tissues  that  are  mismatched  for  major  histocol~patibility  complex  (MHC)  mole- 
cules  can  induce uniquely strong  primary  immune  responses i r z  vitro, as reflected 
by the  mixed  lymphocyte  reaction (MLR), and  provoke  allograft  rejection,  graft- 
versus-host  disease (GVHD), and  the  graft-versus-leukemia  effect (CVL) 
In fact,  the  investigation of the targets of the immune  responses  to  allografts led 
to the discovery of MHC  molecules,  which  were  initially  called  transplant~tioll 
antigens. 

Responses  to  alloantigens  are  strong,  reflecting  to  some  extent the high 
precursor  frequency of alloreactive T cells within the  normal  repertoire.  The  pre- 
cursor  frequency of T cells  reactive  to  conveiltiom1  antigens is approximately 
l 150,000- l ~50,000  [ l ] ,  whereas  alloreactive  T-cell  precursor  frequencies  may 
be high as l 1000 [2]. This finding surprising  given  the  phenomenon of 
self-NIHC restriction,  whereby a T cell positively  selected in the thymus on 
the  basis of recognizing  peptide  antigen in association with syngeneic  MHC  mol- 
ecules [3-51. 

The  cellular  and  molecular  basis for  the  recognition of alloantigens  has 
only  recently  become  clear, as in~ormation  regarding M C and  T-cell  receptor 
(TCR)  structure  and ftmction has  become  available.  The  mechanisms that contrib- 
ute to  the  development of  an alloresponse  and  the  responses  to  minor  histocoru- 
patibility  complex (mHC) molecules  are the subjects of this  chapter. In addition, 



strategies  to  subvert the mechanisms of self-tolerance in order  to  induce  tolerance 
to  transplanted  tissues will be  discussed. 

The first challenge in accounting  for the strength of anti-MHC  alloresponses  is 
to  explain  the  uniquely high frequencies of alloreactive  precursor  T  cells. 
mentioned  above,  T  cells  recognize  peptide  antigen  when it is  presented in associ- 
ation with self (syngeneic)  MHC  molecules  owing  to  the  nature of T-cell  selection 
that  occurs  during  T-cell  developnlent in the thymus [3 ] .  The  vigor of the  T-cell 
response  to  allogeneic  MHC  molecules  would  seem  to  contradict  the  basic  tenet 

self-MHC  restriction.  There  are  two  theories as to how this may occur,  and 
these  are not mutually  exclusive.  The first that  the  TCRs may recognize  alloge- 
neic MHC  molecules  directly,  irrespective of the  specific  peptide  antigen  bound 
in the groove of the  MHC  molecule.  This  is  referred  to  as  the high l i ~ n l ? ~  ~ e ~ s i ~  

discussed  below.  The  second  hypothesis  is that the  TCRs of allospe- 
cific T  cells  are  specific for  complexes of allogeneic  MHC  molecules  and  individ- 
ual naturally  processed  peptides.  Owing to polymorphism in the peptide-binding 
groove,  allogeneic  MHC  molecules  are  usually  occupied by a  different  repertoire 
of peptides  to  which  the  recipient  T  cells  have not been  previously  exposed.  Thus, 
a  single MHC  incompatjbility  can  stimulate  a very large  number of alloreactive 
T-cell  clones.  This  is  known  as  the ~??zl l t i~~le birznry conzplex model 

MHC  molecules  display  marked  polymorphism, it is  possible that alloreactive 
T  cells  recognize poly~orphic residues  directly on the  allogeneic  MHC  molecule. 
In this  case,  the  nature of the  bound  peptide is of secondary  importance.  This 
concept is more  readily  understood in the  context of the  structure MHC  mole- 
cules.  Figure shows  a  space-fill  and  a  ribbon  diagram of a  human  class IT 
MHC  molecule.  The  molecule  is  a t~~nsmembrane heterodimer  composed of 
invariant chain  and  a  polymorphic chain,  which  are  noncovalently 
associated.  Each chain has two  domains p i ,  p2), and the peptide-binding 
groove  is  formed by the a 1  and p1 helical d o ~ a i n s  with  a p pleated  sheet  struc- 
ture in the floor the  groove.  Class T MHC  molecules  have  a  similar  structure 
but are  made up  of a  heavy  chain with three  a-helical  domains  noncovalently 
associated with p2-~icroglobulin.  The peptide-binding  groove of class mole- 
cules made up from the and domains of the heavy  chain,  forming  a 
groove that is closed at either  end, in contrast to the class molecule,  which 
has  open  ends  to  the  groove,  allowing  longer  peptides to  be bound.  The  TCR 
recognizes  a  trirnolecular  complex of two  MHC  chains  and  bound  peptide.  Evi- 



1 Upper  panel:  Space-fill  diagram  of a human  class molecule  complexed 
with a viral  peptide,  viewed  from  above.  Lower  panel:  Ribbon  diagram  of  the  same  class 
I1 molecule  complexed  with  peptide,  demonstrating  the  peptide  groove  and  P-pleated  sheet 
at  the  floor of the  groove,  viewed  from  above. 

dence  that,  in the alloresponse,  the  TCR  directly  recognizes  foreign  MHC  mole- 
cules  is  provided by studies of cell  lines  expressing  mutated MHC  genes [8- 1 
Mutation of residues  pointing up from  the helix,  which  influence  TCR  contact 
but not peptide  binding,  can  abrogate  many  alloresponses. In one  particular  study, 
the  peptides  recognized in the  alloresponse  were  associated  with both syngeneic 
and  allogeneic  molecules l], showing that a  self-peptide  can  be im~unogenic 
when  presented by allogeneic  MHC. 

Further  evidence  comes  from  experiments  which  demonstrate that synthetic 
peptides  corresponding  to  the  sequence of the  TCR-contacting  regions of the  allo- 
MHC  molecule  can block specific alloresponses 12,131, presumably by blocking 
the  TCR-MHC  contact  required  for  T-cell  activation.  This has been  demonstrated 



both in  human  and  murine  systems  for  a~~orecognition of class I and  class I1 
molecules 141. 

There also  evidence that some  allospecific T cells may not require  endog- 
enous  peptide  for  allorecognition. In a cell-free  system,  class I MHC  molecules 
were  reconstituted  from  light  and  heavy  chains in the  absence of peptide.  These 
molecules  were then able  to  stimulate  proliferation of allospecific cells 
Analogously,  some  T-cell  clones  are  able  to  recognize  class I on the  surface of 
antigen-processing  defective  mutants  such  as T2 or  RMA-S 

Thus, in some  circumstances,  alloreactive  T  cells  may  interact  directly with 
exposed  regions of  an a ~ ~ o - M H ~  molecule,  bound  peptide  being of secondary 
importance. In these  cases,  all  the MHC  molecules of a given  type on the surface 
of an allogeneic  cell  could  act  as  ligands  for  the  alloreactive cell  (approximately 
l o "  class molecules of a  given  isotype  are  expressed on the  surface of a cell). 
This  represents at least a  100-fold  higher  determinant  density  than available  for 
an antigen-specific, self MHC-restricted  T  cell. In this  latter  case,  it  is  unlikely 
that  more  than 1%  of the molecules of a particular  type  become  occupied 
with  any  one  individual  peptide  derived  from  a  processed  protein  antigen.  Thus, 
T cells, with a  lower  specific affinity for their  ligand  than  would  be  required  for 
an antigen-speci~c  response, can be  recruited  into an alloresponse.  This  would 
be reflected in a  higher  precursor  frequency of T cells  to  alloantigens.  Figure 2 
shows  a  schematic  il~ustration of this  concept. 

The  multiple  binary  complex  model (Figure  2)  proposes that  anti-MHC  allore- 
sponses  are  analogous  to  antigen  responses in that they are  mediated by T cells 
specific for  peptide-MHC  complexes. In this  case  the  peptide a  naturally  pro- 
cessed  peptide  derived  from  a  serum  or  cellular  protein  and the MHC  molecule 

allogeneic.  This  would  account  for  the high frequencies of anti-MHC  alloreac- 
tive cells,  because of the wide  diversity of different  naturally  processed  peptides 
displayed by cell-surface MHC  molecules.  It has been  estimated that 2000  differ- 
ent  species of peptides  may  be  bound  to  a  single  type of MHC  molecule  at  any 
one  time 1 Thus  a  single alloantigen  could  stimulate  a  large  number 
of different  T-cell  clones,  each  specific for  a different  peptide/MHC  complex. 

There  is  experimental  evidence  for  this  model of alloreactivity.  Incubation 
of cells  expressing MHC class I1 with exogenous  peptide  capable of binding  class 
IT inhibits  allorecognition by alloreactive T cells 119,201. The  interpretation of 
these  data that the exogenous  peptide can displace compete with the  peptide 
of self origin  for  presentation  to  the  allospecific cell.  Alloreactive  human  T- 
cell  clones  have  been  reported that are  specific  for  either  class I 121,221 or  class 
TI [23] MHC  molecules  that  require the expression of a  second MHC molecule 



Multiple Binary  Complexes 

High  Ligand Density 

Schematic  representation of the two hypotheses that have been proposed to 
explain the high precursor  frequency of anti-MHC  alloreactive cells. 

for allorecognitioll. In this  case,  it  is  probably  necessary  for a  peptide  derived 
from the second  MHC  molecule  to  be  presented by the first MHC  molecule. 

Additionally,  there  are  many  descriptions of alloreactive  T-cell  clones  that 
discriminate  between  HC  molecules  differing at residues  that  lie  within the 
peptide-binding  groove [24-271. These  would  therefore  produce  no  alteration in 
the three-dimensional  structure of the  MHC  molecule that directly  contacted  the 
TCR  unless a conformational  change  was  induced  at a site  distant  from  the  muta- 
tion. The  only  difference  would  therefore  be in the peptides  bound in the 
groove. 

The  nature of the  antigen  presenting  cell  (APC) can also  influence  alloreac- 
have  been  reports of alloreactive T cells  that  distinguish  between 

HC  molecules  displayed  on  either  murine  or  human  APCs,  even 
though  these  different  cells can present  peptide with equal  efficiency  to  antigen- 
specific T cells [28-3 This  could  be  explained by the fact  that a species-specific 
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peptide  is  required  for an alloresponse  to  be  generated.  In  one  experimental  sys- 
tem,  allorecognition of a  murine  class I molecule  on human  APC  could  only 
be  restored by the  addition of murine-derived  peptides  [32].  Cell  type-specific 
allorecognition has also  been  observed  whereby  alloreactive  T  cells  distinguish 
between  the  same  MHC  molecule  expressed  on  different  cell  lines,  probably  ow- 
ing  to  the  requirement  for  a  peptide  from particular  lineage of cell  [29]. 

Further  evidence  to  support  the  peptide  dependence of some  alloresponses 
comes  from  studies on the  antigen-processing  mutant  cell  line  T2.  When  T2  cells 
were  transfected with cDNA  clone  encoding murine  class I molecule,  there 
appeared  to  be very limited  diversity of peptides  present  in  its  groove  when 
expressed  at  the  surface of the  cell.  These  class I molecules  were not recognized 
by allospecific  T-cell  clones  until  the  transfected T2 cells  were  exposed  to  mouse 
cell-derived  peptides.  Additionally,  each  clone  recognized  a  different  specific 
peptide 161. In similar  set of experiments,  MHC  class 11-transfected T2 cells 
were used in limiting  dilution  assays  to  determine the frequencies of allogeneic 
CD4+  T cells  capable of responding  to  these  cells  or  similarly  transfected  wild- 
type cells.  T2  cells  transfected with class MHC  molecule  expressed  only 
sodium  dodecyl  sulfate  (SIX)-unstable  (i.e.,  empty  or  invariant chain peptide- 
associated)  class I1 molecules  and  were  poor  stimulators of primary  and  second- 
ary alloreactive CD4+  T-cell  responses.  Incubation of these  transfectants  with 

class 11-binding peptide  derived  from  another  class molecule  generated  SDS- 
stable  cell  surface  class expression  and  enabled  these  cells  to  stimulate  alloreac- 
tive CD4+  T cells  that  had  been  primed  by  the  same  peptide-MHC  complex 
[ W .  

There  is  thus  experimental  evidence  supporting both the  high-ligand-density  and 
the  multiple-binary-complex  models of alloreactivity. The  models  are not mutu- 
ally exclusive,  and  there may be  situations in where  the  alloresponse  is 
focused  on the foreign molecule  or more  peptide-specific.  However, 
neither  model  addresses the funda~ental question of why the  mature  T-cell  reper- 
toire,  which has been  selected in the  thymus  for  self-MHC  restriction,  contain 
such high  frequency of alloreactive  precursors. 

Consideration of structural  aspects of MHC  molecules  may  provide mech- 
anistic  explanation of allorecognition  that  can be accommodated within the 
f ra~ework  of positive  selection of the  T-cell  repertoire in the  thymus  for  self- 
MHC restriction. We have  considered  this  issue in the  context of the allorecogni- 
tion of the  human  class molecule,  HLA-DR,  and  proposed  that  two  distinct 
models  may  be  required  to  resolve  the  issue  [34]. 



The first is  illustrated by considering  the  alloresponse  between  a DR1 re- 
sponder  and  certain  DR4  subtypes.  The  amino-terminal  domains of these  mole- 
cules  are  illustrated  schematically in Figure 3. shown,  the  amino  acid  se- 
quences  that  make up the  a-helical  portions of these  two  molecules  are highly 
conserved.  Since  it these  regions  that  contact  the  TCR  and  impose  the  con- 
straints of  self-NIHC restriction,  it  seems  reasonable  to  assume  that  the  devel- 
oping  thymocytes  from  a DRl responder  will  recognize  the  surface of 
DRB 1*0401 as being very similar  to self and  utilize  it  as  a  restriction  element. 
If this  is the case, it begs  the  question of  why DRl-restricted  T cells  recognize 
DRB1*040L as an alloantigen. The  explanation  may  be  that  there  are  multiple 
sequence  differences in the floor of the  domains  between  these  two  molecules, 
leading  to  the  display of a  different  set of naturally  processed  peptides.  Therefore, 
in this  type of responder-stimu~ator Combination, the specificity of the  allore- 
sponse  is  likely  to  be  for  peptides  bound  and  displayed by DR4  but not by DR1. 
The T-cell  repertoire  from a DRl individual  would  therefore not be  tolerant  to 
the  DR4-bound  peptides  and,  owing  to  the  conserved  TCR-contacting  regions of 

Schematic  representation  of a  cross-section  through  the helices  (solid  cir- 
cles) and  the  antiparallel  strands  (rectangles)  forming  the  floor  of  the  peptide-binding 
groove  that  constitute  HLA-DRl  (above)  and  HLA-DR4  (below).  The  orientation  of  indi- 
vidual  amino  acid  residues  of  the domain helix  from  positions 67 to  84 shown. 



these  two  molecules,  these  peptides  could be recognized by T cells  selected  for 
DRl restriction in a  manner  that  mimics  self-MHC  restriction.  This  model is 
applicable  to  a  large  number of responder:stimulator  combinations,  since  DRP 
chain  sequences  fall  into  groups  that  have  conserved  sequences in the a-helical 
regions of their P1 domains,  This  model  is  analogous  to  the multiple-biliary- 
complex  hypothesis of allorecognition  described  above. 

However,  this  cannot  account  for  all situatiorrs, since  strong  alloresponses 
are still generated  when  responders and stimulators  have  multiple  sequence  dif- 
ferences  in  the  TCR  contact  regions of their MHC molecules.  This  situation 
illustrated by considering  the  responder-stimulator  combination of DRw and 
DRw 1 l  (Figure It impossible  to  invoke any m i ~ i c ~ i n g  of s e l f - ~ ~ C  restric- 
tion in such  a  responder-stimulator  combination,  since the TCR-contacting  resi- 
dues  are so different. We  have  proposed  that  the  specificity of allorecognition  in 
such  combinations  is  due  to  recognition of the exposed  MHC  po~y~norphisllls. 
Thymic  positive  selection  for  self-MHC  restriction  is  thought  to  select  thymo- 
cytes  whose  receptors  have an intermediate affinity for thyrnically expressed 

molecules. If a  maturing  thymocyte  has high affinity for self it 
d in  order to avoid  autoreactivity  (negative  selection).  Thymocytes  whose 

receptors  display low affinity for  MHC  molecules  die  from  neglect,  since they 
receive no signals further  dif~erentiation  and would  serve  no  purpose in the 
mature  T-cell  repertoire [35j. In this  context i t  is reasonable to predict that a 
smalll percentage of cells  selected the  basis of having  illterinediate affinity 

HC may  cross-react with higher affinity to allogeneic  MHC  molecules. 
This  would  occur as a  chance  event  and  would  need  to apply to only 1000 T 
cells  to  account for  the  observed  alloreactive  precursor  frequencies  observed. 

Support for this model comes  from the finding  that  alloreactive  T  cells in 
a  responder-stil~l~lator  combination, differing  extensively at the  TCR-contacting 

DRwl7 

Allorecognition  between responder:stil~~~lator combinations with disparate 
MHC TCR  contact  surfaces result  from a chance high-af~llity cross  reaction.  The 
complex of class I1 molecule  and  bound  peptide  (middle small circle)  involved in 

l-restricted  anti-DR17  allospecific  recognition by the same T-cell  clone is shown. 
The  basis of this cross-reaction explained  in  the  text. 



surfaces,  show  biased gene  usage [36]. The  CDRl  and  CDR2  regions of the 
TCR  contact  the  third  variable  region of the  MHC and chains  and  are  encoded 
by germ-line gene  sequences,  thus  indicating  that  the  TCRs of alloreactive 
cells  in  combinations of this  type  are  focused on polymorphic  MHC  residues. 
Conversely,  alloreactive T cells  from  responder-stimulator  comb~nations with 
very similar  TCR-contacting  surfaces,  for  which  it  would  be  predicted  that  bound 
peptide  contributes  significantly  to  allorecognition,  show  no  such  bias. 

Many  responder-stimulator  combinations will fall  between  these  two  ex- 
tremes,  and in these  cases  allorecognition will depend  upon  a  combination of 
specificities for  MHC  polymorphisms  and  for  differentially  bound  peptides, 
Based  on  these  considerations, it is  possible  to  accommodate  allorecognition of 
foreign  MHC  molecules within a self-restricted  TCR  repertoire. 

These  considerations rnay be  inlportant in the  future  design of strategies 
to  specifically  inhibit  allorecognition.  Where the alloresponse  seems to be  focused 
on  bound  peptide, the administration of MHC-binding  peptides  that will compete 
for occupancy of the  allogeneic  MHC  molecules may be advantageous;  whereas 
in the  situation  where MHC  polymorphisms  contribute  to  T-cell  activation, 
monoclonal  antibodies  or  peptides  that  block  TCR-MHC  interaction rnay be  more 
effective. 

All of the above  discussion  has  been  focused  on  “direct”  allorecognition, 
whereby  T  cells  recognize  the ~ ~ C - p e p t i d e  alloantigen in an  intact  form on the 
surfke of  an allogeneic  cell.  Recent  experimental  data  have  shown  that  there 
another  pathway  for  alloantigen-mediated  T-cell  activation,  known as “indirect” 
allorecognition [37]. Based on results  obtained in a  rodent  transplantation  model, 
we proposed over 15 years  ago  that  this  pathway may play an ii~portant role in 
late,  more  chronic  forms of allograft  rejection. 

Direct  alloimln~lnization may be  the  prerogative of allogeneic  cells with 
specialized  APC  function, such as  dendritic  cells  and  macrophages.  This sup- 
ported by experimental  models kidney and  thyroid [39,40] transplantation 
in which  depletion of donor-derived ‘passenger”)  APCs  from the t~~l~splanted 
tissue  led  to  greatly  extended  or  indefinite  graft  survival.  Indirect  allorecognition 
occurs  when  allogeneic MEIC molecules  are taken up and  processed by recipient 
APCs  and  presented  to  recipient  T  cells in association  with  syngeneic  MHCs 
(Figure 5). Thus,  indirect  allorecognition  occurs  through  the  same  pathway  as 
does  recognition of other  foreign  antigens, such as viral peptides.  It  has been 
argued that this  pathway  plays an important  role in lnediating  allograft  rejection, 
although  it has been  difficult until recently to demonstrate  its  importance  sepa- 
rately  from  the  direct  pathway.  It has been  shown  that it~munization graft 
recipients with peptides of allogeneic  MHC  antigens  (which  could  only  stimulate 
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5 Indirect  versus  direct  allorecognition.  Direct  allorecognition  entails  responder 
cells  recognizing  foreign MMC molecules  directly  on  the  surface of allogeneic APCs. 

Indirect  allorecognition  entails  recognition of alloantigens  that  are  shed  from  the  alloge- 
neic  cell  and  taken  up  and  processed  by of recipient  origin  in  association  with  host 

molecules. 

an indirect  response)  led  to  accelerated  graft  rejection l]. Additional~y, allo- 
grafts  from class TI knockout  mice  are  rejected  swiftly  in  a CD4+ T cell- 
dependent  manner [42], demonstrating  the  importance of this  pathway,  since 
these  grafts  are  unable to stimulate  a  direct  alloresponse  from CD4+ T cells. 
~~lrthermore, downregulation of T-cell  responses by thymic  administration of 
peptides  from  allogeneic antigens  can  lead  to  prolonged  survival of subse- 
quent  allografts [43]. 

Minor  histoco~patibility  antigens (H) were  originally defined by allograft  rejec- 
tion responses in mice that were  matched  for MHC loci,  It  was  possible, by back- 



crossing  experiments,  to  observe  the  segregation of individual  mHC  loci  and  to 
develop  congenic  strains  that  differed  only  at  a  single  mHC  locus  [44].  It  became 
apparent  that  while  antigens  encoded by single loci elicited  delayed  rejection 
times,  differences  at  multiple  minor  loci  could  stimulate  rejection  almost  as  rapid 

that seen with  MHC  mismatches. In humans,  the  significance of minor H 
antigens is illustrated by the  potential  to  develop  severe CVHD in  recipients 
of bone  marrow  transpIants  from  HLA-identical  siblings  [45,46].  Additionally, 
patients  receiving  a  kidney  from an HLA-identical  sibling  still  require i m ~ u n o -  
suppression  because of minor H antigen  mismatch,  although  graft  survival is 
much  longer  than  for  MHC-mismatched  grafts. 

Ir? vitro, primary  mixed  lymphocyte  reactions  (MLRs)  occur  against  alloge- 
neic  MHC  antigens,  characterized by proliferation of CD4+ T  cells  and  the  de- 
velopment of CD8+  cytotoxic  T cells  specific for  MHC class I disparities.  MLRs 
against  minor  H  antigens  can  be  obtained  only with responder  T  cells  from  indi- 
viduals  previously  immunized in vivo by skin  grafting  or with spleen  cells  ex- 
pressing  the  relevant  antigen  [4?,48]. In contrast  with  the  immune  response  to 
MHC  molecules, no antibodies  are  made  to  minor  H  molecules.  However, both 
CD4+  and  CD8+ T-cell clones  specific  for  components of mHC  antigens can 
be  isolated  from  secondary  mixed  lymphocyte  cultures,  and  the  minor H antigen 
specificities  defined by these  T-cell  clones  cosegregate  with  the  loci  encoding 
minor  H  antigens defined by in skin  grafting  [49].  It  has  been  shown that 
separate  epitopes  need  to  be  recognized by CD4+ and CD8+  T cells in order 
to  stimulate  graft  rejection  [50,5 Minor H antigen-specific  cells  are  MHC- 
restricted,  and  it is now  clear that minor H antigens  are  peptides  derived  from 
polyrnorphic  or  allelically  expressed  cellular  proteins  and  are  presented  to  T  cells 
in association  with  self-MHC  [52].  The  genes  encoding  minor H antigens  are 
not linked  to the MHC  locus but are  scattered  throughout  the  genome,  such 
the  H-Y  male-specific  histocompatibility  antigens  located  on  the Y chromosome, 
MTF  antigens on  mitochondrial  chromosomes,  and  other  antigens  on  autosomal 
chromosomes When  grafts  are  exchanged  between  MHC-identical  siblings 
(but not identical  twins),  multiple  minor  differences  are  presented, but the  T-cell 
response  is  limited  to a small  number of i~munodominant peptide  epitopes 
[54,55]. The  reason  for  this  peptide  immunodominance is unclear,  although  it 
probably  due to these  particular  minor  peptides  binding with greater  affinity to 
MHC  molecules,  thus  increasing  the  avidity of the  T-cell  interaction  [53]. 

a 

The  male-specific  H-Y  antigen  is  broadly  expressed  on  human  cells,  and  two 
peptides  have  been  identified  derived  from  SMCY,  a  protein  encoded  on  the Y 
chromosome [561. One of these  peptides is presented in association with HLA- 

and  the  other in association with HLA-A2  (both  class  I  MHC  molecules). 



Another  minor H antigen  has  been  identified  that is recognized by  an HLA-A2. 
restricted  cytotoxic  T-cell  clone  and is named  HA-2 [57] .  This  peptide is derived 
from the class I myosin  protein  family.  In  addition  to  HA-2,  four  other  minor  H 
antigens  recognized by T cells in association with HLA-A1  and  HLA-A2  have 
been  investigated  for  association with GVWD  in the context of bone  marrow 
transplantation.   is match at one  or  more of these loci was signi~cantly associ- 
ated with GVHI) when  compared with donor-recipient pairs that  were  matched 
for all four of these  antigens [SS]. Thus  consideration of minor  antigenic  differ- 
ences  is  important in bone  marrow tr~~nsplantation  and may influence  donor  selec- 
tion in the  future. 

In order  to  unders~alld how  tolerance  to  allogenic  tissue may be  induced it is 
helpful to  consider the mechanisms that underlie  tolerance  to  self.  Tolerance  to 
self may be divided  into  central  (i.e.,  thymic)  tolerance  and  peripheral  tolerance. 
It via  these  pathways  that  deleterious  autoreactive  cells  are  prevented  from 
causing auto im~une disease in the  host. 

The  principal  mechanism  underlying  central  tolerance  is  intrathymic  negative 
selection of differe~ltiating self-reactive T cells by clonal  deletion [59], This  has 
been  demonstrated i n  two  ways.  The first visualization of thymic  deletion  was 
achieved using monoclonal  antibodies specific for  TCR Vp families. In response 
to  mouse  mammary  tumor virus-encoded superantigens,  wholesale  deletion of 
thymocytes  bearing  particular elements  was  seen More  recently,  thymic 
negative  selection has been  studied  using  TCR-transgenic  mice.  For  example, 
mice  transgenic  for  a  TCR  specific  for an H-Y peptide  presented  by the NIHC 

2-Kh  were  generated. In female  H-2b  mice,  most of the  T cells 
selected in the thynus carried the transgene-encoded  TCR.  However, in male 
trans~enic mice,  almost  all  the  thymocytes  expressing  the H-Y specific TCR  were 
deleted  because of negative  selection 1601, 

Both  positive  and  negative  selection in the  thymus  requires  recognition of 
peptides  in  association  with s e ~ f - ~ H C ;  therefore, how can signals  transduced 
through the same  TCR  lead  to  such  dialnetrically  opposed  outcomes?  One  possi- 
bility is that  the  cell  type  displaying the pept ide-~HC complex may be  important 
in ~~termini l lg the  outcome of TCR  engagement. In general,  thymic  epithelial 
cells  are  relatively  inefficient  at  deleting  thymocytes compared with bone  mar- 
row-derived  dendritic  cells l]. 

The  process of thymocyte  positive  selection  also  appears  to  be  peptide- 



dependent.  Experiments  using  fetal  thymic  organ  cultures  (FTOCs)  from  mice 
with  mutations  interfering with peptide  loading  or  presentation  on ~ H C  mole- 
cules  have  shown  that  peptides play an important  role in positive  selection when 
added  to  these  cultures [62-641. These  experiments  allowed the de~nit ion of 
peptides  capable of selecting particular  TCR.  However,  conflicting  results 
emerged,  depending  on  the  particular  TCR  and  the  nature of the peptide used. 
It  would  seem,  therefore,  that  positive  selection  can  be highly  promiscuous 
process,  Further  experiments with a  transgenic  mouse  model  that  expresses  a 
single  class 11 molecule  occupied by single  peptide  show  that in this 
situation, surprisingly  large  proportion (>25%) of the  normal  TCR  repertoire 
can  be  selected 1651. It  appears,  therefore, that a single  peptide  can  promote 
selection of large  population of T cells, but no single  peptide  is  capable of 
selecting a  complete  repertoire.  Depending  on  the  experimental  system  and 
peptide-TCR col~bination used,  positive  selection may be  highly  peptide-specific 
or  exhibit  a  marked  degree of degeneracy. 

It seems  highly  unlikely  that  every self peptide  can  be  presented  to  developing 
T cells in the  thymus,  particularly  for  antigens with peripheral  tissue-specific 
expression.  Peripheral  tolerance therefore  necessary  to  avoid  autoimmunity. 
variety of nl~chanisms  appear to  contribute  to  the  induction  and  the  maintenallce 
of peripheral  T-cell  tolerance, as outlined  below. 

In  certain circ~lmstances,  the  T cell  may  simply  ignore  the  autoantigen,  owing 
to  the  absence of noncognate  activating  signals.  Transgenic  mice  expressing  a 
TCR  specific  for the immunodol~inant peptide of myelin basic  protein 
fail  to  develop  spontaneous experi l~erl ta~  autoi~l~une  encephaIo~yeli t js unl 
they are  removed  from  a  pathogen-free  environment  or  immunized with NI 
or  pertussis  toxin [66]. In other  cases, the T cell  may be completely  ignorant of 
its  specific  ligand  because it specific  for a  cryptic epitope-i.e., a  poorly pro- 
cessed  and  presented  peptide.  These  T  cells  are not tolerant  to  their ligand because 
they have  never  encountered  it in sufficient  quantity. 

In  order  to  understand  anergy,  we  must briefly consider  normal  T-cell  activation. 
MHC-peptide  binding  to  a  TCR  alone  is not sufficient  to  trigger  T-cell  activation. 
It is necessary for the T cell  to  receive a  second signal contemporaneously for 



Molecular interaction in T-cell  activation. 

Two-signal  model of T-cell  activation.  Signal l is  supplied the  cognate 
interaction of the  TCR-CD3  complex  with  its  MHC-peptide  ligand.  For  activation of 
2 secreting  cells  there is a  requirement for receipt the cell of a  second,  or  costimula- 

signal.  The €37-CD28  interaction inlportant in the  generation of signal 2. 

full  activation  (Figure 6) [67]. If the T cell  receives  signal 1 (TCR  binding  MHC- 
peptide) in the absence of signal 2,  then the  IL-2  gene  is  silenced  and the T cell 
becomes  refractory  to  further  stimulation This  appears  to  apply  specifically 
to  previously  activated  T  cells  rather  than  to  naive  T  cells  and  has  been  observed 
in vitro using  T-cell  clones  and  enriched  memory T cells.  Anergy  is  the  predomi- 
nant extrathymic  mechanism of inducing self tolerance and has  been  demon- 
strated  conclusively in a  variety of experimental  systems  [69,70].  The  possibility 
of inducing  T-cell  anergy  provides  an  opportunity  to  modulate  the  immune  re- 
sponse  to  alloatltigens, as discussed  below. 

One of the key molecular  interactions  required for the generation of signal 
2  involves  the E37 family of molecules  on the APC  and  their  T-cell  ligands,  CD28 
and  CTLA-4  [71]. €37-1 and  B7-2  are  expressed  on  “professional”  APCs,  such 
as  dendritic  cells,  activated B cells,  and  macrophages.  Recent  evidence  suggests 
that  B7  binding to CD28  provides  efficient  costim~llation  (i.e.,  signal  2 in the 
presence of signal whereas  CTLA-4,  which  is  present  only  at  the  T-cell  surface 
upon activation,  inhibits  T-cell  activation  [72].  It can thus be seen that a  balance 
between  activation  and  inhibition will determine  the  ultimate  outcome of a 
cell  recognizing  its  ligand. 

The  type of APC that displays the antigen  to the cell  may  help  to  explain 
some  features of peripheral  tolerance.  Many  parenchymal cell types can be  in- 



duced  to  express  MHC  class TI molecules,  particularly under the  influence of 
interferon-y. If these  cells then present  peptide  antigen in association  with the 
class I1 molecules  to  circulating  memory  T  cells  (as  naive  T  cells  do not enter 
tissues), then the  outcome of this  encounter is likely  to  result in T-cell  anergy. 
This  phenomenon has been  demonstrated  convincingly in vitro  [73-7SJ,  The 
‘‘two  signal’ model of T-cell  activation  does not explain all mechanisms of 
anergy  induction,  however,  as  evidenced by work using altered  peptide  ligands 
(APLs). If single-residue  substitutions  are  made at certain  crucial  positions in  an 
antigenic  peptide,  then,  despite  a  full  complement of costimulatory  molecules  on 
the  APC, the T cell may be  anergized 1761 or  induced  to  produce  anti-inflamm~~- 
tory cytokines in the  absence of proliferation  [77]. 

3. ~eletion/Ex~austion 

Peripheral  deletion of mature  T  cells,  or  the  related  phenomenon of clonal  exhaus- 
tion,  has  been  demonstrated in a  number of experimental  systems  utilizing  TCR 
transgenic  mice [78-801. The key  variable  highlighted by these  models that 
of antigen  dose, At persistently high doses of antigen,  T  cells  are  either  deleted 
or  anergized.  Clonal  exhaustion may also  occur  due  to  TCE  interaction with 
superantigen.  Exotoxins  produced by certain  bacterial  strains  are  capable of acti- 
vating  all  T  cells  bearing  particular  TCR regions  irrespective of their  ligand 
specificity.  Superantigens  can  influence  the  T-cell  repertoire  by  causing  intra- 
thymic  deletion of entire fdmilies [s l ] ,  or they may  interact with peripheral 
T cells,  causing  activation  followed by deletion  and  anergy  [82J. 

4. Suppression 

Another  mechanism  whereby self tolerance  may  be  maintained  is  through  sup- 
pression of autoreactive  cells.  This has been  demonstrated by adoptive  transfer 
studies in which T cells  from  tolerant  animals  were  able  to  transfer  tolerance  to 
naive  recipients  when  coinjected with specific  antigen [83-8S] (Figure  7).  This 
suppression  may be mediated by cytokines  such  as IL-4 or TL- or via competi- 
tion for local cytokines by the suppressive  T  cells.  The  effect of competition  for 
cytokines has been  demonstrated in vitro using  anergic  T-cell  clones that inhib- 
ited  antigen-specific  and  allospecific  T-cell  proliferation by competing  for the 
APC  surface  and  for  locally  produced  IL-2 [86]. There  are  other  data  to  suggest 
that  potentially  autoreactive T cells  that  have  escaped  thymic  deletion may be 
suppressed by regulatory  T-cell  subsets  [87,88]. In many  rodent  models, the regu- 
latory  cells  appear  to  be of a  Th2  phenotype  (they  produce IL-4, TL-5, IL- 10 and 
induce €3-cell differentiation) [SS]. This may be of significance  in  bone  marrow 
transplantation  as it has  been  suggested  that  successful  outcome  after  grafting is 
correlated with the  development of a  Th2-type  response 

In summary,  deletion of autoreactive  T  cells in the  thymus  is  the  major 



Adoptive  transfer  of  tolerance. T cells from a tolerant  animal  are  able  to  trans- 
fer  specific  tolerance  to a naive  animal  when  injected  together  with  alloantigen. If cells 
are  taken  from  an  animal strain A,  which is tolerant  to a renal  allograft of B, then 
a graft  from  an B) F, donor not  rejected  even in the  absence of immunosuppression. 

~echan ism for  the  establishment of self tolerance, but there  are  additional  periph- 
eral  mechanisms  that  are  important  for  the  maintenance of tolerance.  Knowledge 
of the mechanisms that underlie self tolerance in mature  peripheral cells is 
crucial  to  the  understanding of how the immune  system  may be  manipLllated to 
induce  tolerance to allografts, 

Since the introduction of more  effective ilnm~~nos~lppressive  drugs,  there has 
been a marked ~ m p r o v e ~ e ~ t  in allograft  survival.  Despite  this,  the  rate of allograft 
rejection  remains  relatively  high, with the of 10-20% of kidney  grafts  in 
the first year alone Additionally,  imlnunosuppressive  therapy relatively 
nonspecific  and  is  associated  with number of complications,  such  as  infection 
and  malignancy.  Thus  there  is  a  search  for  strategies to favor specific allograft 
tolerance  to  improve  this  situation. 

mentioned  above,  the  mechanisms of self tolerance  provide useful 



model  to  understand  tolerance  to  allografts.  However,  there  are  several  important 
differences  between  the  two.  Unlike  a self antigen  present  throughout  T-cell 
togeny, an allograft  presents an abrupt  challenge  to the immune  system.  Further- 
more,  the  nunlber of potentially  alloreactive T cells in the  normal  repertoire  is 
much  greater than conventional  antigen-specific  T-cell  numbers,  as  discussed 
above. 

Central  mechanisms of tolerance play less of a role in allotolerance  as  compared 
with self tolerance.  There  are  occasions,  however,  where  transplalitation  tolerance 
may result  from  intrathymic  clonal  deletion.  This  is  denionstrated in the  situation 
OF allogeneic  bone  marrow  chimeras  formed by reconstituting  lethally  irradiated 
rodents  with  allogeneic  bone  marrow 1921.  In such  models,  these  allogeneic  chi- 
meras  are  tolerant  to both donor  and  recipient  antigens i7-r and in Resis- 
tance  to  bone  marrow  engraftment,  which  is  largely  T-cell  mediated, overcome 
by total-body  irradiation,  and  depleting  the  marrow of T cells  prior  to  transplanta- 
tion prevents CVHD. There  are  probably  two  mechanisms of tolerance  induction 
in this  model.  First,  donor  bone  marrow  cells  repopulate the thymus  and  induce 
intrathy~ic deletion of T cells  reactive  to  donor  antigens.  Second,  tolerance  to 
recipient  antigens  must  be  mediated  by  thymic  epithelial  cells,  and  this may in- 
volve  the indLlction  of anergy  [93].  A  problem  that  arises in systems of this type 
is  that,  since T cells  are  selected in the  thymus  for  self-MHC  restriction,  once 
the  T cells  are  exported, they will then  recognize  only  foreign  antigen  efficiently 
when  presented by recipient  APCs.  However,  the  majority of peripheral  APCs 
in  allogeneic  bone  marrow  chimeras will  be  of donor  origin.  Therefore, in these 
chimeras,  peripheral APC-T cell  interactions  are  poor  and  the  host  is  immunolog- 
ically  compromised [94]. 

This  last  problem  seems  to  have  been  overcome  by  reconstituting  the  recipi- 
ent with a  mixture of recipient  and  donor  bone  marrow  to  create a  mixed  bone 
marrow  chimera  [95].  This  permits  recipient  APCs  to  remain in the  periphery 
and  abrogate  problems with T  cell-APC  interactions,  Donor-specific  marrow  in- 
fusion has been  reported  to  improve renal allograft  survival  rates From a  l-year 
survival  rate of to  90% [96] and  rejection-free  graft  survival  appeared  to  corre- 
late with the  presence of allogeneic  chinlerism 1971. 

A  more direct  route  to  induce  tolerance  via  thymic  clonal  deletion to 
inject  donor  cells  directly  into  the  recipient  thymus  during a  period of transient 
ilnm~~nosuppression.  This  has been  used  successfully  with  pancreatic  islet  trans- 
plants 1981, although  tolerance  was  incomplete,  as  the  islet  recipients  could  reject 
a  skin  graft  from  the  same  donor,  which  then  caused  rejection of the  transplanted 
islets 1991. 



Although  intrathymic  presentation of alloantigen  seems  to be  an important  feature 
of bone  marrow  transplants,  it  is less likely  to be the  main  mechanism  whereby 
allotolerance may be  induced.  However, it is  possible  for  donor  antigens  to  be 
shed and  to travel to the thymus  either via the circulation  or in association with 
recipient APCs. Indeed  there  has  been  the  suggestion  that  graft  acceptance  de- 
pends  on  a  state of mixed Chimerism in the  recipient  and  the  graft  mediated by 
mutual host-graft  leukocyte  interactions 001. However,  whether  this  chimerism 
is the  cause of graft  acceptance  or the consequence of it is difficult  to  determine, 

An important  concept  to  consider  is the difference  between  antigenicity 
and inll~unogenicity.  Antigenicity  means that  a  graft  displays  antigens that can 
be  recognized by the host immune  system,  whereas  immunogenicity  means that 
those  antigens  can  elicit an immune  response. discussed  above,  tolerogenic 
mechanisms  usually  require  the  interaction of TCRs with ~HC-pept ide,  so that 
donor-specific  tolerance  requires an antigenic s t i~u lus .  However,  allogeneic 

molecules,  while  being  antigenic,  are not necessarily  imnlunogenic,  as has 
been discussed in the context of the two-signal  model of T-cell  activation.  One 
approach  to  inducing  donor-specific  tolerance  is  therefore  to  reduce the immuno- 
genicity of the  graft in some  way so as  to  induce a state of alloreactive  T-cell 
anergy. 

One strategy  to  reduce  immunogenicity of an allograft  is  to  remove  donor- 
derived  professional APCs, as  previously  discussed,  This can be  achieved by a 
period in or culture prior to  transplantation.  Once  transplanted, 
the host cells  would  encounter only alloantigens  presented by graft  parenchy- 
mal  cells, which-lacking costimulatory  molecules,  such as B7-would anergize 
these  T  cells.  This  effect has been  demonstrated in murine  thyroid and  islet- 
cell  grafts l0 l]. Additionally, in a rat model, renal allografts that are  transplanted 
under ilnmLlnosuppressive cover  are not rejected  after  cessation of immunosup- 
pression.  These  grafts may then  be  retransp~anted into  a  syngeneic  naive  recipient 
without im~unos~~ppression in certain  strain  combinations  (Figure 8) 1021. 
While the graft is “parked” in the  original  recipient,  donor  passenger  leukocytes 
are  replaced by those  from  the  recipient.  Attempts  to  translate  these  findings  into 
clinical transpi~ntation by depletion of dendritic  cells using monoclonal  antibod- 
ies have so far  been  disappointing 103-1. 

Another  way  to  induce  anergy  or  nonresponsiveness in alloreactive  T  cells 
is  to  block  the  delivery of Costi~nLl~ation by APCs.  Several  studies  have  shown 
that blocking  the  interactions of adhesion  molecules at the  time of grafting can 
induce  graft-specific  unresponsiveness Additiona~ly,  antibodies to 
can  prolong the survival of allografts either by inducing T-cell anergy or 
by favoring the development of Th2-type cells. 
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Renal  allografts  transplanted  under  a  short  course of  imll~unosuppression  are 
not  rejected  after  ilnmul~osuppression  is  withdrawn.  After  retransplantation  into  a  naive 
syngeneic  recipient in the  absence  of  further ill~~tlnosuppression, the  allograft not 
jected  because  passenger  leukocytes  within  the  graft  have  been  replaced  by  those  from 
the first recipient. FurtherI~ore, infusion  of  allogeneic  dendritic  cells (DCs) into the  recipi- 
ent of a retransplante~ allograft  causes prompt rejection of the  allograft. 

the importance of the B71CD28 interaction has become  more  apparent, 
b ~ o c ~ i n g  of this receptor-ligand  pair with the soluble  recoinbinant  fusion protein 
CTLA4"g has been  shown  to  induce  allospeciftc  tolerance in a variety of experi- 
mental  systems 106,1071. Furthermore,  simultaneous  blocking of another  impor- 
tant costj~ulatory pathway,  the  CD40-CD40L  interaction, has been  able  to 
long  the  survival of cardiac  allografts  indefinitely in mice 
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The  hypothesis  that  bone  marrow  transplantation  (BMT)  can  provide an effective 
antileukemia  reaction  was  tested in experimental  models  during  the very earliest 
days of BMT  research.  Barnes  and  coworkers in their 1956 paper  entitled 
“Treatment of Murine  Leukaemia  with X Rays  and  Homologous  Bone  Marrow,” 
described  the  potential  and  problems of using allogeneic  BMT  for  the  treatment 
of leukemia in this  way: 

When  mice  are  given  an  otherwise  lethal  dose  of rays  to  the  whole  body 
they  can  recover  if  injected  intravenously  with  homologous  [allogeneic]  my- 
eloid  cells. This  suggests  that  leukemia  of  the  mouse  might  be  success- 
fully  treated.  On  the  one  hand,  the  dose of rays  which sufficiently  lethal 
to  normal  cells of the  bone  marrow  and  lymphatic  tissues  to  cause  death 



the  animal  might  well  be  completely  lethal to leukemic  cells. On  the 
other  hand,  if  the  dose  of x rays  sufficient  to  kill  the  animal  is  not 100% lethal 
to  leukemic  cells,  the  malignant  condition  would in these  circumstances  recur 
by  growth  from  the  surviving  cells,  since  neither  host  not  graft  has  the  ability 
to resist;  but, if  homologous  bone  marrow  from  a  different  strain  of  mouse 
were  given,  the  colonizing  cells  might  retain  the  capacity  of  the  donor to 
destroy by the  reaction  of  immunity  these  residual  leukemic  cells-and  per- 
haps  also  the host. 

The  immunological  antitumor  component of allogeneic  BMT  came  to be 
known  as the “graft-versus-leukemia”  (GVL)  effect, but as  predicted by Barnes 
and  colleagues,  allogeneic BMT was  often  associated with a lethal “secondary 
syndro~ne,~~ which  we  now  know  as  “graft-versus-host  disease”  (GVHD).  In 
some  animal  models,  the  GVL  effect  could not be  distinguished  from  the  GVH 
reaction,  while in others  the  two  were  separable.  It  was  postulated  that  either 
distinct  and,  therefore,  separable  effector  cells  were  responsible  for GVL  and 
GVH  reactions  or that the same  effector  cells with differing  thresholds of reactiv- 
ity against  leukemic  and  normal host cells  mediated  the  preferential  killing of 
leukemia [2,31. If distinct  effector  cells  are  responsible for  GVL  and  GVH reac- 
tions, then the reactions  are  potentially  separable. If the same  effector  cells  are 
involved in both but exhibit  differing  thresholds of reactivity  against  normal  and 
malignant  cells,  then  alternative  strategies  are  necessary  to  separate  GVL  and 
GVH reactivity. 

Only  recently, with the  advent of new  technologies  for  i~anipL~lating anti- 
host and a n t i t u ~ o ~  immune  reactions in vivo and ex vivo, has the successful 
clinical use  of GVL reactivity  become a reality.  Experimental  animal  models 
contributed  significantly  to  this  success  and will continue  to be valuable  tools  for 
exploring new approaches  and  establishing  biological  principles.  For  this  chapter, 
investigators  from  three  laboratories,  whose  work  has  been  iilstrumental in estab- 
lishing  and  testing the principles of GVL and reactivity,  were  asked  to 
review  their  work  using  animal  models  to  study  GVL  reactions. 

the past two  decades,  our  laboratory  has  investigated the relationship  between 
the  GVL  and  GVH  reactions in murine  models of allogeneic  BMT.  This  relation- 
ship  continues  to be controversial.  However,  with  dissection of clinical GV 
at the  cellular  and  molecular  levels  and  emergence of new  technologies,  strategies 
to modulate  the  syndrome  without loss of the  beneficial GVL  reaction  have 
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evolved. In the first section of this  chapter,,  we  present an overview of experimen- 
tal strategies  that  we  have used in various  attempts  to prevent GVHD without 
loss of the  GVL  effect in a  murine  model of MHC-matched  allogeneic  BMT. 
Figure l summarizes  the  effector  mechanisms  leading  to GVHD in this  model 
and  some of the  strategies that we  have  evaluated. 

The  tumor  model used in these  studies  is  the  acute  T-lymphoblastic  leukemia 
(AKR-L)  which  develops  spontaneously in AKR mice at approximately 8 
months of age  [4].  Recombination  between  endogenous  ecotropic  and  xenotropic 
murine  leukemia  viruses  (MuLV)  leads  to  the  production of a  duotropic  retrovirus 
that  is  leukemogenic.  Spontaneously  arising  AKR  leukemia  develops as a thy- 
moma  and is weakly  immllnogellic.  AKR  mice,  as well as  other  high-le~~kemia- 
incidence  strains of the  H2h  haplotype,  develop  little  or  no  antiviral  CTL  activity 
[5,6]. Quantitative  reductions of the MHC-restriction  elements  as  well  as  qualita- 
tive  alterations of other  cell-surface  molecules  are  thought  to  impair  T-cell  reac- 
tivity  against  spontaneous  AKR  leukemias is a useful tumor  model 
for  the  study of GVL effects that are  dominated  by  reactivity  against  minor  histo- 
compatibility  antigens  (miHA)  rather than MuLV  or  leukemia-associ~~ted anti- 
gens. 

Donor B1O.BR and  host AKR mice  differ at multiple  n4HA well 
class nlolecules  encoded within the Tla/Qa region.  MLR  reactivity one- 
way in the CVH (B 1O.BR anti-AKR)  direction  and  strongly  influenced by the 
Mls- l a  superantigen  expressed by AKR mice.  The  incidence  and  intensity of 

1O.BR AKR chimeras  depends  upon  the  number of mature 
cells  transplanted with the  donor  marrow  inoculum,, but other  factors  such as the 
conditioning  regimen  also  affect the outcome  [8].  The  severity of CV 
rectly  proportional  to  number of CD4+ T cells  present in the marrow 
[2]. T cells  expressing the Vp6 TCR  dominate  the  antihost  reactive  donor  T-cell 
population in this  donorlhost  col~bination. CD8 10.BR cells  contribute  to 

D in AKR hosts,  but  they  are  dependent  on T cells  to  provide  help. 
4+  T cells  alone  is  sufficient  to  eliminate  lethal GV 

model  [2].  Presensitjzation of the B 1O.BR donor  to  AKR  alloantigen,,  however, 
results  in  activation of CD8+ T-cell  clones  capable of causing GVHD indepen- 
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dent of CD4  help (21. Using  MoAb  to  deplete  CD4  and  CD8  subsets in vivo, 
we found that the  early  phase of GVH reactivity  is  CD4-mediated,  while  later 
phase  appears  to  be  CD8-mediated 121. CD8 T cells  are  essential for  elimination 
of residual host cells  and  for  establishment of complete  donor  chimerism in this 
model [8,9]. In the  absence of CD8 T cells,  the  transplanted  mice  become  stable 
mixed  donorlhost  T-cell  chimeras. 

Optimal  GVL  reactivity in B 1O.BRlAKR chimeras  is  dependent  on  the 
presence of both  CD4  and  CD8  T cells [9]. The  antileukemic  reaction  is  directed 
toward host miHA  and  class TB MHC  molecules [lo]. Presensitization of donors 
to host alloantigens  (alloimmunization)  can  enhance the antileukemic  effect by 
increasing the CTL  precursor  frequency [lo]. Cloned  CTL  reactive  to AKR 
miHA [ l  and  to  Qalb  molecules 1 l ]  can  mediate  a  GVL  effect in vivo.  GVHD 
was  induced in AKR mice  after  injection of a single  H2K-restricted  miHA- 
specific  CTL  clone,  indicating  that  clonal  activation of donor  T  cells  to  a  single 
immunodonlinant n1iHA can lead  to  lethal  GVHD The  miHA-specific  CTL 
provided  a  GVL  effect, but with  GVHD  as  a  complication.  Cytolytic  activity of 
host-specific  T-cell  clones in vitro did not correlate with induction of GVHD 
after  adoptive  transfer in vivo,  suggesting  that  other  functional  properties of the 

cells  (probably  cytokine  secretion)  are  critical  for  induction of the GVH  syn- 
drome l]. 

2. NK Cells 

We  have  also  shown  that  donor NK cells  can  be  both helpful and harmful to the 
host.  Donor NK cells  contribute  to  “early”  GVL  reactivity,  whereas  GVL  reac- 
tivity  at a  “later”  stage  post-BMT is  dominated by T cells,  and  depletion of  NK 

Schematic  representation of the  effector  mechanisms  responsible  for  GVHD 
in a  murine  model of MHC-matched,  IniHA-nlismatched  BMT  (B 1O.BR AKR) and 
strategies  that  have  been  evaluated in attempts  to  minimize  GVHD  without of the 
beneficial  GVL  reactivity. In this  model,  the  incidence  and  intensity of CVHD is depen- 
dent  on  the  number of donor  CD4  T  cells in the  marrow  inoculum.  Other  GVH  effector 
cells  and  cytokines play secondaly  roles.  Strategies  that  have  been  tested  and  are  discussed 
in the first section of this  chapter  include pan  T-cell  depletion of the  donor 111arrow; 
(B) CD4  T-subset  depletion; (C) CD8  T-subset  depletion;  (D)  depletion of donor NK 
cells: (E) inmune deviation  through  the use of RTE in vivo  or  IL-4 in vitro  to  polarize 
donor  T-helper  cells; (F) use of T  cell-specific  MoAbs in vivo to prevent treat CVHD 
and  induce  tolerance;  and (G) donor  leukocyte  infusions  (DLI)  post-BMT.  Strategies  to 
block  Inacrophages  and/or  inflammatory  cytokines  are not discussed  here, but have  been 
studied by others. 



cells has little  effect on GVL reactivity  [2].  Depletion of donor cells  signifi- 
cantly  increases the survival  rate of hosts with mild-to-moderate  GVHD  without 
compro~ising either  donor  T-cell en~raftment  [l21 or  late GVL reactivity  [2]. 
We attribute  the  improved  survival  rate  to  eliInination of NK-lnediated  immuno- 
deficiency,  which  manifests itself clinically  as  GVH-associated  mortality. NK 
cells  may  also  suppress GVL reactivity.  Using the B ~ O . ~ R / A K R  model,  we 
found that depletion of CD4  T  cells  resulted in loss of GVL reactivity  despite  the 
presence of alloreactive  CD8 T cells  (Figure 2). When  we  increased  the  number 
of trttnsplanted CD4-depleted,  CD8-replete spleen cells, we did not observe an 
increase in leukemia-free  survival However,  when  donor N 
depleted,  there  was  a  significant  increase in leukemia-free  survival in MHC- 
matched  chimeras  given 04-depieted cells  (Figure 2). Thus, NK cells  are du- 
plicitous.  They  provide  beneficial GVL reactivity  during the early  stages  after 
BMT, but they subsequently  suppress  GVL  reactivity  and  contribute  to  GVH 
pathology. It is not clear  whether  separate NK subsets  are respo~~sible  for  these 
distinct  effects in vivo. 

Collectively,  our  results  support  a  three-compartl~lent  nladel of GVLIGVH 
reactivity i n  B 1O.BRIAKR chimeras in which CD4+, CD8+ and NK cells  are 
highly  interactive,  In  addition  to being mult icolnpa~t~el l~~l ,   CVLlGVH reactiv- 

GVL reactivity of donor  CD8+  T-cells in MHC-matched B1O.BR AKR 
chimeras  is  negatively  regulated  by  donor  NK  cells in the  absence of CD4+  T-helpcr 
cells. B 1 donor  mice  were  deplcied of CD4+ cells  alone  (CD4-neg)  or  along  with 
NK1.1+  cells  (CD4"eg,  NK-neg) injection of MoAb in  vivo.  Chimeras  were  given 
BM p h s  25 10" spleen  cells  on  day and  then  challenged  with  a  supralethal  dose 
of leukemia  on  day Leukemia  controls  are  normal hosts. 
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ity in this  donorlhost  combination  is  dynamic with effector  cells  and  their  func- 
tions  changing  over  time. 

3. ~ a c r o ~ h a ~ e s ,  Inflammatory Cytokines, and GVMD 

We  have not specifically  examined the role of macrophages in the pathology of 
GVHD i n  our  chimeras.  However,  Ferrara  and  colleagues 14,151 using another 
MHC-matched  BMT  model,  BI0.BR CBA,  have  shown  that  macrophages 
and p ro in~a~mato ry  cytokines,  especially and TNF-a, contribute  signifi- 
cantly  to  the  GVH  syndrome. direct  role for  macrophages in antileukemic 
reactivity has not been  documented, but they may  influence GVL reactivity (posi- 
tively  or  negatively) by altering  the im~~unological milieu in which  the  leukemia 
must  survive. 

VHD Without Loss 

During the course of studies on the role of CD4+ cells in GVHI),  we  observed 
that spleen  cells  taken  from  donors  that  had been CD4-depleted  (CD4  TCD)  with 
MoAb in vivo  and then allowed  to  repopulate  their  spleens  for  a  short  time with 
newly emig~~t i l lg thymocytes  (RTE  or  recent  thymic  emigrants), did not cause 
GVHD when transplanted  into  susceptible  hosts More  importantly,  there  was 
a significantly  higher GVL effect  when the spleen  cells  were  taken  from  donors 
that had  been allowed  to  repopulate  for  a  limited  time  as  compared  to  CD4- 
depleted  donors  that  had not yet repopulated  their  spleens versus leuke- 
mia-free  survival, p 0.03) 

The  RTE  found in the  spleen  arose  de  novo in the  donor  thymus,  since 
thymectomized I3 10.BR  donors  failed to repopulate  their  spleens 161. The  CD4+ 
RTE were hyporespons~ve to alloantigen  stiInulation with MHC  or miHA dispa- 
rate  cells;  however, they proliferated  and  secreted  cytokines in response  to  TCR 
cross-linking with immobilized  anti-CD3 MoAb CD4+  RTE  exhibited di- 
minished  expression of CD45RB.  With  time,  the  splenic  CD4+  T  cells  reac- 
quired  alloreactivity,  and  there  was a  temporal  relationship  between  re-expression 
of CD45RB  and  restoration of alloreactivity.  The CD8+  T cells in these  CD4 
TCD/repopulated  spleen  cells  donors  were  normal, but they proliferated in vitro 
only when the  CD4+  T cells  were  functional  (i.e.,  capable of secreting 

CD4+  RTE may be  anergic by virtue of their  maturational  state  or they may 
be  highly  susceptible  to  induction of tolerance  once in the  periphery.  Charlton  et 
al. [l71 found that single  positive  CD4+  RTE taken from  the  thymus  are  capable 
of causing GVHD. We  also  found  that  single  positive  CD4+  T  cells taken from 
the repopulating  thymus of CD4  TCD  donors  were  responsive  to  alloantigen; 
however,  single  positive CD4.3- cells taken from  the  spleen of the  same  donor 



did not respond  to host antigen in vitro.  This  suggests that a  peripheral  mechanism 
may be involved in inducing  anergy in CD4+ RTE  as  suggested by Alters  et  al. 
[ W .  

CD4+ RTE  cells  are  thought  to be Tho-type  cells  capable of secreting 
large  amounts of IL-4,  IL-5, y-IFN, and  IL- l 0  191.  In the  periphery  they  differen- 
tiate  into Thl-type cells in the absence of IL-4, but exposure  to  IL-4  is  thought 
to  drive  their  differentiation  toward the type  2  cytokine  pathway.  We  speculate 
that IL-4 in the  BMT recipient  is  responsible for the diminished  GVH  reactivity 
of CD4+ RTE  cells. The  source of IL-4 in the host following  BMT not yet 
known, but we are  testing  the  hypothesis  that  donor-derived  NK- l CD3 T 
cells  are  responsible. NE(- 1.1 cells  produce  large  quantities of IL-4  (as well 
as y-IFN, IL-5,  and IL-IO but little  or  no  IL-2)  [20],  have  been  shown to promptly 
produce  IL-4 in response  to  in vivo challenge with anti-CD3  MoAb,  and  are 
CD45RBdu1’  [21].  IL-4  skews  the  functional  activity of peripheral  T-helper  and 
T-cytotoxic  subsets,  a  phenomenon  referred  to  variously  as  “immune  deviation’7 
or  “polarization.”  Ferrara  and  colleagues  [22]  report that GVHD  is  signi~cantly 
diminished  when  donor  T  cells  are  polarized  toward  type  2  cytokines,  and  Fowler 
et  al.  [23,24]  exploited  this  phenomenon  to  prevent GVH reactivity  while re- 
taining  GVL  reactivity of donor  T  cells,  Thus,  immune  deviation in some  form 
may prove  to  be  a useful strategy  for  separating GVHD from GVL reactivity. 

Ex vivo depletion of donor  T  cells is an effective way to  prevent  CVHD,  although 
its  impact  on  clinical  GVL  reactivity has been  variable  [25,26].  Therefore, we 
decided  to  examine  the use of monoclonal  antibodies  (MoAbs) specific for  Thy- 
1.2, CD4,  CD8,  and  CD3 in vivo  post-BMT  to  prevent  and to treat GVHD  [2]. 
Pan T-cell depletion with anti-Thy- 1.2 MoAb  was  effective at preventing  acute 
GVHD in B I0.BRIAKR  chimems, but T  subset-specific  MoAbs had only  tran- 
sient  effects.  Anti-CD3  MoAb  (clone 145 2C l 1, a  hamster  IgG  which  recognizes 
the chain of the murine  TCR  complex  [27])  effectively  prevented  acute  GVHD, 
but it  induced an acute  and lethal T  cell-dependent  “cytokine  syndrome” in 
both syngeneic  (AKR AKR)  and  allogeneic (B1O.BR AKR)  chimeras. 
Therefore, all experiments  were  done with nonmitogenic  anti-CD3  F(ab’),  frag- 
ments.  Others  have  demonstrated  that  anti-CD3  F(ab’)?  fragments  induce  a  selec- 
tive  T-helper  dysfunction in vivo 1281 and  modulate  GVHD  after  MHC-rnis- 
matched  murine  BMT  [29,30], but no  one had evaluated  the in vivo  effect of 
anti-CD3 F(ab’), antibody  on  GVL  reactivity. 

Anti-CD3  F(ab’)2  MoAb  prevented  lethal  GVHD in MHC-matched 
AKR chimeras in a  dose-  and  tinle-dependent  manner 1311. Injection 

of antibody  every  2  days  for  20  days  completely  abrogated  clinical  symptoms 
of GVHD,  and  treated  chimeras  could not be  distinguished  from BM controls. 



A  “short  course” of anti-CD3  F(ab’)?  (five  infusions)  was  sufficient  to  prevent 
lethal  GVHD.  Fewer  infusions  with  the  same total amount of antibody  resulted 
in diminished  capacity  to  prevent  GVHD,  indicating that duration of treatment 
was  more  important than dose of antibody  once  a  threshold  was  passed.  Anti- 
Thy  MoAb  also  was  effective preventing  GVHD 121, but it  was less  effective 
at reversing  established  GVHD  (i.e.,  when  given  several  days  after  transplanta- 
tion) 

Antibody-treated  mice  became  complete  donor  T  cell  chimeras,  whereas 
untreated  chimeras  given  BM  alone  were  mixed  donorlhost  T-cell  chimeras. 
MLR  activity  and  TCR  cross  linking  with imi~obilized  MoAb were  used  to  assess 
tolerance  induction  after  antibody  treatment Responses  to  Vp6  MoAb  are 
informative  because Vp6+  T cells  respond  to the Mls superantigen on AKR 
cells,  and GVHD in this  model  correlates  with the number of Vp6+ cells  given. 

Cells  from  chimeras  given  BM only (GVH-negative  controls)  showed  a 
transient  response  to  Vp6  cross  linking 2-8 weeks  posttransplant,  but  no  clinical 
GVHD.  Mature  donor-educated Vp6+ cells in the periphery  were  eventually 
exhausted,  and cells  produced  de  novo in the host  thymus  failed  to  respond  to 
Vp6  crosslinking  or  to  AKR  alloantigens in MLR.  BM-only  chimeras  have  little 
GVL reactivity  and  showed  mixed  donor-host  chimerism in the  spleen [8,9]. 
There  was  a  correlation  between  the  response  to  immobilized  Vp6  MoAb  and 
resistance  to  leukemia  challenge.  However,  to  detect  this low level of GVL reac- 
tivity,  the  dose of leukemia  had  to  be  reduced  to  a  minimal  level,  i.e., the rnagni- 
tude of the  GVL  effect  was  small.  When  the  Vp6-responsive  T  cells  were  ex- 
hausted,  the  BM-only  chimeras  were  no  longer  able to mount an effective 
response  against  the  leukemia.  Clonal  exhaustion of GVL  reactive  T-cell  popula- 
tions,  whether  specific  for  the  leukemia  or host miHA, may account  for  late re- 
lapse if the host is not “cured”  before this  occurs.  Some  leukemias  have  been 
shown  to  persist in a  sustained  dormant  state  (e.g.,  Ref. 32), and  we  have  shown 
that  even  strong GVL reactivity  can  be  lost  over  time Reemergence of leuke- 
mia  late  after  transplant  may  be  influenced in part by loss of antileukemic  reactive 
cells.  However,  strategies  to deal with  late  relapse,  such  as  donor  leukocyte  infu- 
sions  (DLI),  have  been  developed  and used in experimental  models  and  clinical 
settings  to  treat  late  relapse.  These  are  described in more  detail  later  in  this  chap- 
ter. A critical  issue in the  success of such  strategies  is  the  susceptibility of the 
leukemia  to  GVL  effector  T  cells. 

Anti-CD3  F(ab’)?  treated  B10.BRlAKR  chimeras  given  BM  plus  spleen 
cells  and  tested >8 weeks  post-BMT  responded  to  Vp6  cross  linking,  indicating 
that Vp6+ donor  T  cells  were not clonally  deleted.  However,  the  duration of 
anti-CD3 F(ab’)? treatment  influenced  the  extent of Vp6 deletion,  Chimeras  given 
a  “short  course” of anti-CD3 F(ab’), (5 infusions)  responded  to  Vp6  MoAb, 
while  chimeras  given  a  “long  course” (14 infusions)  did  not. 

Tolerance  induction  with  MoAb  prevents  GVHD,  but  such  strategies  must 



be  evaluated in terms of their  impact  on  GVL  reactivity as well. We examined  the 
effect of to~erance-induction  with  anti-CD3  F(&’)?  antibody  on CVL reactivity 
directed  against  miHA  antigens  (i.e.,  aliospecific CVL) in B  ~O.BR/AKR  chime- 
ras  [31]. ~eukemia-bearing AKR  mice  were  given  B10.BR  BM  plus  spleen  cells 
and 50  pg of anti.-CD3 F(ab’)? antibody as either a single  intraperitoneal (IP) 
injection  on  day 0 or as 3 or  5 injections  given  every  other  day.  Leukemic  mice 
given  the  least  immunosuppressive  regimen  (50  pg survived  leukemia-free, 
but analysis of individual  chimeras  showed  that they had  experienced  GVHD 
based on  splenic  atrophy  with  few  B  cells [3  I]. In contrast,  chimeras  given  the 
same  amount of anti-CD3  F(ab’)?  antibody  over an %day  period  (10 1-18 5) 
did not show  significant  clinical  symptoms of GVHD but relapsed with leukemia. 
The third  group of chimeras  given  three  infusions of antibody  did not develop 
clinically  evident GVHD  and  survived  leukemia-free. Flow  cytometric  analysis 
of their  spleens  indicate^ that they were  complete  donor cell  chimeras with 
normal  sized  spleens  and  B-cell  content.  These  experiments  demonstrate  that 
CVHD  can be  regulated  without  loss of the  GVL  effect  through  the use of 
administered  after  allogeneic BNIT. However, they also  show that excessive  or 
ill-timed  MoAb  administration can eliminate  GVL  reactivity. 

In  an effort  to  enhance  the reactivity  following a tolerance-inducing 
regimen of anti-CD3  F(&’)? we  delayed  infusion  for  8  days [3  l].  We 
hypothesized  that  donor cells  allowed  to  recognize  and  react  to  alloantigens 
on  normal  and  leukemic AKR tissues  for 8  days  would be more  effective in 
mediating  the  GVL  effect, but that GVHD  could  still  be  treated. In the  antibody- 
treated  groups,  none of the mice  developed  GVHD, but 83% of the  mice  relapsed 
within 50  days of transplant. In contrast,  none of the  mice  treated with anti-CD3 
F(ab’), between 8  and 16 days  relapsed.  Qualltitative  analysis of the GVL re- 
sponse in leukemia  dose-response  assays  established that delayed administ~~tion 

3 F(ab’)? resulted in a 150%  increase in the l~inimum lethal 
dose (MLD) of leukemia  over that which  could  be  eliminated  when  antibody 
was given prophy~~~ctically [31]. The  GVL  reaction in anti-CD3 F(ab’),-treated 
chimeras  was at least  two  orders of magnitude  above that of chimeras  given 

only.  However,  the NILD  was below  that of untreated  chimeras, 
indicating that the  GVL  response  was  diminished but not abolished by anti-CD3 
F(ab’)- t reatment. 

Of significant  note in these  studies of MoAb-in~L~ced  donorlhost  tolerance 
were  the  sites of leukemia  relapse  and  the  phenotype of the tumors that recurred. 
Relapsing  antibody-treated  chimeras  often  developed  lymphomas in extra- 
lymphoid  tissues,  including  the  liver,  limbs,  neck,  face,  and  along  the  spine in 
various  animals.  Almost  all of the  animals  that  relapsed  were  complete  donor  T- 
cell  chimeras,  and  some  had  no  evidence of leukemia in their  spleens  when  tested 
by using  ~eLl~emia-specific  primers  and  probes.  While the tLlmors 
grew  slowly  and in discrete  nodules in the  BlO.BR/AKR  chimeras, they grew 



rapidly  and  were widely distributed  after  transfer  to  normal AKR mice.  Some 
recurrent  tumors in antibody-treated  chimeras  were  infiltrated with donor  CD4 
and  CD8 T cells (up to  23% in one  chimera).  These  results  suggest  that  the  GVL 
reaction in extral~~mphoid tissues  may not be  sufficient  to  eliminate  all  tumor 
cells  and  that  tumoristatic  mechanisms  limit  progression of the  tumors in the 
tolerant  chimeras.  Leukemia  cells  from  antibody-treated  (tolerant)  chimeras  often 
showed  phenotypic  changes,  including of CD4  and, in some  cases,  CD3 
expression,  Thy and  H2h  expression  usually  remained  stable.  These  pheno- 
typic  changes  were  associated with the  transplantation of donor  T  cells  and  did 
not occur in chimeras  given  BM  alone.  Alloactivated  donor  T  cells may have 
created an immL~nologica1 milieu in these  chimeras  that  fostered  change  or  immu- 
noselection of leukemia  variants. The  changes  were  maintained  when the cells 
were  transferred to normal  AKR  hosts.  Detection of the Y chromosome by PCRl 
SSOPH analysis  confirmed that the  cells  were  derived  from the injected  (male) 
leukemia  and  did  not  arise  de  novo in the  tr~nsplanted  (female)  mice,  Whether 
the  altered cell-surfwe  properties  render  the  leukemia cells  more  resistant  to GVL 
effector  cells  remains  to  be  determined. 

6. Donor Leukocyte Infusions P o s t - 6 ~ T  

Early  experimental  data  suggested  that  GVHD  was  less  severe  when the donor 
T cells  were  infused  at  later  times  after BMT  (reviewed in Ref.  34).  Because 
of early  success  with  clinical  application of  DL1 therapy we used our 
B 10.BR AKR murine  model of MHC-matched  BMT  to  test  strategies  for 
avoiding  GVHD  while  still  providing  a  GVL  effect by late  infusion of donor 
leukocytes hosts  given  B  10.BR  BM  plus 30 spleen  cells 
at  the  time of BMT  developed lethal GVHD;  hosts  given  BM  only  did not develop 
GVHD but did not show  any  significant GVL reactivity,  When  the  spleen  cells 
infusion  was  delayed  until at least 21 days  after B few  mice  showed  signs 
of clinical GVHD  and 96% survived  long-term.  Im  tantly,  the  mice  that  devel- 
oped  into  complete  donor  T-cell  chimeras  were  able  to  resist a  leukemia  chal- 
lenge.  Infusion of cells  before 21 days  was  associated with increased  likelihood 
of GVHD, but nlultiple  doses  and  incremental  doses of spleen  cells  could  be 
given  without  evidence of GVHD if infused  beyond 21 days. DL1 with spleen 
cells  from  donors that were  presensitized  to host alloantigens  caused  chronic 
rather than acute  CVHD. 

The  frequency of anti-host  specific  cytotoxic  (CTL)  and  IL-2-secreting  T- 
helper  cells in chimeras  infused with spleen  cells 21 days  post-BMT  was  quan 
fied  by LDA  assays  and  compared with that of controls  given BM alone  or B 
plus the  same  spleen  inoculum  on  day [ 37 ] .  The  frequency of T-helper  cells 
in chimeras  given DL1 was  significantly  lower than that  for BM  and  spleen  cells 
on day but  within  the 95% confidence  intervals of estimates  for  controls 



given BM  only.  CTL  frequencies  were  intermediate  between  controls  given  BM 
only or  BM  plus  spleen  cells  on  day Thus,  delayed  infusion of donor  spleen 
cells  appeared  to  minimize the effect of T-helper  cells  without  suppression of 
CTL  activity. We  have  confirmed the hyporesponsiveness of CD4+  T cells  to 
IL-2  and  host  alloantigen in DL1 chimeras  using  quantitative flow cytonletry  [38]. 
The  mechanism by  which anergy  was  induced  in  infused  CD4+  T  cells  remains 
to  be  determined;  however,  recent  experiments using an MHC-mislnatched  DLI 
model (C57BL/6 into  AKR)  suggest a role  for  donor-derived  Thy- l suppressor 
cells  [39]. 

In contrast  to the anergic  T  cells in BM-only  chimeras,  T  cells  from  DLI 
chimeras  responded  to  TCR  cross-linking with immobilized  anti-VP6  MoAb  and 
to host alloantigen in MLR  assays [371, suggesting  that  graft-host  tolerance  was 
broken by DLI. More  importantly,  the  persistence anti-host-reactive  donor 
cells  correlated with a  long-term  GVL  effect  that  was  still  present at 100 days 
post-BMT  despite  a  decrease in GVHD.  GVL reactivity  was  higher with multiple 
spleen  cells  infusions  and  with  greater  donor-host  genetic  disparity  (i.e.,  haplo- 
type  mismatch)  [34,36,37]. 

In a  recent  study, we evaluated the use of DL1 as means  to  restore  the  GVL 
reactivity  lost  as a  consequence of using anti-CD3  F(ab’)?  to  induce  tolerance  and 
prevent  GVHD in B lO.BR/AKR  chimeras  [3].  Induction of donor-host  tolerance 
was  confirmed by loss of response  to  VP6  TCR  cross  linking  and  anti-host  MLR 
reactivity.  Antibody-treated  chimeras  were  given  no  further  treatment  (negative 
controls)  or  infused with an additional  20 10‘ donor  spleen  cells  on  day  +21, 
and all groups  were  challenged  with 1,000 AKR-M2  leukemia  cells  on  day  +28. 
Antibody-treated  chimeras  that  were not given DL1 all died with leukemia;  how- 
ever,  54% of the antibody-treated  chimeras  given DL1 survived 100 days  after 
leukemia  challenge  (p 0.05). These  experimental  results  indicate that it possi- 
ble  to  induce  tolerance in order  to  avoid  lethal  GVHD  and  to  restore  GVL  reactiv- 
ity using DL1 therapy  in  the  event of leukemia  relapse at a later  time. 

The GVL effect  is  often  associated  with GVHD in both  acute  and  chronic  leuke- 
mias.  However, the presence of GVHD  does not guarantee an antileukemic  effect 
and  the  absence of GVHD  does not necessarily mean the  absence of a GVL 
effect. GVL/GVH reactivity  is  influenced by the  immunogenetic  relationship be- 
tween the BM  donor  and  recipient  as well as by the immunobiology of the leuke- 
mia  itself.  Strategies  designed  to  prevent  or  modulate GVHD must  be  carefully 
assessed  for  their  impact  on  leukemia  relapse.  Mixed  chimerism  and  donor-host 
tolerance  are  manifestations of i~munological reactivity  between  donor  and  host 
that can significantly  affect  relapse  after BMT,  Whether an effective  (curative), 
ineffective (relapse),  or inefficient  (cytostatic) GVL  reaction  develops in the  pres- 



ence  or  absence of GVHD may depend  partly  on  the  number  and  nature of GVL/ 
GVH effector  and  regulatory  systems  activated  post-BMT. DL1  in both the clini- 
cal  and  experimental  setting  has  provided  the  most  dramatic  example of success- 
ful  nlanipulation of CVLIGVH reactivity,  but i t  is not without  complications.  It 
is  critical  that we understand  the  i~nmunological  cells  and  cytokines  involved, 
how they interact,  and  how they are  affected  by  pre-  and  post-BMT  manip~llations 
if we  are  to  continue  to  improve  long-term  disease-free  survival in leukemia 
patients. 

Although  relapse  rates  after  histocompatible  sibling  donor  BMT  for  AML  are 
10-30% for  patients  transplanted in first complete  remission,  relapse  rates  range 
from 36-5’7% in  patients  transplanted in relapse  or in second  remission  (reviewed 
in Refs.  40-42).  Intensive  Chemotherapy  regimens  typically used to  induce  AML 
patients  into  complete  remission  are  likely to be  poorly  tolerated,  especially  early 
after  BMT.  Alternative  therapies  for AML patients  who  relapse  post-BMT  are 
clearly  needed. 

One  such  approach  relies  upon  the  recognition of antigens  present  on  AML 
cells by donor  immune  effector  cells.  The  administration of IL-2  has been used 
to  prolong  remission  following  relapse,  indicating  that  immune  effector  cells  are 
capable of reducing  AML  tumor  burden 1431. After  autologous  or  allogeneic 
BMT, IL-2  infusions  have  been  given  to consolidative  therapy to prevent  AML 
relapse  [44-99].  Direct  evidence for  a cellular  immune  response  to AML after 
allogeneic  BMT evident  when  comparing  the  relapse  rates of patients  receiving 
allogeneic  to  syngeneic  donor  BM versus  59%  relapse  rates,  respectively) 
[50].  Relapse  rates  also  are  significantly  lower  in  patients  that  have  acute  and/ 
or  chronic  GVHD as compared  to  those with no  GVHD [25,5 1,521. Collectively, 
these  data  indicate  that  immune  responses to AML  could  be  used  as therapy for 
AML  relapse  or  possibly  as an adjunct  preventive  measure to reduce  AML  relapse 

In another  approach  that  exploits  the  susceptibility of AML cells  to  immune 
effector  cells, DL1 has been used to  provide GVL  response to  AML  patients 
who  relapse  post-BMT.  Complete  remission  rates  are  approximately 30% if DL1 
are  given  after  prior  chemotherapy  induction  and  only  15% if no  prior  chemother- 
apy used  for  remission  induction [42,53-551. In contrast  to  the  higher  remission 
rates  and  long-standing  duration of such remissions  typically  observed in chronic 
myelogenous  leukemia  (CML)  patients given DL1 post-BMT,  complete  remis- 

post-BMT. 



sions in AML  often  do not exceed 2-3 years.  For AML patients  who  relapse 
post-BMT,  approaches  designed  to  improve  the  extent  and  duration of remission 
induction  are  needed.  To  determine  which  factors  limit  the  efficacy of adoptive 
ilnmune  therapy  for  AML  treatment  post-BMT,  preclinical  BMT  model  systems 
were  required  and  have  been est~b~ished. Following a summary of the  character- 
ization of the immune  response of AML  cells in non-BMT  mice,  findings  relevant 
to allogeneic  or  syngeneic  BMT  settings  are  discussed. 

a  representative  example of some  types of AML in humans, we chose  to  fo- 
cus  our  studies  on the immune  response of mice  to  C1498  cells, a cell  line that 
arose  spontaneously in C57BL16 (€36) mice in the  1940s.  C1498  is  reverse  tran- 
scriptase-negative  and  does not express  detectable  amounts of cell  surface  p 
envelope  protein 1561; therefore  immune  responses  to  C 1498 are not likely to  be 
related  to  endogenous  retroviruses  prevalent in the mouse but not the human 
genome.  After  intravenous  (IV)  injection,  C1498  widely  metastasizes in €36 mice 

Like hL1m.m AML,  C  1498 infiltrates the marrow,  liver,  spleen,  lymph  nodes, 
kidney,  ovary,  skin,  and  central  nervous  system,  Leukeinia-induced  mortality  is 
dose-dependent: I (100% lethal by month); l o "  (100%  lethal by 2 months); 
10' (30% lethal); IO3 (0%  lethal). I~llmunollistocllemistry and Aow-cytometric 
analysis of C1498 shown  this  tumor  to  be of lllyelomonocytic  origin.  C1498 

C class I+, IT- and  expresses  several  adhesion  antigens  including  LFA- 
(CD1 ICAM-  l (C1)54), ICAM-2  (CD 102). Mac-l  (CD1 b), and  Mac-3 

(CD107b).  Activated NK cells  and CD8+  T cells  are  each  capable of lysing 
G 1498 tumor  targets in vitro.  Low  doses o fC 1498 cells  given vivo  are  suscepti- 
ble  to  NK-mediated  resistance. also  observed in vitro, the in vivo blockade 
of LFA-l interaction with Cl498 cells is detrimental  to  immune  recognition of 
61498,  such that  mice  given  anti-LFAI  antibody  are  more  susceptible  to  C1498 
lethality  than  controls. 

6 mice  exposed  to  higher  doses of C1498  cells  mount a poor anti-C 1498 CTL 
response 1561. compared with naive  B6  controls, 3 weeks  following IV admin- 
istration of live C  1498 cells,  splenic  pCTL  frequencies to C 1498 were noted 
to  increase  more than twofold  despite  the  absence of i~orphologically  or flow 
cytollletry-detectable  tumor  cells.  pCTL  frequency  to Cl498 cells increased 
sixfold  and  tul~origenicity significant~y  reduced  wl~en 1L-2 provided  as  a 
paracrine  growth  factor by transducillg C1 498 with an IL-2  expressing  retrovirus 



vector (65 versus  0%  survival  for  control  transductants) [SS]. Based  upon  C1498 
dose  titration  studies,  tumorigenicity  is  reduced by approximately 10-fold by IL- 
2  gene  transdllction.  Consistent with the  pCTL  data,  depletion of CD8+  T cells 
significantly  lowered  resistance  to C  1498/IL-2  transductants.  The  IL-2  facilitated 
inductioil of pCTL was strong  enough  to  partially  cross-protect  parental type 
C1498  cells: The  co-administration of a lethal  dose of IL-2  transduced  C 1498 
with a lethal  dose of control  transductants  conferred an improved  survival  com- 
pared to the infusion of control  transduced Cl498 cells  alone (25  versus 0% 
survival,  respectively). In contrast, the daily  infusion of 1L-2 delivered in a lipo- 
some  vehicle at a  dose of 25,000  unitslday  for days  did  not  sigi~ificantly 
increase  actuarial  survival  rates in these  same  studies.  These  data  suggest that 
tumor  delivery of IL-2 may provide  higher  levels  or a more  prolonged  bioavail- 
ability of IL-2 at the site of immune  response than achievable with relatively 
high doses of exogenous  IL-2 given for  2  weeks. 

Our  data with IL-2  infusion in naive  mice  suggested  that  this  mode of 
therapy  would not drive tumor-specific  immune  response  sufficient  to  prevent 
tumor  recurrence  after  syngeneic B ~ T .  More  impressive  results  for  protecting 
mice  against  C  I498  were  obtained  following  immunization with irradiated  tumor 
cells 1561. A  potent  CTL  response  to  C1498  was  demonstrated in mice  that re- 
ceived  subc~Itaneous (SQ) i ~ ~ n u n i z a t ~ o n  with high  doses ( lo7) of irradiated 
C 1498 cells.  Splenic  pCTL  frequencies  to Cl498 cells  often  increase 15-fold 
and  90-100% of inlmunized  mice will resist a lethal  dose C  1498 cells I O 5 )  
given  2  weeks  after the first i~n~unizat ion.  The imm~lne response  can  be very 
long-lived  (memory  cell) such that 38% of immunized  mice  are  completely  resis- 
tant  to  challenge with lethal  dose of live  C1498  cells given over year 
after  initial  ilnmunization.  From  these  studies,  we  hypothesize that the presence 
of sufficient  numbers of C1498-reactive  CTL  could  prevent  tumor  recurrence 
after  syngeneic  BMT. 

The  occurrence of AML in patients  prior  to BMT indicates  that the malignant 
AML blasts  have  successfully  escaped  immune  surveillance m ~ c h a n i s ~ ( s )  in  the 
patient.  The iml~lIne dysfunction  early  post-BMT,  coupled with the relatively 
poor  antitumor  response  observed  in naive mice  given  IL-2  infusions  stimulated 
us to  investigate  cellular  infusional  approaches  to  directly  provide  tumor-reactive 
CTL to BMT recipients. As proof in  principle  that  early  post-BMT  adoptive 
ilnlnunotherapy  could  prevent  AML  induced  lethality,  C  1498-reactive  CD8+ 
CTL  lines  were  generated  for  the  purpose of adoptive  transfer  into  syngeneic 
BMT recipients.  Three  weeks  after immu~ization with live C 1498 cells, 
draining  lymph  nodes  were  isolated  as  a  source of C1498-reactive  CTLs 



To facilitate  induction of CTL  formation,  one  group of mice  was  given  C1498 
cells  that  had  been  transduced with a retroviral  vector  which  produces B7-1 
(CD80)  ligand. B7-1 binds to CD28, constitLltively expressed on mouse  T  cells. 
MWC class I molecules,  presumably  containing  tumor  peptides, that are  present 
on C1498  cells,  ligate the T-cell  receptor  causing the triggering of a cascade of 
events  including  transcription of cytokine  mRNA in the  T  cell.  Productive  T-cell 
responses  require a second  (costilnulatoly) which  can  be  delivered by the 
binding of B7  ligands on target  cells or  antigen-presenting  cells to CD28  ex- 
pressed on virtually all murine  T  cells.  Because  C1498  does not express  B7  li- 
gands,  T  cells  encountering Cl498 may not be optim~~lly  st i~ulated to generate 
a productive  response,  including  CTL  react~vity  toward  C1498. To determine 
whether  the lack of €37-1 expression  may  be  responsible in part for the relatively 
poor imrnune  response to live  C 1498 cells,  which  was  observed 3 weeks  after 
initial  inoculation  as  described  above, Cl498 were  transduced with a  B7-i ret- 
roviral  vector  [57].  C 1498 is of myelomonocytic  origin.  We  have  found that this 
cell  line  has the capacity to present  antigens to T-cells. For example,  C1498 can 
present  tryptic  digests of ovalbumin to an ovalbulnin-reactive  CD8+  CTL line 
that dependent  upon  antigen-presenting  cells  (APCs) to present  relevant 
antigens/peptides to maintain in vitro growth.  Because of the APC  capacity of 
this cell  line,  C1498  is ideal tumor  cell  line  for B7-1 transduction  since  the 
expression of B7- 1 could  permit  C 1498 to function as a  bona fide APC  for  costi- 
mulation of C  1498-specific  CTL  responses.  After B7- retrovira~-l~ediated  gene 
transfer, a high  level of B7- expression  was  achieved.  C 1498 
had  a 10-fold  reduced t~ l~or igenic~ty .  Consistent with these  data,  Matulonis et 

158,591 have shown  that  the  AML  cell  line,  32cDcl13,  when t ~ ~ n s f o r ~ e d  
with the  p2 BCR/ABL  oncogene  and 237- can  protect  mice  against  wild-type 
t ~ ~ ~ o r  challenge  and  eradicate  minimal  residual  disease. 

Our  data  suggest  that B7-1 transdLlctallts might  serve as superior  irnmuno- 
gens  for  the  generation of CTL  lines.  Arceci  and  coworkers 1601 have  shown 
that  irradiated 1 transductants of a radiation-indLlced AML cell  line  can  confer 
long-lasting  protective  immunity  when  used as im~nunogens.  When used as a11 
immunogen  for i~munization of B6  mice,  B7- t~~nsd~ lc ta l~ ts  but not parental 
cells  permitted  the  generation of C1498-reactive GTL lines that could be propa- 
gated in bulk culture  for an extended period of time Two of these  three 
lines  were  cytolytic  and  one  (termed  T 15) selected  for  in-depth  analysis. 
T15  preferentially lysed parental  C  1498 and C1498 €37- I transduc~~nts but not 
other  syngeneic  tumor  cells,  including  two h ~ l ~ a t o p o i e t i ~  lines FBL3 ~erythro~eu- 
kernia) and  EL4  (T  cell leukemia / ly~pho~a) .  As  with  T  cells  obtained  from 
naive  mice,  the  cytolysis of C  1498 by these  CTL lines was dependent upon the 
expression of both CD8 and  LFA-l antigens.  Interestingly,  T15  did not recognize 
lectin  (concanavalin  A) stimLllated splenic or C m - G M  progenitor  cells 



eactio 

from  B6 mice, suggesting  that  T15  might  be  recognizing  a very early  hematopoi- 
etic differentiatio~l  antigen  or  a  bona fide  leukemia  antigen. 

1. Syngeneic GVL Responses 

To  assess  the  capacity of Cl498-reactive  CTL cells  to  prevent AML  recurrence 
in vivo  after  syngeneic  BMT,  lethally  irradiated B6 recipients  were  infused  IV 
with syngeneic  BM  seeded with Cl498 cells at doses of 0.2, 0.6,  or 2.0 IOs 
cells All mice  receiving  no  adoptive  immune  therapy  died  by 1 month  post- 
BMT.  A  cohort of mice  given TI5  CTL cells  on  days l ,  8, and 15 post-BMT 
all  survived  for  the  4-month  observation  period,  while  a  cohort of mice  receiving 
B6  spleen  cells at the same  daily  dose of TI CTL, cells  uniformly  died by 5 
weeks  post-BMT. Cl498 dose  titration  experiments  showed  that  as  few as 2 
10' cells  resulted in 66% lethality. All mice  receiving  C1498  cells  at  doses  rang- 
ing  from 2 2 cells  died by weeks  post-BMT.  The  administration 
of TI CTL  completely  prevented  C1498  induced  lethality  when 2 cells 
were  infused  and  was 56% effective in preventing  lethality  following  a  dose of 
2 lo6 C1498  cells.  In  contrast, T cell  infusions  were  entirely  ineffective in 
preventing  the  lethality  induced by either  FBL3  or  EL4,  consistent  with  the  lack 
of cytolytic  responses by T cells  against  either of these  B6-derived  hematopoi- 
etic  tumor  cells  lines.  A  cohort of syngeneic  BMT  mice given 2 lo6  C1498 
cells  followed by the  infusion of an ovalbumill-speci~c  CD8S  CTL line  derived 
from  B6  mice at the  same  dose  and  schedule as 1715 CTL  did not show 
an increase in  actuarial  survival  rate.  Together,  these  data  indicate that the  admin- 
istration of AML-reactive  CTL  cells  could  be used as a  means of preventing 
AML  recurrence  post-syngeneic  BMT.  Additional  studies  are  needed  to  develop 
efficient  strategies for  the  ex  vivo  generation of AML-reactive  CTLs  that  are 
applicable  to  clinical  trials. 

2. Allogeneic GVL Response to and Therapy to 
Avoid GVHD 

AML  cells  are  sensitive  to CTL effector  cells  induced  in  vivo  or  infused  after 
syngeneic  BMT. In both instances,  leukemia-reactive  CTL  cells  are  syngeneic 
to  the  AML  cell  line.  For  allogeneic  BMT  recipients,  immune  effector  mecha- 
nism(s)  are  allogeneic  to  AML  cells.  In  addition  to  the  recognition of possible 
leukemia-speci~c  antigens/peptides  or  hematopo~etic differentiation  antigens 
present  on  AML  blasts  allo-immune  responses can be  directed  against  miHA  or 
MHC  antigens  present  on  AML  cells.  Falkenberg  and  colleagues  have  shown 
that AML reactive CTL can be  generated  in  vivo  against  alloantigens  (miHA 



antigens)  and in some  cases  against  putative  leukemia-specific  antigens  or 
heInatopojetical~y  restricted  differentiation  antigens  present  on  human  AML 
cells L6 -641. 

Because  C1498 susceptible  to  CTL  effector  cells in vivo and  complete 
remissions  from DL1 in AML are  inferior to those in CML, we established an 
allogeneic DL1 model  system  to  further  investigate  the  biology of the  DLI-in- 
duced  CVL  response to  allogeneic  AML  cells.  The  model  is  a  modi~catioll of 
the  one  designed by Johnson  and  Truitt  [36,37].  Lethally  irradiated  B6  recipients 
are  given  T  cell-depleted  MHC  class l disparate  B 10.BR donor BM cells. 
On day 21 pos t -B~T ,  recipients  are  infused with donor  splenocytes  and  one 
week  later  challenged  with a supralet~a~ dose of C1498  cells Recipients 
given Cl498 IO5) without  donor  splenocytes  had  a 3% survival  rate, with 95% 
of deaths  occurring within approxil~lately l month  after Cl498 inoculation.  AML 
was doculnented in 97% of recipients  examined at the  time of death.  Recipients 
receiving  donor  splenocytes  (50 IO') on  day 21 post-BMT  followed by C1498 
cells  had a 45%  actuarial  survival  rate at 6  months  post-BMT.  Only 16% of mice 
examined at the  time of death had evidence of AML  cells;  the majority of the 
remain~ng  mice  had clinically signi~cant GVWD. A third cohort of mice  received 
a  lower  dose of donor  splenocytes 15 10") on  day 0 of BMT were not 
subsequently  challenged  with Cl498 cells. All  of these  mice  died  from  GVHD. 
Collectively,  these  data  indicated ( I )  that DL1 can  prevent  death  from  AML  post- 

MT,  albeit at the expense of CVHD-induced  death in approxi~ately one-half of 
treated mice  and (2) that DL1 are  tolerated at far  higher  doses when adlninistered 3 
weeks p o s t - B ~ T  as  compared  to  immediately  post-BMT. 

Patients  that  relapse  post-B T  had  existing  disease at the time of DLI. Tt 
needed  to  be  administered  for I week  prior to C1498  chal- 

cient in vivo  activation of donor  splenocytes  for an effective 
anti- AM^ response.  Experiments  were  performed  to  determine  whether DL1 
could be given  after  C1498  challenge  to  simulate a setting of minimal  residual 
disease  such  as  occurs  after  BMT  or  consolidation  chenlotherapy in patients  that 

ients given C  I498 cells  on  day 20 (or  on  day 17) before 
on of donor  splenocytes  had  a  significant  survival  bene- 

t of DLI. DL1 treatment  reduced the tu~or igen~ci ty of 
C 1498  by 10-fold  such  that  50% of DLI-treated  recipients of 2 1OS cells 
survived months  post-BMT  versus only 10% of non-DL1  treated  recipients 
of 2 cells on day 20  post-BMT.  These  data  indicate that effector  cells  do 
not need  to be primed  prior  to AML, challenge  to  mediate  a  significant  CVL 
effect 

ecause  the  relapse  rates  were  only 16%  in  DL1 treated recipients,  this 
model  system did not simulate  the  human  clinical  response.  The  model  was  modi- 
fied by administering  fewer  splenocytes  (25 and  more C 1498 cells (2 
lo')), thereby  reducing the effector: target ratio by fo~~rfold. Recipients  given 



C1498  cells  all  succumbed with AML  cells by 2 months  post-BMT. DL1 treat- 
ment  resulted in a 23%  actuarial  survival  rate at 8.5 months  and  70% of recipients 
had AML  cells  at  the  time of death  or  elective  sacrifice.  Recipients  given  spleno- 
cytes  without Cl498 had a  comparable  actuarial  survival  rate  as  those not given 
C 1498 indicating that the  GVH  side  effects of DL1 were  considerable.  T  cell- 
subset  depletion  studies  revealed  that  the  GVL  effector  cells  in  this  model  are 
CD8+ T cells  and that an optimum  GVL  effect  required  both  CD4+  and  CD8+ 
T cells. 

CD4+  T cells  cannot  directly  recognize  C 1498 which ~ H C  class U-- 
negative.  It  is  more  likely  that  CD4+  T  cells  supported  the  expansion of alloreac- 
tive andlor  Cl498-reactive  CD8-t- effector  cells by recognition of host  MHC 
class 11-positive cells  (e.g.,  residual host hematopoietic  cells;  activated  endothe- 
lial  cells). The target  antigens  in  this  situation  are not known  and  include  either 
alloantigens  present  on  host  tissue  (or  C1498  cells)  or  putative  tumor  antigens. 
Host  MHC  class 11-positive target  cells  might  include  dendritic  cells  or  activated 

cells, both of which  could  serve as a  source of  host antigen  for  direct  allorecog- 
nition.  Donor CD4+ cells  could  be  stimulated  to  recognize Cl498 peptide 
presented by donor  B  -derived  APC.  In  either  instance,  the  costilnulation of 
donor  T  cells by the target  cells  would  facilitate a  vigorous  T-cell  response. 

Because  CD28lB7  interaction  is  known  to  support  T-cell  expansion  and  genera- 
tion of pCTL  cells,  experiments  were  performed  to  determine  whether  blockade 
of CD28lB7 interaction  would  interfere  with  the GVL effect  to C 1498. In  earlier 
studies,  we  showed  that the in vivo  administration of anti-€37 MoAb highly 
effective in preventing  GVHD  mediated by either CD4+ or  CD8+ cells,  pre- 
sumably by efficiently  outcompeting  CD28  for €37 ligands 1661. Anti-B7  MoAb 
given  to D~I-treated recipients c~al le~lged with C 1498  cells  completely  prevented 
the  GVH  side  effect of donor  splenocytes owever,  the  GVL  response  was 
also  entirely  suppressed  such  that  anti-B7  MoAb  treated  recipients relapsed 
in similar  time  course  as  anti-CD4+  CD8  MoAb  treated  recipients.  These  data 
show ( l )  that CD28lB7  binding  facilitates  the DL1 mediated  GVL  effect  against 
AML cells in this  model  and (2) that  blockade of CD281B7  interaction  prevents 
the  GVH  side  effect of DLI. 

Despite  the  fact  that DL1 significantly  reduced  actuarial  relapse  rates,  70% 
of treated  recipients  eventually  succumbed  with AML. Moreover,  there was no 
memory cell response  in DL1 treated  recipients  such  that  all  mice  rechallenged 
with  C1498  after  successfully  completing DL1 therapy  developed  AML within 
80 days  after  rechallenge.  We  have  previously  shown that the  transduction of 
C 1498 with a €37- l  retroviral  vector  markedly  reduced tulnorige~icity  and  permit- 



r ~ i t t  et 

ted the generation of CTL  lines with reactivity  against  parental C 1498 [S7]. To 
determine  whether the expression of B7- l by AML  cells  would  increase the likeli- 
hood of generating  a  productive DL1 mediated  immune  response,  C1498  B7- l 
transductants  were used instead of parental  C1498  cells in the DL1 model [65]. 
Under  the  same  conditions  which  lead  to  a  70%  incidence of AML at 8 months 
post-BMT in DL1 treated  recipients  challenged  with  parental  C1498  cells,  none 
of the DL1 treated  recipients of C 1498 B7-1  transductants  had  detectable  AML 
cells  present months  post-BMT.  T  cells  were  required  for  the  CVL  response 
against  C  1498  B7-1  transdu~tants  since  anti-CD4+  anti-CD8 depleted 
DL1 treated  recipients all had  detectable C 1498 cells at the  time of death. In 
contrast  to  results  obtained  in DL1 treated  recipients of parental  cells,  anti-CD8 
MoAb  treated  recipients  survived  at  least  300  days  without AML cells.  Despite 
the APC  capacity of C  I498  B7- l transd~lctants,  the fact  that CD4+  T cells  were 
required  for  optimal  CVL  effect  against Cl498 B7-1  transductants  implicates 
APCs  as  important  facilitators of the CVL  response. As  was  observed with paren- 
tal C1498  cells, DL1 treated  recipients of CM98 B7-1 transductants had no  mem- 
ory cell  response  to Cl498 cells  upon  rechallenge. 

ALL  patients  who  relapse  post-BMT  have  had a  lower  response  rate  to DL1 
therapy than patients with either  acute  or  chronic  myeloid  leukemia. determine 
whether was  susceptible  to  DLI,  we  used  the  same  strain co~bination 
and  conditions  as  for  the  C1498  studies.  Recipients of high-dose DL1 (50 lo6 
cells)  were  given  EL4, a  T-ALL/lymphoma  cell  line  syngeneic  to B6 recipients, 
IP at various  cell  doses  ranging  from 3 I o "  3 lo6 cells As few as 
3 10' cells  was  lethal  to  90% of untreated  recipients.  Although a  GVL effect 
could be documented by statistical  analysis at all  EL4  doses  tested,  long-term 
survival  did not exceed  10%  except in DLI-treated  recipients of the lowest  dose 
of EL4  cells  tested in this  setting (3 lo4). These  data  are  compatible  with 
human  clinical  results  and  suggest that only  under  situations of minimal  tumor 
burden  are  DLIs an effective  form of therapy  for  recipients with ALL  relapsing 

The  success of  DL1 therapy  for  the  treatment of recipients of C1498  B7-l 
transductants  prompted  the  examination of EL4  B7  transductants in the DL1 
model  system. DL1-treated (50 IOh splenocytes)  recipients of parental EL4 
cells (3 lo6) had  only  a  modest  prolollgation of actuarial  survival  rates as 
compared with controls, with recipients  having  detectable  tumor by 2.5 months 
post-BMT.  Recipients of EL4 B7-l transductants  had  a low (6%) relapse  rate. 
Ex vivo  T-cell  depletion of donor  splenocytes  did not adversely  affect  relapse 
rates  after  DLI.  The  immune  response in naive B6 mice  to  this  EL4  B7-1  trans- 
ductant  required  mature  donor  T-cell  infusion.  Thus,  our  data  are  most  consistent 

Post-BMT. 



with the possibilities that the small numbers of residual  T  cells  remaining aFter 
depletion  could  expand  to  sufficient  levels  to  mediate  a  potent  GVL  effect.  Alter- 
natively,  the low relapse  rate  was  a  consequence of  in vivo  immune  effector  cells 
present at the time of EL4  inoculation. In subsequent  experiments,  recipients  were 
given DL1 (25 10" cells),  followed days  later by EL4  B7-1  transductants in 
doses  ranging  from  3 lo4 O7 cells 1657. Despite the lower DL1 dose 
used in this  studies, the relapse  curves  were  consistent with 2 3  loglo cell  elirni- 
nation of EL4  B7-1  transductants by DLI. CD8+ T cells, but neither  CD4+  T 
cells nor NK cells,  were  required for the GVL effect.  Cumulatively,  these  data 
indicate  that  the  expression of B7- l on ALL  cells  markedly  reduces  tumorigenic- 
ity even in BMT recipients.  The  transduction of ALL  cells  with  B7- I could pro- 
vide an impo~tant  means of facilitating a  GVL-mediated  immune  response to 
ALL  cells  after  BMT. 

The  GVH related  side  effects of DL1 in  humans  and  rodents  can  be a sigllific~~nt 
cause of morbidity  and  mortality  [35,53-55]. An important  aspect of preclinical 
studies  and  clinical  trials will be  to  identify  approaches  that  inhibit  the GVH side 
eFfect  of  DL1 without  impairing the GVL effect.  The  infusion of anti-B7  MoAb 
inhibits the costim~llation of donor cells  capable of causing  GVH well as 
those  capable of causing  GVL  [65],  Therefore,  although  anti-B7  MoAb was 
shown  to  prevent  DLI-illd~lced  weight anti437  MoAb-treated  mice uni- 
formly  relapsed.  Some  ph~~rtllacological  agents  are  also  capable of inhibiting the 
generation of intracellular  signaling  events  necessary  for a  productive  T-cell  re- 
sponse.  One  such  agent rapamycin APA), a macrocylic  lactone that inhibits 
T-cell  function by blocking  T-cell  responses  to  lymphokines.  RAPA  is highly 
effective in reducing  murine  GVHD  lethality in several  donor-recipient  strain 
combinatio~s [67,68]. RAPA is  currently being tested in patients for  GVHD ther- 
apy post-BMT.  The  effect RAPA  on  DLI-mediated  GVL  is  unknown. 

In  recent  studies,  we  have  found that RAPA preferentially  inhibits the 
expansion  and  GVH  effects of two  T-cell  populations  typically  associated  with 
CTL activity (CD8+ and  TCR T cells)  althollgh  RAPA is less  effective in 
inhibiting GVHD  mediated by CD4+  T cells RAPA  ad~inistration was 
associated with a  profound  reduction in the in vivo  generation of donor  T  cells 
with  a helper  type (Thl)/T cytotoxic  type  I (Tcl) cell  phenotype  during  a 
GVH  response In  the DL1 model  for  AML,  RAPA  administration given at 
the  time of DL1 was  highly beneficial in preventing the GVH side  effect of  DL1 

However, the GVL effects of DL1 against  C 1498 cells  were  abolished. The 
RAPA-induced  suppression the GVL may  be  related  to a shift  away  from a 
Th 1 ITc phenotype  (immune  deviation).  Alternatively,  the  fact  that  donor  CD8 
T-cell  expansion especially  sensitive  to  the  inhibitory  effects of RAPA may 
provide an explanation  for  the  elimination of the  DLI-mediated  GVL  effect 



against  C 1498 cells.  These  data  are  consistent with those of Fowler  and  Gress, 
who  have  shown  that  Tc l -mediated  GVL is  more  potent than the Tc2-mediated 
GVL effect  against  myeloid  leukemia in  mice  [24,70]. 

In summary,  T-cell  immune  responses  generated  against AML, cells can prevent 
tumor  recurrence  after  either  syngeneic  or  allogeneic  BMT.  Our  experience  to 
date  shows  that  increasing  CD28/B7  interaction  is  a  potent  means of generating 
a  GVL  response after  BMT.  Conversely,  blocking  CD281B7  interactions  reduces 
the GVH side-effects of allogeneic DL1 but at the  expense of relapse. New agents 
such as  RAPA,  which  inhibit  lymphokine  mediated  signaling  events,  abolish  the 
GVH side  effects of DL1 but eliminate  the  GVL  effect.  Preclinical  studies 
in rodents will be  important  in the exploration of novel approaches  to  facilitate 
GVL  responses  and  to  address the limitations of allogeneic DL1 therapy  for  the 
treat men^ of AML  and  other l e l ~ ~ e ~ n i a s .  

urine  models  for the study of GVL  responses  to  AML  have  been  limited be- 
cause of the few  virus-induced  stable  AML  lines  available  and  the  problems of 
associated  live viral replication.  Therefore, we sought  to  establish  a  model of 
myelogenous  leukemia that would  better reflect the  immunogenicity of spontane- 
ously  arising  leukemias  which  do not express viral proteins. We took advantage 
of a  mouse  retrovirus  construct ( p E V ~ - l ~ y c ~ ~ )  recently  developed by Baum- 
bach  et  al.  [7 that could  efficiently  transfer  the c-rrzyc protooncogene  into  my- 
eloid  series  cells  and  thereby  generate  leukemia  lines. The original  construct  in- 
volved the placement of the  c-myc  coding  exons  between  two ~oloney-MuLV 
LTRs in a  plasmid  configuration  that  allowed  synthesis of a  packageable, but 
defective,  mouse  retroviral RNA. This  construct  was then transfected  into  the j2 
murine  fibroblast  cell  line,  which  contained a nonpackageable  helper  MMLV 
provirus  genome,  forming  the new j2rnyc8  cell  line.  This  cell  line in culture 
produces  and  releases  into  the s~~pernatant ecotropic  virus  particles  containing 
the pEVX-nlycXH  encoded  RNA, which can then be converted  to  cDNA  and 
integrated  into  the  DNA myeloid  cells  from  bone  marrow  preparations in vitro 
[7 l].  Alternative~y,  the viral  vector  can  be  injected  into  mice 1P with the potential 
to  generate  myeloid  leukemias 2-5 months  later,  depending  upon  the  strain of 
mice  [72].  These  myeloid  leukemia  cells  have the pEVX-mycXH  proviral  ge- 



nome,  constitutively  express c-rnyc. but most  notably  do not produce  any  other 
detectable  retrovirus  components  and  cannot  replicate  the  retroviral  vector  auton- 
omously. 

The  MMB3.19  myeloid  leukemia  line  was  generated in C57BL16 (B6) 
mice  using  this  transfection  approach,  and the line  was  subsequently  subcloned 
and  carried in culture  andlor by in vivo passage 1731. This  adherent  cell  line  is 
p~ellotypically  composed of mature monocyte/~acrophage-like cells  that  express 
Mac4 Mac-2, F4180, LFA-l, class  I  and  class I1 (I-Ah) but is negative 
for  the  B220  B-cell  marker.  Class I1 expression,  which constitutively  low, can 
be  upregulated by exposure  to IFN-y. In  addition,  MMB3.19  apparently  expresses 
relevant  B6  minor  histocompatibility  antigens  (miHA),  as  these  target  cells can 
be  lysed  by C3H.SW anti-El6-specific (MHC-matched,  miHA  allogeneic)  CTLs 
in vitro. The “ 3 3 . 1 9  leukemia  line  thus  seemed  suitable  for  further  GVL 
studies. 

It  should  be noted that in terms of establishing  a  model  system, O L I ~  inten- 
tion was  to  investigate  the  potential of generating  specific  GVL  activity  to  my- 
eloid  leukemias in the  setting of either  syngeneic  or  allogeneic  bone  marrow 
transplantation  (BMT).  The use  of  c-myc transformation  or  other  oncogenes  like 

L741 to  generate  a  murine  myeloid  leukemia  is  likely  to  be  similar  to sponta- 
neous  occurrence,  particularly in relation  to  secondary  and  tertiary  transforlnation 
events  resulting in leukemogenesis [74-761. It these  subsequent  events  invoiv- 
ing  inappropriate  expression of normal  genes  that  may  lead  to  the  expression of 
“leukemia  antigens”  that  may be recognized by GVL-reactive  T  cells.  Another 
interesting  advantage of the c-n~yc myeloid  leukemias is that they are  heteroge- 
neous in the  phenotypes of myeloid  cells  generated.  For  example, in the 
strain,  it  was  found  that  c-myc  myeloid  lines,  although all of mature  phenotype, 
displayed  different  abilities to process Ag and  had  different  levels of class I1 
expression [721. This  heterogeneity  provides  the  opportunity  to  study  GVL re- 
sponses under variety of myeloid  cell  conditions  that  have  never  before  been 
explored. 

Initially,  dose  titration  experiments  established  that  the  intraperitoneal  injection 
of MMB3.19  cells  into  irradiated  (850 cCy) B6  mice one  day  after  trans- 
plantation with 2 IOh syngeneic  B6  T  cell-depleted  bone  marrow  cells 
(ATBM)  yielded  100%  mortality  with  a  median  survival  time  (MST) of 28  days. 

ime  frame  allowed  for  the  development of GVL activity,  and  this  dose of 
3.19 cells  was  selected  for  use in all  subsequent  BMT  experiments. In con- 

trast to  irradiated  recipients,  normal  B6  mice  were  more  resistant  to the challenge 
of MMB3,  I9 cells.  Greater than 5 loh cells  were  required  to  obtain high mortal- 



ity with median  survival  time  (MST) of 34  days.  The  observation  suggested 
that in normal  mice  there  might  be  a  radiosensitive  immune  component  responsi- 
ble  for  resistance. 

To investigate  the imm~lnotherape~Itic potential of syngeneic  donor  GVL 
activity  (analogous  to the use of autologous  BMT),  irradiated (850 cGy) €36 mice 
were  transplanted with an inoculum 2 IOh syngeneic  B6  ATBM,  alone,  or 
along with increasing  dosages of a  pooled  population of B6  spleen  and  LN  cells. 
The  recipients  were  challenged a day later with MMB3.19  cells,  and  it  was 
found  that  a  significant  increase in survival  (60%)  could  be  achieved with the 
mice  transplanted with 22.5 lo7 lymphocytes.  Lymphocyte  subset  depletion 
experiments  were  performed  to  determine  which  subpopulations of cells  were 
effective in the syngeneic  GVL  response.  Donor  spleen and  LN  cells  were  pre- 
treated in vitro  with specific  for Thyl.2,  CD4,  or  CD8 in the presence of 
complement (C). In  addition,  enriched  T-cell  populations  were  prepared by de- 
pleting E3 cells via panning  techniques  over  goat-antimouse  Ig-coated  plates.  Mice 
in the positive  control ATBM group  challenged  with  leukemia  succumbed  within 
3  l  days  post-transplant  (MST of  19 days);  the  transplant of 2.5 10’ untreated 
spleen  and  LN  cells  exhibited  better  survival (40%) with a  signi~cantly prolonged 

of 35 days  (p 0.01 Pretreatment donor  lymphocytes with anti-Thyl.2 
oAb  plus C eliminated  most of the  resistance  to l e ~ ~ ~ e l n i a  cha~lenge  with 100% 

mortality  and MST of 26  days;  however,  some  GVL  activity  was  still  ob- 
served.  This  GVL  activity  may be due  to residual cells  or  other non-T cell 
populations such as cells, NI( cells, and/or  macrophages.  Pretreatment the 
donor  cells  with  anti-CD4  MoAb plus C resulted in a significant  prolongation of 
survival  (p 0.01 with an of 33  days, but there  was  still 100% fatality 
and  the was  significantly  shorter  than  the  mice  injected with the  untreated 
lymphocyte  control  (p 0.01). Mice  injected with donor  lymphocytes,  depleted 
of either CD8+ cells  or B cells,  exhibited nearly as  effective a  resistance  to 
leukemic  challenge  as  those  mice given the untreated  lymphocytes, with MST 
values of 35 days  (20%  survival)  and  33  days  (30%  survival),  respectively. In 
summary,  this  experiment  suggested  that cells  were im~ortant  for  GVL activity, 
and  that both CD4+ and  CDS+  subsets  could play a role in resistance,  although 
CD4+ cells  appeared  more potent 

confirm the role of T cells  in GVL activity,  titrated  dosages of cell- 
enriched  B6  donor  lymphocyte  preparations  were  transplanted  into  the  irradiated 
E36 recipients,  and the hosts  were  challenged with l o 5  MMB3.19  leukemia  cells. 
Mice  given 2.5 IO7 B6 T cells  exhibited s~~bstantial  GVL activity  with  60% 
of the mice  surviving Lower  doses of 1.25 IO7 and  2.5 T cells 
resulted in survival (50 and 4096, respectively); 5 los T cells had no 
significant  effect  on le~lkemia-free survival.  Clearly,  naive cells  could  mediate 
GVL activity. but high numbers of cells  were  needed  to  obtain the protective 
effect. 



GVL  immunotherapeutic  activity of donor  T  cells  was  significantly  improved if 
the  donor  B6  mice  were  presensitized with an IP injection of' lo7 irradiated (3000 
cGy)  MMB3.19  cells 3 weeks  before  transplantation By day  65  posttrans- 
plant,  the  transfer of as  few  as 5 presensitized  T  cells  along with ATBM 
resulted in 82% survival of the  MMB3.19-challenged  irradiated  syngeneic  recipi- 
ents,  and  the fivefold higher  dose of 2.5 10' cells  resulted in 100%  survival 
(Figure 3). Results of gross  autopsies of surviving  mice  also  correlated with the 
dose of cells  transferred in that  approximately  60% of the  recipients of the  two 
higher  doses  were  completely  tumor-free.  The  remailling  mice  exhibited  small 
to  medium-sized  solid  tumors  localized  to  the  site of injection. In contrast,  all 
of the  surviving  mice  given the lowest  T-cell  dose (5 lo5 T cells) had large 
tumor  masses  that  spread  throughout  the  peritoneum.  From  a  practical  point of 
view,  obtaining  efficient  GVL  activity with presensitized  T  cells  at  doses 10-fold 
lower than naive  T  cells  facilitated  characterization of the  T-cell  subsets  involved 
in the  GVL  response. 

Although  naive CD4+ cells  had  previously  exhibited GVL potential 
when  greater than l.25 lo7 cells  were  used, CD4+ T cells  from  MMB3.19- 
presensitized  B6  donor  mice  had  significantly  enhanced  GVL  activity. As few 
as presensitized CD4+ T cells  added to ATBM  resulted in 60%  long-term 

0 

GVL responses  against MMB3.19 myeloid  leukemia  with  presensitized  synge- 
neic  donor T cells and ATBM t~~nsplantation. 



(>80 days)  survival of irradiated  syngeneic  recipients,  and 2 10" cells  resulted 
in 100% survival.  The  mechanism by which  these  presensitized  donor  CD4+  T 
cells  mediate  GVL  activity  is of significant  interest  and  hypothetically  could  in- 
volve  either  direct  cytolytic  effects  upon the " 3 3 . 1 9  leukemia  cells (e.g., per- 
forin  or  granzyme  release),  cytostatic  or  tumoricidal  effects of released  cytokines 
(e.g., TNF-a),  or  activation of secondary  effector  cells  (e.g.* NK cells).  In  regard 
to  the  latter  point, the potential  role of NK cells in  the  GVL  activity  was  investi- 
gated by depleting NK cells  from  the  recipients on a  continuing  basis in the 
posttransplant  period.  It  was  observed  that  adl~inistration of a n t i - ~ K l .  1 MoAb 
to  the  mice  weekly  following  BMT  showed  no di~inut ion of the protective  effect 
of the donor  CD4-t-  T  cells,  suggesting that N cells  were not necessary  for 
protection. 

The role of cytolytic CD4+ or CD8+  T cells in CVHD  and antitL~mor 
responses has been  demonstrated by others 177-791.  In most  cases, the cytolytic 
activity of these  cells has been  closely  linked  to the expression of Fas  ligand 
andlor  perforin in the  effector  populations of most CTLs. Perfor~ll-de~cient and 
Fas ~igand-de~ciellt knockout  mice  have  been used to study the effector  mecha- 
nisms  involved in GVHD  and  several  antitumor  responses. It has been  demon- 
strated that both pathways  are  involved in the  development of various  aspects of 

Antitumor  responses  against  various  tumors  have  also  been  investigated 
utilizing  these  knockout  mice  and both of these  mechanisms  appear  to  have an 
il~portallt role.  Thus,  the  knockout  mice  make  ideal  tools for  studying  the  role 
of both the Fas  ligand-and  perforin-mediated  cytolytic  activity in the  develop- 
ment of GVL activity in our  murine  BMT  model.  These  studies  are  currently in 
progress  and will hopefully  advance  our  understanding of the  GVL  response 
mecllanism. 

To  further  define  the  cells  involved in protection,  leukemia-reactive  T  cells  were 
isolated  from  syngeneic  mice (C57BL/6) that  had  been  presensitized  against  the 
~ M ~ 3 .  I9 tumor  and  submitted  for  phenotypic  and  functional  analyses. To inves- 
tigate the nature of the  GVL  response  and  the  level of TCR  diversity ~ttilized 
against  the "33 .19 ,  leukemia-reactive T cells  were  divided  into  either CD4+ 
and  CD8+  T-cell  subsets  and  Vp  CDR3-size  spectratype  analysis was  performed 
on  each  subset.  Spectratype  analysis  utilizes PCR to  detect  CDR3  size  polymor- 
phisms in the  VDJ  regions of each Vp  subset 1801. A typical  "non-reactive''  Vp 
population  maintains  a  gaussian  distribution  when  the  PCR  product  is  separated 
by size  on a 6% polyacrylamide, 6 M urea  denaturing  gel. If a particular Vp 
population  has  reacted  to  antigen  and  expanded,  relative  to  the  unresponsive 
cells, a  gaussian  distribution will not likely  be  found upon separation  and  the 
distribution pattern will appear  skewed.  Preliminary  results  suggested  that  the 



TCR-VP  utilization of both leukemia-reactive  T-cell  subsets had restricted oli- 
goclonal  Vp repertoire, The CD4+ T-cell  GVL  response  seemed  to  involve  spec- 
ificities in the and 20 families,  whereas  the CD8+ T-cell  response  was 
defined by the Vpl1 and  to  a  lesser  extent 5, 7 ,  13, and 18 families  (Table 

Currently,  we  are  cloning  the  sequence of dominant  specificities  within  each 
responsive fiamily for both T-cell  subsets.  With a full  understanding of the 
GVL T-cell  repertoire,  it theoretically  possible  to  positively  select  for  donor 
GVL-reactive  cells by sorting  and  use  this  population in vivo  to  protect  recipi- 
ents  from the leukemia  challenge. In the  case of CD8+ cells,  further  analysis 
can determine if a particular family  is  also  involved in GVHD; if not,  donor 
cells of GVL-reactive Vp families  can  be  utilized  to  mediate  protection  without 
concolnitant  GVHD. 

An analysis of cytokine  production by leukemia-reactive  T  cells  was  per- 
formed by the Elispot assay The  Elispot  assay can yield a phenotypic  de- 
scription of the immune  response  involved in the  GVL protection (i.e.,  Th1  versus 

TCR Vp Utilization Analyzed  by  CDR3 
Size  Spectratyping  of TDL from  MMB3.19-Primed 
C57BL/6  Mice" 

CD4+  T  cells  CD8+  T  cells 

ND data; increasing  level of detectable 
change in CDR3 size spectratype: no detectable  change 
i n  size  spectratype. 



Th2), as well as  indicate  the  frequency of the  responding  T  cells  within the total 
population.  Preliminary  results  suggest  that  upon  presensitization of B6  mice 
with  irradiated  MMB3.19  cells,  isolated CD4+  T cells  exhibit an increased  fre- 
quency of both  the  IL-4-and  IL-2-producing  cells.  The  IL-2-producing  fre- 
quency  increases nearly threefold  and the IL-4-producing  frequency  increases 
nearly fivefold.  It  also  appears  that  the  relative  frequency of IL-4-producing  cells 
is much  higher than the  IL-2-producing  cells.  These  results  suggest  that both a 
Th 1- and  a  Th2-type of response  is  occurring  against the leukemia,  albeit,  the 
Th2  response  appears to be  more  substantial. 

Since  autologous  or  syngeneic  BMT  for  clinical  treatment of myelogenous  leuke- 
mia  clearly has less  advantage  in  regard  to  GVL  activity than allogeneic  BMT 
[82,83], we adapted  the  MMB3.19  model  to  the  allogeneic  MHC-matched 
C3H.SW  (H2") B6 (€42") strain  combination.  Here,  the  important  question 
to  investigate  was  whether  effective  GVL  responses  can  be  generated  without 
concomitant  GVHD.  Our  approach was to  take  advantage of the T-cell  subsets 
that were  involved in each  reaction. In C3H.SW B6  chimeras, CD8+ T cells 
are  largely  responsible  for  the  development of GVHD,  whereas  CD4+  T cells 
do not cause  lethality  or  any  observable GVHD  pathology [84]. We  therefore 
hypothesized  that  the  depletion of CD8+ T cells  from the inoculum,  leaving 
allogeneic  donor  CD4+  T cells  alone,  could  mediate  a  GVL  response in the 
recipients  without  GVHD. To test this  notion,  C3H.SW  ATBM  cells  (2 10") 
were  transplanted  into  irradiated  (850  cGy)  B6  mice  along with 2.5 lo7 
C3H.SW  lymphocytes  that  were  depleted of CD8+,  CD4+, or  Thy 1 cells 
using specific MoAbs and  C.  Recipient  mice  were  challenged  a  day  later with 

MMB3. I9 leukemia  cells.  Although  the  transplantation of untreated  or  either 
T-cell subset-depleted  donor  lymphocytes  significantly  prolonged the survival of 
recipients in comparision  to  T-cell  depletion  or  ATBM+  MMB3.19  alone,  the 
transplant of CD8+ cell-depleted  cells  resulted in the  best  survival at 35%, 

with  no evidence of GVHD [73] .  This CD8+  T  cell-depleted  group  exhibited 
significantly  greater  survival  than  either the untreated  or the CD4+  T  cell- 
depleted  groups, both of which  had  clinical  and  pathological  signs of GVHD. 

previously  observed with the  syngeneic  model,  presensitization of C3H.SW 
donor  mice with an IP  injection of lo7 irradiated  (3000  cGy) " 3 3 . 1 9  cells, 3 



weeks  prior  to  transplantation of 1.25 lo7 T cells  and  ATBM  to  irradiated  B6 
recipients,  led  to  dramatically  improved  survival  against an MMB3.19  leukemia 
challenge.  Again using T-cell  subset  depletion of the  presensitized  donor  lympho- 
cytes, all groups  exhibited  enhanced  survival, but it  was  clear  that  the  untreated 
and CD8+ T  cell-enriched  groups  were  undergoing  GVHD  with symptom of 
hair loss,  scleroderma,  diarrhea,  and  weight loss, whereas the CD4+ cell- 
enriched  group  appeared  healthy.  The  results of this  experiment  strongly SLIP- 

ported  the  hypothesis that minor  H  antigen  allogeneic C3H.SW CD4+  T cells 
are  capable of mediating  a  GVL  effect  against  the  MMB3.19  myeloid  leukemia 
in the  absence of GVHD  and that the model will be viable  for  future  studies. 
The results  also  indicate  that  there  are  also  GVL-reactive  allogeneic  donor CD8+ 
T cells that are  either  recognizing  host  miHA  or  leukemia-specific  antigens  on 
the MMB3.19 cells. 

In an effort  to  separate the GVHD-inducing  alloresponses  from the leuke- 
mia-specific  responses of the  adoptively  transferred  CD8 cells,  attempts  were 
made  to  remove  the  alloreactive cells  from  the  donor  inoculum by an in vivo 
negative  selection  technique.  Donor (C3H.SW) T cells  were  isolated  and  injected 
intravenously  into  lethally  irradiated  mice of the host strain (C5’7BL/6). Lymph 
was  collected  24  h  later  from  these  mice by thoracic  duct  cannulation.  Based 
previous  studies,  this  thoracic  duct  lymph is likely  to  contain  the  circulating  donor 
T cells  devoid of  any alloreactive  cells. The alloreactive  cells  that  were  undergo- 
ing  the  process of activation in the  lymphoid  system remain in the  tissues  for an 
additional  day  or  two  before  the  clonally  expanded  populations begin to  migrate 
in mass.  Preliminary  studies  with  the  negatively  selected  T  cells  from  the  thoracic 
duct  suggest  that  this  process  results in a  T-cell  population still capable of pro- 
tecting  against  leukemia  growth  without  inducing  GVHD.  This  finding  supports 
the  notion  that  the  antileukemia  response  and  the  GVHD  response  can  be  physi- 
cally  separated. 

ivi 

One of the  ultimate  goals of our  laboratory  effort  is  to  identify the leukemia- 
specific  antigens  that  are  recognized  by the T cells  mediating  the  GVL  response. 
Expression  cloning  techniques  have  been  utilized in the past to  identify  and  iso- 
late  genes  that  encode  tumor  antigens. To achieve  our  goal,  cDNA  libraries  are 
being  generated  from mRNA isolated  from  the  MMB3. I9 cell  line  and the ex- 
haustive  chore of expression  cloning  to  isolate  the  T  cell-reactive  antigens  can 
be  undertaken.  Identification of the  leukemia  antigens  and  their  source may help 
us  to  better  understand  the  potential  immunogenicity of myeloid  leukemias in 
general.  These  putative  tumor  antigens may then be utilized for  vaccine  develop- 
ment  to  immunize  donor  mice  and  boost  their  GVL  activity  or  to  allow in vitro 



stimulation  techniques  to  generate  leukemia-specific  T  cells  for  periodic  infusion 
into  recipients. 

An important  question  regarding  the  identity of these  IeLlkel~ia-speci~c  an- 
tigens  is  whether  or not different  myelogenous  leukemias  share  some of the  same 
tumor  antigens. To  address  this  issue,  several  different  myelogenous  leukemia 
cell  lines  have  been  generated in B6 mice;  the MMBl. 10, MMB2.18,  and 
~ M B 3 . 1 9  lines.  B6  mice  were  irradiated  and  transplanted with ATBM  and  anti- 

€33.19 presensitized  syngeneic  T  cells.  Mice  were  subsequently  challenged 
with either  MMB3.19,  MMB  1.10,  or  MMB2.18  and  followed  for  survival.  Our 
prelinlinary  results  suggest  that M~B3.19-prilned  T cells can give  added  protec- 
tion to mice  challenged with the MMBl .l0 tumor but  not the  MMI32.18  tumor. 

suggests  that  some of the myelogenous  leukemias  (MMB3.19  and 
B 10) share  antigens  that  are  capable of stimulating  or  being  targets of a 

protective  immune  response  while  others  do not ("€32.18). Additional  work 
is  needed  to  further  define  these  antigens  and the T cells that respond  to  them. 

In summary,  using  this  murine  model of myeloid  leukemia,  we  have  demon- 
strated  that it is  possible  to  separate  out  T-cell CVL responses  from  allogeneic 
donor  cells  that  mediate  GVHD.  Leukemia-specific  responses  are  capable of ef- 
ficient protection  in both the syngeneic  and  allogeneic  settings.  Further  elucida- 
tion of these  T-cell  responses  and target antigens  on  myeloid  leukemias will en- 
able  the  development of approaches  to  enhance  these  targeted GVL responses 
after  bone  marrow  transplantation. 
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It  is  now  generally  accepted that the  curative  effect of allogeneic  bone  marrow 
transplantation  (BMT)  in  hematological  malignancies  is  mediated in part by  an 
alloirnmune  response  termed  the  graft  versus  leukemia  (GVL)  reaction [ l  
The  antitumor  effect of bone  marrow  allografts  was only fully  appreciated in  
clinical BMT after  the  observation of higher  leukemia  relapse  rates  after  T  cell- 
depleted  BMT 16-81 and  was  strengthened by reports of the reinduction of remis- 
sion by donor  lymphocyte  transfusion (DLT) in  leukemia  relapsing  after  BMT 
[9,lO]. Although  variable  in  its  strength,  the  CVL  effect  appears  to  extend to 
a  variety of malignancies,  including  acute  and  chronic  myeloid  and  lymphoid 
leukemias [9-1 lymphoma 121, myeloma  [13,14],  and  possibly  solid  tumors 

There  is  acculnulating  evidence  that  alloreacting  donor  lymphocytes  are 
responsible  for  the  GVL  effect  after  BMT  and  DLT in humans [6- l MHC 
restricted CD4+ T cells 1 ,l CD8+ cells and natural killer 
(NK) cells [20-221 have  all  been  implicated in the  GVL reaction. The  GVL effect 
has  been  extensively  reviewed.  This  chapter  focuses  on  the  biology of the effector 
cells  and  their  role in mediating  GVL reactions,  particularly in chronic  myeloid 
leukemia  (CML).  Regulation of these  effector  cells in mediating  the  GVL  effect 
will also  be  discussed  and,  finally,  irnportant  issues  remaining  to  be  resolved  are 
highlighted. 



Differentiation  and  maturation of T cells  requires the thymic  environlnent  as 
demonstrated by total failure by thymectomized  mice  to  generate  functional  T 
cells 123,241. Other  tissues  such  as the gut  and skin may also  provide the environ- 
ment  for  T-cell  development.  Both  the  epithelial  and  mesenchylnal  cells  present 
i n  the thymic  capsule,  vessels  and  interlobular  septae of the thymus  are  required 
for  T-cell  development.  They not only  provide an architectural  structure  for  thy- 
mocyte  development but also  provide  cytokine  and/or  surface  molecules  support- 
ing  T-cell  development, 

Like  all  hematopoietic  cells,  T  cells  are  derived  from  pluripotent  stem  cells. 
Cells with phenotype of CD34’”ghCD38 +Thy 1 from  human  bone  marrow  are 
highly  enriched  for  pluripotent  stem  cells.  They can differentiate  into  myeloid 
cells  as well as T cells in vitro in the presence of thymus  tissue  and  growth 
ftlctors, whereas  CD34t-CD45RA-t Thy1 cells  from  human  adult  bone  marrow 
can only be induced  to  differentiate  into T cells, B cells,  and NK cells but not 
myeloid  cells [25-271. This  latter  phenotype  probably  represents  cells at a  multi- 
potential stem-cell  stage. It is not clear  however  at  what  stage of stetn-cell  devel- 
opment  (pluripotent  cell  or  multipotelltial  progenitor  cell  or  committed  T-cell 
progenitor  cell, the cells  migrated  into the thymus.  Recent  data  strongly  sug- 
gests  that T cells  colonize  the  thymus at the very early  stage of the  ~lultipotent 
stem  cell  because  cells  extracted  from  fetal  thymus can be induced  into  myeloid 
as well  as  lymphoid  lineage  cells 1281. However,  because of the  minitw ct 1 num- 
ber of stem  cells (<O.OI%) present in the  thymus,  it  is not possible to identify 
whether the multilineage  derivatives  were  from a common  stem cell or  from 
multiple  committed  progenitor  cells  migrating  into  the  thymus,  since  the  thymus, 
like  other  tissues such as  the  spleen  and  liver,  is  capable of supporting  myeloid 
hemopoiesis. 

The  earliest  thymic  precursors  are CD34’”~’’ ~ D 4 5 R A - ~ T h y ~  [27]  as  men- 
tioned  above.  They  also  express  CD33 but lack  CD l ,  CDS,  and  CD28.  The  earli- 
est  committed  T-cell  progenitor  cells in the  thymus  have  acquired  CD1,  CD2, 
CD5,  and  cyCD3 but lack  CD4 and  CD8  and  have  lost  CD33  expression [291. 
CD4-1~olec~lle expression  precedes  CD8 in the  human  and  is  followed by double 
positivity  for CD4  and  CD8.  There is evidence  from animal studies that the 
expansion of immature  thymocytes  and  acquisition of CD4  and  CD8  requires the 
T  cell-antigen  receptor  (TCR) chain.  Mutant  mice,  deficient  for  the  TCR 
gene  or  unable  to  rearrange  their  TCR  genes  due  to  lack of recombination-activat- 
ing genes  (RAG),  have  reduced  numbers of CD4  and  CD8  double-positive (DP) 



cells [30]. The gene  rearranges  before  the  TCR gene [3 After comple- 
tion of a  productive  rearrangement,  the TCR protein is  expressed  on  the  triple- 
negative  cells  (CD3-CD4-CD8") in conjunction with CD3  proteins [321. This 
CD3-TCRP  complex  can  deliver signals  to  these  early T cells,  resulting i n  ex- 
pansion of immature  thymocytes  and  appearance of CD4+CD8+ cells.  After 
entrance  into  the  DP  stage,  the  thymocytes  acquire  the  completed  CD3/TCR 
complex.  The CD3'"" DP thymocytes  are  the  main  target  for  immune  selection 
1331. It  is now known  that the TCR  repertoire is shaped by positive  and  negative 
selection  events.  Positive  selection is required  for  inducing ~ a t u r ~ ~ t i o i l  of DP 
cells  into  single  positive T cells  that  have the capacity  to  migrate  out of the 
thymus.  Negative  selection  ensures  that  those cells  efficiently  recognizing self 
antigens  are  deleted.  Both  positive  and  negative  selection  involves  interaction of 
the  TCR dimer cells with the MHC-p~ptide complex of cells in the  thymic 
~icroenvironlnent. the  thymus,  developing cells  rearrange  and  express  their 

and  undergo  a  testing  process  based on the  ability of their  TCRs  to  recognize 
C  proteins  expressed on thymic  epithelial  cells. The interaction  between  de- 

veloping  thymocytes  and thymic epithelial  cells  promotes the survival of thymo- 
ects  their  lineage  choice. The interaction of the  TCRICD3 with 
complex  results in ~ l p r e ~ ~ l l ~ ~ t i o n  of CD3  and the activation  anti- 
addition to acquisition of some  cell  surface  antigens  and 

of others, mRNA of the cytotoxic protein perforin  and  various  cytoldne  genes 
are  induced  as well [M]. The  thymocytes  are  further  matured  into  single  positive 
thylnocytes,  losing  either  CD4  or  CD8 [%l. 

Studies  on  factors that determine the developnlent of thymocytes  towards 
CD4  or  CD8  T  lymphocytes  have  shown that MHC  molecules on thymic  epithe- 

cells, as well as  expression of Notch-l  gene in thymocytes  are the two  nlost 
i n ~ u e n t i ~ l  factors. T cells with TCR  recognizing MHC class I molecule will 
develop as CD8 cells;  whereas  recognition of class I1 antigen  will  ensure a 
T-cell  development.  Expression of an activated  form of Notch  during thymic 
developnlent  favored CD8 T-cell  development  while  suppressing  CD4  T-cell  de- 
velopment.  In  addition,  activated  Notch  permits  the  development of CD8 lineage 
cells in the  absence of Class I MHC, a  ligand  that  is  normally  required  for 
CD8  cell  develo  ment [371. Mature  thymocytes  are  CD3+, CD4' or CD8", 

5RA+ when they migrate  out of the  thymus  into the periph- 
ery.  Based on their  functional  characteristics,  mature CD4+ or CD8+ can be 
further  divided  into  Tho, Thl, Th2 and Tc 1 or  Tc2  subgroups [38]. 

Development of NK cells  also  requires a special  environment  although  less  strin- 
gent  compared  to that required by T cells.  Bone  nlarrow  probably is the  main 
site for NK-cell development.  Several  studies  have  demonstrated  that  human NK 



cells can differentiate  from immat~lre  bone marrow  progenitors  (CD34+  or 
CD34-  cells) in long term bone  marrow  cultures in the  presence of interleukin- 
2 (IL-2)  and  bone  marrow  stromal  cells  [39].  There evidence that the  thymic 
environment  may  be  permissive  for  NK-cell  development. It has been  known  for 
a  long  time  that the thymus  contains NK cells,  which  constitute a small fraction 
of the  triple-negative  thymocytes. The  demonstration of thymus  containing 
bipotential progenitors,  committed NK precursors,  and  mature NK cells 
140,411 indicates  that NK differentiation  can  occur in the  thymus.  However, the 
fact that athymic  nude  mice  and  patients with DiGeorge  syndrome  have  normal 
numbers of NK cells in the periphery  [42,43]  suggests that the thymus is not 
necessary  for NK-cell development.  Spleen,  liver,  or blood may also  be  the  sites 
for  NK-cell  development, but more  studies  are  required  to  define the exact pro- 

It increasingly  clear that NK-cell  progenitors  differentiate  from a com- 
mon precursor with cells. demonstrate the existence of bipotential T/NK 
cell  precursor,  CD34+ cells  from  human  bone  marrow  were  single-sorted  and 
expanded  for  a  short period of time  with  IL2,  IL7,  and  stem-cell  factor  (SCF) 
on a feeder  cell  layer.  After  a  few  cell  divisions,  cells  from  each  clone  were 
divided  into  two  groups.  One  group  cultured in IL-2, IL-7,  and  SCF  almost 100% 
of the  clones  developed  into  CD56+  NK cells,  while  the  other  group cu~tured 
in the  presence of thymic  tissue  developed  into T cells Although it not 
clear at present,  at  which  stage  committed NK progenitors  divert  from  committed 
T-cell  progenitors  and  what  events  trigger  common  precursor  cells  to  develop 
along  either T-  or  NK-cell  pathway, it assumed that the  event of TCR gene 
rearrangement  just  before  high-level  expression of CD3  molecule may play an 
important  role in determining  the  development of the bipotential  progenitors. 
Early NK cells wi t~out expression of CD54  molecules  lack  cytotoxic  activity 
against  NK-sensitivity  target  cells,  Acquisition of the CD54  molecule  signals 
lnaturation of cells  and  the  capability of cytotoxicity  [34].  The  majority of 
mature NK cells  have  surface  markers of CD2+,  CD7+,  CD  161,  CD27+, 
CD45RA+,  LFA l VLA4+, CD 1 1 b and  CD54 However,  there  are  sub- 
populations of NK cells that are CD3+  or  CD57+  or  CD  14”.  Activated NK 
cells  strongly  express  CD69,  CD25,  IL2Rp75,  CD%,  and  CD95  receptors  as well 
as HLA class antigens,  while  the  expression of other  antigens  such  as  CD57 
is downregulated  after  activation.  Although  none of these  markers  are  specific 
for NK cells  and  most of them  are  expressed in other  cell  populations,  some of 
them  (i.e.,  CD54,  CD14,  CD57)  are  mainly  expressed in NK cells  or  even in NK 
subpopulations. NK cells  also  display  killer  inhibitory  receptors,  such  as  Ly-49 
i n  mice  and  p58 in humans, that appear  to  be  inhibitory  receptors  to  interact  with 
MHC  class I antigens  [44].  The  functions of these NK cell  subsets  are  less well 
defined. 

cess. 



T  lymphocytes  are  capable of specifically  recognizing  target  antigens  and  sparing 
innocent  bystanders.  The  specificity of T cells  is  determined by the  clonotypic 
T cell  receptor  (TCR).  But in addition  to  the  TCR,  T  cells  express l~onomorphic 
receptors  such  as  CD2,  CD3,  CD4,  CD8, LFAl, and  many  others. The  involve- 
ment of these  receptors in the  effector  mechanism  is  evident  from the finding 
that  monoclonal  antibodies  against  these  receptors  generally  interfere  with  the 
proper  function of most  effector  T  cells [45-471. The first step in the  response 
of any  effector T cell  is  the  recognition of its  specific  target  cell,  which  leads  to 
the rapid binding of the  two  cells.  The  physical  interaction of the  effector  cell 
with its target cell  serves  two  important  functions:  the  activation of the  effector 
mechanism  and  the  directed  delivery of secretory  proteins  from  the  effector  to 
the  target  thus  ensuring  the  selectivity  and  specificity of the  response.  The  molec- 
ular  basis for  the  formation of stable  cell-cell  interactions  is  provided by the 
ligation of receptors  on  the  surface of one  cell with me~brane-bo~lnd ligands  on 
the surface of the  other  cell.  It has been  proposed  and  demonstrated  that if the 
affinity of a  surface  receptor  for  its  ligand  and  its  concentration in the  membrane 
are  sufficiently  high, then the  initial  binding of a  small  number of receptor-ligand 
pairs will result in the recruitment of additional  receptor  ligand  pairs  into  this 
site. stable  cell-cell  interaction  is  generated  when a  large  enough  number of 
such  ligated  receptor  molecules  are  clustered  into  the  contact  site  [48]. The most 
critical  step in the  initiation of T  cell-target  cell  interaction mediated by TCR 
binding  to its ligand,  the  peptide  antigen in the  groove of MHC  molecule.  Engage- 
ment of the  TCR  with the corresponding  peptide  antigen  activates  protein  kinases, 
which  results in not only clustering of CD4  or  CD8  and  LFAI  molecules into 
the contact  site of T cell but also  increased affinity of LFAI  molecule  to  its 
l igand-TCA~~ on  target  cells [49]. Ligation of LFAI with  ICAM I ,  CD4 with 
MHC  class or  CD8 with class  I  molecule,  CD2 with LFA3  increase the stability 
of T  cell-target  cell  contact [48], which  permits  additional  TCR  and  costimula- 
tory molecules  CD28,  or  CD40  ligand  to  engage  with  additional  peptide/MHC 
molecules  and  with E37 or  CD40  molecules  on  the  target  cells,  respectively [SO]. 
Once  the  threshold  numbers of TCR  are  engaged  [5 T-cell  activation  results. 

The  capacity of the  TCR  to  transduce  signals  across  the  T-cell  membrane 
is  mediated by the  cytoplasmic  domains of the  subunits of the  CD3  antigen  and 
the 4 chain 1521. The  intracellular  tails of the  CD3  and molecules  contain  a 
common  motif,  EX2YX2L/IX7YX2L/I,  termed  the  immunoglobulin  receptor 
family  tyrosine-based  activation motif  (TTAM). This motif is  crucial for TCR 
coupling  to  intracellular  tyrosine  kinases  and  absolutely  required for all  subse- 



quent  TCR  signaling  responses.  The  earliest  biochemical  response  elicited by the 
is the activation of the  protein  tyrosine  kinases  (PTK)  [53].  TWO  PTKs 

associate  with  the  TCR-CD3  complex:  the  src  family  kinase  p59fyn  and  a  70- 
kDa  PTK  termed  ZAP-70. A second  src  family  PTK  p56 l ck  are  also  critical  for 
TCR  function  [54,55].  The  proposed  sequence of events in the TCR-regulated 
PTK cascade  is  activation of src  kinases,  the  phosphorylation of ITAMs  followed 
by the  recruitment,  tyrosine  phosphorylation,  and  activation of ZAP-70 1521. The 
association of ZAP-70 with the  TCR  complex mediated by SH2 domain  inter- 
actions with ITAMs. ZAP-’70 has two SH2 domains  and binds preferentially  to 
a  doubly  phosphorylated TTAM. Although  studies on TCR  signaling  to  date  have 
revealed  enormous  information  along  the  TCR  signal  transduction  pathway  for 
the past decade,  the  identity of the downstream  targets  for  the  above  molecules 
and  detailed  biochemical  events  and  functions of many of the protein complexes 
that  are  targets  for  TCR  signals  remain  to  be  illustrated. 

CD4  or  CD8  molecules are  important  for  T-cell  function.  They  provide not 
only  help  for  effector-target  cell  contact but also  additional stim~~latory signals 
for T-cell  activation.  CD4, a  55-kDa  integral  membrane  glycoprotein,  recognizes 
monomorphic  class IT MHC  determinants.  CD8  binds  to  a  conserved  region in 
the alpha  3  domain of the  MHC  class heavy  chain.  It has been  shown  that both 
CD4  and  CD8  molecules  (via  a  specific  region within their  cytoplaslnic  tail)  are 
linked  to  the  PTK p561ck [56,57]  which  also  associates with the TCRICD3  com- 
plex. A shared  signaling  pathway  between  TCR/CD3  and  CD4  or  CD8  may 
account  for  the  importance of CD4  and  CD8 in T-cell  activation  as well the 
occasional  observation of CD4  or  CDS-independent i ~ m u i l e  responses,  where 
blocking by anti-CD4  or  CD8  antibody  had  no  effect on T-cell  effector fLtnctions 
[SS]. This  likely  results  from  differences in TCR  occupancy  levels  for  different 
T-cell  antigen  combinations.  When  TCR  occupancy  is  low,  CD4  or  CD8  binding 
to the ~ H C  molecnle  may  be  needed  to  generate  additiona~ signal to the 
TCR-l~e~iated signal, so that a  strong  enough  signal  is  delivered  to fully activate 

When  the level of TCR  occupancy  is very high,  CD4  or  CD8  binding 

Activation of T cells  results in several  intracellular  events: ~ o l ~ ~ . i ~ f f t i ~ ~ l z  
~ ? ~ i l l ~ r f f ~ e l l L t l ~ ~ r  proteim. It has been  observed by immuno~llorescent  microscopy 
that the  cytoskeletal  protein  talin,  a 15-kDa  protein,  clusters  under the membrane 
of the effector  cell  along  the  cell-cell  contact  area 1591. Talin is associated with 

upon activation of PKC  and may be  important in establishing  and  main- 
taining  a  stable  cell-cell  interaction.  Talin  is  also  importallt in promoting  localized 
fusion of secretory  vesicles with the effector  cell  membrane at the  target  cell 
contact  site [GO]. More  recently,  using  fluorescent  dextran  particles  it has been 
observed that recognition of target  cells  was  accompanied by a transient  increase 
i n  large  dextran  accessibility  over  a  broad  front  near  the in tehce between CTL, 
and  target  cells.  This  region  narrowed to a  smaller  area  from  which  pseudopodia 

molecules  may not be  necessary [SS]. 



were  extended  toward  the  target  [6 l ] . The  direction of extension of the  pseudopod 
may guide  precise  delivery of cytotoxic  agents.  (2) 

Using  double  immunofluorescence  microscopy,  the  microtubulule  or- 
ganizing  center  and  the  Golgi  apparatus (GA) were  found  to  be  colocalized  and 
reoriented  to  face the bound  target  cell [621. This  reorientation  is  antigen  specific. 
The  microtubules play a central  role in establishing  cell  polarity  and they are 
also  involved in directing the flow  of intracellular  vesicles  between the cell center 
and  the  plasma  membrane.  The CA is  the  organelle  responsible  for  the final 
processing of newly  synthesized  membrane  proteins  and  secretory  proteins.  The 
mature  proteins  are  packaged  at  the face the GA into  secretory  vesicles 
that  are  then  delivered  toward  and  fuse  with the plasma  membrane. 

These  granules  contain  proteins  such  as  perforin,  gran- 
zymes,  and  proteases,  and  their  relocation  may  result their  directed  release 
toward  the  bound  target.  Indeed  fusion of the  granules with the  T-cell  membrane 
at  the cell contact  has  been  observed  [63].  (4) 
IL2, IL3, IL4, IL5, IL8,  IL9, ILIO, IL12, IL13, GM-CSF, INF-y, and  TNF- 
a ,  depending  on the subtypes of T cells,  have  been  detected in T-cell  culture 
medium  and  mRNA of these  cytokines  is  detected in the  cytoplasm  at  T-cell 
activation 1641. Activation of cells re- 
sults in expression of new  markers  or  elevation of existing  markers  including 
CD25,  HLA-DR,  CD69  and  Fas-ligand  (FasL) [65,661. FasL was  recently  cloned 
and  shown  to  be a  40-kDa  type I1 membrane  protein,  homologous  to  members 
of the  TNF  family which  includes TNF-a and nerve  growth  factor,  and  the 
ligands  for  CD40,  CD30,  and  CD27, It is  expressed  on  activated Thl-CD4+ or 
CD8+ T cells [ss]. 

It  is these  intracellular  changes  that  ensure  effective  T-cell  function  and 
the  directed  delivery of secretory  vesicles  to  fuse with the  membrane at the  region 
of the cell  contact.  New  membrane  proteins  are then inserted at the  site of cell 
contact,  and  the  content of the vesicles  are  released  locally in the intercellular 
space  between  the  two  membranes in contact [671. It  is,  however, not understood 
how  effector  cells  protect  themselves  from  these  nonspecific  cytotoxic  agents 
while  target  cells  are  damaged. 

NE( cells  were  originally  described  on a  functional  basis  according  to  their  capa- 
bility of killing  certain  tumor  cells in the  absence of prior  sensitization.  Since 
NE( cells can lyse  target  cells  that  express  either  syngeneic allogeneic 
molecules,  and  even  target  cells  that  lack expression,  their  cytolytic  activity 
has often  been  referred  to  as  non-MHC  restricted.  It  is  generally  accepted that 
NK cells  provide  a first line of defense  against  certain  tumors  or viral infections 
[68].  Unlike  T  cells  and B cells, cells do not rearrange  TCR  or  immllnoglob~l- 



lin genes  although they do  accumulate  nonfunctional  transcripts of the constant 
regions of the TCR and genes [69]. The ability of  NK cells  to  detect  and 
lyse  tumor  but not normal  cells has been  interpreted  to reflect the  existence of 
multiple  receptors  for an altered  pattern of ligand  molecules  on  tumor  cells.  These 
poorly defined NK cell  functions  and  receptors  have  generated  enormous  interest 
in the past several  years. 

While NK cell-mediated  cytolysis  is not MHC-restricted, it is regulated 
by MHC  molecules.  The  major  advance in our  understanding of NK-cell  interac- 
tion with target  cells has been  the  identification of several  inhibitory  receptors, 
termed  killer-cell  inhibitory  receptors  (KIR),  on cells  for MHC class  I  mole- 
cules  (Table 1) KIR are  characterized by ( l )  their  ability  to  interact 
with large  panel of MHC class I allele  products  (promiscuous  recognition)  and 
(2)  their  ability  to  transduce a  negative  signal  which  leads  to the inhibition of 
both natural  cytotoxicity  and ADCC programs.  KIR  are not NK-cell  restricted 
since they are  also  expressed  on  T-cell  subsets  and  can  inhibit  T-cell  activation 
triggered via the  CD3-TCR  complexes  [82,83].  Therefore  two  major  strategies 
of MHC class  I  recognition  are used by lymphocytes:  one is T cell-specific and 
includes  the  CD3-TCR  complex in the  context of the dimers,  whereas the 
other  one has been  described in both T  and NK cells  and is mediated by KIR. 
These  two  pathways  which  regulate  T  and NK cytotoxicity  are  complementary, 
and  permit the elimination of a cell  presenting  a  foreign  antigen in the context 
of MHC class  I  molecules  as  well  as  a  cell  expressing  no  MHC  class  I  molecules 
or  altered  form of the  molecule.  Since  some  virus  infected  or  tumor  cells  down 
regulate  the  expression of class  I  proteins  and  escape  T-cell  surveillance,  the NK 
cells  appear  to play an important  role in host defense by eliminating  these 
negative  cells [68], It  is  therefore  evident  that cells  appear  essential  in host 
immune  defense in addition  to  cytolytic  T  cells that are  triggered by class  I pro- 
teins  presenting  foreign  peptides. 

Human  KIR  belong  to a  multigenic  and  probably  multiallelic  family of Ig- 

Human  NK-cell  Receptors  with  Known  Specificities 

Name of KIR Alternative Names Specificity  References 

p70"  NKAT4  HLA-A3  74 
p70h  HLA-B  ~4  73 
p58.1  and 2 HLA-CW~,CW~ 70 
NKB 1 NKAT3  HLA-Bw4,B27,B5 l,B58 7  1,72,75 
HP-3E4  HLA-Cw4,Cw 15  81 
CD94 HLA-Bw~,B~,AI ,A3,Al 7 ,76 

These two receptors  are  different in cytoplasmic tails with 95 84 aa respectively. 
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like  members.  A total of 12 members of the  human  KIR  subfamily  have  been 
cloned  for  which  the  ligands  have not all been  characterized  [84].  Human  KIR 
present  three  levels of diversity,  corresponding  to  the  extracytoplasmic,  the  trans- 
membrane,  and  the  intracytoplasmic  domains.  The  extracytoplasmic  domain 
classically  composed of two  or  three  Ig-like  domains.  The  two first KIR identified 
are  the  58-kDa  proteins  specific for  HLA-Cw3  and  HLA-Cw4,  expressing  two 
Ig-like  domains in their  extracellular  portion. In contrast,  the  HLA-Bw4  specific 

and  HLA-A3  specific  NKAT4  receptors  are  70-kDa  proteins  that  express 
in their  extracellular  portions  three  Ig-like  domains The  illtracytoplasmic 
domain  is  highly  conserved but can  be  39,  76,  84,  or 95 amino  acid  long.  This 
intracellular tail contains  motifs  that  are in the  category of ilnmunoreceptor 
tyrosine-based  inhibitory  motifs  (ITIMs)  as  opposed  to  ITAMs [ss]. 

Like  the  target  structures  recognized  by  the  TCR of cells, NE( cells  recog- 
nize  targets  also in the form of MHC  and  peptide  complex. NK cells  detect  and 
eliminate  target  cells  that  do not express  adequate  self-MHC molecules-e.g., 
defective  expression of one  or  more  MHC  alleles.  This  situation  is  typical of 
some  virus-infected  or  tumor  cells  that  either  downregulate  certain  class  I  alleles 
or  express an altered  peptide  pattern  presented by MHC class I molecules. In 
vitro  experiments  have  shown  that  a  single  amino  acid  substitution in the 1 helix 
of both HLA-A  and  HLA-C  altered  the  protective  effect of class I molecules.  This 
substitution  is  thought  to  modify  the  population of peptides  that can bind to the 
HLA  molecule  [84].  It  can  be  speculated that the  function of these  peptides  would 
be  to define the  autologous  cells  as  normal  or  abnormal.  In  the  case of viral 
infection,  normal self peptides  can  be  displaced  or  competed with by  an excess 
of peptides  derived  from viral proteins  synthesized in the  infected  cells.  This 
would  lead  to  the  inability of NK cells  to  recognize  the  new  MHC-peptide  com- 
plex and  would  also  imply  that  infected  cells  could  be  interpreted by an NK cell 
as  missing  self,  even  when they do not have an altered  quantitative  expression 
of MHC class I molecules.  Two  possible  roles  for  peptides in NK-cell recognition 
have  been  proposed.  Peptides  could  be  important  simply  because they bind and 
stabilize  class I molecules  [87], in which  case  any  peptide  characterized  by  a 
structure motif allowing  binding  to  a  given  class molecule  would  confer  protec- 
tion from NK cells. An alternative  model  is  that  only  the  critical  peptides  binding 
to  class I molecules  and  also  providing  particular  structural  motifs  that  allow 
recognition cells  would  exert  a  protective  effect.  Indeed, it has  been  shown 
that simple  binding  to  HLA-B27  molecule by natural  ligands is not sufficient for  a 
peptide  to  provide  protection.  Only  one of the  several  binding  peptides  conferred 
protection thus  suggesting  that  only  that  particular  peptide  could  provide  a 
self motif sensed by NK cells.  Similar  results  have  also  been  shown in  the interac- 
tion of HLA-Cw4 with its  receptor c142, where  only  loading of the  nonamer 
peptide ~ ~ D D A ~ Y ~ L  onto  HLA-Cw4 can promote  binding of soluble KIR 
c142 molecules  to  HLA-Cw4.  Substitutions at position  7  and 8 of the peptide 
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abolished  Cw4 interaction with KIR c142, despite  similar  surface  expression of 

To date,  studies  regarding  the  role of  M€-IC antigen in regulating NK-cell 
activity  have  concerned  mainly MHC class  I  molecules,  A  role of MHC  class TI 
i n  regulating NK-cell function has not  been directly  examined.  There  is  some 
evidence  suggesting  that  MHC  class 11 antigen  may play a  similar  role  to  MHC 
class  I  antigens in inhibiting  NK-mediated  cytolysis  [so]: HC class  II  express- 
ing  lymphoma  cells  are  more  resistant  to NK lysis than class negative  cells, 
and  antibody  blocking of class antigen in cells  bearing both class I and 11 
antigens signi~cantly increases  target  cell  susceptibility to NK-cell  lysis  [91,92]. 
Furthermore, the Daudi  cell  line is a well-established  NK-resistant  target, 

11s have only class I1 not class  I  expression. By transfecting  a  single M 
gene  into an MHC  class I and II-deficient cell, we were  able to study 

the ~llter~~ction of NK cells  with a single MHC class 11 molecule in isolation. We 
showed  that  HLA-DRl  expression  renders the classically  NK-sensitive K562 cell 
line  resistant  to NK cell-mediated  lysis  [93].  The role of HLA DRl i n  inhibiting 

-mediated  lysis  was  further  supported by the partial  restoration of  NK cytoly- 
sis by antibody  blocking of HLA-DR. F ~ ~ r t l ~ e r ~ ~ ~ o r e ,  treating  target  cells  prior  to 
exposure to effector  cells with brefeldin-A,  which  blocks  endogenous  peptides 
presentation9  revealed that the  protective  effect of in 0111’ systeln  disap- 
peared after  BFA  treatment.  Chloroquine  which  blocks  exogenous  antigen  pre- 
sentation had no  effect  on  the  protective  effect of HLA-DRl  molecule  [93].  These 
findings indicate that the negative  effect of HLA-DRI on NK cell-mediated  lysis 
was  mediated by endogenoL~s  peptides  bound  to  HLA-DRl,  although the exact 
peptide  involved in this  process has not yet been identified.  These  results  suggest 
that dow~-regulatio~l of N 
nism  as that described  fo 
of different ”self” pepti 

LA-C 1891. 

HC class I and I1 molecules  are absent on K562 cells,  transfection of 
LA-DR I may have  allowed  the  expression of endogenous  antigens  which  were 
cognized by NK cells  as  “self.”  Our  results  are  therefore  consistent with the 

hypothesis that downregLllation of NK activity  against  K562DRI  transfectants  is 
due  to  presentation of an  endogenous  peptide by transfected  HLA-DR1 which 

get in some  way  recognizable as “self” by NK cells. 
HC class 11 molecules  are  normally present in collj~lnction  with 

HC  class molecules  on  some of the cell  surface, it is  important to consider 
a possible  physiological role for NK regulation by both MHC class  I  and I1 mole- 
cules.  Class I1 molecules can present both  endogenous  and  exogenous  antigens 
[96,9’7] and present larger  peptides than class  I  molecules 1981. It is possible that 
some  “nonself antigens in tumor  cells  or  infected  cells may not bind  to 
I  peptide  motifs, but still bind to  class 11 to be presented by HLA-DR  molecules. 
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Thus  it  is  conceivable  that  cells  expressing  only  “self peptides  via  class I would 
escape  NK-cell  surveillance,  while  cells  expressing  class I and I1 could  be  lysed 
if the  “nonself”  peptide  were  presented  through  MHC class 11. In  other  situations 
where  no  “foreign”  peptide  is  presented,  the  double  presentation of class and 
I1 “self”  peptides may function  synergistically  to  prevent NK killing of normal 
cells.  Furthermore,  since  most  class 11-expressing antigen  presenting  cells 
(APCs)  are  professional APCs, longer  survival of this  cell  type  through  resistance 
to NK lysis may prolong the ongoing  imlnune  response. 

The  “missing self theory of NK-cell  recognition  does not exclude the 
possibility that allogeneic  normal  cells  expressing  adequate  levels of MMC mole- 
cules  can  also  be  killed by NK cells.  In  addition,  other  non-MHC  ligands may 
affect the susceptib~l~ty to NK cells.  Indeed  some  MHC-negative  cells may be 
resistant  to  NK-mediated  lysis In this  case  target  cells  probably  lack  appro- 
priate  ligands  for  adhesion  or  for  triggering the activating NK receptors.  It  should 
be  borne in mind that killing of autologous  cells  normally  expressing MWC mole- 
cules  has never been  observed.  Killing of allogeneic  cells by  NK cells  could be 
interpreted the  basis of the  existence of an NK-cell  repertoire.  It has been 
denionstrated  that NK clones  derived not only  from  different  donors but also 
from  single  donors  were  found  to  display  different  patterns of cytolytic  activity 
against  a  series of normal  allogeneic  cells,  Each  group of clones  displayed  a 
unique  pattern of cytolytic  activity  against  the  allogeneic  donors 1991. These  data 
suggested  the  existence different  groups of NK cell  clones  characterized by 
different  specificities  and fLInctiona1 NK cell  repertoire  related  to the ability  to 
lyse  or not lyse  allogeneic  cells 1001. When  one  NK-cell  clone with a  given 
KIR fails  to  engage  its ligand with an allogeneic  target,  the  activating  signal 
prevails  over  the  inhibitory  signal  and  the  allogeneic  target is killed.  It known 
that the KIR show promiscuoLls recognition of MHC products  and can recognize 
allogeneic as self by  sensing  particular  amino acid sequences in the  peptide 
binding  groove of the molecule  shared by self MMC.  In this  case the alloge- 
neic MHC can function  as self MHC and  protect  target  cells  from  NK-cell  killing. 
The direct  evidence of the  critical  role of the  amino  acid  residues in determining 
the  specific  recognition of a given NI( clone has been  provided by experilnents 
of site-directed  mutagenesis,  including  residues 77 and 80 of the  HLA-C  alleles 
lOl,li02].  These  results  indicate  that  single  amino acid slibstitutions  at  position 

77 and 80 in Cw3 and molecules  are  sufficient  to  alter  the  protection of 
target  cells  from  lysis by clones.  Since  these  residues  are  important in de- 
termining the binding peptides  these  results  suggested that NK cells  may  sense 
the  colnbil~ation of MHC  and  peptide,  In  our  experiments  as  mentioned  above, 
the small portion of the  HLA-DRI  transfected  K562  cells that were  protected 
from  allogeneic lysis  probably had peptide  residues  that  were  sensed  as self 
by a  small  subset of allogeneic NK cells.  This res~tlts  also  suggested that only 



limited  numbers of peptides  had  a  protective  effect.  The  large  proportion of 
transfected  K562  cells  that  were  killed by allogeneic  NK  cells  probably  failed 
to present  peptides  recognizable by the  KIR of the  effector NK cells. 

It is  strongly  believed  that  all NK cells  express at least  one  type of inhibiting 
receptor  for at least  one  self-HLA  class I allele  and  that KIRs act  independeiltly. 
This  implies  that, to avoid  autoimmune  reaction,  the  NK-cell  system has evolved 
a  mechanism of developmental  control,  possibly  based  on  positive  selection of 
NK cell  progenitors  expressing  inhibiting  receptors  for  self-MHC  alleles. If such 
interaction  takes  place, the NK cell will be  allowed  to  undergo  further  maturatioll. 
In contrast, NK cells that do not express  self-MHC  specific  receptors  would  fail 
to further  differentiate 1031. 

The  ability of NK cells  to  efficiently kill a majority of ~ ~ C - n e g a t i v e  target 
cells  implies  the  existence of activating  receptors  recognizing  non  MHC-encoded 
ligands.  Among  these,  CD16  represents  the  best-characterized NK receptor. The 
CD (FcyRIIIA)  antigen  is  the  low-affinity  Fc  receptor  for  cornplexed  IgG  with 
preferential  binding for  murine  IgC2a  and  IgG3  and  human  IgC and  IgC3.  Two 
different  subclasses  exist,  one  expressed  on  granulocytes,  which is CPI-anchored 
to  the  membrane,  and  another  expressed  on  monocytes  and cells,  which is 
a  tral~smelnbrane  glycoprotein [1041. Lymphocytes  expressing  CD 16 mediate 
ADCC  function  as well as  NK-cell  activation. The  intracytoplasmic  domain 
CD16  comprises  24  amino  acids,  which  are  dispensable  for  CDl6-mediated NK- 
cell  activation.  It in noncovalent  association with CD35  and  FccRIy disulfide- 
linked  dimers.  These  CD34  and  FccRIy  polypeptides  express in their  intracyto- 
plasmic  domain one and  three  ITAM. a  consequence of the presence of CD35 
and  FceRIy  polypeptides,  engagement of the  CD16  initiate  a  series of ITA 
dependent  signaling  pathways,  which  are used by the TCR  as well as by the 
B-cell receptor  (BCR)  complex,  The  early  events  detectable upon CD16  stimula- 
tion include the activation of the pS61ck  PTK,  which  induces the tyrosine  phos- 
phorylation of CD35  and  FccRIy  ITAM,  which in turn leads  to  the  r~crLlitment/ 
activation of tandem  SH2  domains of  ZAP-’70 PTK 1061, as  described  above 
in T-cell  activation.  In  addition  to  triggering cytotoxicity,  stimulation of NK 
cells  through  CD16  results in the  release of lymphokines  such  as and  TNF- 

and the induction of activation  antigens  such  as  CD69  and  CD25  without  induc- 
ing NK proli~eration Cross  linking of CD 16 induces a rapid  rise in intracel- 
lular Ca2+ levels,  activation of the phosphatidyl  inositol  pathway with generation 

P3 and  tyrosine  phosphorylatioll of different  proteins.  After  activation, the 
16  receptor  is  downregulated  from the cell  surface,  probably  to  prevent  over 

s t i ~ ~ ~ ~ l a t i o n  of NK cells. 
In addition  to  CD16,  NKR-P1 a disul~de-l in~ed homodimer  belonging  to 

the  C-type  lectin  family  expressed  on all rodent cells,  has  been  shown  to play 
an important  role in NK-cell activation [l08]. NKR-P1 is  an activating  receptor 
mediating  natural  killing upon binding in a  Ca’+-dependent way to  carbohydrate 
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ligands  on NK sensitive  targets. The  production of a  soluble  form of rat  NKR- 
PI showed  that it binds  to  NI(-sensitive  target  cells but not to  NK-resistant  cells. 
In addition,  the  soluble NKR-Pi  blocked the killing of NK-sensitive  targets by 
freshly  isolated  polyclonal NK cells.  Cross-linking of NKR-P1  triggers  the  break- 
down of phosphoinositides,  leading  to the generation of inositol-triphosphate  and 
to  the  subsequent  mobilization of Ca2+ 109,l In  the  mouse,  two  major  func- 
tions of NKR-PI  have  been identified.  First,  NKR-PI one of the  most  effective 
signals for  IFN-y  production by IL-2-activated NK cells.  Second,  NKR-P1  ap- 
pears  to  be  involved in the  regulation of NK-cell  growth,  since  the  cross  linking 
of the  molecule  induces  NK-cell  growth  inhibition.  Finally, in the rat,  NKR-P1 
triggering  induces NK cell-mediated  cytotoxicity,  and  monoclonal  antibodies 
directed  against  human  NKR-PI  partially  or co~pletely inhibit  P815  target-cell 
lysis  mediated by various  human  NK-cell  clones [108]. 

Another  member of the  family of receptors  encoded by the NK complex 
is  the  CD69  antigen.  The  CD69  molecule  is  expressed by hematopoietic  cells 
soon after  activation.  Anti-CD69  monoclonal  antibodies  can  stimulate  lympho- 
cyte  proliferation  and NK cell-mediated  cytotoxicity.  The NK activation  induced 
by anti-CD69  antibody  is  inhibited by the  simultaneous  antibody-induced  cross 
linking of MHC-specific  inhibiting  receptors [l 1 indicating  that,  as  in  all  the 
other  known  activating  receptors,  the  CD69-dependent  pathway of NK-cell  acti- 
vation under the control of M ~ C - s p e c i ~ c  in~libiting receptors.  Additional  sur- 
face  molecules  involved in NK-cell  activation  have  been  proposed in recent  years. 
These  include  CD2,  Lag  molecule,  adhesion  molecules,  a  p38  molecu~e,  a  p70 
molecule,  and  a p40 molecule 1 12,1131. The  precise  role of all  these  molecules 
in the  complex  mechanisms  controlling  NK-cell  functions  remains  largely un- 
known, 

There  are  two  main  classes of cytolytic  lymphocytes  differing  fundal~entally 
in specificity:  cytotoxic T  lymphocytes  (CTLs)  recognize  target  cells  presenting 
processed  antigenic  peptides,  whereas NK cells  lyse  target  cells  without  classic 
restriction by MHC molecules.  Nevertheless,  the  observations  that  cytotoxic 
cells  and NK cells  form  conjugates  with  their  respective  target  cell,  possess  cyto- 
lytic  granules that are  secreted  during  the  interaction with the target  cell,  and 
induce  target cell death  indicate  that  there  are  common  pathways  for  these  two 
classes of killer  cells. 

1. 

Traditionally CD4+ T cells  were  considered  to  act  mainly  as  helpers  for  antibody 
production  and  regulation of immune  responses [ l  It  is,  however,  clear  now 



that cytotoxic  CD4 cells  exist,  particularly i n  the Th l subpopulation.  The  cytotox- 
icity l~ediated by CD4  CTLs has distinct  characteristics,  including MHC class 
IT restriction,  early DNA  fragl~e~ltation,  and late  cell-lnembrane  leakage in the 
target  cell.  These  characteristics of target  cell  damage  are  attributed  to  the  mecha- 
nisms employed by CD4  CTLs l CD4  CTLs  use the fas-antigen  pathway 
as  their  major mechan is~  for killing  and the perforin-granzyme  pathway  as an 
alternative  mechanism for killing 1 

Interaction of CD4  T cells with Fas  antigen  on  target is mediated by Fas- 
ligand  (Pas-L) the  T  cells.  It has been  demonstrated  that purified Fas-L  can 
lyse  Fas-expressing  cells,  and nonly~~phoid COS  cells  expressing  human  Fas- 
L exhibit  cytocidal  activity  against  Fas-expressing  target  cells I The  gene 
encoding the Pas-L has been  recently  cloned Fas-L is a  40-kDa  type I1 
trallslnel~brane  protein of the TNF  family with the  G-terminal  region  oriented 
on the  extracellular  side of the  membrane.  It  is  found pre~or~inantly in activated 

cells, NK cells,  the  kidney, the  lung,  and  the i~mune-privi~eged sites 
including  testis  and  the  anterior  chamber of the eye.  TNF  and most likely Fas- 
L are  expressed  as  honlotrimeric  molecules  and  thus  can  induce  clustering  upon 
binding to TNF-R  and  Fas-R,  respectively [ l  181. 

Fas  is a 45-KDa trans~embrane-sigllaling molecule  belonging to the  family 
of TNF  receptor-like  molecules, which  includes  the  TNF  receptor,  the  B-cell 
antigen  CD40, the low-affinity nerve  growth  factor  receptor,  and the T-cell  anti- 
gen  OX40 [ l  191. Differential  expression of Fas  antigen has been determined in 
a variety cells  and in tissues inc~uding  the  thymus, liver,  ovary,  heart,  myeloid 
cells,  epithelial  cells,  fibroblast,  and  others  [120,121]. Interesting~y, myeloid 
and  lymphoid  cells,  Fas expressed  only  after  activation.  Thus,  norm‘ macro- 
phages  or  resting  T  cells  and B cells  are  Fas-negative but become  Fas-positive 
upon  activation 1221. The  Fas  molecule  consists of three T ~ F ~ - l i k e  extracellular 
domains (Dl, D2,  and  D3), a hydrophobic  transme~llbrane  region,  and a cyto- 
plasmic tail containing  a death domain.  The  death  domain binds Fas death do- 
~ain-billdiIlg protein ( F A D D / ~ O ~ T I )  and  the  Fas  receptor  interacting  protein 

which links to a  cascade of IL- /!%--converting  enzyme  (ICE)-like  pro- 
teolytic  enzymes known as caspases 1231. Cross ~i~lk ing of Fas  antigen  res~rlts 
in programmed  cell  death  (apoptosis) in most  cells  characterized by DNA  frag- 
 ent tat ion and then cell  death: first the  cell’s  chromatin  condenses,  its meI~brane 
and  cytoplasm  bleb,  and  its  DNA  fragments  into  oligonucleosone-length  (multi- 
ples of  170 bp)  DNA f rag~e I~ ts ,  thus  ensuring  genetic  death of the target cell. 
Then cells  shrink,  the  endoplasmic  reticulum  dilates,  and  finally the cells  frag- 
ment,  resulting in the  formation of sealed  membrane  fragments  (apoptotic bod- 
ies). The  sealed  membrane  fragments  are an interesting  characteristic of 
apoptosis:  they  are not in~amn~atory because  the  apoptotic  bodies  are  phagocy- 
tosed by neighboring  cells  as soon as DNA  damage  begins [ l  24- 



CD4  CTLs  express  high level of Fas-L  upon  antigen  recognition,  receptor- 
ligand  interaction,  and  activation, as discussed  earlier.  Involvement of fas  antigen 
in CD4+ CTL  mediated  cytotoxicity  has  been  extensively  demonst~ated,  First, 
lnonoclollal  antibody  blocking of fas  antigen by iI~cubatioI1 of target  cells with 
fas  antibody  prior  to  mix with CD4+ clone  has  significantly  decreased  target 
ceII lysis [1271. Second,  transfection of Fas  expression  vector  into  target  cells 
that  were  resistant  to CD4  CTL-mediated  lysis  render  these  cells  susceptible  to 
CD4 ~TL- l~ed ia ted  lysis,  whereas  target  cells  transfected with the same vector 
without  fas  gene  remain  resistant  to  CD4  CTL  lysis L1 16- 1 81. Third, in a 
transgenic  mouse  model  where an induced mutation has disrupted the Fas 
molecule  expression,  target  cells  derived  from  these  mice  were  resistant  to  CD4+ 
T  cell-mediated  cytotoxicity 1201. 

CD4+  CTLs can also  use  the p er for in-granzyme pathway.  RT-PC 
northern  blot  analysis in CD4+ Thl Th2-,  and  Tho-type  clones had revealed 
that  perforin  and  granzymes  were  only  expressed in those  Thl-type  clones. Fur- 
thermore,  granzyrne-A  activity  was  also  detected in cell  pellets  and  culture  super- 
natants of stimulated Thl clones 128,1291. Thus  the  pattern of perforin  and  gran- 
zyme  expression  would  support  the  killer  activity of CD4  CTLs.  Indeed, it has 
been demonstrated  that  CD4+  CTLs  derived  from  Fas  ligand-de~cient mice 
lysed  target  cells  regardless of Fas  antigen  expression  on the target  cells.  Further- 
more,  knock-out of perforin gene in these  effector  cells  severely  interfered  with 
target  cell  lysis by these  CD4 1301. The perfor in-g~~nzy~le cytolytic  path- 
way dependent.  Depletjon of free from the environ~ellt by EDTA 
chelation  impairs cytotoxicity.  Free ion required  for  granule  exo- 
cytosis  from CTL, and  binding of perforin  to the target cell membrane 3 
Furtherlnore,  this  cytolytic  pathway can be  blocked by inhibitors of serine  ester- 
ase  and  cellular  secretion but not by protein  synthesis  inhibitors,  cyclosporine  or 
antibodies  to  tumor  necrosis  factor  (TNF) 1321. More  details  concerning  this 
pathway  are  reviewed  below in the CD8+ CTL  section. 

After an immune  response has successfully taken place,  the  numerous  acti- 
vated now “redundant” cells  could  be  dangerous  through  their  various  capaci- 
ties  such as help,  killing,  and  secretion of many  cytokines.  It  is  thus m~~~ldatory 
for  the  organism  to  remove  such  potentially  hazardous cells  (also B cells  and 
ma~rophages),  whether  they  are  autoreactive  or  the  remnants of the accomplished 
imn lu~~e response. ~onvincing evidence  has now come  to light that  this  safeguard 
is  brought  about by Fas-FasL  evoked  apoptosis. melltioned above,  resting T 
cells, B cells,  and  macrophages  do not express  Fas  antigen but become  fas-posi- 
tive  after  activation.  Activated T cells  also  express  FasL.  Therefore T cells  are 
able  to  regulate  other  cells in the  immune  response.  Cross  linking of fas  antigen 
leads  activated cells, B cells,  and  macrophages  to  apoptosis It  has  there- 
fore  been  proposed that cells  are  removed by suicide  and B cells  are  removed 



by T  cells  after  immune  response However it is  also  important  that  the 
prosecution of activated  cells be not carried  out  too  early  before  completion of 
their  mission.  To  prevent  premature  elimination of activated,  and  hence fas- 
expressing cells,  two  safety  mechanisms  may  be  employed.  First, it has  been 
observed that freshly  isolated  T  cells  are  only  sensitive  to  fas-mediated  apoptosis 
after  several  days in culture  or by treatment with protein  synthesis  inhibitors,  such 
as  cyclohexamide,  indicating  the  presence of internal in~libitors Second, 
engagement with Fas  does not always  induce  apoptosis, but can enhance  prolifer- 
ation  under  certain  circurnstances raising the possibility  that  during  this 
apoptosis-resistant  phase,  Fas-FasL  interaction may lead to  cell  expansion  rather 
than cell  death, 

T ~ytotoxicity 

Perforin  knockout  mice  have  provided  a  valuable  tool  for  the  evaluation of this 
molecule’s  role in  CTL, cytotoxic  activity.  Since  inactivation of perforin  does not 
impair  activation  and  proliferation of T  cells,  perforin-deficient  mice can be used 
to study defects  on the level of effector  mechanisms  without complicati~g indirect 
effects [ l  3 l]. These  experiments  have  clearly  established  the perforiI1-dependent 
granule  exocytosis  pathway  as  the  main  cytotoxic  pathway,  because  cytotoxic 
activity of CD8 cells  from  perforin-deficient  mice  against  fibroblast  and  certain 
lympho-hematopoietic  target  cells  was  completely  absent 1361. Most  lympho- 
hematopoietic  target  cells  were  lysed by perfor~n-deficient cells to  a  varying 
degree, but with  several-fold  reduced  efficiency.  This  low  level of cytolytic  activ- 
ity is known  to  be  mediated  by  the  interaction of Fas  ligand  expressed  on  activated 
T  cells with Fas  on the surface of the target  cells [13’7]. The  following  evidence 
supports  the  existence of only  two  pathways in CD8 CTL, mediated  cytotoxicity: 

1. Transformed  and  ulltransformed  primary  fibroblasts  that  do not express 
Fas  are  completely  resistant  to  cytotoxicity by perforin-deficient  ef- 
fector  cells,  whereas  Fas-expressing  cells  after  gene  transduction  are 
lysed with varying  efficiency 
A  Fas-specific  monoclonal  antibody  that  is  not  cytotoxic able  to 
completely  block  the  lytic  activity of pedorin-deficient cells  against 
lymphoma  target  cells,  which  are  Fas  antigen-positive 11391. 

3. Con-A  blast  target  cells  from  mice with the mutation,  which  results 
in inactivation of the  Fas  molecule,  are (in contrast  to  Con-A  blast 
target  cells from  normal  mice)  resistant  to  pe~orin-independent  cyto- 
toxicity 

dependent on the  target  cell,  CD8  T  cells  confer  lysis by either  a 
perforin-dependent  pathway  alone  or by the Concomitant action of the perforin- 
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dependent  and  the  Fas-dependellt  pathway.  The  complete  absence of cytotoxicity 
of perforin-deficient T cells in the presence of a  blocking  Fas-specific  antibody 
or  against  target  cells  from  Fas-deficient lpr mice  demonstrates  that  these  two 
pathways  alone  account  for CD8+ CTL-mediated  cytotoxicity  without  any  in- 
volvement of additional  pathways. 

Except  for  reduced efficiency on  most  target  cells,  killing via the Fas-de- 
pendent  pathway  exhibits  characteristics  similar to those of perforin-dependent 
cytotoxicity:  it  is  blocked by antLCD8  antibodies; it is specific for an antigenic 
peptide  bound  to MHC class I molecules in the  same  way  as it in CD4+  T 
cells. 

Besides  lysis of the plasma  membrane  as  detected by release of radioactive 
chromium,  CTLs  also  induce  fragmentation of target  cell DNA into  multiple 
bp  fragments.  Whereas  "Cr  release  is  only  detected h after  mixing  effector 
and  target  cells, DNA f ~ag~en ta t i on  is  detected  more rapidly [140]. In these 
experiments it was  difficult to conclude  that  membrane  disruption by perforin 
pores directly  induces  cell  death,  because  disruption of the  membrane by comple- 
ment  lysis  or  chemical  conlpounds  does not induce DNA frag~entation 1411. 
It now known  that  granzymes  were  cosecreted  with  perforin  and  enter the 
target  cell  through  the  polyperforin  pore  to  trigger a target-cell  internal  pathway 
that  results in DNA fragmentation 11421. 

Perforin 70-kDa  protein  stored in the cytoplasmic  granules of CTLs. 
It  is  water-soluble  and yet capable of insertion  into  biological  membranes  and 
artificial  lipid  bilayers 13 l]. Perforin  belongs to a  family of pore-forming pep- 
tides  and  proteins  produced  widely in nature by organisms  ranging  from  bacteria 
to mammals,  and part of the perforin  molecule  has  sequence  homology with the 
complement  component 9 in the region  that  might  fold  into an amphipathic a 
helix 1431. Perforin has been  shown  to  be  able to bind  and  insert  into the target 
cell  membrane,  where  perforin  monomers  subsequently  aggregate  to  form a 
polyperforin  pore  structure  traversing  the  membrane. 

The main  role of perforin in lymphocyte-l~ediated  cytolysis can be  linked 
to pore-forming  activity.  Following  their  release  from  the  killer  lymphocyte 
into the intercellular  space, perforin monomers  bind to and  polymerize in the 
membrane of target  cells  [144].  This  activity,  which  is Ca" dependent  and most 
efficient at neutral  pH,  can  also  be  detected  using purified perforin in connection 
with target  cells, artificial lipid  vesicles  or  planar  lipid  bilayers  composed of 
different  types of lipids [ l  3 l ] . These  findings  suggested  that  the  interaction of 
perforin with target  membrane is unlikely  to be mediated by receptors  or  specific 
lipid moieties.  Electron  microscopy  and  electrophysiological  studies  have  shown 
that the internal  diameter  and  conductance of a typical  perforin  pore  are in the 
ranges of 5-20 ntn and  0.4-6  nanoSiemens  (nS),  respectively 11451. These  results 
indicate  that  perforin  pores  resemble  the  complement  membrane  attack  complex. 
The structural  and  functional  sizes of the  perforin  pores  would  allow at least 



small  intracellular  molecules,  such  as  ATP  and K+ ions to leak  from  perforin- 
damaged  cells  and may perturb  the intracel l~~~ar homeostasis.  This  could  contrib- 
ute  to the death of target  cells in addition  to  granzyme  induced  cell  death. 

The class of G ~ ~ l l z y l ~ e s  include g ra l~~yme B, C, D, E, and/or  G 
146,1471. They  are  serine  proteases  packed in the  cytoplasmic  granules of CTLs 

and NK cells  together with perforin [148]. Exocytosis of these  granules by CTLs 
into the effector-target  cell  interspace  results in target  cell  damage.  While per- 
forin  makes  pores on the  ell  mernbrane,  granzyrnes  once  entered  into  target  cells 
through  these  pores can trigger a series of internal  disintegratioll  activities  and 
lead  to  cytolysis  and  DNA  breakdown  [149,150].  The  role of granzyme in CTL- 
mediated  cytotoxicity has been confirmed by the inability of CTL  from  mutant 
granzyme-B  gene  mice  to  lyse  targets.  These  mice  have  normal  perforin fas 
antigen  function.  Using the classic  lytic  assays,  the  ability of granzyme B--defi- 
cient and NK cells  to  mediate  "Cr  or l ~ s I ~ d R  release  from  their  target  cells 
was measured. "'Cr labels Cytoplasmic components; "'Cr release  from  target  cells 
attacked by CTL  is  thought to reflect the  leakage of cytoplas~ic contents  due to 
target  cell rnernbrane damage by perforin.  12sIIudR  labels  nuclear DNA and 
release  measures  DNA  fragmentation  or  nucleolytic  activity.  Target  cells  attacked 
by CD8+  CTL from  these  granzyme B-mL~tant mice  had  normal "Cr release, 
whereas 12sIUdR release  was  significantly  lower  compared with that  mediated by 
CTL  from  normal  mice 15 Although  there  are  some  studies  on  the  enzymatic 
properties lymphocyte granzyl~es, their physio~ogica~ function  and  natural 
substrates  have not been firmly established. 

3. NK Cell-~ediated Cytotoxicity 

Currently  it  is  believed that NK cells mainly utilize  the  perforin-granzyme  depen- 
dent  pathway of cytotoxicity in the  same  way  as CD8+ CTLs but also  use  the 
Fas-FasL  pathway in certain  circumstances in the same way as CD4-t CTLs. 
~orpho~ogical ly NK cells  were or i~i l~al ly known  as  large  granular  lymphocytes. 
These  granules  contain high concentrations of cytotoxic  agents  [145,148,152]. 
In  perforin-deficient  mice,  NK-cell  cytotoxicity  is  greatly  impaired It has 
been  shown that NK cells  can be induced  to  express  Fas-ligand  and  thus  Fas 
ligand-i~ediated  cytotoxic activity 1531. Interestingly,  sera large ~ r a n u ~ a r  
lymphocyte  (LCL)  leukemia patients  contain high level of soluble  Fas-L, 
flecting the constit~~tive expression of Fas-L  on leukemia  cells.  The  finding 
that nonactivated cells do not express  Fas-L consistent with the failure to 
detect  soluble  Fas-L in normal  serum 54,1551. These  results  indicate  that a 
soluble  form of Fas-L may function  as a pathological  agent in causing  tissue 
in j~~ ry  and  that  Fas  mediated  cell death is an important  a~ternative  pathway 
through  which NK cells  execute  their  cytotoxicity. 



In the  early  1980s it was  observed  that  the  incidence  and  severity of clinical 
GVHD was  strongly  associated with a  decreased  risk of leukemia  relapse [6- 
101 and  it was well known that immune  cells  derived  from the graft  mediated 
this  antihost  reactivity.  Thus  the  GVL  effect  was  also  mediated by  an immune 
reaction.  Further  evidence  from  T-cell  depletion of the  marrow  graft  to  prevent 
GVHD resulting in significantly  higher  leukemia  relapse [6-8] confirmed  that 
the  GVL  effect  is  mediated by lymphocytes.  Perhaps  the  strongest  evidence in 
support of lymphocyte  mediation of the GVL effect  come  from the clinical  results 
of donor  lymphocyte  transf~lsion  (DLT)  for  the  treatment of relapsed  leukemia 

as now become  the  standard  therapy  for  some  leukemias  re- 
It offers a  durable  leukemia-free  remission  for 82% of patients 

with  CML in cytogenetic  relapse, 78% in hematological  relapse,  and in 
transformed  phase 1561. We originally  reported  two  cases of CML relapse 
treated with DLT [lo]. Both  patients had complete  remission  shortly  after  DLT 
treatment  and  became  undectable  for  the  bcrlabl  transcript by a  highly  sensitive 
polymerase  chain  reaction (PCR) method.  Interestingly in both cases,  disappear- 
ance of the  leukemia  cells  by  PCR  was  mirrored by an increase of the  cytotoxic 
T-lymphocyte  precursor  (CTLP)  frequency  against  the  original  leukemia  cells 
and burst of NK-cell activity  after  DLT.  Additional  support for  a role of cells 
in GVL can be  extracted  from  the  correlatiollship  between  T-cell  lnanipulati~ll 
and  the  probability of leukemic  relapse.  It has been  reported  that  adlninistr~~tion 
of low-dose  interleu~ill-2  (IL-2) after MT can decrease  the risk of leukemia 

e 1571 and  addition of IL-2 receptor  antibody l581  or  CD3  antibody 159 
costilnulation  molecules 1601 to  attenuate  T-cell  activity  to  prevent  GVHD 

resulted in  an increased  leukemia  relapse  rate.  Furthermore it has  been  demon- 
strated  that  discontinuation of cyclosporine  immune  suppression  after  trans- 
plantation can reverse  the  course of hematological  relapse of CML  and  AML 
[5,16  l]. In vivo  evidence in support of the  role of lymphocytes in mediating GVL 

summarized in Table 2. 
There  is  also  ample in vitro  evidence that T cells play a central  role in  the 

GVL reaction.  Both  myeloid  and  lymphocytic  leukemic  cells  are  susceptible  to 
HLA class  I-restricted  lysis by cytotoxic  T  cells  specific  for  minor  antigens.  These 
minor  antigen  specific  T  cells  also  inhibit  myeloid  leukemia  progenitors in colony 
illhibition  assays 1621. CD4  and  CD8 T cells  with  cytotoxicity  against  leukemia 
cells  circulate  after BMT 1 63,1641 and  DLT 10,1651. We  have  shown that 
CTLP  frequency of donor  lymphocytes  against  recipient  leukemia  cells  rose  from 
undetectable  levels in the  unprimed  donor  cells  to  a low level of 1/300,000  after 
HLA-identical  sibling and  that  these  antileukemia  CTLs  were  found for  a 



Vivo  Evidence  in  Support  of  Lymphocyte  Mediation  of  a  GVL  Effect 

Procedures  Results  References 

T  cell  depletion Leukemia  relapse 6-8 
CD3 Ab to treat  GVHD Leukemia  relapse 
CD25 Ab treat  GVHD 1' Leukemia  relapse 
CD80/86 Ab to  treat  GVHD 1' Leukemia  relapse I60 
Donor  leukocyte  transfusion Leukemia  relapse 10,156 
D~scontil~uation of cyclosporine Leukemia  relapse 5,161 

dose  of lL-2  Post-BMT Leukemia  relapse 57 

Abhr.~~~iurion.s: Ab, antibody; GVHD, graft-versus-host BMT; bone nlarrow transpl~~Iltation; 
1L-2, interleukin-2. 

prolonged  period of time  after  BMT).  Furthermore, the level of  post CTLP  fre- 
quency  was  associated with the  probability of leukemia-free  survival  [164]. 

There is growing  evidence that CD4+  T cells  are  central to the GVL alloresponse, 
first because  their  helper  activity  augments the function of other  effectors  and 
second  because  CD4+ cells  themselves  exert  antileukemic  effects.  The  relative 
contrib~ltion of the  two  major  T-cell  subsets,  CD4+  and CD8+, to GVL reactiv- 
ity has  been  investigated  both in animal  models  and in humans.  Mice  receiving 
C ~ 8 - d e ~ l e t e d  marrow,  or  marrow with addition of purified CD4+ T cells,  experi- 
enced  a  low  incidence of GVHD with high  leukemia-free  survival 166,16'7], 
supportillg an important  role of CD4 cells in conferring CD8+ cells can 
also  mediate GVL reactivity. ice receiving  CD8-depleted  donor  marrow  had 
a  higher  leukemia  relapse  incidence than those receiving  CD4-depleted  marrow 
1681. In experimental mouse transplants,  the  addition of purified CD8 cells 

to the  graft  prevented  tumor  growth,  or  reduced  the level of tumor  cells i n  the 
blood,  and  facilitated ellg~~ftlnent without  inducing GVHD The conflicting 
results  from  murine  models may due to variations  between  mouse  strains 
the degree of histocolnpatibility  between  donor  and  recipient. We  can,  however, 
conclude  that both CD4+  and  CD8+ T-cell  subsets  are  illlportant in CVL reac- 
tions 1691. In humans,  CD4+ alloreactive  cells with antile~lkemia activity  have 
been generated in vitro by several  investigators l'? 11. Furthermore 
CD4+ cells with antileukemic  activity  increase in frequency  after BMT 
164,1651. We  demonstrated  the  presence of dollor-derived  cytotoxic cells in 

the blood of CML patients  after BMT showing  specific  reactivity to the  patient's 



leukemia  cells.  Depletion of CD4+ cells  from  the  responding  population  signifi- 
cantly  reduced the cytotoxic  T-lymphocyte  precursor  (CTLP)  frequency  against 
the  recipient’s  leukemia  cells,  whereas CD8+  depletion had  only  a  modest  effect 
1641. Perhaps the strongest  and most direct  evidence  supporting role in the 

GVL effect  for CD4+  T cells  derives  from  clinical  trials with CD8-depleted 
man-ow  transplants  or  CD8-depleted  peripheral  blood  leukocytes  to  treat  relapsed 
leukemia  after  BMT.  Nimer  et al. 161 used CD8-depleted  nlarrow  for  trans- 
plantation  and  observed  a  significantly  lower  incidence of GVHD  without an 
increase in the  rate of leukemia  relapse  compared  with  T-replete  transplants.  Gir- 
alt  et  al. 171 used  CD8-depleted  peripheral  blood  lymphocytes  to  treat  relapsed 
leukemia  post-BMT  and  observed  a 60% response with o d y  a 20%  incidence 
of GVHD.  Contrasting  with  these  data  are  other  clinical  studies  showing  that 
CD4-depleted  marrow  transplants with an adjusted  CD8+  T-cell  content signifi- 
cantly  reduce  GVHD  without  affecting  engraftment  and  immune  reconstitution 
191. Since  CD4  and  CD8  subsets are  both  involved in GVHD  and  GVL  reactions 

it does not appear  possible  to  conlpletely  separate  GVL  from  GVHD by trans- 
planting  marrow  depleted of either  one of the  two  major  subsets.  Furthermore i t  
is  possible that the  separation of GVL  and  GVHD  observed so far  with  T-cell 
subset  depletion may simply  be  the  result of transplanting  measured  low  doses 
of  immLlnocompetent cells,  since  comparable  results  have  been  obtained  using 
similar  doses of ullmanipu~ated  T cells 1721. 

Nevertheless,  from  what we know of T-cell  immunology,  CD4+  and 
CD8+  T cells  must  exert a  GVL effect by different  mechanisms.  It  is  known that 
CD4+  T cells  have a  wider  repertoire  than  CD8  cells 1731. CD4 cells  recognize 
antigens  through  MHC  class I1 molecules  on  antigen  presenting  cells APCs) 
whereas  CD8+  T cells  recognize  antigens  presented by MHC class I molecules 
1741. The fact that in allogeneic  BMT  the  immune  reactions  are  localized  to 

sites  where  class-I1  bearing  alltigen-presenting  cells  are  harbored  (e.g.,  Langer- 
hans  cells  and  their  equivalents in the  skin  and  intestinal  mucosa,  Kupffer  cells 
in the  liver),  suggests  that CD4+  T cells  are  necessary  to  initiate  the  immune 
response  after  BMT 1751. Furthermore,  CD4 T cells  are  capable of producing 
a  large variety of cytokines,  which  have  a  wide  spectrum of biological  activities: 
IL-2  and IL- 12  recruit NK cells  and CD8+  T cells  into  the  immune  responses 
and  further  augment  their  antit~lmor  cytotoxicity 176,1771; IFN-y  and TNF-a 
have an inhibitory  effect  on  leukemia  cells 1641, and both cytokines  upregulate 
MHC class I1 178, I791 and  fas  antigen  expression 180, 8 l ]  conditioning the 
target  cells  to  be  susceptible  to CD4+ T-cell  attack.  It also  known that CD4+ 
T cells can exert  cytotoxicity on their  own  and  have  been  demonstrated  to  directly 
kill  leukemia  cells in vitro 162,170.17 l]. T ~ L I S  it appears  that  CD4+  T cells 
alone  are  sufficient  to  initiate  and  execute the GVL  process.  However  since 
CD4+ and  CD8+  T cells  are both involved in the  GVL  reaction,  it likely  that 
an optimal  GVL  effect  only  occurs  when both subsets  participate. 



cells kill number of tumor  cell  lines  and  activation of lymphocytes with 
can  further  augment  NK-cell  cytotoxicity  against wide  variety of target 

cells 1821. The role of NK cells in is becoming  increasingly  recognized as 
our  understanding of NK cell  biology getting  better. In vivo NK cell  retention  in 
T-cell depleted  marrow  graft  correlates with signiticantly  reduced  leukemia 
relapse rate with minimal  incidence of graft-versus-host  d' 

humans After  allog 
activity  did not correlate 

with leukemia-free  survival [!84]: and  activation of don 
induced an t i le~ lke~ ia  but not antihost  activity 1851 

cells can mediate  specific a l l t i t ~ l~o r  activity  without  damaging  normal host 
tissues.  Similar  results  regarding the role of  NE[. cells in antileukemia  reactivity 

eloid  leukemia  and in mouse  leukemia  models  have been  reported 
ytotoxicity  and the ability of cytokine  production by  NK cells  mea- 

sured in vitro  correlated with the  status of leukemia  remission  [2 l ,  I 
-e, it has been  delnonstrated  that administratio11  of selected 
T  could  have  superior  ability  to  eradicate  residual  leukemi 

mediatin clinical  overt GVHD in mice  leukemia  models 1861. 
cells  are  atnong  the first of immune  cells  to  recover  after 
cells  can  mediate  cytotoxicity  without  prior sensiti~atio 

may be  the  main  effectors of GVL in the early  posttransplant  period. In order  to 
further  detine  the  ro  e  studied 16 patients with CML 
receiving  allogenei  and  T-cell  subsets  numbers,  and 

cell  function in the first 9  months  after B T and  correlated  results 
with development o nd leukemia  relapse  [20].  We  confirmed  that  NI( 
f~lnction  measured by neous  lysis of K562  cells  recovered rapidly after 

T and  remained within the normal  range  throughout the period of study.  In 
activity  showed a  slower  and  incomplete  recovery.  We  also  mea- 
of cell  counts of  NK (CD56+),  CD4  T cells,  and CD8 T cells 

following  allogeneic BMT. There  was elevation of NK-cell counts  and re- 
ance of over  CD4  lymphocytes in the first 9  months  following B 
e in the 5/16 patients  studied  was  associated with s ign i~c~nt ly  lower 
e  number of circulating N cells  [20],  but not total lymphocyte  counts. 

The  involvement of both NK cells  and T cells  has  implications  for  the GVL 
leukemias vary in their  expression of critical  surface  molecules in- 
C class I and TI 1 $91, costilnulatory  molecules  such as B7 [ I  901, 

and  fas  antigen  [191],  their  susceptibility  to T cells  or  NI(  cells  may differ. 
The particularly  strong GVL responses  to CML may be  due  to  susceptibility of 
the leukemia to both restricted  T-cell  and NK-cell ilnmune  responses.  We 
found correlation  with  the  occurrence  and  severity of acute GVHD and  recov- 



ery of lymphocyte  count [20]. This may reflect a  more  central  role for  cytokines 
in the  GVHD  process l921 operating  indepelldently of the  immune  recovery as 
measured by subset  counts  and NK function.  Alternatively,  since it has  been 
postulated that NK cells  are  directly  responsible  for the GVL effect but not for 
GVHD [20-221, these  findings  support  a  central  role of  NK cells in GVL for 
CML. 

However,  there  is  also  evidence  that cells  may  be  involved in  GV 
In animal  models,  mice  receiving NK cell  depleted  marrow  graft  experienced a 
significantly  lower  incidence of CVHD compared  to  mice  receiving graft which 
was  depleted  either of CD4  or  CD8  T cells [193]. Similarly  it has been  observed 
that  during the acute  phase of GVHD  the activity of  NK cells  from  intestinal 

ipheral  blood  was  markedly  augmented In humans, biopsy of skin 
lesion revealed  sigllific~~ntly  higher NK-cell conlposition  among  the  infil- 

trating  lymphocytes  compared  to that in skins  from  non-GVHD  sites 194J.  The 
inconsistellcy of results  concerning the role of NK cells in GVL  and  GV 
probably  indicates that NI(  cells  are  important in the  pathogenesis of both CV 
and GVL reaction,  and  depending  on  the  genetic  combination of the  donor and 
recipient NK cells may predominantly  mediate  GVL  or  GVHD. 

Although the details remain undefined, we can now  assemble  a  working  model 
of T  cell-mediated  CVL in  humans, at least in the alloresponse  to  nlyeloid  leuke- 
mias such as  CML.  The  ilnmune  response  can  be  considered in three  phases: 
initiation of the  alloresponse,  effector  cell  expansion,  and  effector  mechanisms. 

The  antileukemia  irnmune  response  starts with the  presentation of leukemia-asso- 
ciated  antigens  to  donor  lymphocytes.  Classically  this  involves  the  presentation 
of leukemia  antigens via host-  or  donor-derived  professional  antigen  presenting 
cells  (e.g.,  dendritic  cells,  macrophages).  Class I molecules  are mainly involved 
in  endogenous  antigen  presellt~~tion to CD8+  T cells.  While  class I1 molecules 
are  mainly  involved in exogenous  antigen  presentation  to CD4+ T cells, it 
now known that they also  present  endogenous  antigens Therefore  leukemia 
cells  could  themselves  act  as  endogenous  antigen-presenting  cells  and  present 
antigens  to both CD4+  and  CD8+ cells.  There good  evidence  that Ph+ 
chromosome  positive  dendritic  cells 1961 and Ph+  CD34+ cells present 
endogenous  antigen  through  MHC  class I and Furthermore  leukemic  mono- 
cytes i n  CML are  competent  APC,  capturing,  processing  and  presenting  exoge- 



nous  protein  antigens We have  shown that CD33-t cells  from CML pa- 
tients  are  capable of processing  and  presenting  exogenous  antigens  to  CD4 
cell  clones,  and  this  antigen  presentation  can  be  blocked by both brefeldin, an 
endogenous  antigen  presentation  inhibitor,  and  chloroquine, an exogenous  anti- 
gen  presentation  inhibitor 1981. Proteins  derived  from  leukemia-cell  catabolism 
could  thus  serve  as  a  source of exogenous  antigen  for  leukemic  APCs,  processing 
and  presenting  originally  endogenous  antigens  through  the  exogenous  class TT 
pathway  to CD4+ cells.  More  recently we examined the capability of CD34.t- 
cells in antigen  processing  and  presentation  and  found that CD34+ cells  can 
efficiently  stimulate HLA class I1 matched  mixed  lymphocyte reaction in both 
primary and  secondary  immune  responses,  which  suggested  that  these  cells  are 
able to present  endogenous  antigens  to  allogeneic cells.  Furthermore,  CD34+ 
cells  are  also  able  to  process  and  present  exogenous  protein  antigens  (Figure 1 )  
to CD4+ clones. CD34.t- cells  use  pinocytosis  rather than phagocytosis  to  cap- 

CD34 

Antigen  processing  and  presentation  by  CD34+  progenitors.  Purified  CD34 
cells flow  sorted  dendritic  cells  (DC)  derived  from  CD34-t-  cells  cultured  in 
IL3,  GM-CSF,  SCF,  and  TNF,  and  PHA-stimulated  lymphoblast  (PHAb)  from  the  same 
individual  were  pulsed  with  ppd-antigen  at  varying  doses  for 12 h were  tested  for  antigen 
processing  and  presentation.  PBMC  from  a  normal  donor  was  used  as  positive  control. 
Responder  cells  were  from  ppd  antigen-specific  T-cell  clone.  Responder  cells  were  at 1000 
cells  per  well  and  stimulator  cells  at io4 cells  per  well.  The  cells  were  cultured  total  for 
66 h. Results  show  that  CD34  cells  are  efficient  APC  as  compared  to  DC  and  PBMC  to 
capture,  process,  and  present  protein  antigen.  PHAb  did  not  present  protein  antigen.  The 
antigen  presentation  was  HLA-DRl  restricted. 



ture  soluble  antigens.  Interestingly  CD34-t  cells  have high levels of HLA-DR 
expression but do not express  costimulatory  molecules  CD80  (B7.1)  and  CD86 
(B7.2),  and  the  allogeneic  immunogenecity of these  CD34+ cells  as  APCs  was 
not affected  at  all  in  the  absence of B7  molecules (unpublis~ed data).  Thus, 
CD34-t cells  are  competent  APCs  and rnay generate  antileukemia immLlne re- 
sponses using alternative  costimulation  other than the  B7-CD28  pathway.  It  there- 
fore  seems  likely  that  leukemia  cells at the  stage of CD33+ and CD34-t  along 
the  cellular  differentiation  are  capable of stimulating an immune  response. 

Since  that  antigen-presellting  capacity of leukemia  cells is adequate  as  dis- 
cussed  above,  questions  arise  as  to why the  immune  system  fails  to  control  leuke- 
mia  growth.  The  general  immune  function in leukemia  patients,  particularly in 
patients with CML, is  in no way deficient.  However,  there  are  reports  in  other 
types of cancers  showing  that the cancer-bearing host is  immunologically  sup- 
pressed  specifically for the  tumor in the  absence of a  general  immunosL~ppression. 
In  1992,  Mizoguchi  et  al. 1991 reported  that  splenic  T  cells,  isolated  from  mice 
bearing the MCA-38  colon  carcinoma,  showed an altered  pattern of protein  tyro- 
sine  phosphorylation,  and  a  dramatic  reduction  or loss of synthesis of the protein 
tyrosine  kinases p561ck and  p59fyn.  T  cells  from  tumor-bearing  mice  also  lost 
the 5 chain  associated with the  CD3/TCR  complex;  instead they acquired the 

chain.  As  CD35  and  PTKs  occupy f~lndamental  positions in the  cascade 
of cytosolic  signaling  events, it was postulated  that  such  defects  contributed  to 
impaired  T-cell  function  and im~unological suppression in the  tumor-bearing 
state.  These  initial  observations  have  been  confirmed  independently.  Thus,  tumor- 
infiltrating  lymphocytes  (TILS)  and  peripheral  blood  lymphocytes  (PBLs)  iso- 
lated  from  patients  with  colorectal  or renal cell  carcinoma,  have  revealed  variable 
but distinct  downregulation of  p561ck and/or  the  CD35  chain in T cells,  and 
CD165 i n  NK cells 1200,2011. Furthermore,  it has been  found that the level of 
CD35 and CD165 in PBLs of 16 colorectal Carcinoma patients  correlated with 
the  Duke  stage of the disease  [202]  and  expression of CD35 and  other  signal- 
transducing  molecules in T cells  correlated with cancer  recurrence  and  survival 
12031. However, the loss of signal  transducing  proteins  does not appear  to be 
universal in T cells of cancer  bearing  hosts.  There  are  also  numerous  reports  that 
fail  to  demonstrate any defect of the  signal  transduction  pathway 12041. Thus, 
the  role of autologous  T-cell  immune-s~~rveillance  dysfunction in tumor  patients 
remains  to  be  further  examined. 

Whether  similar  defects  exist  in  T  cells  from  patients  with  leukemia is 
not known.  We  and  others  have  previously  failed  to  detect  any  autologous  anti- 
leukemia  activity of T cells in patients with CML [2051. The fact  that a  GVL 
effect  does  exist  in  leukemia  patients  receiving  identical twin BMT E2061 and is 
stronger than that  observed in autologous  BMT  suggests  that  there  might be some 
defects with T cells in leukemia  patients. If it is  true,  this rnay impose  challenges 



to the  strategy of immunotherapy by tumor  vaccine to elicit  autologous  immune 
response  against  leukemia.  However,  this  speculation  remains to  be studied  at 
the molecular  level. 

Nevertheless, in allogeneic BMT, cells  from  normal  donor  are  competent 
immune  cells  and  able  to  mount  normal  immune  responses.  Therefore,  with the 
capability of APCs  from  leukemia  patients  to  stimulate,  and  for  normal cells 
from  allogeneic  donor to respond,  a  strong  GVL  is  likely  to  occur. 

easurement of cytotoxic  T-cell  precursor  frequency (CTLPt”) with antileukemia 
reactivity in BMT recipients  gives some clues  to the time  required  for  expansion 
of leukelnia-reactive  clones.  After BMT and in patients  treated  for  relapse by 
DLT treatment,  several  months  are  required  for  a log expansion i n  antileukemic 
CTLP.  Interestingly  the  majority of this GVL effect  appeared  to  be  mediated 
by CD4+ cells 1,1651. Clinical  observations  indicate that the response of the 
leukemia  to  DLT  varies  from  weeks  to  months.  Leukemia  regression  associated 
with GVHD tends  to be more  rapid  than  that seen i n  patients not developing 
GVHD, suggesting  that  the  precursor  frequency of CTLP with antileukemia  spec- 
ificity is lower than those  CTLP with broader  specificity.  However  many  factors, 
including the susceptibility of the leLrkemia to immune  regulation,  may play a 
role in the time  required  for functional GVL response. At present we have  only 
a superficial Llnderstanding  of these  events. 

Three  cytotoxic  mechanisms in GVL  have  been  defined:  cell  lysis via the  perforin 
or fas pathways  and  cytokine  suppression of leukemia  growth.  Several  investiga- 
tors  have  successfully  generated  leukemia-reactive CD4+ and  CD8+ T-cell 
clones,  derived  from  responders  to HLA identical,  or  closely  identical, CML cells 

62,170,2071. Such  clones  have  been  used  to  study the antileukemic  effect. An 
important  observation  is  that  cytotoxicity is directed  most  against the leukemic 
progenitors in CML,  as  revealed by colony  inhibition  assay  [162].  Chromium- 
or  dye-release  assays  are  less  biologically  relevant  and  less  sensitive  ways of 
measuring  antileukemic  cytotoxicity.  Hematopoietic  progenitor  cells in CML 
have  higher  fas  antigen  expression than normal  myeloid  progenitor  cells 101 
In recent  experiments with cytotoxic CD4+ clones  recognizing  CD33+  CML 
cells  presenting  exogenous  antigen,  we  demonstrated  that the main cytotoxic 
mechanism  was  fas-mediated  death of the targets  [198]. 

Cytokine  production  is  another  mechanism  whereby cells  mediate  a GVL 
effect. In addition  to  cytokines  produced by T cells  that can exert an autocrine 
and  paracrine  function  to  recruit  effectors  and  enhance  effector  cell  cytotoxicity, 



it  appears  that  cytokines  from  antileukemic CP4+ cell  clones  can  directly  regu- 
late  normal  and  leukemic  hematopoiesis.  We  have  previously  shown  that  alloge- 
neic CD4+ clones  directly  inhibited  leukemia  colony  growth [l701 and  produce 
a  diverse  spectrum of cytokines:  one type of clone  produced  IFN-y  and TNF-a 
and  inhibited  hematopoiesis,  and  the  inhibitory  effect  was  blocked by addition 
of neutralizing  antibodies to the  culture Another type of clone  produced 
GM-CSF  and  IL-3  that  had  a  stimulatory  effect.  This  stimulatory  effect  was  abol- 
ished by anti-113  and  GM-CSF  antibodies In vitro  studies  have  shown 
that  leukemia  cells  were  more  sensitive  to the inhibitory  cytokines  than nornxtl 
progenitor  cells;  whereas  normal  progenitor  cells  were  more  responsive  to the 
stimulatory  cytokines than leukemia  cells [208,209]. We  obtained  similar  results 
(Figure 2). These  studies  support a preferential GVL effect,  mediated by CD4+ 
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Differential  sensitivity of CML  and  normal  bone  111arrow (nBM) cells  to  cy- 
tokines.  Cells  from  CML  patients  and  normal  donors  were  cultured  for  CFU-GM  growth 
i n  0.3%  agar i n  the  presence of 20% cell-clone  culture  supernatant-l 20 UlrnL 
GM-CSF  or (B) supernatant-2  or 20 UhnL GM-CSF. IQ” BM cells  were  plated in the 
culture  and  the  colonies  were  counted  after 14 days.  Cultures  without  supernatant  were 
used 100%  growth.  Results  showed  that  supernatant- 1 had inhibitory  effect and-:!  had 
stimulatory  effect  on  colony  growth.  CFU-GM  counts  from  CML  cells  had >80% reduc- 
tion  whereas  from  nBM  had <6-5%- reduction  by  supernatant- l. On  the  other  hand,  CFU- 
GM  count ikon1 CML  cells  had  50%  increase  whereas  from  nBM  had 90% increase  by 
supernatant-2.  Similarly,  CML  cells  had 15% increase i n  CFU-GM  growth  and  nBM hac1 
90% increase  by  GM-CSF.  Further  studies  revealed  that  supernatant-l  contained TNF-a 
and  IFN-y  and  supernatant-?  contained  GM-CSF  and 1L3. 
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cells,  due to differential  sensitivity of leukemia  cells  and  normal  henlatoopoietic 
progenitors  to  the  stimulatory  and  inhibitory  effect of cytokines.  The  mechanisms 
underlying  this  differential  sensitivity of leukemia  and  normal  cells may be  due 
to  differential  expression of receptors  for  cytokines  on  the  leukemia  or  normal 
progenitor  cell  surface:  For  example,  fas  antigen is expressed  on  a  large  number 
of leukemia  cells but not on  normal CD34+ cells TNF-a triggering  cells 
to apoptosis  through  the  fas  pathway  could  therefore  preferentially  inhibit  leuke- 
mia  cell  growth. 

Clinical  experience  has  shown  that the potency of the  GVL  response  varies  with 
the type of leukemia  treated,  Chronic  myelogenous  leukemia  (CML) in chronic 
phase  is  most  susceptible,  acute  myelogenous  leukemia  (AML)  has  intermediate 
susceptibility,  and  acute  lymphoblastic  leukemia  is  the  least  susceptible,  showing 
high relapse  rates  after  allogeneic  BMT  and  infrequent  responses  to  treatment 
for  relapse  following  BMT  with  DLT 131. This  suggests  that  the  behavior of the 
malignant  cell  as  stimulator  and  target of the  alloresponse  plays  a  central part in 
deter in in in^ the  strength  and  nature of the CVL effect.  As a model  to  understand 
the  role of  key molecules  which  control  the  alloresponse, we transfected the MHC 
class I and deficient  K562  leukemia  cell  line  with  HLA-DR 1. As  previously 
mentioned,  the  susceptibility of K562  cells  to  NK-mediated  cytotoxicity was ab- 
rogated in K562  cells  expressing HLA-DRl Our  experiments  indicated  that NE; 
cells  received  a  negative  signal  from  the  MHC  class I1 transfected  cell,  possibly 
mediated by recognition of a self  peptide  presented by HLA-DR1 [93]. To deter- 
mine  whether  the in vitro  changes  produced by HLA-DR  tra~sfectioll of K562 
cells  translated  into an altered  susceptibility  to  alloreacting  lymphocytes in vivo, 
we estab~ished  K562 cell  tumors in  SCZD-NOD mice  and  tested  the  ability of 
adoptively  transferred  human  peripheral  blood  mononuclear  cells  (PBMC)  to 
control  tumor  growth  [2 101. 

By expressing  HLA-DRI in the MHC class I and deficient  NK-sensitive 
K562  cell, it was  possible  to  study in isolation the interaction of  NK cells  and 
T cells with a  single  MHC  class I1 molecule.  We  showed  that  the  expression of 
HLA-DRl  protected  K562 cells  from a  PBMC  mediated  antituil~or effect in vivo. 
Furthermore,  HLA-DRl  expression inhibits NK cell  proliferation  while ind~~cing 
a  predominant  CD4+ T-cell  response.  The in vitro  resistance  to NK lysis by the 
K562DRl  line  was  manifest  in  the  SCID/NOD  mouse  as  resistance  to  the  antitu- 
mor  effect of adoptively  transferred  PBMC.  The  antitumor  effect  was  most  likely 
due  to NE( cells,  because it was  conferred  by unprirned PBMC  and CDl6+, 
CDS6+  cells,  which  predonlinated  in  the  tumor. 



previously  mentioned,  the  inhibitory  effect of the  K562DR1  transfectant 
on  NK-lysis  appeared  to  be  mediated by endogenous  peptides  presented by 
the  HLA-DRl  molecule:  protection  from lysis  occurred  equally with NK cells 
matched  or  mismatched with HLA-DR1  and  was  abrogated by brefeldin (an in- 
hibitor of endogenous  antigen  processing) 1931, It  is  possible  that the same  pep- 
tides  stimulated the proliferative CD4+  response,  since both HLA-DR I matched 
and  mismatched  T  cells  responded  equally  to  the  transfected  cell line. Thus  the 
presentation of antigen  through  HLA-DR1  appeared  to  be the central fx tor  gov- 
erning  tumor  susceptibility  to NK cells  and  the  alteration in the  effector  cell 
response. 

The  development of in vivo  models of allogeneic  antileukemia  responses 
may shed light on  some of the mechanisms of GVL in clinical  BMT. The varia- 
tion of the  strength of GVL in different  type of leukemias  and  different  stages 
of the  same  disease is not well understood.  Many  early  leukemia  progenitor  cells 
express both MHC class I and I1 molecules  and  therefore  represent  good  targets 
for  T-cell  attack, if appropriate  allo-antigens  are  presented.  In  solid  tumors, the 
down-regulation in surface  expression of MHC class I and 11 is  a  frequent  occur- 
rence  which may render  the  tumor  resistant  to  T-cell  attack.  Such  MHC  deficient 
cells  should  however  become  targets  for NI( cell  attack [21 l]. Similar  changes 
occur in leukemia  relapsing  after  BMT 12121. Since many myeloid  leukemias 
are MHG class TI positive 1891, it is  interesting  to  speculate  whether  differences 
in class I1 expression  might  explain  different  susceptibilities of leukemia  to the 
CVL effect.  During  myeloid  differentiation CD33+ cells  down  regulate HLA 
class 11. Such  cells  should  therefore  be  more  susceptible  to NK cell-mediated 
killing. The  stronger  GVL  reaction  seen in CML when  compared with AML L31 

could  be  related  to the preponderance of DR negative, CD33+, NK sensitive 
cells in CNIL  in chronic  phase.  However  other  key  surface  molecules  such  as 
B7.1 costimulatory  molecules  [l901  and  fas  antigen  [140,191]  may  have  equal 
or  greater  significance in determining  immunogenicity  and  susceptibility  to  kill- 
ing  of leukemia  cells.  The  relative  importance of these  molecules in determining 
alloimmune  responses  to  leukemia  could  be  studied  further using the  approaches 
described  here. 

Since  our  understanding of the  GVL  effect has much  improved  during  the last 
decade  and in practice, we have  advanced  from the stage of trying  to  prove the 
existence of a  GVL effect  to  applying  it  more  efficiently.  There  remain  many 
challenging  issues  related  to  the  GVL  effector  cells  to  be  studied.  Examples of 
approachable  questions  are follows: 



What is the role of monocyte/~acropllages in GVL?  Monocytelmacro- 
phage is the  most  important  effector in innate i i n ~ u ~ l i t y  and at the first 
line of immune  responses.  Its  role in regulating  GVL  and  GVHD 
should be deemed  to  be  more  important than what we currently  under- 
stand. For example, the low incidence of GVHD  with  G-CSF  mobi- 
lized  stem-cell t~~nsplantation has been  attributed  to the higher num- 
bers of CD 144 presented in the  graft The  mechanisms  by  which 
CD144 monocytes  regulate  GVHD GVL is not understood. 

2. Since  CD34+  progenitor cells be induced  to  develop  into NK cells 
12 or cells,  is it possible,  in  vitro,  to  study  the  selection  mecha- 
nisms by which  immune  cells can be educated  to  mediate  GVL not 
G V ~ D ?  

3. Is there  any  specific  T-cell  suppression  to  its  antile~lkemia  immune 
responses? 

4. What  are  the  factors that result  in  variable  strength of GVL effect 
served in different  leukemias? 

5. Can  effector  cells  be  more  specifically  defined so that GVL  and  GVHD 
can be separated  on the base of T-cell  functions  rather than pheno- 
types? 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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In  syngeneic  bone  marrow  transplalltation  (BMT)  and in recipients of autologous 
BMT,  relapse  rates  are  high. No MHC  or  minor  histocompatibility  antigen 

disparities  exist  and  thus  no  alloreactivities can be  induced.  This  is 
clearly  different in allogeneic  BMT,  where the relapse  rates  are s ig~ l i~can t~y  
lower  and  a  relationship  is  seen  between  the  graft-versus  leukemia  (GVL)  effect 
and  acute  and  chronic  graft-versus-host  disease  (GVHD).  Likewise,  donor  lym- 
phocyte  infusion  (DLI)  therapy,  inducing  remission in relapsed  chronic  myeloid 
leukemia  (CML)  after  allogeneic  BMT, is frequently  accompanied by GVHD. 
Thus,  one may conclude  that  alloreactive  donor  T  cells  are  involved in antileuke- 
rnia reactivities.  Human  mHag  are  polymorphic  antigens  that  are  independent 
from  HLA,  expressed  on  leukemic  cells,  and  recognized by alloreactive  immune 
bone  marrow  donor T cells. It is  therefore  likely  that in the  HLA-identical  situa- 
tion,  mHag  participate in GVL reactivities.  This  review  does not cover the infor- 
mation  regarding  the  GVL  effect of murine  mHag.  These  and  other  experimental 
animal  studies  are  described in Chapter 3. Here  we  summarize  current  knowledge 
of the  putative  impact of human mHag on  the  GVL effect in BMT and  discusses 
the possible  clinical applic~tion of mHag  for  jmmunotherapy of leukemia. 



mHag have been defined by MHC-restricted  T  cells  obtained  from  individuals 
primed in vivo.  In  humans mHag studies  have predomin~lllt~y been performed in  
the  HLA-identical  BMT  setting.  mHag-specific  T  cells  can  be  isolated in vitro 
from a patient’s  peripheral  blood  lymphocytes  (PBL)  after  HLA-identical B ~ T .  
The  concept of generating  antihost  CTL  and  T  helper  (Th)  cells with specific 
activity  for mHag is based on  the  following  assumption^ the patient’s  posttrans- 
plant  (i.e.,  donor)  cells,  when  sensitized  against the patient’s  own pretransp~ant 
cells,  are  directed  against  patient-specific  target  structures,  such as mHag,  which 
are  absent  from  the  donor  cells  and  present on the  patient’s  pretrallsplallt  cells. 
In this way, a series of mHag-specific  CTL  and  Th  cells  have  been  described. 
With  these  T  cells,  information on human mHag-such as genetics,  tissue  distri- 
bution,  and  clinical relevance-has  been gathered [ l ] .  Recent  technical  advances 
have  resulted in the identi~cation of the  chemical  nature of the first series of 

[2-51. It  is  now  clear that mHag are  peptides,  derived  from  poly- 
If proteins,  that can associate  with  MHC  molecules. 

The  major  characteristics of human mHag recognized by ~ H C - r e s t r i c t e ~  
T cells  are variable  phenotype  frequencies with low  polynlorphisnl; (2) 
delian  segregation that is in~ependent from  HLA,  and (3) restricted  or 
tissue  distribution.  Translating  these  characteristics  into a CVHlGVL effect  after 

T cells  would m ~ u n t  i~ lnu l l e  response  against  patient’s mHag, which  are 
expressed  on  patient’s  hematopoietic  cells,  including  leukemic  cells, and-de- 
pending on the  individual mHag-also on no~ll~ematopoietic cells  and  tissues 
[ a .  

~A-identical but mHag-~ ismatche~ BMT,  one  could  postulate  that 

Already in the  early  years of BMT, it was  observed that allogeneic 
only  restores  patient’s  hematopoiesis but also  possesses a curative  gra 
le~~kemia (GVL)  effect.  Since  then,  several  clinical  studies  have  indicated  that 
the  eradication of leukemia  could  be  related  to  the  presence of alloreactive T 
cells in the grafted  bone  marrow.  The  involvement of donor-derived a~~oreactive 
T cells in the CVL effect  is  clearly  demonstrated in an analysis by the  Interna- 
tional Bone  Marrow  Transplant  Registry of 2254 leukemia  patients  receiving 
HLA-identical  sibling  bone  marrow [7]. In relation  to  our  working  hypothesis, 
we  focus  on  two  aspects of these  results,  First,  the effect  after  allogeneic 

T is mediated to a great  extent by donor-derived cells. The  probability 



of relapse in patients  who  received T  cell-depleted  BMT  was  41%,  which is 
signi~cantly higher than the  non-T  cell-depleted  BMT  group,  which varied be- 
tween and  25%  (Table l). Second,  minor  histocompatibility  disparities  between 
donor  and  patient may play an important  role in the GVL effect. The  lowest  GVL 
effect was observed  in  BMT  from  identical  twins  (syngeneic BMT), with a re- 
lapse  rate of 46%.  The  supposition that donor  T  cells  are  involved in the 
GVL effect  and (2) m ag  disparities  facilitate  this  effect plausible,  since the 
~VL-associated alloimmune  response often not restricted  to  the  leukemia  cells. 
Patients  receiving  non-T  cell-depleted BMT demonstrated  a  probability of re- 
lapse  that  was  inversely  correlated with the  development of GVHD  (Table 
relapse  rates of 25%  were  seen in patients  who  did not develop  CVHD  compared 
with in patients  who  developed both acute and chronic  CVHD.  A more  recent 
analysis col~prising 1294 patients  transplanted  for  CML (in the first chronic 
phase) con~rmed these  results Moreover, the relapse  rates  were  inversely 
correlated with the  severity of acute  CVHD  (aGVHD).  Nevertheless, 

was  most  favorable for leukennia-free survival,  since  higher g 
were  associated with t~~nsplant-related  mortality  (Figure I 

Another  indication of the  involvenlent donor-derived  allogeneic cells 
in the  CVL effect  is the successful  use of donor  lymphocyte  infusions as 
adoptive  imlnunother~~py for CML  relapsing  after  BMT Clinical  response 
rates  exceeding 80% had been  achieved in  several  studies. CML patients  are  the 
best  responders  to DLI; response  rates of ALL  and AML patients  are  substantially 
lower AIthough the reason  for  this  discrepancy is not known, the clinical 
data  clearly  demonstrate that the outcome of the DL1 treatment  is  strongly  associ- 
ated  with  the develop~~~el~t  of GVHD,  regardless of the type of malignancy,  This 

illustrated  in  Table 2  showing the published  data of DL1 performed  between 
HLA-id~ntical  donor-patient sibling  pairs 12-24]. Both in the  high-responder 
CML group  and in the low-responder AML/ALL/M~S group, the GVL  effect 
(i.e.,  complete  remission,  rnolecular  or  cytogenetic  remission)  is  strongly  corre- 

Correlation  Between  the  GVL  Effect  and  AlIoiminune  Donor  T  Cells 

Number of Probability of 
Allogeneic  non-T-cell-depleted  BMT  Patients  Relapse 

No GVHD 
Acute  GVHD 
Chronic  GVHD 
Acute  and  chronic  GVHD 
Allogeneic  T-cell-depleted  BMT 
Syngeneic  BMT 

25 

7 

Sourcc: From Ref. 7 
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lated with the development of GVHD.  Thus, the therapeutic  effect of DL1 is 
~ e d i a t e d  to a large  extent  by  alloreactive  T  cells  recognizing  patient-specific 

on  different  tissues  and  cells,  including  the  patient's ~ e u ~ e m i c  cells. The 
occurrence of GVL without any sign of GVHD in some CML patients  indicates 
that,  clinically, GVHD  can be  separable from GVL, In those  cases,  the  effector 
mechanisms may involve  leukemia-specific cells, NI( cells,  or T cells  recogniz- 
ing  InHag  that  show  restricted  tissue  distribution. The latter  possibility  is  dis- 

with 

No No GVL 

46 
No 

5 

9 12 

('Data are pooled from Refs. and 
"Data  are pooled from Refs. and 



cussed  below.  For  the  involvement of NK cells in GVL,  the  reader  is  referred 
to  Ref. 25. 

In line  with  the  results of the  clinical  studies, a  close  relationship  between GVL 
responses  and  the  presence of donor-derived  host-reactive  T  cells has been  shown 
in vitro.  Changes in the host-reactive  T-cell  precursor  frequencies  after  BMT 
DL1 were  correlated with the  GVL  effect of these  treatments.  In an  in vitro  analy- 
sis of l 8  CML patients ( I  l  receiving  marrow  grafts from HLA-identica~ sibling 
donors),  Jiang  et  al.  have  demonstrated  that  leukemia-reactive  CTL  precursor 
frequencies  (Lk-CTLp)  increase  after BNT [26]. High  Lk-CTLp  frequencies  cor- 
related with both GVHD and the leukemia-free  survival.  Lk-CTLp  frequencies 
higher  than I :400,000 were  associated with severe  GVHD,  whereas  Lk-CTLp 
frequencies lower than 1 :400,000 were  observed in patients with leukemic re- 
lapse. 

Similarly,  Bunjes  et  al.  have  demonstrated  high  frequencies of host-reactive 
1L-2 secreting  T-helper  precursor  (Th-p) in all patients  who  entered molec~llar 
remission  after  receiving DL1 for  relapsed  CML In four of five responding 
patients,  the  presence of Th-p  was  associated with symptoms of GVHD,  sug- 
gesting  T-cell  reactivity  against mHag expressed both leukemic  cells  and host 
tissues. No host-reactive  Th-p  were  detectable in one  patient  who  did not respond 
to DL1 treatment.  In  this  study,  antihost  CTLp  were  detected in only three re- 
sponder  patients. 

Previously,  we  studied  both  antihost  CTL  and  Th-cell  activities at different 
times  after HLA  genotypically  identical  BMT [27,28]. In Table 3, the analysis 

EFfects of’ mHag-Specific  CTL/Th  Cells on  GVHD and GVL in  HLA 
Genotypically  Identical  Patient-Donor  Pairs 

Antihost T-cell Activities  Status 
Number of 
Patients  CTL  Th  GVHD/Relapse 

None  None No/relapse 
Yes  None No 
Yes  Yes No 
None Yes Acute 
Yes None Acute 
Yes  Yes Acute 
Yes  Yes Acute  and  chronic 



of either  CTL-  and  Th-cell  responses in each  individual  patient  is  scored.  We 
observed both absence  and  presence of antihost  CTL-  and  Th-cell  activities in 
patients  without  any  clinical  signs of GVHD (Table 3). It  was  notable that in all 
three  cases  without  antihost  T-cell  activities,  leukemia  relapse  was  manifest, On 
the other  hand, the presence of either  anti-host  CTL  or  Th  cells in the absence 
of GVHD  and  relapse (n 4) argues  for the possible  role of these  T  cells in the 
antileukemic  activity.  Subsequently,  some  post-BMT  antihost  T  cell  responses 
were  analyzed in vitro  for  their  putative  antileukemic  activity [29]. Figure 2 
shows  the  antihost  CTL  activities we observed.  CTL lines  were  generated using 
posttransplant  lymphocytes  from an HLA-identical  sibling,  which  lysed both the 
patient’s  normal  (i.e., blast  and  EBV-LCLs)  and  leukemic  cells  at  different 
times  after  BMT.  Subsequent  cloning of these  CTL lines  yielded  CTL  clones 
with “GVHD”- and  “GVL”-related  activities.  The  latter  type of CTL  clones 
recognized  the  patient’s  neoplastic  cells  only.  The  former  type of CTL 
clones  were  reactive  with  ligands,  presumed  to  be  mHag  shared by host PHA  blasts 
and 1eLrkernic cells  (Table 4). 

An elegant in vitro study was  performed in patient  who  had  been  treated 
with BMT  as a therapy  for  breast  cancer 301. Resolution of liver  metastases  was 
observed  simultaneously with clinical CVHD in the first weeks  after  transplant. 

Close association  between  antihost (GVH) and  antileukemia (GVL) CTL reac- 
tivities in  leukemia  patients BMT. 



Antihost  GVH  and  GVL  T-cell  reactivities  After  HLA  Genotypically 
Identical BMT 

Reactivity  at 
Number 
of  Clones  PHA  Blasts  Leukemic  Cells  Putative  Specificity 

Yes 
Yes 
No 

Yes T and  leukemic  cells 
No T cells 
Yes  Leu  kernic  cells 

Coincidentally,  mHag-specific  CTL  recognizing  breast  carcinoma  target  cells 
were  isolated  from  the  blood of the  patient. A clear  example of antihost  mHag- 
specific  CTL  responses  that  show  leukemia-associated  recognition  was  recently 
reported by Dolstra  et  al. [ 3  Isolated  CTL,  after  HLA-identical  BMT,  recog- 
nized a  mHag  expressed  solely  on  B-acute  lymphoblastic  leukemla  (B-ALL)  cells 
and  EBV-LCL. 

Not  only  donor-derived  CD8  CTL but also  CD4 rnHag-specific CTL  clones 
generated  postallogeneic  BMT  are  implicated in the  GVL  effect [32] (see 
Chapter 18). 

In the  previous  section,  we  discussed  GVL  reactivities  conferred by T cells 
MT.  Here we give  some  examples of primary in vitro  responses 

against  leukemic  cells.  These  studies indicate an association  between  host- 
reactive  T  cells  and  GVL  reactivities.  For  instance, to determine  whether  donor- 
derived  host-specific  T-helper cell precursor  (Th-p)  frequencies  are  associated 
with GVHD  andlor relapse,  Lachance  et  al.  measured  pretransplant  host-specific 
Th-p  frequencies in donors of 32 HLA-identical  marrow  graft  recipients [ 33 ] .  

The  Th-p  frequencies  were  significantly  higher in patients  who  developed 
aGVHD  grade more as compared with patients  without  GVHD. h 88% of 
the  patients  who  relapsed,  host-reactive  Th-p  frequencies  were  significantly  lower 

l 200,000) than in  those  who  did  not  relapse.  Similarly,  Datta  et al. have 
found that in  LA-identical sibling  donors of CML patients,  higher  responses 
to CML cells  correlated  with  GVHD  grade 1341, In the  latter  study,  some 
degree of CML-selective  reactivity  could  be  achieved  after  depletion of the  prolif- 
erative  response to n o n l e u ~ e ~ ~ i c  T-cell  blasts,  suggesting  that CML cells may 
express  specific  antigens  that  are  recognized  by cells.  This  issue  was  also  ad- 



dressed by Hoffmann  et al., who  studied  CTLp/Th-p in the HLA-identical  donors 
of leukemic  patients.  Upon  stimulation with nonleukemic  cells  (T-cell  blasts) 
90% of the  clones  reacted  only  with  nonleukemic  cells,  whereas  upon st i~ulat ion 
with  leukemic  cells, '75% of the generated  clones  were  exclusively  reactive with 
leukemic  cells 1351. Whether  this  leukemia  cell  selectivity  is  due  to  tissue- 
restricted mHag remains  to be investigated.  Another point of consideration in 
these in vitro  studies is that the selective  leukemia  reactivity  observed in the  pri- 
mary  limiting  dilution  analyses may be transient  or not representative of a genuine 
leukemia  specificity. In several  studies, T cells  initially tho~lght to  selectively 
recognize  leukemic  cells  appeared  also  to  recognize  normal  target  cells. For ex- 
ample  Oettel  et  al.  generated  T-cell  lines  and  clones  that  initially  lysed only bcrl 
abl-positive but not bcr/abl-negative  target  cells.  Upon  prolonged  culture,  bcrl 
abl-negative  target  cells  were  recognized  as well [361. Several  CD4-  or  CD8- 
positive  T  cells  generated  from  HLA-identical  sibling  donors  using  leukemic 

as stirnulator  cells  appear  to  recognize mHag with  either  restricted  or  broad 
tissue  specificity [3'7,38]. Using in vitro primary  stimulation  protocols,  Falken- 
burg  et recently  successfully  transferred  leukemia-reactive  CTL  to  treat  refrac- 
tory leukemia 1391. This  issue covered  in  more  detail in Chapter 18. We have 
generated  leukemia-reactive  CD4-positive  T-cell  lines  and  clones  from  the HLA- 
identical  sibling  donor of an AML  patient  using  CD80  transfected  leukemic  cells 
as stimulator  cells.  While  some  T  cells  preferentially  recognized  leukemic  cells, 
the majority of the leukemia-reactive  T-cell  lines  and  clones  did not discriminate 
between  leukemic  and  nonleukemic  cells,  indicating  that the target  antigens  are 
patient-specific  mHag present on both leukemic  and  nonleukernic  cells 11401. 

The  previous  sections  discussed both in vivo and in vitro GVL  responses of 
patients  with  limited or extended  GVHD.  The  former  could be the result of allo- 
immune  responses  mainly  directed  against  mHag,  with  limited  tissue  distribution. 
The  extended  GVH  forms  can be explained T-cell reactivities  against  ubiqui- 
tously expressed  mHag.  Our  tissue  distribution  studies of five underline 
this  notion 14 l].  Our  analysis of the  membrane  expression of a limited  number 
of mHag, by means of functional  assays,  revealed  differential  expression: mHag 
(i.e.,  H-U,  HA-3,  and  HA-4)  are  expressed  on  hematopoletic as well as on 
nonhematopoietic  cells,  while the expression of other mHag (HA-l  and  HA-2) 
is limited  to  cells of the hematopoietic  lineage  only.  Thus, we observed  either 
broad  or  restricted  mHag  expression, as summarized in Table 5. It should  be 
stressed  that mHag are  present  on  clonogenic  leukemic  precursor  cells 1142,441 



le 5 rnHag Tissue Distribution Studies 

Restricted Expression 

Hematopoietic  progenitor cells 
Hematopoietic  cells 
Leukemic progenitors (lymphoid and myeloid) 
Leukemic cells (lymphoid and myeloid) 

Broad Expression 

Fibroblasts 
Keratinocytes 
Melanocytes 
Endot~elial cells 
Epithelial cells 
Corneal tissue 
Liver cells 

as well as on  circulating  leukemic  cells of lymphocytic  and  myeloid  origin 

The  recent  insights  into  the  chemical  nature of not only  reveal  their  physio- 
logical  function  but,  more  importantly,  provide  the  basic  ingredients  for  the  use 
of CTL specific  for  mHag  peptides for  the  treatment of refractory,  residual,  or 
relapsed  leukemia.  This  proposal  is in principle  similar  to  the  adoptive  immuno- 
therapy of donor  buffy  coat  cells,  which  can  successfully  induce  remission in 
CML patients  relapsing  after  allogeneic  BMT.  Success of DL1 therapy how- 
ever,  limited significant  GVHD. ~urthermore, DL1 for  relapsed  ALL  and  AML 
patients is far less  effective. 

The  usage of mHag-specific  CTL as adoptive  imnlunotherapy  for  leukemia 
is  based on their  restricted  and specific target  cell  damage. We will take  advantage 
of three of the  known  characteristics of human  mHag: ( l )  MHC-restricted  recog- 
nition by T cells; (2) variable  phenotype  frequencies, (Le., mHag  polynlorphism); 
and (3) restricted  tissue  distribution.  Moreover,  since are  clearly  expressed 
on  circulating  leukemic  cells  and  clonogenic  leukemic  precursor  cells of both 
myeloid  and  lymphoid  origin, both types of leukemias  can  be  targeted.  Clearly, 
the mHag with  “restricted”  tissue  distribution  (Table 5) are  candidates  for  adop- 
tive  immunotherapy of leukemia.  Currently,  suitable  candidates  meeting  the 
above  criteria  are  mHag  HA- and HA-2, whose  amino  acid  sequence  is  known. 
Their  characteristics  are  summarized in Table 6. 

As exemplified in Figure 3, we will generate mHag peptide  CTL  ex  vivo 
from  hag-nega~ive BM donors  for  mHag-positive  patients with high risk of 
relapse. Upon transfusion  (either  pre-BMT as part of the  conditioning  regimen 



Clyaracteristics to Be Used Adoptive  Imr~lunotherapy 
Leukemia:‘ 

Restriction  Peptide  Population  Tissue 
InHag Molecule  Sequence  Frequency  Dist~ibL~tion 

I HLA-A*O20 I VLHDDLLEA 69% restricted 
HLA-A*020 YIGEVLVSV 95% restricted 

[46]. 
‘‘off mH 

HLA of 

Flowchart of InHag-specific adoptive  inlillunotherapy in FILA-identical, 
n ~ ~ a ~ - ~ ~ ~ i s ~ a t c l ~ e ~  BMT. 



Transduction of CTL with a  suicide  gene  could  also  be  performed to make  possi- 
ble  the  elimination of the  CTL in case  adverse  effects  occur. 
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Imm~lnity  directed  against  leukemia in the setting of allogeneic  bone  marrow 
transplant,  which  has  been  termed  GVL,  is  often  accompanied by unwanted 
CVHD.  Much clinical  and  laboratory  evidence  now  exists  showing that both 
reactions  are  mediated by cells  contained in the  graft 1-31 as  detailed  in  other 
chapters,  Methods  to  reduce  GVHD  have  included  infusions of marrow  or  periph- 
eral  blood  following  depletion of cells by either  “nonselective”  (anti-CD3) 
or  “semiselective”  (anti-CD8, -TIOB9, or  -Campath)  means.  Although  CVHD 

sometimes  diminished by these  maneuvers,  none  result in the  infusion of only 
leukemia-specific cells. If marrow  or  peripheral  blood  grafts  could  be  enriched 
for  such  leukemia-specific cells, GVHD might  be  significantly  reduced  or  even 
eliminated. 

Attempts  to  select  and  expand  leukemia-reactive  lymphocytes  ex  vivo  have 
shown us that  such  lymphocytes,  when  infused  into  the  patient,  can  induce  rernis- 
sion [4]. This  demonstrates  an  important  “proof of principle”:  namely, that T 
cells  selected  for  leukemia  reactivity  can  be used to  produce  GVL in the  absence 
of CVHD.  However, not until we are  able  to  identify the target  antigens of the 
GV~-producing cells  will we be  able  to  harness  the  full  therapeutic benefit of 
this  immune  response.  Once  such  target  molecules  are  identified, they could  be 
used  in  the  development of both active  and  passive  immunotherapeutic  strategies. 

Several  methods  to  identify  specific  leukemia-associated  antigens  (LAA) 
have  been  used, within both  the  autologous  and  allogeneic  settings.  While  strate- 
gies  using  allogeneic lymphocytes  are  certain  to  uncover  LAA,  which  are  dis- 
tinct for  some  donor-recipient  pairs,  there  may  also  be  many  LAA  derived  from 



self-proteins that can  be  recognized by T cells  from both donor  and  recipient. 
These  common  LAA may not be iml~L~nodominant,  however,  which might  ex- 
plain why the host does not rid itself of the  leukemia  cells.  Recently,  work  on 
other  tumors has shown LIS that many tLlmor-associated antigens  (TAA)  recog- 
nized by T cells  are  epitopes  derived  from self proteins  and that previous host 
tolerance  to  such  TAA can be  overcome.  These  TAA  can then be used to focus the 
immune  response  preferentially  against  the  tumor. In this  chapter,  hematopoietic 
tissue-restricted  proteins  are  highlighted  as a potential  source of LAA for tar- 
geting  the CVL response. 

arnessing the immune  system to treat malignancy is an old concept,  and  recent 
tempts at clinical  development of  alltitLlmor ilnmunotherapy  have  taken  two 

parallel  paths. The  subject of this  chapter,  how  tissue-specific  antigens  might 
be used to  focus  the  antitumor  immune  response  associated with bone  marrow 
transp~antation ( ~ ~ T ) ,  lies  at  the  crossroads of these  two  approaches.  The  ap- 
proach taken by marrow  transplanters  began  following the observations first made 

arnes and colleagues in 1956 using inbred  mouse  models of BMT to treat 
r ~ c i ~ i e n t  mice  with  ~eL~kemia [S]. They  observed  that an allogeneic  reaction of 
the graft  against  the  recipient’s  leukemia  might be necessary  to  cure the leukemia. 

owever, not until 1958 were  leukocyte  antigens first described 161, and BMT 
perforll~ed  with  the  knowledge of these  antigens  did  not  occur until 1968 In 
the  years  following,  the  problems of engraftment  and  CVHD  prevention  re- 
mained the primary  preoccupatioll  for  BMT  ilnlnL~nologists.  More  recently,  atten- 
tion has shifted  to  separating  the  specific  elements of the donor  antitumor re- 
sponse so that can be selectively  exploited. 

Even  before  the turn of this  century,  however,  physicians  were using immti- 
nity to  treat fiurnan tumors. ased upon  the  observation that patients  with  malig- 
nancies  who  developed  severe  infections  would  occasionally  experience  regres- 
sion of their  tumors,  physicians in Europe  were  inducing  bacterial  infections  in 
cancer  patients [S]. When  the  tumor  showed  signs of regression,  the  patient  would 
be treated  for the infection.  Dr.  William Coley, r?. New York physician,  docu- 
mented  many  anecdotal  cases of such ~r~atinents using bacterial extracts  instead 
of bacteria,  which subseqL~ent~y  became  known as ““Coley’s toxins.”  The  active 
~olnponent of Coley’s toxin was  later  identified lip~polys~ccharide  (LPS), and 
it was  ultimately  found that the  observed antitum~r phenomenon was an indirect 
effect of LPS on  host  macrophages,  causing  them to become  activated  and  de- 
velop an t i tu~or  cell  activity. 

The  intentional use of cellular  iml~Llnity  to  treat  tumors  followed  observa- 
tions  made  during  the  1940s, using inbred mouse models of transplante~  tumors. 
It was  found  that  when  chemically  induced  sarcoma  cells  were used to  elicit 



immunity in one  animal,  the  resulting  sarcoma-specific  T  lymphocytes  could  be 
adoptively  transferred  to  syngeneic naYve recipient  animals  and  that  this  would 
protect  against  secondary  tumor  challenges  [9,10].  The  use of allogeneic  tumor- 
sensitized  lymphocytes in humans  was first reported in 1966  and  did not involve 
BMT l], Tumors  from  one  patient  were  subcutaneously  implanted  into  the 
thigh  of  another  patient,  and  2  weeks  later 500 mL of blood containing  leukocytes 
from  the  recipient  were  transfused  back  into the original  tumor  donor  daily  for 
3 weeks.  Even  though no attempts  were  made  to im~~lnosuppress the  leukocyte 
recipients  to prevent leukocyte  rejection  and  HLA-matching  was not performed, 
some  minor  responses  were  reported,  although they could not be  reproduced. 

These  early  attempts with unmodified leukocytes  were  repeated by others, 
but  this  eventually  gave way to  the use of recombinant  cytokines  (such  as i n -  
terleukin-2, or IL-2)  to  generate  autologous  lymphocytes  with  antitumor  activity. 
Such  lymphokine  activated  killer (LAK) cells  were first defined in 1980;  since 
then, 1,AK cells  with  or  without 1L-2 have  been  used  to  treat  patients with many 
different  tumor  types [12--14]. Currently,  IL-2 with or  without LAIC cells  is used 
to treat  patients with renal  cell  cancer  and  melanoma,  with  response  rates  seen 
in 15-30% of patients 151. 

eginning in 1988,  so-called  tumor  infiltrating  lynlphocytes  (TIL),  derived 
tologous  lymphocytes  collected  from  human  melanoma  lesions  and  ex- 

panded ex vivo with IL-2,  were  used  to  successfully  induce  both  complete  and 
partial  regressions Interestingly,  there  was no significant  relationship be- 
tween  response rate and  the  number of infused  TIL,  although  there was a  highly 
significant  association of tumor  response  with  the  ability of TIL to  lyse  autolo- 
gous  tumor  targets in vitro 171.  In addition,  prior  administration of cyclophos- 
phamide  was  significantly  associated  with  the  ability of TIL to  localize  to  tumor, 
and  localization  to  tumor  correlated with clinical  response 1 

TIL taken either  directly  from  the  tumors  or  from  the  peripheral  blood of 
these  patients  exhibit  cross-reactivity with autologous  and  allogeneic  tumors in 
a  MHC-restricted  manner.  These  observations  led  to  the  first  successful  character- 
ization of a human  tumor  antigen in 199 called  MAGE-l,  which  was isolated 
following the stable  transfection of a  genomic library  into a  melanoma 
antigen-loss  variant  and then using  T  lymphocyte  clones  specific  for  the mela- 
noma  to  screen the transfected  cells 191. The  phenolnenon of 
tumor-cell  specificity has now  also  been  observed in patients with breast  cancer, 
renal  cell  cancer,  ovarian  cancer,  cervical  cancer,  and  squamous  cell  carcinolna 
of the  lung;  many  other have  since  been  isolated  [20,2 l]. 

It now well established  that CD8+ and  CD4+  T cells  recognize  peptide  anti- 
gens in the  context of either MHC 1 or TI, respectively. After ligation of 



the T cell  receptor  (TCR) by the  peptide, P,-microglobulin, and  MHC  complex, 
the  T cell may receive  a  second  costimulatory  signal via €37.1 or €37.2 expressed 
on the  antigell-presenting  cell  (APG)  or  tumor  cell  and  become  activated. A cas- 
cade of events  then  takes  place,  including  autologous  IL-2  secretion,  subsequent 
proliferation,  and  activation of various  effector  functions of the  cell.  Adhesion 
molecules such as  ICAM-1 (CD%)  help to  stabilize the interaction  between  the 
T cell  and  the  target cell,  which  facilitates  the  antigen  recognition  process.  As 
shown in Figure I ,  it  is in the  context of a  heightened  expression of the MWC, 
costimulatory,  and  adhesion  molecules that an immune  response is made  against 
the  antigen. 

The  known  tumor  antigens  can be categorized  as  shown  in  Figure  2.  They 
are  derived  from  proteins that rnay  be normal self proteins,  oncogenes  altered as 
a result of mutation  or  translocation  events,  or  foreign  proteins such as viral gene 
products  expressed  only in the  tumor.  The  majority of identified  tumor  antigens 
are  derived  from  the first group: self proteins  that  are  either  overexpressed  or 
aberrantly  expressed in the tumor 1221. Since  these  self  antigens  are  also  ex- 
pressed in normal  tissues, it is  likely that T  lymphocytes can distinguish  the 
different level of expression  in the tumor  and  therefore  preferentially  attack  the 
tumor  cells  over  normal  cells.  This rnay be  due  to  a  critical  threshold  level of 
expression of self peptide  plus  MHC  that  must be present  to  trigger  T-cell  recog- 
nition,  which related  to the level of expression of the parent  protein.  This 
overlap  between a L ~ t o i ~ ~ u n i t y  and  tumor  immunity  blurs the distinction  between 
self a ~ ~ t i g ~ n s  and  tumor  antigens. 

ytotoxic T L y ~ ~ ~ o c y t e  
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Figure 2 Spectrum of tumor  antigens. 

Several  examples of self antigens  that  are  also  TAA  are  the  melanoma 
antigens  MAGE- 1 and  MAGE-3,  expressed in testes,  and  MART-  l  and  gp100, 
expressed in the retina  and  in  normal  melanocytes  [23].  Another  example  is  HER- 
2/neu,  a  growth-factor  receptor  homologous  to  epidermal  growth  factor  receptor, 
which  is  also  expressed  in  most  normal  tissues [24,251. This self protein  is  over- 
expressed in  25-3096  of patients  with  breast  cancer  and  ovarian  cancer  and is 
present at a 40- to  50-fold  higher level expression in malignant  cells  than in 
normal  tissues  [26]. 

Since  the  immune  system  responds  against self proteins  expressed  in  tumor 
cells  as well as  normal  cells,  preferential  tumor  recognition may be  due  to  the 
different level of self-antigen  expression  in  each  cell  type  [26].  In  support of this 
explanation,  when  mice  were  recently  immunized  with  a self antigen,  CTL  with 
low antigen  avidity  were  elicited;  these  rejected  tumors  that  expressed  high  levels 
of the  target self antigen  but  left  normal  cells  that  expressed low antigen  levels 
alone.  This  shows  how imm~~nizing with self antigens  can  recruit  CTL  into  re- 
sponding  against  tumor  cells  while  also  remaining  tolerant  to  normal  cells  [27]. 

It has been  shown  that  several  patients with breast  and  ovarian  cancer  have 
existent  immune  recognition of HER-2/’neu, including  T-cell  recognition of spe- 
cific HER-2/neu-derived  peptides  [28].  The  following  question  then  naturally 
arises:  Why do patients  have  cancer  despite an ilnm~lne  recognition of the tumor 
antigens?  There  are  probably  many  reasons  for  this.  For  instance, in tumors, 
there heterogeneity in the level of expression of MHC, €37.1, and ICAM-l on 
individual  tumor  cells  [29].  The  cells with a  low  level of expression of these 
molecules may escape  immune  recognition  and may come  to  predominate in the 
tumor.  In  experiments  where  previously  underexpressed  costimulatory  molecules 
were  either  increased on leukemia  cells  or  added by addition of bystander  cells 
with highly  expressed  costimulatory  molecules,  autologous le~lkelnia-speci~c  T- 
cell  responses  could  be  elicited in vitro. 



Another reason the  immulle  system may not respond to the self tumor  anti- 
gens  is  because of quantitative  differences in antigen  processing  and  presentation 
in the tumor  cells.  For  example,  fibroblasts  infected with virus  elicit  CTL  with 
lytic  responses  only  against  the  subdominant  epitopes,  whereas  dendritic  cells 
(DC)  infected  with virus  elicit  lytic  responses  against the dominant  epitopes 1301. 

owever, when sensitized  to  peptide  antigens  presented by either  cell  type. T 
cells  retain  the  ability  to  recognize both the  dominant  and  s~~bdoininant  epitopes. 
These  different  cell  types  were  found  to  process  and present the same  set of virus 
proteins in quantitatively  different  ways  to  T  cells. 

Tumor  cells,  like  the  virus-infected  fibroblasts, may not process  and present 
the  tumor  antigens  to  elicit  a  response  against  the  dolnillal~t  epitopes.  However, 
lytic  responses  directed  against  subdominant  epitopes might he uncovered if the 
immune  response  could be heightened  to be directed  against  these  epitopes.  This 
might  result in preferential  targeting of the tumor  cells  over  normal  cells  owing 
to  aberrant  expression of the  subdominant  self-antigens in the  tumor  cells. 

This  concept may be  important in the  search  for  tumor  antigens  among self 
antigens in  many  tumors such as  leukemia.  For  instance,  T-cell  recognition of 
self proteins  expressed in hematopoietic  tissues  might  be  preserved  against  many 
subd~lninant  epitopes  because  the TT cells that recognize  them  have  escaped  nega- 
tive  selection  and  may  be  tolerant  to  such  epitopes.  Furthermore,  tolerance  to 
these  se~f-antigens may be  quantitative  rather than absolute.  In  animal  models, 
vaccination  with  such  self-antigens can activate  specific T cells  that  are  able  to 
reject  tumor  cells  expressing  high  levels of the self antigen. If we could  determine 
what  might be the subdominant  epitopes  selectively  expressed in hematopoietic 
tissues, they might  provide  a  reservoir of 1eukemi~-specific targets.  Cytotoxic 
lymphocytes  (CTL)  might then be  coaxed  into  recognizing  these target antigens 
in order  to  selectively  destroy  leukemic  cells. 

Tumor  antigens  recognized by CTLs  consist of peptides  derived  from  endogenous 
proteills  and  presented by MHC  molecules.  Three  met~lods  have been  used  to 
identify  the  peptides  presented  to  tumor-specific T cells.  The first a  genetic 
approach using the transfection of recombinant  DNA  libraries  made  from  tumor 
cells  into  cell  lines  co-transfected  with the presenting NIHC molecule  in  order 
to  isolate  the  gene  encoding  the  antigen.  Tumor-specific  CTL  clones  are used to 
screen  the  library of transfected  cells  for  the  antigen-encoding  cell.  Once the gene 
is  isolated,  the  antigenic  peptide  is  deduced  from the sequence of the putative 
protein.  The first melanoma  antigen,  MAGE- was  found using this  method 191. 

The  second  method is biochemical  and  involves  acid-eluting the peptides 
HC ~nolecules  expressed by the  tumor  cells.  The  eluted  peptides  are 



then separated  into  fractions by high-pressure  liquid  chromatography  (HPLC). 
Each  peptide  fraction  is  tested using tumor-specific  CTL  to  screen  for the pep- 
tide's  ability  to  reconstitute  the  antigen when pulsed  onto  MHC-matched '4PC. 
The  peptide  sequence is then deduced  using  Edman  degradation (if there suffi- 
cient  peptide  present)  or  mass  spectrometry. 

The  third,  or  immunological,  method  is  the  reverse of the first two.  Rather 
than starting  with a  tumor-specific  CTL,  the  starting  point  is  the  sequence of a 
putative  tumor  antigen.  The  target  antigen might be  selected  based  on  the  general 
paradigm of many known  tumor  antigens,  as  highlighted in the  previous  section. 
Peptides of 9 to 1 l amino  acids in length,  selected  from the putative  tumor  antigen 
for  their high-af~nity binding  to  a  given  MHC  class  I  molecule,  are  loaded  on 
APC in order  to  stimulate  lymphocytes in vitro.  Peptide-specific  CTL  are readily 
obtainable by this  procedure, but a  number of them  do not recognize  HLA- 
matched  tumor  cells  expressing  protein  endogenously. 

The  melanoma  antigen  MAGE-3  is an example of a  TAA that was  found 
using two of the  methods  described  above.  HLA-AI  and  -A2  present  melanoma 
peptide  antigens  derived  from  MAGE-3  proteins  to  melanoma-specific  CTL.  This 
protein  belongs  to  a  family of proteins  expressed in melanoma  cells  and in normal 
testis,  and a  ~AGE-3-derived peptide  was  determined by separate  groups,  one 
using the ilnlnullological  method  and the other  a  genetic  method  (using  tumor 
antigell-deficient  mutants),  to  be  antigenic  for  CTL 1,321. What  may be critical 
for  tumor-specific  destruction by CTL is the  density of the overexpressed  peptide- 
MHC  complexes,  the  tumor  cell  type's  ability  to  process  and  present  the  proper 
epitopes,  and  the  expression of costim~llatory  signals that  influence  activation of 
the  otherwise  silent  tumor-specific  T-cell  repertoire. 

In  order  to find LAA,  we  have  studied  aberrantly  expressed  myeloid-~estricted 
proteins  based  on the paradigm  that such self proteins  can  also  be  TAA.  Myeloid 
leukemias  express  a  number of differentiatioil  antigens  associated  with  granule 
formation  as  shown  in  Figure 3. One of those,  proteinase 3 (diagrammed in Figure 
4),  is a  26,000-Da  neutral  serine  protease  that  is  stored in primary  azurophil 
granules  and  maximally  expressed at the  promyelocyte  stage of differeIltiation 
[33,34]. The human  gene  contains five exons,  is  localized  on  chromosome 19p, 
and has recently  been  cloned Proteinase 3 (P3) is overexpressed in a variety 
of myeloid  leukemia  cells,  including '75% of those of CML patients,  approxi- 
mately 50% of those of acute  myeloid  leukemia  patients,  and  approximately  30% 
of those of myelodsyplastic  syndrome  patients  [36]. 

P3  may  also  be  centrally  involved  either in the  process of leukemic  transfor- 
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lnation  or  the  maintenance of the leukemia  phenotype,  since  inhibition of P3 
expression by antisense  oligodeoxynucleotides  inhibits  cell  proliferation  and  in- 
duces  differentiation in the HL60  human  leukemia  cell  line  [37].  Although  leuke- 
mia  cells with mutant  forms of the P3 protein  might  escape  immune  recognition, 
they might  also  lose  their  ability  to  maintain the leukemic  phenotype if the  muta- 
tion involved an essential  portion of the  molecule. 

The P3 protein  is  also  a  target of autoimmune  attack  in  Wegener’s  granulo- 
matosis  (WC) [38,39].  This  chronic  disease  is  associated with the  production of 
IgG  antineutrophil  cytoplasmic  antibodies  (ANCA)  with  specificity  for P3, which 
suggests  that  T-cell  help  is  required  for antigen  recognition.  Acute  flareups 
of and  other  autoimmune  disorders  associated  with  ANCA  are  strongly  asso- 
ciated with an increase in the  ANCA titer  [39,40]. P3 may also  be  present in 
endothelial  cells,  and the level of expression  can  be  increased  after  exposure to 
TNF-a [41].  Although  ANCA  have  been  shown  to bind on human  umbilical 
vein endothelial  cells in vitro  [42],  biopsy material from  active  sites of disease 
in WG  patients Fdiled to  demonstrate  the  presence of ANCA on  endothelial  cells 
[43,44],  raising  the  question of the  immunopathological  relevance of these find- 
ings  [45]. 

T cells  taken  from  peripheral  blood  or  biopsy of active  sites of disease in 
individuals with WG proliferate in response  to  crude  extracts  from  azurophilic 
granules  and  to  the  purified P3 protein [46-481. These  findings  suggest  that  T- 
cell  responses  to P3 exist in patients  with and  that  therefore  peptides  from 
P3  should  be  contained in the T-cell  repertoire.  This  also  suggested  that  CTL 
responses  to  peptides  derived from P3, as  opposed  to  other  myeloid  proteins, 
might be easier  to  elicit.  Furthermore, if such  peptides  could be found,  this  strat- 
egy  might  be useful when  other  tissue-restricted  protein  targets  were  being  con- 
sidered. 

It  was  found  that PR1 (aa  sequence V L Q ~ L N V T ~ ) ,  a  9  aa  peptide  derived 
from P3 (aa  169-177)  that  binds  to  HLA-A*0201,  can  be used to  elicit  CTL 
from  HLA-A*0201  normal  donors in vitro,  which  demonstrate  preferential  cyto- 
toxicity  toward  allogeneic  HLA-A*0201  myeloid  leukemia  cells  [49]. The se- 
quence of PR1 is compared  with  other  TAA  and  to  two  recently  discovered  minor 
antigens  (Figure PR l -specific CTL also  inhibit granulocyte-l~acrophage 
colony-forming units (GM-CFU) from  the  marrow of CML patients,  but not 
GM-CFU  from  normal  HLA-matched  donors P3  is  highly  expressed in 
CD34+  CML blasts in some  patients  (llnpublished  observations),  which  indicates 
that leukemia  progenitor  cells  contain the aberrantly  expressed  parent  protein. 
Both  the  lysis of fresh leukemia  cells  and  the  inhibition of leukemia  progenitors 
was  highly  correlated with the  amount of P3 expression in the  target  cells  [49,50]. 
The  region  coding  for the PR1 peptide  has  been  sequenced in a  number of CTL 
and  leukemia  cells  from  these  experiments,  and  no  polymorphisms  have  been 
found,  which  eliminates  the  possibility that PR1 is a  minor  antigen [50]. 
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PR1 therefore  the first self-peptide  antigen  that can elicit specific CTL 
lysis of fresh  human  myeloid ~eukemia cells.  Based on prec~inical studies, a  phase 
1/11 clinical trial will investigate  the  toxicity  and  efficacy of a PR1 peptide  vaccine 
administered  with  incomplete  Freund’s  adjuvant  to  patients with refractory  or 
relapsed  myeloid  leukemias.  Clinical  studies  using  PRl-specific  adoptive  cellular 
therapies  may hold promise  as  well,  since  normal  allogeneic  cells used as  effector 
cells  would  circumvent potential TCR  signalling  defects that have  been  described 
in autologous  T  cells [SI]. 

Other  peptides  from P3 are  predicted  to bind to  HLA-A2.1, but not all of 
these  have  been  tested for their  potential  to  elicit CTL irnmunity. In addition, P3 
was  recently  found  to  contain  a poly~orphism outside of the  region  coding  for 

and  two  synthetic  peptides  inclusive of this  polymorphism  have  been  shown 
ind to HLA-A*0201 Should  CTL  responses be  found in individuals 

with peptide  discordance,  these  peptides  might be useful as  minor  antigens  for 
targeted  allogeneic  adoptive  immunotherapy of myeloid leu~elnias. 

In support of the concept that self  antigens  can be presented  as  targets by 
leukemia  cells, PapadopoL~los et al.  recently  identified  naturally  processed  pep- 

molecules with weak  acetic  acid,  peptides  were  separated by 

In one  study five patients, T-cell lines  established  from  tissue  biopsies 
of active  sites of disease  prolifer~~ted in  response  to  purified P3 However, 
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when  various  peptides  from that bound  to  HLA-A*0201  were  investigated, 
these  same  T  cells  demonstrated  no  cytotoxicity  against PR1 -loaded  T2 target 
cells. In addition,  these  investigators  could not generate  PRI-specific  CTL in 
culture  from  T  cells  taken  from biopsy sites in these WC patients. The  concentra- 
tion of peptide  is  critical  to  elicit  specific  CTL  responses,  however,  and  these 
investigators used concentrations  different  from  those  used  to  elicit PR1 -specific 
CTL  from  normal  individuals.  In  addition,  the  source of the  T cells was a biopsy 
site  instead of peripheral  blood,  and  T  cells at those  sites  are  likely  to be highly 
selected  T  cells  that might not recognize  the PR1 peptide. 

The PR1  aa  sequence  is  also  found in another  serine  protease  restricted  to 
myeloid  cells,  neutrophil  elastase  (NE), at aa 168-1 '76. The  genes  for both NE 
and P3 are  localized  to  a  50-kb  segment  near  the  telomere chromosome  19p. 
Expression of both  genes  appears to be coordinately  regulated,  since  transcripts 
for  both  NE  and P3 are first detected  in  myeloblasts  and  are  maximal at the 
promyelocyte  stage [54]. This  redundancy may be beneficial if PR1 can elicit an 
immune  response in leukemia  patients,  since  mutations in PR1 that might allow 
immune  escape  are  less  likely  to  occur  simultaneo~~sly in both genes. 

There  is  additional  evidence  to  support  the theory that such  developmen- 
tally  regulated  hematopoietic  proteins  are  targets of GVL. Mutis  et  al.  have  iso- 
lated a T-cell  clone  from  a  normal  individual  that  lysed  leukemia  cells 
from an HLA-DR  mismatched  unrelated  AML  patient [55 ] .  The  clone  was  de- 
rived by stimulating  responder  lymphocytes with HLA-DR  mismatched  leukemic 
cells.  This  lytic clone  could  lyse  leukemia  cells  from  other  A 
in an HLA-DE-restr~c~ed fashion  as well as CD34+ normal  cells, bu 
cells more  differentiated  marrow  precursors. The target  antigen for this CD4+ 
T-cell  clone  was  therefore  thought  to  be a  developmentally  regulated  hematopoi- 
etic  tissue-restricted  protein.  Serody  et  al.  have  shown  similar  data  with CD4+ 
lymphocytes  derived  from five normal  donors 

Recent  evidence  suggests  that  alloreactive  T  cells  recognize unique pep- 
t i d e - ~ H C  complexes  and not a  common  peptide-dependent  conformation of the 

molecule,  where  multiple  peptides  could  provide  the  conformation  neces- 
sary for T-cell  recognition Consequently,  even  though  alloreactive 
T cells  recognized  target  antigen in the  context of mis~atched allogenei 
DR in the study  by  Mutis  et  al., it is possible that the  peptide  antigen  is  common 
to  all  early  hematopoietic  precursors  and  is  therefore  either a  unique self protein 
or  a  minor  antigen Figure 6 highlights  the  various  immune  reactions  that 
are  possible when allogeneic  lytnphocytes  are  transfused to illustrate  this  point. 

Based on the comnon observation of aberrant  expression in leukemia  cells 
and auto i~mune diseases  associated with many  granule  proteins,  one  would  pre- 
dict  that  other  epitopes  might  be  found  within  this  group of proteins  as  shown 
in Table 1. The fact  that  two of these  granule  proteins, and  cathepsin G, are 
naturally  processed  and  presented  on  CML  cells  supports  future  efforts  to  uncover 
such  epitopes. 
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Some of the  methods used to  separate  GVL  from  GVHD  have  demonstrated  that 
T  lymphocytes  that  recognize  target  antigens  with  clear  tissue-specific  distribu- 
tion can  be  generated in the  laboratory. In particular,  CTL  clones  elicited  from 
patients  after  HLA-matched E" were used to  define  several mH. Four of 
these-HA- HA-2,  HA-5,  and HE3- 1 -are selectively  expressed in hematopoi- 
etic  tissues 158-611. A  recent  analysis  showed  a  significant  correlation  between 
severe  GVHD  and  HA- 1 mismatching  [62].  This  suggests  that  HA- 1 is not a 
good  candidate  antigen  for  selective  GVL  reactivity.  However,  neither  HA-2 nor 
HA-5  disparity  predicted  severe  GVHD,  which  may reflect a  lack of immuno- 
dominance,  or they may reflect another  type of i ~ m u n e  reactivity,  such  as  GVL. 

Warren,  et  al., in Seattle,  have  found other  CTL-defined mH in a  study 
involving allogeneic  BMT  donor/recipient  pairs  [63]. Of these, the majority 
(12) were  expressed in hematopoietic  cells  but not in skin  fibroblasts  from  the 
recipients. In two out of four  donor/recipient  pairs  from  whom  CTL  clones  with 
hematopoietic  tissue  reactivity  were  isolated,  clinical  GVHD  did not develop, 
suggesting  that  hematopoietic  mH-specific  CTL  might  be  safely used in adoptive 
i~m~lnotherapy. They  also  found  many of the m H  to  have  sufficiently high phe- 
notype  frequencies,  which  would  be  necessary if targeting of such mH in discor- 
dant  donor-recipient  pairs  were  to  be  clinically  useful. 

If more of the genes  encoding  these mH could  be  identified, then a  more 
accurate  assessment of the  tissue  distribution  could  be  made.  Until  then,  it  re- 
mains  uncertain  whether  these m H  are  limited  to  hematopoietic  tissues.  Efforts 
using both the  genetic  and  biochemical  approaches  discussed  above  are  currently 
under  way  to  determine  the  genes  for  these mH. 

Recently, the HLA alleles  have  been  grouped  into  four  so-called  supertypes,  as 
shown in Table  2  [64].  Peptides  that  bind  to  one  HLA  allele within a  supertype 
may be  able  to  bind  to  other  alleles  and  be  presented  to  T  cells,  a  process  referred 
to  as  promiscuous  or  degenerative  recognition,  which  provides  for  broader  recog- 
nition of these  peptide  antigens. 

This has important  implications  for  the  use of peptides  derived  from  tumor 
antigens in immunotherapy  strategies.  First, if a  single  peptide  can  bind  to  many 
HLA types,  it  would  hold  greater  potential  as  a  useful  peptide  antigen  for  immu- 
notherapy,  since  a  greater  number of patients with diverse  HLA  types  might 
recognize the peptide.  Second,  nearly all peptide  epitopes  that  bind  to  the 
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supertypes  have  been  found  to  be  immunogenic 1641. If this  concept  were  applied 
to the paradigm of self antigens as  tumor  antigens, it might  facilitate the 
selection of more  relevant CTL target  peptides. 

There  is  recent  evidence  that  such  supertype  recognition  is  important in 
a t ~ t i t ~ ~ ~ l l o r   i l n ~ ~ ~ ~ n ~ t y .  An a~tigenic peptide  derived  from a m e l ~ n o ~ ~ ~ a  antigen  that 
could bind to multiple HLA alleles of the HL,A-A3 supertype  was recognized 
as by CTL from  patients of diverse HLA class alleles This might 
mean that the  immune  response focused on only  a  few  select epitopes-an 
observation  that  could  be  applied  to the design of peptide-based  iln~nunotherapy 
strategies. 
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I n  this  chapter  the  biological  relevance of T  cell-mediated  recognition of human 
oncogenic  proteins  expressed in InaIignant cells discussed  and the pot en ti^^^ 
and  limitations of oncogene-based  immunotherapy  are  addressed. 

The  transforlnation of normal  cells  into  neoplastic  ones is a  multistep  pro- 
cess in which  several  genetic  lesions  accumulate  to  produce the transformed  phe- 
notype.  Much  knowledge of the genes  involved in malignant  transformatioil has 
been acculn~llated  since  the  seminal  discovery of mutations in human  cancer 
in 1980 Nearly the  genes so far  discovered  are  implicated  either in the 
tr~~nsmission of a proliferative  signal  from  the  cytoplasm to the  nucleus,  the regu- 
lation of DNA repair,  cellular  adhesion,  differentiation,  or  apoptosis.  They  are 
collectively  and  somewhat  loosely  designated  as 

Oncogenic  proteins  represent ~ o d i ~ c a t i o n s  of normal  proteins  derived 
from  their  normal  proto-oncogene  counterparts.  Three  main  molecular  pathways 
lead to the  generation of oncoproteins  (Figure l The normal protein becomes 
overexpressed inappropriately expressed-i.e., in a  cell  lineage in which  the 
gene is normally silent-as a  result of translocations in which  the  entire  open 
reading  frame  goes under the control of a new promotor  or enhancer-e.g., 
in Burkitt’s  lymphoma,  and 6cI-2 in follicular  lymphomas [2,3]; ( 2 )  ~Lltations 
can  change  the  conformation of the  molecule,  locking  the  oncoprotein  into a 
permanently  “on”  state in which  a  proliferative  signal  is  continuously  transmit- 
ted in the absence of a  physiological  external stimulus.-e.g., ras  genes (3) 
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Mechanisms of formation oncogenic  proteins. 

Chromosomal  translocations  cause  the  fusion of exons from different  genes  to 
produce  oncogenic  fusion  proteins  (0FP)-e.g.,  many henmtological malignan- 
c i ~ s - ~ C ~ / A ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ L / ~ A ~ ~ ,  AMLl /ETQ in humans  and NP 

S o l ~ e t i ~ e s  more than one  mechanism  operates  to  produce the malignant 
phenotype:  The ~ ~ ~ / A ~ ~  murine  lymphoid  malignancy  is  characterized by the 
over~xpression of the ~ P ~ / A ~ ~  fusion  protein In all these  examples  a 
causal  relationship  between  the  molecular  abnormality  and  the  neoplastic  pheno- 
type has been  established using transgenic “knock-in”  animal  models [4”7]. 
Their  causative  role  in  the  generation of a particular  type of malignancy  is  there- 

well accepted.  There  exist,  however,  many  situations  where the relatiolls~ip 
between a genetic  alteration  and  cell transforl~ation likely but not formally 



proven-for example,  the  overexpression of the  Her-2-neu  gene [S- Her-21 
neu  is overexpressed in approximately 30% of ovarian  and  breast  cancers  and 
other  epithelial  cancers.  Its  causative  role however,  far  from  established in all 
these  cases,  and  the  overexpression  could  represent  the  consequence  and  not the 
cause of the  activation  state of the  transformed  cells [ l  Since  malignant  trans- 
formation a  multistep  process with progressive  DNA  alteration  and  damage, 
genetic  alterations  developing  as a  consequence, not a  cause, of a  malignant pro- 
cess  probably  represent  the  commonest  form of genetic  alteration 121. Sub- 
stances  affecting DNA, such  as  radiation  and  alkylating  agents,  do so randomly, 
generating  nulnero~ls  nontransforl~ing  mutations  throughout  the  genome, which 
differ  from  cell to cell.  Malignant  transformation in an oncogene  represents  a 
relatively  rare  initiating  event. The central  difference  between  these  transforma- 
tional  and nontra~~sformational  genetic  changes is that  only  the  transforming 
genes  and  their  products  are  present  throughout  the  malignant  cell pop~~latiol~, 
since  there  is  a  strong  selection  pressure  for  cells  containing  the  genes  responsible 
for  the  malignant  phenotype 121. 

In  recent  years the focus of antit~lmor  immunotherapy has moved  from 
generally  unsuccessful  approaches  to  nonspecifically  activate  the  immune  sys- 
tem-as with  IL-2 I 13,14]-to targeting  tumor  cells  specifically.  The specific 
tumor-restricted  recognition of neoplastic  cells by the  immune  system  represents 
a central  requirement  for  this  approach. imlnunological  targets,  the  products 
of transforming  genes  are  obviously of more  interest than the  heterogeneously 
expressed  proteins  generated by random  DNA  damage.  Two  categories of onco- 
gene  products  could  be  targets of ilnmunotherapy:  those  where  a new protein 
polypeptide  sequence generated  and  those  where  a  normal  protein is overex- 
pressed.  T  cell-mediated  immunity,  unlike  humoral  immunity,  is not restricted 
to  the  recognition of lnembr~~lle-bound  molecules,  being theoretically  able  to rec- 
ognize  peptides  originating  from any cell-derived protein The  search  for 
tumo~-specific  antigens  remained  elusive until recently,  when  investigators  iden- 
tified several  proteins  recognized by the  lymphocytes of cancer  patients 
Tumor  antigen  targets  should not only be tumor-specific  but  also  closely  related 
to  the  malignant  process  in  order  to  avoid  failure of imlnunotherapy by the  selec- 
tion of viable  antigell-llegative  tumor  cells  in  the  malignant  population [IS], 

Discussed  below  are  specific  examples of known  irnmune  interactions  with 
oncogene  products.  The  current  status of research  and  the  potentials  and  limita- 
tions of these  tumor  targets  for  T  cell-mediated  immunotherapy is outlined. 

OFPs represent  a  major  category of tumor-specific  transformati0~-related  (TST 
antigens.  Many  examples of OFPs occur in myeloid  and  lymphoid  malignancies 



in humans  as well as a  growing  number of solid  tumors,  such  as  Ewing’s  sarcoma 
and  papillary  thyroid  carcinoma  [19,20]  (Table 1). OFPs  have not so far  been 
found in the  more  common  solid  tumors, but improved  techniques of cytogenetic 
analysis in these  tumors Inay in  future  reveal  small  and  currently hidden translo- 
cations.  Genes  involved in OFPs  include  tyrosine  kinases  or  transcription  factors. 
Tumor  specificity in OFPs is linked  to  the  junctional  region of the hybrid protein; 
therefore  tumor-specific  peptides span the fusion  region.  Most  work  with  OFPs 
has been directed  to  the  BCRIABL  fusion  proteins in Ph+ chronic  nlyelogenous 
leukemia  and the PML/RARa fusion proteins  characteristic of prornyelocytic leu- 
kemia. 

Acute  promyelocytic  leukemia  (APL)  is  characterized by a 15; chromosome 
translocation  that  blocks the normal  retinoic  acid-induced  differentiation of pro- 
myelocytes,  which  are  the  predominant  cell in APL. P ~ L / R A R ~  represents  the 
first OFP in which a  human  T  cell-mediated  response  was  documented  [21]. 
CD4+ lymphocytes  obtained  from healthy HLA I-positive  donors  recog- 
nize  a  19-mer  peptide  spanning  the  fusion  region of P ~ L / R A R ~ .  The  peptide 
elicited  both  proliferative  and  cytotoxic  T-cell  responses.  T-cell  clones  specific 
for  the  fusion  protein  also  recognized  autologous  cells  transfected with the  PMLI 
RARa gene  and  expressing the associated  polypeptide.  The  ability  to  induce 
cytotoxic lynzphocytes specific  for the naturally  processed  and  presented  fusion 
peptide  looked  promising  for  possible  clinical  application. ~nfortunately, the 
translation of these  data  into  therapeutic  strategies has been  limited by the  lack 

LA class 11 expression on the APL  cell  and  the  absence of detectable  M 
class  I-restricted  T-cell  responses 1221. The main reason  for the absent  class  I 
expression  appeared to  be the lack of HLA class binding  motifs at the junctional 
region of ~ M L / R A R ~  1231. In the  case of OFP,  a  tumor-specific  response  can 
develop only against  junctional  peptides;  therefore  the  number of t~~mor-specific 
peptidase that can be generated is limited. The  constraints  imposed by the  single 
area of variability at the fusion  junction rnay  be a  general  limiting  factor  to  devel- 
oping  a  tumor  immune  response  targeting  fusion  proteins. It remains  puzzling, 
however, that an immune  response  can  be  demonstrated  against  OFP,  only in the 
context of a restriction  element  (HLA DR) that is not expressed by the leukemic 
cells. rnay represent an elegant  lnecllanism  for  tumor  escape  from an immune 
response.  It  is  possible that the  immune  response  against  junctional-region  pep- 
tides play a role in selecting  OFPs  destined  to  give  rise  to  clinical  disease. A 
second  limitation  resides in the frequently  impaired in-tmune function  found  after 
chemotherapy in many  patients  with  leukemia  and  solid  tumors,  this  can  persist 
for  years  after  treatment  without  concomitant  leukemic  relapse [231.  In fact,  al- 
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Oncogenic  Translocations  and  Fusion  Genes  in  Hematological  and 
Nonhenlatolo~ical Malignancies 

Disease  and  Subtype 
Chromosome 
Translocation  Fusion  Gene 

~ ~ ~ ~ o i d  l ~ l ( k ~ l ~ l i ~ i s  

Acute  nlyelonlonocytic  leukemia 
(AML  M4 Eo) 

AML  M2 invl6 
Acute  promyelocytic  leukemia  (AML  M3) 
AML/AUL 

Chronic  myeloid  leukemia 

ALL,  B  lymphomas,  chronic  lymphocytic 
leukemia  (CLL) 

T-cell  leukemias 

Solid t m o l s  
Ewing's  sarconla 

Papillary  thyroid  carcinoma 
Melanoma of soft  parts 
Liposarcoma 
Rhabdomyosar~oina 
Synovial  sarcoma 

t(821) 
inv l6 

t( 15; 
t(3;v) 
t(3;5) 
t(6;9) 

16;2 
t(7;l l )  
t(9; 1 
t( 9;22) 

t(3;21) 

t(1:19) 
12;21) 

t( t(4: 
11) t i l l ;  
19) 

t(9;22) 
t( 1;19) 
t(  17;19) 
t( 8; l4), t(2; 

t(8;22) 
14/TCRa6 

7/TCR 

l 1 ;22) 
t(2 1 ;22) 
inv 10 
t( I2;22) 
t(12;16) 
t(2;  13) 
t(X; 18) 

AML -ET0 
CBFb-MYH I 

PML-RARa 
EVl1 
NPM-MLF I 
DEK-CAN 
FUS-ERG 
NUP98-HOXA9 
MLL-AF9 
BCR-ABL 

(b2a2/b3a2) 
AMLl -EAP 

E2A-PBX 
TEL-AML 1 
MLL  fusions 

BCR-ABL (e l a2) 
E2A-PBX l 
E2A-HLF 
MYC  fusions 

HOX I , L "  l 
2-LYL ,TAL I 
2,MYC 

FLI 1 -EWS 
ERG-EWS 
RET-D I OS 170 
ATF 1 
CHOP-FUS 
PAX3-FKHR 
SYT-SSX 



though an~i-PML/RAR~  CD4+ cells  could be found in healthy  donors they were 
not detected in APL  patients. 

The  Philadelphia  chromosome  (9;22)  occurs in most  patients with chronic  my- 
eloid  leukemia (CML), some  patients  with  acute ly~phoblastic leukemia  (ALL) 
and  occasional  patients with acute ~yelomonocytic leukemia  (AML).  The  prod- 
uct  of the  9;22 P~iladelphia  chromoso~ne translocatioll  was the first  to  be  cloned 
in 1982 124,251. Both  the  b2a2  and  the b3a2 fusions  (the do~ inan t  types in CML) 
have  several  binding  motifs  for  common LA specificities 126,271. Th 
strategy  for  inducing  peptide-specific T  c 1s illustrated in Figure  2. 
et a1 12'71 showed  that  A3-restricted  CD8-specific  lymphocytes  could be elicited 
against  several  b3a2  junctional  peptides  with the induction of specific  cytotoxic- 
ity.  Both  Bocchia  and ten Bosch et al.  [27,28]  also  analyzed  the  proliferative 
response of CD4+ cells  to  longer  peptides  and  identified specific responses  using 
b3a2  peptides in and DR040l  individuals 1291. While  the  Leiden  group 
could  elegantly  demonstrate  the  recognition of blast-crisis  leukemic  cells  and 
transfected LCL by peptide-specific  lymphocytes,  Bocchia  did not show  cross- 
reactivity.  Therefore  it  is not clear  whether  class  I-restricted anti-BCRlA~L- 
specific T cells  actually  recognize  leukemic  cells.  Another  limitation of these 
data  resides in the  fact  that  only  healthy  donors  were used and not patients.  Using 
the b3a2 DR040 "restricted  fusion  peptide used by the  Leiden  group,  our  group 

f  two im~unocompetent b3a2-positive DR 040  l -positive  indi- 
to  generate  peptide-specific  T  cells.  Although  these  patients 

could  mount  normal  proliferative  responses  to  common  antigens,  no  peptide- 
specific  immune  recognition  was  detected  (manuscript in preparation).  Currently, 
therefore,  while  several  groups  have  been  successful in generating  b3a2-specific 

cells,  the demo~lstration that  such  effectors  exist in patients still lacking.  The 
apparent  recognition of blast-crisis cells  and not of nic-phase  cells 

also  noteworthy,  since it is  known that in blast crisis C ells  express  higher 
amounts of BCRlABL  protein than in  chronic  phase. In fact, a relationship be- 
tweell the  level of expression of a particular  protein  and  its imm~nogenicity 
now established 1311. a consequence,  imlnunogenic  proteins  are  often  ex- 
pressed at high  levels,  while  most OFPs are  not. 

Several  groups  have  raised  specific  T  cells  recognizing  peptides  derived  from 
the  fusion  region of different OFPs, including  the DEWAN, DRB4 0103-re- 
stricted  fusion  protein [321, and  the  TellAMLl HLA A0201-restricted  fusion 
peptide all of these  cases  the  lymphocytes  were  usually  obtained  from 
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the donors  and  cross-reactivity with leukemic  cells  was not unequivocally  demon- 
strated. 

In conclusion,  the  immunogenicity of OFPs  is  a ~~sc ina t ing  issue. It may 
well be  possible that the  immune  response  against  junctional  peptides can play 
a  role  in  selecting  OFPs  causing  clinically  evident  disease. In fact,  peptides  ob- 
tained  from the fusion  region of OFPs bind to HLA  molecules  significantly  less 
efficiently than batches of random  peptides  containing  the  same  binding  motifs 
[23]. In other  words,  junctional  peptides  derived  from  OFPs  seem  to  derive  from 
larger  pools of fusion  peptides by a  negative  immune  selection that eliminates 
cells  presenting  most  immunogenic  peptides.  In  addition,  as  recently  described 
[34], some  HLA  specificities  could  be  protective for  the  development of certain 
leukemias. On the  other  hand,  some  OFPs  are  definitely  immunogenic  and  some 
leukemia  cells can be recognized by peptide-specific  clones;  however, the com- 
plexity of the  system  (having  to  match  different  subtypes of OFP  with different 
HLA specificities),  the  frequent  inability of patients  to  mount an effective  im- 
mune  response  to  OFPs,  the  normally  low level of expression of OFPs,  and  the 
lack of expression the relevant  HLA  class in some  leukemias  renders  the  use 
of anti-OFP-specific  lymphocytes  as  therapeutic  effectors  still  premature  and  in 
need of further  study. 

This  protein is a  member of the  family of epidermal  growth  factor  receptors 
and  is  considered to function  as  a  potential  growth  factor  receptor.  Her-2lNeu 
is  membrane-bound, with a  cytoplasmic  domain with tyrosine-kinase  activity  and 
an extracellular  (ligand-binding)  domain.  Her-2lNeu  represents  the  protototype 

an overexpressed  tumor-specific  protein.  It  is  expressed  during  development 
and  at very low  levels in epithelial  cells  thereafter. In several  different  neoplastic 
tissues-mostly  adenocarcinomas  and  approximately 30% of breast  and  ovarian 
cancer-it becomes  overexpressed  through  gene  amplification  and  increased 
transcription [35] .  The  her-2lneu  gene  encodes  for  a  tyrosine  kinase  that  imparts 
a  strong  proliferative  signal  to  cells  expressing  it.  This  ability of the  molecule 
to  regulate the cell  cycle  makes  it  a  strong  candidate  for an oncogene.  Transgenic 
animals  expressing  Her-2lNeu  under  the  control of a ma~mary-specific promotor 
develop breast tumors [36], although  additional  alterations  are  clearly  necessary 
for t~~ns~ormat ion  [36,3’7]. The  casual  role of Her-2INeu  in  cancers  other than 
breast cancers  is  less  secure. 

Numerous  publications  from  several  groups  demonstrate  the specific recog- 
nition of different  Her-2INeu  epitopes by lymphocytes  from  breast,  ovarian,  and 
pancreatic  cancer  patients.  Both t~~mor-associatedlinfiltrating lymphocytes  and 
peripheral  blood  lymphocytes  were  used. At least  three  different  groups  have 



shown  the  presence of CD8 lymphocytes  able  to  recognize  Her-2lNeu  peptides. 
These  effectors  recognized  peptide-pulsed  cells,  transfected  lymphoblastoid  cell 
lines  (ALL),  and  neoplastic  cells  overexpressing  Her-2lNeu  [38-4  l].  Different 
peptides  can  be  recognized by these  HLA  class  I-restricted  cytotoxic  T  lympho- 
cytes  (CTL) with at least  two  dominant  epitopes  (E78, aa 369-377;  C85  aa97 
979). In addition,  antibodies  to  Her-2INeu  are  present in up  to  40% of Her- 
2lNeu  positive  breast  cancer  patients.  The  correlation of these  antibodies with 
prognosis  is  complex,  depending  on the stage of the  tumor  and  the  presence  or 
absence of a  lymphocyte  infiltrate 1441. Predictably,  when  CD8+  responses and 
Her-2lNeu  antibodies  occur,  a  helper  T-cell  response  has  also  been  detected. 
Disk et al. E421 found  proliferative CD4+ cell  responses  to  several  Her-2lNeu 
peptides in breast  cancer  patients.  Taken  together,  these  data  indicate  the  presence 
of a response  to  Her-2lNeu in cancer  patients.  It  might  therefore  be  possible  to 
modulate  such  a  response  for  therapeutic  advantage.  These  positive  findings  sug- 
gest the conditions that may  be  favorable  for  developing an immune  response  to 
a  tumor:  overexpression of the  target  protein,  availability of multiple  epitopes, 
and  the  presence of tumor  cells  bearing  the  appropriate  restriction  element. On 
a  cautionary  note,  however: it is important not to  lose  sight of the  fact that the 
immune  responses  are  detected in patients with progressive  malignancies. 
Clearly,  the  immune  response  was  not  adequate  to  eliminate  the  cancer.  Further- 
more,  one  report  [41]  indicates  that  the  selection of tumor  variants  resistant  to 
specific  CTLs is a relatively  frequent  occurrence.  In  the  three  resistant  variants 
examined,  no  down-regulation of the  target  Her-2lNeu  antigen  was  observed, as 
can be  predicted  for  transfor~ation-related  molecules. Instead,  two the three 
variants  showed  reduced  expression of the  relevant  MHC  molecule,  thus  pre- 
venting  Her-2lNeu  presentation  and  permitting  immune  escape by the  tumor. 
Thus, the tumor  continues  to  produce the protein  essential  for  its  malignant  phe- 
notype but prevents  a  T-cell  response  to  the  protein by masking  the  surface  ex- 
pression of its  associated  peptides.  This  situation  is i n  contrast  to  the  tumor  escape 
behavior of nontransforming  lineage-specific  antigens in melanoma,  where loss 
of antigen has been  described 

The  Ras  proteins  are  well-characterized  examples of oncogenic  proteins  resulting 
from  a  single  somatic  mutation.  The  three proto-oncogenes identified 
E[-7as, and encode  a  highly  conserved  family of 21-kDa  proteins  called 
p21 -Ras  (2). ~ u t a t i o n s  of the proto-oncogene  are  among the most  frequent 
alterations  found  in  human  tumors  and  are  predominantly  at a  limited  number 
of residues:  12,3  or 61. m s  gene  mutations can be found in 20-30% of all  human 
malignancies, in particular in about  90% of pancreatic  adel~ocarcinomas.  In this 



tumor,  all mLltations are  located at codon  12  [44,4S].  The  commonest  mutations 
result in the substitution of Cly with Asp (39%) or  Val (33%) at position 12. 
Other  lnutations  involve  Arg,  Cys,  and  Ala [46). The  activating  mutations  impair 
the intrinsic  GTPase  activity of the protein,  locking it into a constitutively  acti- 
vated form.  The  presence of a  mutation  inside  the  oncogenic protein indicates 
that imlnunogenic  peptides  could  be  generated. In tkct  the  Ras  peptides  contain 
binding  motifs  and  have  been  shown  to bind to  several  HLA  specificities,  includ- 
ing  A020 1 and  A0301.  In  vitro,  Ras  peptides  have  been  shown  to  generate both 
CD4+ and CD8+  T-cell  responses. ]In both normal  individuals  and  patients, 
tumor  cells  and  the  full-length  protein  were  also  recognized i n  some but not all 
studies (4’7-5 I ] .  These  results  indicate that mutated  Ras protein5 have  the  poten- 
tial to  serve targets of inlmunotherapy with T cells [SO]. However,  a  review 
of the data  (which  includes  analyses of antibody  specificities to the  Ras  protein) 
indicates that the response  is  directed  against  normal  portions of the protein [S2]. 
The  major  immune  response  to  Ras is probably,  therefore, not tumor-specific. 
Since  RAS  is not overexpressed in malignant  cells  and  is  present in normal  cells 
an immune  response  to  Ras  would not show  selectively  against  tumor. The rele- 
vance of immunity  to  Ras  protein in human  malignancy  thus  remains  unsettled. 

Overexpression of pS3, a cell-cycle  controller  and  apoptosis  inducer,  is  observed 
i n  to 40% of all  cancers [53) .  Increased  levels of p53 frequently  result  from 
IllL~ta~ions that prolong the protein  half-life by decreasing  its  catabolism.  In  this 
case  two mechanisn-ts that can  trigger immL~nogeilicity can  operate:  somatic  muta- 
tions of p53  or  overexpression of the entire  protein. in the model,  specific 
T  cell-mediated  responses  are  found  against both the  mutated and the  wild-type 
peptides  [S4,55].  These  responses  were  obtained in healthy donors  and in some 
patients  whose  tumors  overexpressed  p53  as a result of a  somatic  mutation in 
the  gene.  However,  no  solid  evidence  exists  to  support  the  recognition of human 
neoplastic  cells by peptide-specific  T  cells.  The  failure  to  recognize  neoplastic 
cells  could  originate  from the low affinity exerted by these  anti-p53  effectors. In 
fact Theobald  et al. showed that high-affinity anti-p53  effector  lymphocytes 
can be  generated  only in pS3-deficient HLA-A2  trmsgenic Kb mice, while p53 
expressing  mice  deleted  high-affinity  effectors. In these  animals  only  low-affinity 
p53 specific cells  occurred.  Since  baseline  expression of p53  (in the absence 
of malignancy)  appears  to  be  sufficient  to  delete all high-af~nity effector  cells, 
the  iln~lications  for  immunotherapy using p53  as  the  target  are not encouraging. 
~urthermore Theobald  showed that increased  expression of p53  did not translate 
into  increased  presentation of peptide by MHC  molecules.  The  increased  expres- 
sion  is, in fact, due to  decreased  catabolism  and  reduced  proteasome  activity, so 



that  fewer  p53  peptides  reach  the  endoplasmic  reticulum  for  incorporation  into 
MHC  molecules. 

Malignant  melanoma  represents the human  solid  tumor that provides  the  strongest 
evidence  for  involvement of the  immune  system in an antitumor  response. 
melanoma  antigens so far  identified  are  lineage-specific  proteins, belong  to 
the  MACE  family, which  have  no  known  function.  Only  two  studies on T-cell 
recognition of melanoma  cells  have  identified  antigenic  molecules  potentially 
linked  to the transforming  event.  Woelfel  et  al.  describe  a  patient in whom  anti- 
melanoma  CTLs  recognized  a  mutated  peptide  from  a  cyclin--dependent  kinase 
(OK-4 ) .  This  mutation  abrogated  the  binding of the  inhibitory  molecule 1 Gink 
4a to  CDK4  and  determined  recognition by HLA-A2. -restricted CTLs 
Thus,  unusually, the same  molecule  that  contributed  to the malignant  phenotype 
also  rendered  the  malignant  cell imlnLlnogenic. However,  since  these  studies  were 
performed on a cell  line, it cannot be proved  that the same  mutation  occurred i n  
the  original  tumor. In this  case  the  mutation  could  have  arisen  following  the 
administration  to the patient of DTIC,  a  known  mutagenic  agent. 

Robbins et al.  isolated  lymphocytes  from patient with melanoma that 
recognize  a  peptide  from  a  mutated  form of p-catenin p-catenin  is  involved 
in cell  adhesion  and  forms  complexes with a-catenin,  which, in  turn.  binds to 
intracellular  actin  filaments. ~L~ta t ions  in a- and  p-catenins  have  been  found in  
several  cancers E581 and  are  associated with of cell  adhesiveness.  The  muta- 
tion described  changed  ser37 into Phe  and  created  a new binding  site  for  HLA- 
A24.  These  two  examples  represent  exceptions  to  the  general  rule that most 
cell  responses  to  melanoma  involve  proteins  present in both normal  and  malig- 
nant cells 

The  dramatic  remissions  observed in patients  with CML treated for relapse  after 
marrow  transplantation with donor  lymphocyte  infusions  is  strong  evidence for 
a  powerful  allogenic  T  cell-mediated  immune  response  against  the  leukemia, 
The possibility  that  the  immune  response directed  against the Bcr/Abl  fusion 
protein  has  attracted  much  interest.  Such  a  response  would  theoretically  be  sepa- 
rable  from  graft-versus- host (GVH)  reactions  because  donor cells  would  recog- 



nize  only  those  leukemia  cells  bearing the BcrlAbl  tumor  marker. In clinical 
practice,  the GVH and GVL effects  overlap  considerably,  and  attempts  to  dissect 
out  leukemia-specific  T  cells  are not yet completely  successful  (see  Chapter  14). 
~nfortunately there  is  no  conclusive  evidence yet for  a CVL response  linked 
directly  to Bcr/Abl (see  Chapter  19).  The  question of whether  fusion  proteins 
make  any  contribution  to  what  is  undeniably strong  and  effective  antitumor 
response clearly of great  significance  for  designing  antileukemic  imlnunother- 
apy  strategies in the  future. 

Table 2 summarizes  current  data  on  the  development i m m ~ ~ n o t h e ~ ~ p y  strategies 
against OFP targets.  It is now clear  that  oncogenic  proteins  are  recognized by 
h ~ ~ m a n  lymphocytes,  with  the  development of CD4,  CD8,  and  antibody  re- 
sponses.  The  main  unresolved  question whether  the  immunogenicity of these 
proteins has biological  relevance  and  could  be  exploited in the  development 
new ilnmunotherapy  treatments.  Although  proteins  bearing  s~ructural  alterations 
following  point  mutations  or  translocation  have the highest  potential for  immuno- 
genicity, they suffer  from  the  limitation  that  the  number of epitopes  is  restricted 
to small  fragment of mutated  or  translocated  protein.  Molecules that become 
overexpressed  apparently  bypass  these  obstacles,  inducing  T-cell  responses. In 
these  cases,  however,  tolerance to  the  protein  may  occur.  Finally,  the  cancer 
patient's  frequent  immune  incompetence  represents significant  obstacle  to  gen- 
erating  tumor-specific  T-cell  responses.  Patients  may  be  nonspecifically  irnmuno- 
depressed by treatment  or  disease  progression  or  show specific unresponsiveness 
to  the  malignancy.  This  problem  is  particularly  prevalent in leukemias.  The  dis- 
eases  in  which im~u~otherapeut ic  strategies  seem most likely  to  succeed at pres- 
ent  are  those  that  express  Her-2/Neu,  and  clinical  studies in these  conditions 

Cell-mediated  Recognition of Human  Oncogenic  Proteins 

Recognition  Peptide-Specific 
Oncogenic Peptide-Specific of Malignant  Cells Lymphocytes 
Protein Lymphocytes by T-cell  lines/Clones in Patients 

PML/RARa  Yes 
BCR/ABL  Yes 
HER-2NEU  Yes 
RAS  Yes 
p53  Yes 

No 
Yes 
Yes 
Unclear 
No 

N O  

Yes 
Unclear 
Yes 



ens 

(breast  and  ovarian  cancer)  are  now  warranted. To overcome  the  limitations of 
defective  immunity  to  antigens in the  autologous  setting, an alternative  is  to  de- 
velop  alloimrnune  strategies, using healthy  donors  to  generate  T-cell  responses 
to  alloantigens  (minor  histocompatibility  antigens)  on  malignant  cells  (see  Chap- 
ter 5). 
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It  had  long been suspected that in the  process of a  graft-versus-host  reaction,  bone 
marrow  allografts  could  exert an antileukemic  effect [ l ] .  The  idea  was  clearly in 
place in the Georges  Math6  was  the first to  describe  a  graft-versus-leuke- 
mia  (GVL)  effect in a patient  undergoing  bone  marrow  transplant  (BMT)  for 
leukemia  in 1959 [2]. By the  1 980s, sufficiently  large  numbers of BNITs had 
been  carried  out  to  make  possible  the  statistical  evaluation of the long suspected 
favorable  impact of graft-versus-host  disease  (GVHD) on relapse of leukemia. 
Weiden  et al. were the first to show  that  survivors  from  severe,  acute GVHD 
had a lower  relapse  rate than comparable  patients  who  did not develop  severe 
GVHD This  clinical  confirmation of  an equivalence  between G 
GVL effect  was  largely  interpreted  negatively:  the  therapeutic  antile 
fit of severe  GVHD  went  hand in hand  with high mortality  [4].  This view was 
modified following the publication of a key  study by the International  Bone 
row  Transplant  Registry  (IBMTR) Data  from  2254  BMTs for  leukemia 
analyzed. Resdts showed  that  relapse  was  indeed  related  to  clinically signi~cant 
GVHD. both acL chronic.  However,  when  relapse  rates of patients  devel- 
oping  grade 0-1 were  compared in T  cell-depleted  transplant  recipients 
and  recipients of cell-replete  BMT,  there  was  a  statistically  significant lower 
relapse,  probability in recipients of T  cell-replete  transplants.  This  analysis 
included  a  small  group of individuals  receiving  transplants  from  identical twin 
donors.  Surprisillgly, in chronic  myelogenous  leukemia (CML), the  relapse  prob- 



ability of cell-depleted  transplants  exceeded  that of the  twin  recipients  who 
received  unmanipulated cell-replete)  marrow  (Figure Here,  for the first 
time,  there  was  strong  clinical  evidence  for ly~phocyte-mediated  GVL effects 
independent  from  clinically  significant  GVHD.  A  further  important  observation 
was that the  GVL  effect  varied  according  to  the  type of disease  transplanted. 
Patients with CML  appeared to  be  most  susceptible to  a  lymphocyte/GVH~- 
mediated  GVL  effect;  acute  myelogenous  leukemia  (AML)  recipients  were  inter- 
mediately  susceptible;  and  acute  lyrnphoblastic  leukemia  (ALL)  recipients  were 
least  susceptible if at all.  In  the  same  year,  the  publication by Kolb  et  al. of three 
patients with CML,  which  had  relapsed  after in whom  t~ansfusions of 
donor  lymphocytes  produced  durable  remissions  was  further c o n ~ r ~ a t i o n  of the 
GVL potential of alloreacting  lymphocytes 
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IBMTR  study  of  relapse  risk after bone  marrow  transplantation  for  leukemia. 
(From  Ref. Vertical  bars  show  relapse  risk (RR) relative  to  a  reference  group of patients 

had  T  cell-replete  transplants  but  did not  develop  more  than  grade acute GVHD 
(RR All  groups  showed beneficial  effect on  relapse  from  acute  and  chronic 
GVHD. The  greatest  relapse  risk  from  T-cell  depletion  was  observed in CML.  In  ALL, 
the  difference  between RR following  syngeneic  transplant  and  the  reference  group  was 
not  significant  (figure in brackets). 



In  the  subsequent  decade,  greater  definition of the  GVL  effect in various 
disease  categories  and  transplant  situations  has  been  achieved.  We can now pre- 
dict  reasonably  accurately  the  effect  on  relapse of specific  degrees of donor- 
recipient  matching,  disease  type,  and  pre-  and  posttransplant  treatment.  This 
chapter  describes  clinical  features of GVL  from  the  perspective of the  leukemia 
as a target,  the  alloresponse  to  the  leukemia,  and  manipulations of the  transplant 
conditions  that  positively  or  negatively  affect  the  GVL  response. 

The  GVL  immune  response is determined by the nature of the  effector  cells  and 
the characteristics of the target.  Malignant  cells vary widely in their  susceptibility 
to  immune  attack,  and key surface  molecules  on  the  leukemia  cell  determining 
the quality of the immune  response  are  beginning  to  be  better  characterized  (see 
Chapter 4). However,  clinical  results  indicate  that  other  features play a role in 
determining  the  overall  response  rate of a particular  malignancy  to  the  allograft 
effect.  They  include  the  proliferation  rate of the  malignant  cells,  the  state of 
disease  progression,  and the site of disease.  Thus CVL effects  are  best identified 
in slowly  progressing  diseases  such CML,  chronic  lymphocytic  leukemia 
(CLL),  and  myeloma,  while  the effect in acute  leukemia  is  less  clear. In CML, 
GVL effects  are  greatest  when  the  disease is in  chronic  phase.  The  probability of 
remaining in remission  after  BMT,  and efficacy of donor  lymphocyte  transfusion 
(DLT), falls  with  progression  to  accelerated  phase  and  again with blastic  transfor- 
mation.  The  individual  biology  and  proliferation  kinetics of leukemias  translate 
into very wide  differences in the  ability of allogeneic  transplants  to  cure the 
malignancy.  Figure 2 displays  malignant  diseases  where  a  GVL  effect  has  been 
identified  and  ranks  hematological  malignancies  according  to  their  approximate 
susceptibility  to  GVL. 

The  number of leukemia  subtypes  that  can be characterized  on  the  basis of a 
chromosomal  translocation  continues  to  grow  (see  Chapter 7) .  This  extends the 
possibility of using  polymerase  chain reaction (PCR)  techniques  to  quantify  MRD 
after  transplantation  to  more  leukemias.  Detailed  evaluation of MRD and  correla- 
tion with relapse,  MRD,  and  cure  has so far been  possible  only in CML.  However 
cure  (disease-free  survival for more than 5 years)  as  a  general  rule  equates  with 
absence of MRD detection. The ability of the  allograft  to  achieve disease-free 
state in situations  where  autografts  or  non-myeloablative  treatments  (such  as  in- 
terferon  for  CML)  fail  to  eradicate  MRD  is an indication of the potency of the 
GVL effect.  It  should  be  borne in mind,  however,  that  failure  to  detect MRD, 



Schema  representing  the  relative  susceptibilities of hematological m a I '  lgnan- 
cies to GVL  effect  from  donor  lymphocyte  transfusions.  Most  susceptible  diseases  are 
CML i n  molecular,  karyotypic,  or  hematological  chronic-phase  relapse  and EBV lympho- 
proliferative  disease LPD)  (usually  occurring  in  donor  cells).  Least  susceptible  are 
acute  leukemias  and  CML  in  blast  crisis. Key: CML BC: Chronic  myelogenous  leukemia 
in blast  crisis;  AP:  accelerated  phase;  CP:  chronic  phase; Ph+: karyotypic  relapse;  PCR+ 
molecular  relapse;  PRV:  polycythemia  rubra  vera;  AML:  acute  myelogenous  leukemia; 
MDS: myelodysplastic  syndrome;  ALL:  acute lyl~phoblastic leukemia;  CLL:  chronic 
lymphocyti~ leukemia;  EBV  LPD: Epstein-Ba~-virlIs-ind~~ced lymphoprolife~ative  dis- 
ease. 

even using PCR,  does not imply that the  last  leukemic  cell has been  eliminated. 
The most sensitive  competitive  PCR  techniques  detect  as  few  as  1 leukemic 

owever,  this  level  still  indicates  a  residual  leukemia  burden in the body 
1 1 cells  (assuming  a  total  marrow  volume of 2 L and  a  cellularity 

of 50 IO'/L). Figure 3 illustrates the leukemic  burden in overt h~matolo~ical  
relapse, Ph+ ~hro~osolne-positive leukemia  and bcr-ab1 PGR-positive  leuke- 
mia  and  its  relationship  to  curative  mechanisms of GV and il~mLl~osLlppres- 
sion after  allogeneic  BMT.  The funda~enta l  question of whether  cure  equates 
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Relationship  of  leukemia  burden  and  events  following  marrow  transplantatioll 
for Shaded  area  shows  range  of  leukemia  burden,  which  falls  rapidly  after  the  pre- 
parative  regimen  of  CyITBI  (cyclophosphalnide  and  total  body  irradiation)  but  remains 
detecttble,  initially by  karyotype  analysis  and  later  by  PCR  probes  for  the  bcr-ab1  mRNA 
transcript.  Significant  events  that  may  increase the effect  after  transplant  are  the 
onset of  acute or  chronic GTV'HD and  the  termination  of  cyclosporine  itnmunosuppression. 
Cure  corresponds  to  a  permanent  PCR-negative  state. 

with the  elimination of the  last  leukemic  cell  or a  dynamic  state ~aintained by 
a continual  suppression of residual  disease by the GVL effect  remains  unresolved. 

The GVL response in transplants  for the  best  characterized  because  pres- 
ence of the Ph chromosome  and the detection of subclinical  disease by sensitive 
PCR  methods  has  facilitated the tracking of leukemia  elimination  and  its  recur- 
rence at the  level of minimal  residual  disease  states,  The  characteristics of GVL 
in CML are  therefore  well  known.  After  allogeneic E", PCR  analysis of the 
bcr-ab1 mRNA transcript  shows  that  leukemia can persist at the  minimal  disease 
level  for  up  to a year  posttransplant  without  signifying an eventual  failure to cure 
the leukemia.  In  contrast,  recurrence of a  PCR-  positive  state  after a period of 
negative measure~ents, PCR  persisting  positive  beyond 1 year  from  transplant, 
or  detection of increasing PCR message by quantitative  PCR  all  signify an inevi- 



table  progression  to  karyotypic  and  subsequently  hematological  relapse  [7-9]. 
These  observations  indicate  that  the  curative  GVL  effect  in  CML  is slow pro- 
cess  and that the balance  between  immune  suppression  and  leukemia  proliferation 
can  change  after  transplant.  The  notion  that  GVL  is  most  effective  when  the 
tumor  burden  is  lowest  is  supported by the favorable  results of treating 
(PC~-positive  Ph+ chromosome-negative) with donor  lymphocytes 101. Most 
patients  treated  at  this  stage of relapse  will  revert  to PCR-negative  state,  whereas 
DLT for  overt  hemato~ogical  relapse  has  lower  success in achieving  permanent 
regression of CML.  GVL  effects in more  advanced  CML  are  much  smaller;  the 
relapse  rate of transplants in accelerated-phase  CML  is  around 40% and  for  blas- 
tic-phase  CML  70%;  compared  with  less than 15% for  chronic  phase  CML  [I  l]. 
These  results  are  mirrored  in  the  responses of CML to  DLT,  where  only  occa- 
sional  and  frequently  temporary  responses  are  seen in patients  relapsing with 
accelerated-  or  blast-phase  CML 121. The particular  susceptibility of CML to 

cell-mediated  effects  has  raised  the  question of whether  peptides  from  the 
bcr-ab1 p210  protein  are  the  targets of GVL attack. Disappointing~y  and  despite 
considerable  efforts,  it  remains  unproven that GVL is  mediated  through  this 
~nechanism  (see  Chapter 19). 

In AML,  comparison of allo-transplants with transplants  from  identical  twins 
shows  that an allograft  effect from  donor  immune  function  could  account  for 
about 20% of the  curative  effect of BMT 131. Although  the study 
showed protective  effect of GVHD on  relapse of AML,  data  are  conflicting  on 
the  role of lymphocytes in the  cure of AML.  Following cell-depleted BMT 
for  AML,  Papadopoulos  et  al.  reported  extremely  low  relapse  rates (3.2% for 3 1 
patients in first remission  and 12.5% for 8 patients in  second  remission)  despite 
the  fact  that  the  grafts  had been rigorously  depleted by sheep  red  cell  rosetting 

Recent  analyses of large  series of AML  transplants  show that different AML 
subtypes  have  differing  outcomes  after  BMT 151. In general,  prognostic  features 
defined in  the  context of response  to  chemotherapy  also  apply  to  the  transplant 
s~tuation,  s~ggesting that non-i~munological factors  largely  shape  the  respon- 
siveness of AML to  curative  treatment. In general,  GVL effects  are  greater if 
tr~~lsplants are  carried  out in early  rather than advanced  disease There  are 
at present  no  data  to  show  whether  GVL  effects  differ  between  AML  subtypes. 
In this  regard  it  is an open  question  whether  GVL  is  mediated by chromosomal 
translocations  causing  the  AML  cell  to  present  ~eukemia-specific  fusion  peptides 
to  donor cells.  Gambacorti-Passerini  failed  to  de~nonstrate t( 15;17)  peptide- 
specific T-cell  cytotoxicity  to  promyelocytic  AML  cells 161. However, an in- 
creasing  number of chro~oso lna~ translocations  are  being  identified in acute lew- 



kemias  and the possibility  exists  that at least  some  specific  leukemia  subtypes 
may initiate powerful T-cell  responses  against  fusion  protein  targets. 

Where it is  possible  to  use  chromosome  translocation  fusion  genes a 
PCR  tool  to  investigate  residual  disease,  as in AML  M3 t( 15; 17)  and  AML with 
t(8;21) trans~ocation and  inversion 16, the  general  rule  follows  the  observations 
made in CML-namely,  cure  corresponds  to  eventual  disappearance of a  PCR 
signal  for  residual  disease  and  relapse  is  heralded by reemergence of MRD 17- 
191, The less  dramatic  GVL  effect in AML  compared with CML  following  the 
transplant  is seen  following  DLT  to  treat  AML  relapse.  The  rate of response 

lower  and  its  duration  often brief [12]. AML  relapse  has tendency  to  occur 
in extramedullary  sites,  which  are  less  susceptible  to  control  from  DLT.  This 
suggests that sites  such the  skin  and  kidney  could  represent  “sanctuaries” 
where  residual  leukemia  can  escape  from  contact  with  donor cells [20J. 

Of all the leukemias,  ALL  is  the  most  disappointing  disease in terms of identi- 
fying  GVL  effects.  The  existence of GVL effect in ALL  is  supported by the 
lower  relapse  rates  seen  in  ALL  recipients  developing  GVHD  after  BMT.  How- 
ever,  although trend  was  apparent, significant GVL effect  independent of 
GVHD was not identified in the I B ~ T R  study  (Figure The  GVL  effect 
occurring  without  GVHD may be  weaker  when  compared  with  myeloid 
leukemias:  a  comparison relapse  rates  between  identical twin and  allogeneic 
BMT  did not show  a  significant  difference 131. However,  conclusions  drawn 
from  this  analysis  are  limited by the  wide  confidence  limits of the very small 
twin  transplant  group  (n 40)  and  possible  differences in the  patient  and  disease 
characteristics of the twin and  allograft  group.  It is possible  that  ALL  subtypes 
differ in their  susceptibility  to  GVL.  Notably Ph+ ALL,  which  has  a  notoriously 
high  relapse  risk fol lowi~g autologous  BMT, can be  cured by allogeneic BMT, 
suggesting GVL effect  [21,22].  Again  PCR  techniques  to  monitor  minimal 
residual  disease of the bcr-ab1 fusion  gene [23] or  rearranged  immunoglobulin 
genes  [24J  demonstrate correlation of prolonged  remission  and  possible  cure 
with molecuiar  remission. 

The distinct  ontogenic  origins of T  cells  and  B  cells  raises  the  question 
whether  T-ALL  and B cell-derived  ALL  have  different  susceptibilities  to GVL 
effect. To address  this  question, recent  IBMTR  study  compared  GVL  effects 
in B-cell ( c o ~ ~ o n  ALL)  and  T-ALL 191. These  two  ALL  subtypes  differ  immu- 
nologically in important  ways:  T-ALL  blasts  lack  MHC  class I1 and  fas;  B-ALL 
express  fas  and  MHC  class 11. We  argued  that  such  differences in phenotype 
might  translate  into  different  susceptibilities of ALL  to  GVL  mechanisms.  Inter- 
estingly,  although  T-ALL  had slightly  lower  relapse  rate,  the  relapse in patients 
with and  without  GVHD  were not significantly  different in B- versus  T-ALL. 



~ e ~ n a b l e  characteristics of ALL that determine  outcome  remain  to  be  identified. 
In this  regard,  the  recent  description of a I3 cell-specific  minor  histocompatibility 
antigen by Dolstra  et al. raises  the  exciting  possibility that some  ALL  subtypes 
may be  potential  targets of a tissue-restricted  alloresponse  [26]. 

It  is becoming  clear that the GVL effect  can  make a substantial  contribution  to 
the cure of indolent  lymphoid  malignancies  such  as  CLL 127-291, nwltiple  my- 
eloma 130-331, and  low-grade  lymphomas  [34]  (see  Chapter A  GVL effect 
has also  been  reported in transplants  for  yel lo proliferative disorder  and  probably 
also  occurs in myelodysp~astic  syndrome but no data  to  quantify  the 
effect  are  available at present [l 

One of the  most  exciting  conceptual  developments in the field of allogeneic  trans- 
plantation  is  the  possjbi~ity that  stern-cell  allografts might be used to confer  a 
GVT effect. ‘There are  preliminary  data  supporting  GVT  effects in breast cancer 
[35,361 and  also  renal  cell  carcinoma  supporting  this  possibility.  CVT  effects  are 
discussed in Chapter  l 

The  establishment of a potentially  hostile  immune  system by allogeneic  stem- 
cell  transplantation  may  provide  a  powerful  selective  pressure  on the recipient’s 
leukemia to escape  from  immune  control.  Immune  escape  following  allogeneic 

T was first suggested by Sondel  et al. 1137). Table 1 lists  some of the  changes 
in 1eLIk~~~ia phenotype  and  function that could  contribute  to i tnl~une escape. We 
recently studied five patients  relapsing  after  allogeneic E H ” ;  the imm~~nog~nicity 
of their  leukemia  sanqles o ~ t a i n e ~  prior  to  transplant  was  compared  with that 
of leukemia  obtained at relapse.  Relapsed  leukemias  were in general  less  capable 
of initiating  alloimrnune  proliferative  responses  and  less  susceptible  to  destruc- 
tion by alloreacting  cytotoxic  T  lymphocytes  (CTLs)  or Natural Killer (NK) cells 
than the  pretr~lllsplant  leukemia [381. These  effects  were  accompanied by variable 
changes in surfkce  expression of class  I  and  costilnulatory  molecules  as 
well other  evidence of mutation in the  malignant  clone.  The  findings  support 
the hypot~lesis that  leukemias  can  escape  from the GVL effect. The  implications 
are importance, siwe attempts  to  explain  the hilure of GVL  have  hitherto 
focused mainly on  defects in the il~~lnL~ne response  rather  than  on  lllechanislns 
developed by the target  to  evade imlnLlne control. 



Ti3 Mechanisms of Leukemia  Escape  from GVL  Effect 

Characteristic  Effect  on  GVL 

Do~~n-regulation of 
MHC class 

MHC class I1 

CD80, CD86 
LFA-l. ICAM 1 

Fas 
Loss of susceptibility  to 

Proliferation  rate 
cytokines  (e.g..  TNF, IFN) 

Prevents  CD8+-mediated  effector  function 
rnay  enhance NK susceptibility). 

Leukemia  cell  can no longer  behave as an  antigen- 
presenting  cell  to  CD4-t cells. Also loses sus- 
ceptibility to CD4+  cell  cytotoxicity. 

Induction  of  anergy  in  responding cells. 
Reduced  stitnulator  function  and  effector  susceptibil- 

Resistant  to  fas lj~and-~ediated cytotoxicity. 
Resistant  to  antiproliferative  effects of  cytokines  pro- 

duced  by T cells, NK cells, and  macrophages. 
Increase  in  proliferation  rate  inay  outstrip  pace of re- 

sponding  T-cell  clonal  expansion 

ity. 

Many  factors  interact  positively  and  negatively  to  influence  the GVL effect,  and 
many of the interactions  are  linked.  Figure illustrates  treatment  and  donor- 
recipient  factors that influence  GVHD,  which  are  discussed in detail  below. 

The study of 1990 showed  a  close  relationship  between  relapse  and  the 
incidence  and  severity of acute  GVHD.  Furthermore,  it  showed  that  chronic 
GVHD  also  added  a  GVL  effect However,  several  issues  remain  unclear: 
How long  does  the  GVHD  need  to  be  active in order  to  exert  a  GVL  effect? 
What is the  impact  on the GVL  response the  immunosuppressive  agents used 

treat GVHD?  Do  acute and  chronic  forms of GVHD differ in their  mechanisms 
and  effect on residual  leukemia?  The I ~ ~ T ~  study  showed  that  acute  and  chronic 
GVHD had an additive  effect  on  the  probability of staying in remission.  These 
~ndiIlgs, supported by other  observations [3,4], emphasize that GVL reactivity is 
exerted  over  a  prolonged period and  coexists with both  acute  and  chronic  GVHD. 
Studies with Tk gene-transfected  lymphocytes may soon  provide the answer to 
the first question:  lymphocytes  tagged with a  suicide  gene  can  be  destroyed at a 
chosen  threshold of acute  GVHD,  abrogating  the  progression of the  reaction [39]. 
If the  GVL  effect  is  prompt, it rnay  be possible  to  achieve  the  long  sought  after 
goal of causing  GVL  without  GVHD.  The  most  recent  clinical  trials  show  that 



Schema  showing  the  impact  of tre~t~ent-related factors the effect. 

the  strategy of abrogating  GVHD  from  Tk-marked  T  cells  is  feasible [39,401. 
However, we do not yet know  whether  the  GVL  effect conserved,  The  estab- 
lished  fact that survivors  from the most  severe f o r m  of acute  GVHD  have  low 
relapse  rates  presents, on closer  scrutiny,  an  intriguing  paradox:  Patients  devel- 
oping  severe  CVHD  receive large  amounts of steroids,  and  their  survival of 
CVHD suggests  that  the  immunos~~ppression  achieved  was sufficient  to  abort  the 
GVHD reaction.  What the effect of steroids is on the CVL reaction is therefore 
unclear.  Does  the  alloreaction  cause  more  rapid  and  complete  damage  to the 
leukemia than to  other  tissues,  or  do  steroids  have  only  a  modest  anti-CVL  ac- 
tion?  What is the  role of cyclosporine in modifying  GVL in this  context?  Cur- 
rently  there  are  no  clear  answers. 

Numerous  animal  experiments  have  confirmed  the  assumption  that, in general, 
the  more  disparate  the  tissue  match  between  recipient  and  donor, the more it 
likely  that a  CVL effect  will  be  observed. In clinical  transplantation, significant~y 



higher  relapse  rates in syngeneic  and  autologous  transplants  can  be  attributed 
largely  to a lack of an allogeneic  GVL  effect,  although it must  be  remembered 
that  persistence of residual  disease in the  graft  can  contribute  to  the  relapse  after 
autologous  BMT  [5,13,4  l]. 

The  importance of mHA differences in exerting  CVL effects  can  be  studied by 
comparing  the  outcome of HLA-identical  sibling  BMT in genetically  homoge- 
neous  and  genetically  diverse  populations. In this  situation,  patient  and  donor  are 
genotypically  matched at the  MHC loci but  the  genetically  homogeneous  group 
should  have  a  lower  diversity  in the mHA  gene  repertoire. The  question of mMA 
disparity  effects on GVL  were  studied by comparing  comparable  CML  patients 
transplanted  with  HLA-identical  siblings in Japan  (genetically  homogeneous)  and 
the  United Kingdon1 (genetically  diverse). In the United ~ ingdom,  BMT recipi- 
ents  had  twice  as  much  acute  GVHD (50 versus  25%)  and  became  PCR-negative 
more  rapidly than comparable  Japanese  patients.  However,  the  overall  relapse 
rate in both groups  was  low 0 versus 12%) and  comparable in the  two  groups 
~421. 

re 

Comparison of relapse  rates  between  HLA-identical  siblings  and  haploidentical 
family  transplants  should  identify  contribution of differences in histocom- 
patibility  antigen  to  the GVL effect. At present  there  are  no  good  data  comparing 
GVL  between  matched  and  mismatched  transplants  to  make  reliable  compari- 

FLIrt~ermore,  any  comparisons  are  complicated by inevitable  differences in 
GVHD  prevention  approaches,  most mis~atched BMT  being  T  cell-depleted. 
However,  two  studies  are of interest. A  report  from  Polchi  et  al.  comparing  HLA- 
identical  sibling BMT with parental  BMT in children with high-risk ALL, showed 
a  lower  relapse  rate in the  parental  transplant  recipients  [43].  This  apparent  CVL 
effect  was  sufficiently  strong  to  outweigh a  higher  transplant-related  mortality 
and  confer  a  disease-free  survival  cornparable  to  that of HLA-identical  sibling 
recipients.  Studies  from the Perugia  group  have  shown  extremely  low  or  zero 
relapse  rates in AML  (but not ALL)  recipients of rigorously  T  cell-depleted 
haploidentica~  transplants  for  high-risk  disease [44].  Nevertheless,  relapse  is  still 
a  major  complication of mismatched  transplants,  and a beneficial GVL effect 
probably  often  outweighed  by  the  need  to  aggressively  deplete  such  transplants 
of T cells  to  prevent  lethal GVHD 1451. That  haploidentical  alloimrnune  effects 
against  leukemia  can  be very powerful  is  borne  out by anecdotal  reports of com- 
plete rem~ssion  accompanied by lethal GVHD in the  treatment of relapse with 
haploidentical  DLT  [46]. 



The  GVL  potential of HLA-identical  unrelated  donor  transplants  should be 
greater  than that of HLA-identical  sibling  transplants  because of a  greater  likeli- 
hood of minor  histocolnpatibility  antigen  (mHA)  disparity in the unrelated  trans- 
plants  as well as  differences in nonclassic  MHC  antigens  and  cryptic  variations 
in DNA sequences of HLA molecules,  apparently  identical by serotyping.  The 
ass~~mption that relapse  rates  following  unrelated  donor BMT are  lower than 
comparable  trallsplants  from  LA-identical  sibling  donors,  however,  remains un- 
con~rlned. Comparisons  are  complicated  by  the  greater  degree of immunosup- 
pression given to  unrelated  transplant  recipients. c evert he less? one  report of T 
cell-depleted  unrelated  BMT  for  leukemia  suggests  that  the  effect on GVL of 
histocompatibility  differences  outweighs the deleterious  effect of T-cell  depletion 
on relapse A comparison of unrelated  versus  related  donor  DLT to treat 
relapse of CML  showed a more  rapid  disappearance of residual  disease  but an 
overall  response  rate  similar  to that of the  unrelated  donor  transplants,  indicating 
that the GVL effect in unrelated  donor  BMT may be more  rapid but has strength 
comparable  to  that of identical  sibling BMT 

The have  seen the growing  use of granulocyte  colony-stim~llating factor 
(G-CSF),  mobilized  peripheral blood stem-cell  transplants  (PBSCT),  and  cord 
blood  transplallts  (CBT)  as the means reconsti~uting  hematopoiesis  and  im- 
mune  function.  The ~ y ~ p h o c y t e  component of these tr~~nsplant tissues  is  dis- 
tinctly  different  from that of bone  marrow. ~-~SF-mobi l i zed  PBSCT  contain 
some  tenfold  more  T  cells. Furtheri~ore? they contain  more  helper  cells of the 

phenotype,  which  direct  immune  responses  away  from  cytotoxic  fu~lctions 
associated with GVHD It  is not obvious  whether the col~bined effect of 
these  features of PBSCT  could  affect  the  GVHD  and  the  GVL  response  positively 

negatively.  Good  comparative  clinical  data on PBSCT  versus BMT are  still 
scanty. n unmanipulated  BMT  and  PBSCT  indicate 
that the is comparable, but chronic  GVHD more 
frequent  after  PBSCT.  The  triguing  data  from  the  Calgary  BMT  group 
suggesting  that  relapse  rates  following  PBSCT  are  lower  for both high-  and  stan- 
~ a r d - r i s ~  leukemia  transp~ants [50]. In a  comparison of relapse  rates i n  30 cases 
of ~ B S ~ T  for high-risl~  leu~emia with 31 cases of BMT as  historical  controls, 
there  was a 25% relapse risk versus 50% the  historical gro-ctp. Con~rma- 
tion that  PBSCT  exerts a greater  GVL effect than ~ B ~ C T  awaits  the  outcome 
of several  large  randomized  colnparisons blood versus mar~ow  ~~l lo~raf ts .  

Because very few  CBTs  have so far  been  carried  out,  to 
stem  cell  sources  differ in their GVL potential  from BMT and  P 



clear.  Results of CRT in high-risk  leukemias  do,  however,  suggest  the  presence of 
a  strong effect 

The  use of sensitive  PCR  techniques  to  identify  donor-  and  recipient-specific 
minisatellite  sequences  has  shed  new  light  on  the  complex 

donor  and  recipient  hematopoiesis  and iml~L~ne function  after B 
ticular it has  become  clear that mixed  donor-recipient  chimerism  is a frequent 
finding  after  T  cell-depleted  transplants [53-581. and  after  nonlnyeloablative 
preparative  regimens [59]. The state of mixed  chimerism is associated  with  a 
lower risk of GVHD and  a  higher risk of leukemia  relapse.  However,  the  interpre- 
tation of chimerism  is not straightforward:  the  occurrence of mixed  chimerism 
could  signify  either residual recipient  leukaemia  cells, inmune cells,  hematopoi- 
etic  cells,  or  combinations of these.  Only by characterizing  chimerism  in  myeloid 
and lylnphoi~ compartlnents  separately  can  the  exact  donor-recip 
be  defined.  When  individual  populations  have  been  studied  after 
evidence that the  presence of resid~lal  host  lymphocytes  favors  relapse  and also 
predicts  a  lower  response of relapsed  leukemia  to  DLT.  The  coexistence of donor 
and  host  T  cells  suggests that a state of tolerance  exists  that  may, i n  turn, be 
unfavorable for a GVL effect.  owever,  it  may  be  that the significance of chime- 
rism  per  se has been  overstated:  low-intensity  preparative  regimens  can  predis- 
pose  to  persistence of both  residual  leukemia  cells  and  no~maligllant lylnplloheln- 
atopoietic  cells.  Similarly,  T-cell  depletion of the  donor  marrow  could  diminish 
the  immune  elimination of both  recipient  leukemia  and  normal lymphohelll~~to- 
poietic  tissues.  Thus  ~delltjfication of chimerism best considered  as  a  marker 
of other  lnechanisms that directly  lead  to  incomplete  eradication of ilormal and 
leukemic host tissues. 

The possibility of a effect  occurring  after  autologous  stem-cell  transplants 
has been  investjgated  by  several  groups.  Such an effect  presupposes  the  existence 
of autologous  effector  cells,  either NK cells  or  T  cells, with antileukemia  effects. 
There is some  evidence  for  autologous cell-mediated  effects,  and  several 
investigators  have  succeeded in generating  strong LAK cell-type  reactivity 
against  leukemia  targets  (reviewed in Ref. 60). However,  evidence  for 
restricted  T  cell-rnediated  effects  against  autologous  leukemia  is  more  tenuous: 

Pawelec  et  al.  succeed i n  generating  eight  CD4+  T-cell  clones that 
restricted  recognition of an autologous CML target Coleman 

recently  described  T  cells with specific  cytotoxicity  against  autologous 



~ r ~ e t t  

[62],  and  Choudhury  et  al.  were  able to generate  ieukemia-speci~c  CTLs  using 
autologous  dendritic  cells  from  CML  patients 1631. In contrast,  Lewalle et al. 
studied patients with CML for  evidence of a  precursor  frequency of patients' 
lymphocytes  to  autologous  marrow  cells.  While  a  low  autologous  Helper  T  lym- 
phocyte  precursor  (HTLP)  frequency  was  identified /500,000), identical  low 
frequencies  were  found in normal  individuals [64]. These  results  do not support 
the  existence of a  functional  T-cell  response  to  leukemia in CML. In AML,  Low- 
dell et  al.  have  identified CD8+ cells  cytotoxic  to  autologous  leukemia in 
several  patients  following  autologous BMT  [65]. 

skin rash identical  to  acute GVHD both clinically  and  on biopsy is seen 
occasionally  following both autologous  and  syngeneic  BMT  [66].  The  basis  for 
this a~~toi~l lmune response  is  a CD4+ cell-mediated  response to an undefined 
aLlto~ntigen  presented by MHC class TI-bearing cells  [67].  Using  cyclosporine 
with or  without  IL-2, it is  possible  to  reproducibly  generate  autologous  GVHD 
following  autologous  bone  marrow  or  stem-cell  transplantation  [ss].  This has 
stimulated  clinical  trials  to  evaluate a possible ~~ntitumor effect in ly~llphoma 1691, 
breast  cancer  [70],  and  myeloma [7 I]. Only in myeloma has a  possible  antitumor 
response so far been identified. 

There a  small  amount of evidence  supporting  a  syngeneic  GVL  effect  in  identi- 
cal  twin  transplants in humans.  First,  syngeneic  GVHD a  frequently  described 
occurrence  [66,72].  Second,  comparisons in CML of relapse  after  T-cell  depletion 
and  identical twin BMT show  a  lower risk of relapse in the  (T-replete) twin BMT, 
suggesting  that  there  is  a lymp~ocyte-~ediated effect  from  syngeneic BMT [S]. 

A similar  finding  was  made in a  recent  analysis of BMT in multiple  myeloma 
by the  European  Group  for  Blood  and  Marrow t~~nsplantation (EBMT):  relapse 
rates  were  lower in recipients of an identical twin BMT than in those  who re- 
ceived an allogeneic  BMT  and  did not develop  GVHD.  Unlike the syngeneic 
recipients,  the  allograft  recipients  would  have  received immunosLIppressive ther- 
apy to prevent  GVHD  (G.  Gahrton,  personal  communication). 

cell  separation  techniques  become  more  sophisticated  and  more  agents  that 
either  suppress  or  stimulate  immune  responses  become  available,  possibilities 
increase  for  favoring  GVL by altering  the  transplant  and ~osttrallsplant  condi- 
tions.  T-cell  depletion  and  add-back of lymphocytes  either  prophylacticaily  or  to 
treat  relapse currently an active  area of clinical  investigation.  More  attention 
to the effect of GVHD  prophylaxis  on  relapse  may  improve  posttransplant  immu- 



nosuppressive  regimens,  and  the  successful  use of agents  such  as  IL-2, IFN-a, 
and  GM-CSF may open  up  new  ways of stimulating the GVL  response.  Figure 
4 summarizes  the  positive  and  negative  impacts of immune 1nanipL~lations on 
GVL  and relapse. 

Early  experience with T  cell-depleted  BMT  to  prevent  GVHD  made it rapidly 
clear that the beneficial effect of GVHD  reduction  was  offset by an increased 
relapse  rate The effect  is  most  marked in CML; in acute  leukemia,  the  role 
of T-cell  depletion less clear  (see above). In CML,  the  effect of T-cell  depletion 
on  relapse  has  been  confirmed in a  detailed  analysis of different T  cell-depletion 
approaches The  reduction of a  GVL effect  from  T-cell  depletion  extends 
to  unrelated  transplants but is  less  marked  when  techniques  with narrow-s~ectrum 
antibodies  and  techniques  are  used. Signi~cantly some  T  cell-depletion  tech- 
niques-such as the use of Campath  monoclona~ antibody-result in depletion of 
both  T cells  and NK cells,  whereas  other  approaches  and  especially  the  rosetting 
technique  deplete  mainly  T  cells The  lower  relapse  rates  reported  following 
narrow-spect~um T-cell  depletion  could  therefore  result  from  the  conservation of 
an NK cell-mediated  GVL  effect. In support of a role  for NK cells in GVL 
the  finding  that  NK-cell  recovery  but not T-cell  recovery  predicts  relapse in CML 
transplants [76]. However,  a  role  for NK cells in GVL for  other  leukemias has 
not been  shown. 

The  powerful  antileukemic  effect of DLT in the  treatment of relapsed  leukemia 
is  fully  covered in Chapter 9. Possible  outcomes of relapsed  leukemia  following 
DLT  are  illustrated in Figure 5. The  time  course  to  a  response  following  DLT 
varies but typically  requires  several  months,  during  which  time  donor  lymphocyte 
clolles with GVL reactivity  are  expanding.  Acute  leukemias tend to  escape  from 
i ~ n I n ~ n e  control  during  this  period by virtue of more  rapid  proliferatiol~ rate, 
More  slowly  proliferating  diseases tend to  be  more  susceptible  to  DLT. The out- 
come  depends upon the  susceptibility of the  disease  to  the  alloimlnune  effect. 
Diseases  treated  at  the  stage of MRD still  require  a  similar  time  period to response 
but are  more likely to  be  controlled by the  GVL effect of DLT.  That  donor  lym- 
phocytes  given  after the graft can have  a  stronger  antileukemic  effect than the 
original T  cell-replete  transplant  is  surprising.  There  are  several  possible  expla- 
nations:  first,  DLT may break  a  state of tolerance. In favor of this  possibility  is the 
observation  that  mixed  chimerism  can  be  abolished by DLT Alternatively, it 
has been  argued  that the ability of DLT  to  exert  a  GVL  effect  where  the  transplant 
has failed  relates  to  the low precursor  frequency of leukemia-reactive  T  cells, 



Changes i n  leukemia  burden  following  donor  lymphocyte  transfusion  (DLT) 
for  leukemia.  The  maximum  GVL  effect  is  not  achieved  until  about 3-6 months  after 
DLT. escape of rapidly  proliferating  acute  leukemia  from  GVL. Failure to control 
leukemia  (e.g.,  chronic-phase  CML)  with  eventual  progression (B). D-E. Slow and  rapid 
elimination  of  detectable  disease  following  treatment of hematological  relapse. E-F. 
and  rapid loss of PCR message f o ~ ~ o w i n ~  treatment of state.  Note  that  the  time 
to molecular  remission still  almost  as  prolonged as for  hematological  relapse. 

necessitating  large  numbers T  cells in the  DLT  to  ensure the establishment of 
growing  clones of leukemia-reactive  donor  cells.  In this regard  there  is  good 
evidence support in^ a  dose  response of DLT  in  CML [78], As confidence in the 
antileukemic  potential  and  relative  safety of carefully  dosed  lymphocyte  transfu- 
sions  has  grown,  several  investigators  have used DLT  successfully  to  treat  CML 
in a  minimal  residual  disease  state  before  overt  hematological  relapse [IO]. A 
further  extension  to  this  strategy  is  to  give  donor  lymphocytes  as  prophylaxis 
against  relapse in high-risk  leukemias Johnson  and  Truitt  showed  that, in 
mice, cell-depleted stern-cell transplants  could  be  reconstituted  with  spleen 
cells 21 days  after  transplantation  without  causing GVHD but with a  conserved 
GVL ability 1801. In  a  similar  transplant  design  in  humans, we evaluated T-cell 
depletion  followed by delayed  lymphocyte  add-back  to  achieve  the  two  goals of 
GVHD prevention  and  prophylaxis of leukemic  relapse. In patients  receiving 

MT  depleted of T cells by elutriation,  acute  grade >I1 GVHD occwred in 
20% recipients  between  days 0-30 posttransplant.  After  add-back of up  to 
5 107CD3 cells per kilogram,  there  was  a  further  20% risk of developing 



grade acute  GVHD.  However, in 12 evaluable  patients with CML, the  relapse 
rate  was lS%, comparable with that of T  cell-replete  rather  than  T  cell-depleted 
transplants.  Further  studies of planned  T-cell  add-back  are  warranted  [81]. 

The need to prevent  CVHD after un~an ipu~ated  BMT must  inevitably  compro- 
mise  the  allograft  response  to  residual  leukemia.  However in the absence of  any 
studies  where  no CVHD  prophylaxis is used, the contribution of i l ~~unos~ lpp res -  
sive  prophylaxis  to  leukemic  relapse can only be  inferred  indirectly.  The  standard 
approach of combining  methotrexate  with  cyclosporine  has  been  widely  accepted 

representing an optimum  control of CVHD  without high relapse  rate [82]. 
However,  reports  where  leukemic  relapse been  reversed by withdrawal of 

4 months 1 2 3 5 

months  from DLT 

Treatment  of a patient  (male,  age 5 j relapsing 3 years  after  HLA-identical 
sibling  transplant  for CML in chronic  phase.  Initial  treatment  with interferon-~(IFN) cause 
temporary  pancytopenia  but  no  induction  of  remission.  Subsequently  three  donor  lympho- 
cyte  transfusions  (DLT) of 1-5 107 CD3+ cells  per  kilogram  produced  transient  cyto- 
penia  requiring  platelet  transfusion  (arrow).  However Ph+  chromosome  recovery  oc- 
curred,  requiring  hydroxyurea to  control  blood  counts.  Two  months  after  these 
treatments,  IFN  and 5 IQ'ikg  DLT  were  given  simultal~eoLlsly,  with a prompt  fall in 
blood  counts  and  recovery  to a normal  count  with 100% Ph+ chromosomes  in  the  marrow. 
Subsequent  testing of PCR for bcr-ab1  was  negative.  The  patient  has  remained  in  sustained 
molecular  remission  for  over months. 



cyclosporine  suggest that cyclosporine  does  exert  a  negative  effect  on  GVL  reac- 
tivity [83,84]. The role of FK506 in this  regard is  not known. In contrast,  steroids, 
even in high doses,  to treat GVHD  do not block the  GVL  effect  from  clinically 
significant  GVHD,  since  no  study has shown an increased  relapse  rate with acute 
and  chronic  GVHD.  Nevertheless,  immunosuppression  posttransplant  should  be 
minimized  to  reduce  the risk of leukemic  relapse. 

Several  agents  have  been  evaluated  for an antileukemic  effect with or  without 
donor  lymphocyte  transfusions,  Interferon-a~pha  (IFN-a) has an antipro~iferative 
antileukemic  effect in its  own right and  can  achieve  remissions  in CML, relapsing 
after BMT We  recently  observed  a  possible  synergistic  effect of IFN-a with 
DLT  in  a  patient  relapsing  with  chronic-phase CML after BMT  who  failed  to 
respond  to IFN-a or  donor  lymphocytes  alone but achieved  a  durable  remission 
with the combination  (Figure 6). 1FN has  also  been used following  DLT  for  acute 
leukemias, with some  possible  efficacy IL-2 has been  less widely used, 
probably  because of its  reputation  for  inducing  GVHD Slavin’s  group used 
IL-2  or in vitro  IL-2-activated  lymphocytes  with  some  success in the prophylaxis 
and  treatment of relapse of malignant  disease  (see  Chapter 12). Finally,  some 
data  support  a  role  for  GM-CSF in the t r e a t ~ ~ n t  of relapsed leukeI~ia after BMT. 
Again,  there  appears  to  be benefit from  combining  DLT with the  cytokine. 

has  recently  reported  durable  remission in 9/12 AML  recipients  relapsing 
after BMT  following  DLT  and  CM-CSF Kolb,  personal co~munication). 
The  mechanisms  involved in these  interactions of donor  lymphocytes  with  cyto- 
kines  are not known.  The  action of IFN-a and GM-CSF may be mediated  as 
much by rendering  the  target  more  susceptible  to  immune  destruction  as by a 
direct  effect  on  the  donor  lymphocytes. 

Clinical  observations  over  the last decade  have  greatly  extended  our  understand- 
ing of the  factors  that  determine GVL reactivity.  Specific  clinical  situations pro- 
vide insight  into  mechanisms of CVL that  can, in turn,  lead  to new approaches 
to  enhance CVL reactivity.  In  the  ensuing  chapters,  these  effects  and  ways  to 
isolate  and  control the GVL component allograft  imnlunity  are  examined  in 
detail. 
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The  existence of an immunologic  antileukemia  effect  mediated by donor  cells 
after  bone  marrow t~nsplantation (BMT)  was first found more than  four  decades 
ago  in  murine  transplant  models [ l ] .  However,  it  was only in  the 1980s that the 
presence of an antitLlmor effect,  also  referred  to the  graft-versLls-leu~elnia  ef- 
fect  (GVL), in human  bone  marrow  grafting  was first shown  from  the  statistical 
analyses of large  cohorts of patients  transplanted  at  single institLltions or  reported 
to  the  International  Bone  Marrow  Transplant  Registry  (IBMTR) [2-41. These 
studies  found  that  absence of graft-versus-host  disease  (GVHD)  after  BMT  or 
removal of im~unocompetent lymphoid  cells  from the marrow  inoculum  in- 
creased  leukemia  relapse  rates.  The first attempts  to  induce  immunological  effects 
in bone  marrow  graft  recipients by transfusing  lymphocytes  from  the  donor  were 
carried  out in the early  1980s.  The  purpose of these  studies  was  to  prevent  graft 
rejection in aplastic  anemia  and  to  reduce  the  relapse  rate in advanced  hematolog- 
ical lnalignancies These  studies  were  abandoned  due  to an increased  inci- 
dence of GVHD attributed  to the fact  that  donor  lymphocyte  transfusions  (DLTs) 
were  given  at  or  shortly  after  BMT.  Animal  studies  demonstrated  that  delayed 
transfusion of donor  cells  resulted in considerably  less  GVHD [S]. Several  inves- 
tigators  provided  the first clear  evidence  that  transfused  donor  lymphoid  cells 



exert  a  direct  antileukenlic  effect in patients  with  relapse of ~eLlkelnia after ~ M T  
with acceptable  toxicity.  Komori  et al. [9] described  a  patient with frank  relapse 
of acute  ~ymphoblastic  leukemia  (ALL) 18 months  after an HLA-identical  trans- 
plant who  responded  to  transfusions of donor  lymphocytes  activated with K,-2. 

sponse  proved  transient,  and  this  patient  eventually  succumbed 
lb  et  al. first induced  lasting,  complete  remissions in three 

patients with clinical  relapse of CML after  allografting by transfusing  donor  lym- 
phocytes  and  administering  interferon-alpha Slavin  et  al. l ]  reported 
a patient with persistent  ALL,  treated in the 1980s. who  obtained  a  remission 
with DLT  given  between L and 3 months  post-DLT.  Several  other  investigators 
have  since  reported  similar  results with lymphocyte  therapy  for  relapse  after 
transplant 12- l This  chapter  describes the clinical  results  and  complications 

LT  therapy  for  relapse of hematological  malignancies  after  allografting. It 
seeks to determine the overall  place of DLT in the ln~~nagement of relapse  and 
addresses  the  role of adjuvant  therapies such as  chemotherapy, IL-2, and IFN-a. 

LT is not only  a  ilnportant  new  addition  to O L I ~  therapeutic arsenal but 
serves  as an in vivo  model of adoptive  immunotherapy  that  can be used to  test 
new strategies  for  inducing IeL~kemia-speci~c  T-cell  responses.  The final section 
of the  chapter  discusses  some of the  current  clinical  and  preclinical  efforts  to 
develop  specific  anti-leukemic  T-cell  ilnmunotherapy. 

Two  large  series  representing  the  collective  European and North American 
experiences with DLT  have now been  reported.  The  principal  findings of 

these  studies,  including  response  rates  and  incidence of G ~ H ~ ,  were very simi- 
series  reported  that  patients with CML in cytogenetic  relapse  or 
into  chronic  phase  bad the best  response  to DLT, with complete  cytoge- 

netic remission  rates of 84  and '76% for the European  and  American  cohorts 
respectively.  These  responses  were  complete not only at the cytogenetic level 

so by molecular  criteria,  since  nearly all patients  studied  were  negative 
R-ABL by sensitive  two-step  polymerase  chain  reaction 

techniques.  T ty of remissions  were  stable, with second  relapse  rates of 
the results  for tral lsfor~ed-ph~~se CML were  considerably 
pean  and A~er i can  series,  with  complete  response  rates 

of only 13  and  28%  respectively.  The  time  to  cytogenetic remission after  DLT  is 
on  average  between 3-4 months, but delayed  cytogenetic  responses  after  several 
months  have  been  described 19,201. The  long  interval  from  infusion of donor 
lymphocytes  to  response  presumably  reflects the period required  for the activation 
and  expansion of the GVL effector  cells.  The  time  interval  to  molecular  remission 



is  even  longer,  on  average months,  which  indicates  that  even  a  successful 
response  to  DLT can be  slow [20]. More  rapid  responses  have  been  observed 
when  the  transfusate  contains  a  high  frequency of alloreactive  or  Epstein 
virus  (EBV)-specific  T  cells  (e.g., with DLT  from  haploidentical  donors  or 
for  EBV  ~ylnphoproiifera~ive  disorders 1-23]. 

In in~lltivariate analysis,  transformation of C  L was  the  most s ig l~i~cant 
predictor of a  poor  se to DLT in both patient  series  (Table I Absence 
of acute  or  chronic  after  the primary transplant  procedure  was  associated 

esponse in the European  Croup  for lood and  Marrow  Transplantatioll 
planation  for  this  observation  may  be  that in some  pa- 
CVL  were  abrogated  after  transplant by suppression  or 
T cells  and that GVL  could  be  reestablished in these 

In contrast,  patients  who  had  already  experienced 
rence  CVL,  were  less  likely  to benefit from  furthe 

of donor  lymphocytes. In contrast,  Collins  et  al. [l91 found that chron 
post-BMT was associated  with an increased  response.  The  reason  for  this  dispar- 
ity is not clear, but  it can probably be  attributed  to  different  characteristics of 
the  study  cohorts.  The  orth  American  atients  were  more likely to have  received 
a cell-depleted  allograft  and few L patients  developed  chronic  CV 

Pre-DLT  Factors  Found  to  Influence  Response in ~ultivariate Analysis  in 
the  EBMT  Study (Kolb et 1995)  and  North-American  Study  (Collim  et 1997); 
percent of patients  responding  indicated. 

of patients  responding 

Pre-DLT  factor EBMT  study 
North-Al~erican 

study 

Type of relapse 
cytogenetic 
chronic  phase 
transformed 

phase 
GVHD  post  BMT 
(yes no) 

acute chronic 
acute 
chronic 

Recipient  sex 
(male vs female) 

82 
78 

(0.0001:~) 

64 vs 84 
NT 
NT 

l00 

28 
(0.02>b) 

NT 
NS 

87 vs 65 
64 vs  85 

p Value in Multivariate  Analysis in Parentheses. NT not  tested, N S  not  significant,  "transformed 
versus ~yto~elle~ic/helnat~logic 



which  may  have biased the statistical  analysis.  Both  multicenter  studies  also  shed 
some  light  on  the  role of adjuvant  therapy with IFN-a.  The first studies of DLT 
combined  transfusions of donor  cells with IFN-a, although  several  investigators 
have  since  reported  complete  remissions with use of lymphocyte  transfusions 
alone Both the European  and  American  studies  failed  to  demonstrate an 
improved  response  rate with use of IFN-a,  suggesting that  DLT  alone is adequate 
first-line  therapy 18,191. However,  a  definitive  answer  regarding the role of IFN- 
a still  awaits  a  prospective  randomized  trial.  A  further  issue  that  remains  unre- 
solved  is  the  cell  dose  for  immllnotherapy. In neither  series  was  a  correlation 
between  cell  dose  transfused  and  response rate found.  However,  the  mean  number 
of mononuclear  cells  transfused  was  high (3 to X 10*/kg),  and it may be that 
a cell  dose-response  relationship  is  seen only when  substantially Lower cell  doses 
are transfl~sed. 

The  AMLs  and  myelodysplastic  syndromes  are less responsive  to  imI~unotherapy 
with  DLT.  The  contribution of DLT  to  the  induction of remission  is not always 
clear in the  relapsed  acute  leukemias,  since  many  patients  receive  DLT  after  or 
in conjunction  with  intensive che~otherapy 124,251. The  studies of Kolb et al. 
181 and  Collins  et  al. [ l  91 reported  responses in 15 and  29% of patients  who 

either  received  DLT  as  sole  therapy  or  received  DLT  after  failing  to  achieve 
remission with chemotherapy.  However, the remissions  appear  to  be  less  stable 
and the rate of second  relapse  is  increased. No pre-DLT  parameters  have  been 
recognized  that  predict  response in the acute  leukemias.  Reports in the literature 
of DLT  for  myelodysplastic  syndrome  are  few, but the  limited  data  available 
suggest that responses  are  observed in approximately 20% of patients. 

In general,  the  results of DLT  in  relapsed  ALL  have  been  ~isappointing, 
with  response  rates of 3- 18% 18,191. However,  there  are  a  number of reports 
of successful  therapy with DLT in ALL 1,19,26).  This  supports the existence 
of a  GVL effect  in  ALL at least  in  some  patients.  These  observations  are  also 
consistent with IBMTR  data  showing an increased risk of relapse in ALL  patients 
transplanted  with  T  cell-depleted  marrow  [4].  Interestingly,  several  recent  case 
reports  suggest  that  ALL  positive for  the  Philadelphia  chromosome  (Ph) in re- 
lapse  after BMT may  respond  to  DLT [27-301. This perhaps  surprising,  since 
Ph-positive  ALL  is an aggressive  leukemia  that  might be expected to respond 
poorly  to  immune  manipulation.  It is at present not clear if Ph-positive  ALL 
responds  better  to  DLT than other  types of ALL  or  whether  these  reports  merely 
reflect a  bias  toward  reporting  successful  cases.  Some of these  Ph-positive  cases 
responded  to  DLT  only  after the infusion of large  numbers of cells  and  have 
been  complicated by severe  GVHD. 



There  is  some  evidence  to  suggest that donor  lymphocytes  also  mediate an antitu- 
mor  effect in chronic  lymphoid  malignancies.  Hematological  responses  coincid- 
ing  with  the  onset of de  novo  GVHD post-E3MT or  GVHD  induced by 
have  been  observed  in  patients with persistent  chronic  lymphoid  leukemia  or 
prolymphocytic  leukemia [3  1,321. A  graft-versus-myeloma  effect  has  been  dem- 
onstrated in three  patients with progressive  myeloma  treated  with  lymphocyte 
transfusions  after  T  cell-depleted  transplants [33,341. All  three  patients  had  pro- 
gressive  myeloma  prior  to  transplant  and  achieved durable  complete  remission 
coincided with the development of GVHD. In contrast,  the  collective  North 
American  data  suggest  that  DLT has little  efficacy in non-Hodgkin’s  lymphoma 
and  Hodgkin’s  disease There  have  been  incidental  cases of other  malignant 
disorders,  including  Fanconi’s  anemia  and  Polycythemia  Rubra  Vera (€‘RV), 
which  have  been  successfully  treated  with  DLT 18,191. 

Adjuvant Therapies 

The  possible  benefits of combining  chemotherapy  with  DLT in patients  with 
relapsing  acute  leukemia  are  presently not clear.  Many  patients  have  rapidly pro- 
liferating  disease  and  require  some  form of cytoreductive  treatment  prior  to irn- 
munotherapy in order  to  control  the  disease  and  allow  time  for  response  to  DLT 
to  occur.  Combined  analysis of the  European  and  North  American  data  suggest 
that  patients  who  receive both chemotherapy  and  DLT  do  somewhat  better than 
patients  who  receive  only  DLT  (Table 2). However,  the  follow-up  is  still  short 
in some  cases  and the higher  response  rates  may  be  due  to  disease that is still 
chelnotherapy-sellsitive but  cannot  be  cured.  It  remains  to  be  seen  whether any 
true  synergism  between  DLT  and  chemotherapy  exists.  Recently,  intensive  che- 
motherapy  has  been  combined with transfusions of granulocyte-macrophage  col- 
ony-stimul~ting factor  (GM-CSF)-mobilized  peripheral  blood  stem  cells.  The 
rationale of this  approach  is  to  control  the  tumor  burden by intensive  chemother- 
apy,  followed by transfusions of combination of stem  cells  and  lymphocytes 
in order  to  reinforce  donor  hematopoiesis  and  induce GVL effect Cytokine 
enhancement of imlnunot~erapy of DLT by administering IFN-a or  interleukin- 

Benefits of Combining  DLT  with 
Chemotherapy 

Disease  DLT  alone  DLT chemotherapy 

AML 1 /56(20%) 1330%) 
ALL 6/16(38%) 



2  (IL-2)  has  also  been  used in order  to  increase  response  rates  in  acute  leukemias 
and  resistant CML [ l  1,361. IFN-a can potentially  increase the immunogenicity 
of leukemia  cells by up-regulating  HLA  and  accessory  molecule  expression, 
while  IL-2  enhances  leukemia  cell  killing by activating  T  cells  and natural killer 
(NK) cells [37].  Post-DLT ad~~inistration of IFN-a did not increase  the  response 
rate in the  two  large  multicenter  studies 8,191. However,  the a ~ t u a l   n u ~ b e r  of 
patients  treated  was  relatively  small  and  case  reports  suggest  some efficacy [36]. 
IL-2 has been used both in vivo  and in vitro  to  increase the GVL effect  after 
DLT [9,11,361, One  study  reported  responses in five of six  patients with hemato- 
logic  relapse of ALL  or resistant  to  prior  therapy with DLT  alone 1 l]. 
The  exact  role of IFN-a and 1L-2 therapy  in  the manage~ent  of patients  with 
acute  leukemia  or  CML  resistant to DLT  alone  requires  further  exploration. 

Acute  and  chronic  GVHD  is  the  most  important  complication of DLT,  occurring 
in approxi~ately 60% of patients 18,191. ImmLlnosuppressive therapy for  acute 

D of grade 11-IV severity  is  required in of patients,  and  severe CVHD 
( ~ ~ ~ - I V )  observed in 22% [191. The  overall  mortality  associated with DLT 
approaches 20% and can be attributed  to GVWD infectious  compli~ations  dur- 
ing  nm-row  aplasia.  The  risk  factors  predisposing to GVHD after  DLT  have not 
been clearly  delineated  and  conflicting  observations  have  been  made. No~~-C~~LIca- 
sittns appear  to  have  a  greater risk of GVHD after  DLT Treatment with 
DLT  for  relapse  after T  cell-depleted  BMT  was a significallt risk factor for the 
develo  ment of GVHD in I~ultivariate  analysis  only in the European  BMT  study 

e  explanation  might  be  that  T-cell  depletion  permitted  patients  to  survive 
uld have  succumbed  to  severe  GVHD  after  T-replete Chronic 

was  predicted for GVHD after  DLT in the North  American 
cohort, but this  association  was not detected in the European  data  [18,19], IFN- 

ction  with  DLT  significantly  increased  the  risk of GVHD in 
cohort,  but,  surprisingly, the opposite  was  found in the North 

American  patients. 

arrow  aplasia  develops in 19-33% of patients  treated in hematologic  relapse 
with  DLT 18,191. Aplasia  is  a  potentially  fatal  complication  and  mortality  was 
usually  due  to  infection  and/or  bleeding.  The  marrow  aplasia  post-DLT  is 
reminis~ent of pancytopenias  described in trallsfLlsion-associated GVHD.  How- 



ever,  aplasia in trailsfusion-associated GVHD  occurs  much  more  rapidly,  with 
pancytopenia  developing  within  a  month blood  transfusion.  It  is  likely that 
transfusion-associated  GVHD caused by the  transfusion of high-frequency  allo- 
reactive  lynlphocytes  that  recognize  antigenic  disparities at major  HLA  loci, 
while  aplasia  post-DLT  is  probably  due  to  low  precursor  frequencies of donor 
lymphocytes  reacting  against  minor  histocompatibility  antigens  presented by leu- 
kemic  cells. further  difference  is  that, i n  contrast  to  transfusion-associated 
GV-HD, aplasia  post-DLT may be  followed by spontaneous  recovery,  which is 
virtually  always of donor  origin. It is  thought that hematopoietic  reconstitution 
is derived  from  donor  stem  cells in the  marrow  that  persist  despite the recurrence 
of leukemia. 

Marrow  aplasia  usually  indicates  response  to therapy with concurrent  sup- 
pression  or  eradication of the  leukemia  clone.  In  the  EBMT  study  reported by 
Kolb et al. 45 of 135 patients  treated  for a  variety of leukemias  developed 
marrow  aplasia.  Aplasia  resolved  spolltaneously in 30 patients  while 5 required 

second  marrow  infusion; patients  were not evaluable  for  recovery  because 
of early death due to  infections  or  hemorrhage. In the  North  American  data  set, 
13 of 26 patients with tnarrow  aplasia  had  spontaneous  recovery. further 
patients  recovered  either  after  treatment with G-CSF 8) or  a  marrow  boost 
from  the  donor while 3 patients  did not recover  and 4 deaths  were  attributed 
to  pancytopenia.  These  data  would  suggest  that the initial  inanagement of aplasia 
can  be  supportive, with the  adlninistration of blood  products  and  growth  factors. 
However,  a  second  stem-cell  infusion  should not be unduly delayed in order  to 
reduce the period of pancytopenia  and  prevent  serious  complications. 

Several  studies  suggest that aplasia rare in patients treated for  cytogenetic  re- 
lapse of CML This  implies  that the presence of a  sizable  stem-cell 
pool of donor  origin at the  time of DLT  can  prevent  any  fall in blood cell  counts 
during Full reconstitution the marrow by donor  hematopoiesis.  It important 
to  identify  which  patients with hematological  relapse will develop  aplasia  after 
DLT  and  which  patients will repopulate  their  marrow with donor  cells  without 
a  period of pancytopenia.  Patients with henlatologic  relapse at risk of developillg 
persistent  aplasia  could  be  either  treated with G-CSF-mobilized stern cells in 
conjunction with lymphocytes  or,  alternatively,  receive  a  second  stem-cell  infu- 
sion  as  soon  as  aplasia  occurs.  The  ability  to  predict  aplasia is particularIy relevant 
to  unrelated  donors,  who will require  counseling  regarding a possible  request for 
a  second  stem-cell  donation.  The  detection of residual  donor  hematopoiesis by 
molecular  methods in the  marrow  does not reliably  predict  recovery  from  aplasia 

It has  recently  been  reported  that  assessment of chimerism the 
CD34-f-  cell  population  may  be help  for the prediction of marrow  aplasia. 



Four of six  patients in whom  donor-derived  CD34-positive  cells  could  be  detected 
did not develop  aplasia,  while 2 patients with no  residual  donor  CD34+ cells 
became  aplastic  and  required  stem-cell  support 1391. 

The  initial  experience with adoptive  immunotherapy with donor  lymphocytes 
was mainly confined  to  patients  who  relapsed  after  allogeneic  transplantation 
from  an  LA-matched sibling  donor.  There reason  to  expect  a  more  powerful 
GVL effect  using  allogeneic  lymphocytes  from  matched  unrelated  donors.  First, 
allogeneic  transplantation with T  cell-depleted  marrow  cells  from  unrelated  do- 
nors  for  CML associated  with  a  low  risk of relapse.  This  is in clear  contrast 
to the high relapse  rates  observed  after  T-depleted  sibling  BMT  [44,41].  Second, 
a  recent  study  suggests that use of a matched  unrelated  donor  also  reduces the 
relapse  risk of CML when  the  transplant is carried  out  with  marrow  cells that 
are not T  cell-depleted 1421. The  enhanced  GVL  effect  exerted by lymphocytes 
from  lnatched  unrelated  donors  might  be  explained  by  differences in fine speci- 
ficities at HLA loci  and  increased misi~atching for  minor  histocompatibility  anti- 
gens. It seems  reasonable  to  assume,  therefore,  that  this  increase in alloreactivity 
between  unrelated  donors  and  recipients  would  also  lead  to  a higher response 
rate to lymphocyte  transfusions  administered  for  relapse  after  trmsplant.  How- 
ever,  two  recent  studies  suggest that i~munotherapy  for leukemia  relapse with 
allogenic  lymphocytes  collected  from  unrelated  marrow  donors  does not result  in 
higher  response  rates.  One  single-center  study  compared the outcome of patients 
treated with lymphocyte  transfusions  for  relapse of CML after  unrelated (n 
12)  and  sibling  donor (n 18) transplantation 1201. In all  cases  the  lymphocytes 
had been  collected  from the original  marrow  donor by leukapheresis.  Both  groups 
were  well  matched  for  a  number of parameters  including  disease  stage,  patient/ 
donor  age  and  patient  sex,  incidence of acute  and  chronic  GVHD  post-BMT, 
interval  from first detection of relapse  to  DLT,  and  cell  dose  transfused,  although 
the unrelated  donor  group  was  more  likely to have  received  ex  vivo  or  in  vivo 
T-cell  depletion at the  time of the original  transplant  procedure.  The  probability 
of attaining a  complete  remission in the  sibling  and  unrelated  donor  group  was 
not significantly  different ('73 versus  64%  respectively)  (Figure 1). This unex- 
pected result might be explained by the fact that all  volunteer  donor-recipient 
pairs were  closely  matched at HLA loci not only by  serological  typing but also 
by isoelectric  focusing  and by DRP1  analysis.  This  premise  is  further  supported 
by the  observation  that  there  were  no  significant  differences in either  acute  or 
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chronic  CVHD  between  volunteer  and sibling  donor  groups. The  second  study, 
which  involved the analysis of 71  patients  treated  for  relapse of leukemia  or 
~BV-lymphoproliferative proliferative  disease  with  lymphocytes  collected  from 
donors  provided by the  National  Marrow  Donor  Program,  recorded  similar  results 
with response  rates,  incidence of GVHD  and marrow  aplasia  comparable  with 
that described  for  DLT  from  sibling  donors [43]. These  results  indicate that pa- 
tients  who  relapse  after  unrelated  donor BMT  should  be  considered  for  lympho- 
cyte  transfusion,  especially  when  donor  and  recipient  are  phenotypically  matched. 
There  have  been few  reports of DLT  for  relapse of leukemia  after  BMT  from 
partially  matched  family  donors 19,21,23]. The  limited  experience  available  sug- 
gests  that  remissions can be  induced  but  that  there  is an increase risk of severe 
CVHD, particularly  when using lymphocytes  from  two  or  three  antigen-mis- 
matched  family  donors. 

There  is  little  doubt  that  the  ability  to  treat  relapsed  leukemia  with  DLT  has had 
a major  impact  on the overall  effectiveness of allogeneic  BMT  for  CML. recent 
study of 188 patients  transplanted  for CML at a single instit~ltion  showed that 
DLT  administered  to  57  patients with relapsing  leukemia  increased  the  long-term 
leukemia-free  survival of the  whole  cohort by approximately 10% (C.  Craddock, 
personal  communication).  However,  it  is  also  important  to  remember  that  DLT 
has  considerable  toxicity  and  that  the  immediate  prognosis of relapsed  CML  is 



not necessarily  poor.  This  point is highlighted by a  study of the European  Group 
for  Blood  and  Marrow  Transplantation  (EBMT),  which  reported  overall  6-year 
survivals of and for  patients with CML in cytogenetic  relapse  and  hema- 
tological  relapse  respectively Furthermore,  a  recent study compared  the 
outcome of CML patients  relapsing  after  allogeneic  BMT  and  reported  to  the 

with cohort of CML, patients  treated  conservatively  with  chemo- 
therapy  according  to  trials of the  Italian  Co-operative  Study  Group The 
transplant  group  had  a  median  survival  advantage of  21 months,  which  suggests 
that allogeneic  BMT alters  the  natural  course of CML even  when it fails  to  cure. 
Alternative strategies-such as  simple  chemotherapy,  TFN-a  for CML, a sec- 
ond  marrow  transplant  procedure-therefore  also  deserve  consideration for re- 
iapsed  leukemia  after  allogeneic  BMT. 

IFN-a has an established  track  record in the pretransplant  management of CML 
and  the  results of recent  large  multicenter  studies  indicate  that  treatment with 
IFN-a improves  survival IFN-a can even  restore  normal  marrow  func- 
tion in a  minority of patients by suppressing  leukemic  hematopoiesis  completely. 
The  encouraging  results  obtained  with IFN-a therapy in chronic-phase CML has 
prompted  several  centers  to  explore  its efficacy in controlling in  relapse 

WO studies  have  reported  complete  cytogenetic  remission in approxi- 
f patients One  study  reported  durable  complete  cytogenetic 

remissions in patients  with a  median  follow-up of 5 years Five of these 
patients  tested  negative for the BCR-ABL  gene  rear 
ever, a EBMT  study of patients  with  relapsed 
improved  short-term  survival  and that the  response  to  treatment  was  eventually 
lost The  survival  advantage  at  2  years  was  approximately for patients 
who  were  treated with IFN-a  for  cytogenetic  relapse  cornpared with patients  who 
were  managed with oral  chemotherapy, but this  advantage  was  lost  over  time 
and  there  was  no  difference in the  6-year ~robabi~i ty of survival.  Similar  observa- 
tions  were  made  for  patients with henlatologic  relapse. 

The  question  whether IFN-a should  be  preferred to DLT  for  the  management of 
early  recurrence of CML (i.e.,  relapse  at the molecular  or  cytogenetic  stage) 
di f~cul t  and  remains  unresolved.  Several Factors require  careful  consideration 
when  weighing  the  advantages  and  disadvantages of DLT  and IFN-a therapy, 
including  the  efficacy  and  toxicity of both treatment  options, dLlrability  of re- 



sponse,  the  accuracy  with  which  relapse can be  predicted at the  molecular  or 
chromosomal  level in individual  patients,  and  the  incidence of transient  relapse. 
It  has  been  suggested  that TFN-a therapy  is  more  efficacious  when  administered 
for  cytogenetic  rather  than frank relapse.  However,  several  studies  have  found 
similar  complete  cytogenetic  response  rates  for  patients  treated  in  hematologica~ 
and  cytogenetic  relapse recent study from  a  single  institution  con- 
tradicts  these  findings:  complete  cytogenetic  remissions  were  observed  in  12 of 
14 patients with cytogenetic  relapse of CML  managed with IFN-a, although  dura- 
ble  remissions  were  recorded in only 8 individuals [SO]. Although  randomized 
comparative  studies of DLT  versus IFN-a have not been  performed, it appears 
that  DLT more  efficacious in inducing  remissions. In addition, most remissions 
induced by DLT  are  stable  and  second  relapses  are  relatively  rare [S 1,521. How- 
ever, a  strong  argument in favor of initial  therapy with IFN-a for  early  relapse 
is  its  relative  safety  and  lack of life-threatening  toxicity.  Severe  exacerbations of 
CVHD  have  been  reported only  few  occasions 

l .  Transient Relapse 

A further  consideration  is  that  Ph-positive  cells  identified in the marrow  post- 
transplant may disappear  spontaneously,  a  phenomenon  referred  to  as 

A significant  incidence of transient  relapse  would  suggest  IFN- 
the  preferred  treatment,  since  early  DLT  would  expose  these  patients  to the 

possibility of severe  morbidity  and  even  death.  A  recent  study of 26  patients 
with cytogenetic  recurrence of  CNIL reported  four transient  relapses [55 ] .  

However,  during  further  follow-up,  2 of the 4 patients  with  transient  relapse  even- 
tually  progressed  to  frank  relapse,  while  the  other  2  remained  in  cytogenetic 
remission  but  are  still  strongly  positive  for  BCR-ABL  transcripts  and  are  presum- 
ably still at risk for relapse.  These  data  suggest  that  true  transient  cytogenetic 
relapses  are  comparatively  rare  and  that  early  DLT  for  cytogenetic  relapse will 
not  result in the  treatment of a significant  number of patients  who  were  never 
destined  to  relapse. 

Prediction of elapse by ~ o ~ e c u l ~ r  Methods 

There has been  much  interest in the  PCR  detection of small  numbers of CML 
cells  after  allografting,  and  many  investigators  have  sought  to  establish  whether 
RT/PCR for  BCR-ABL  mRNA  can  predict  relapse in patients  who  are in remis- 
sion by conventional  criteria.  Several  studies  suggest  that  the  PCR  detection of 
residual  disease  more  than  6  to 12 months  post-BMT  defines  a  group of patients 
with an increased risk of relapse, but the predictive  value of PCR  positivity  for 
individual  patients is limited  and  would  argue  against the use of DLT  on the 
basis of molecular  data [S6-59]. Radich  et  al. [6OJ studied  a  large  cohort of 346 
patients  after BMT with Llnmanipulated marrow  cells  and  found  that  PCR  positiv- 



ity was  a  strong  predictor of relapse  independent of donor  type,  disease  stage, 
and  acute  or  chronic  GVHD.  However, the probability of relapse  for  patients 
with  a  positive  PCR test at 6 months,  although  increased,  was  only  42%.  Further- 
more,  the  ability  to  predict  relapse  progressively  decreased  with  time  posttrans- 
plant  and  late  PCR  positivity  is  associated with a  low  risk of relapse [60-621. 
These  data  suggest  that  qualitative  PCR insufficient  to  predict  relapse  accu- 
rately,  at  least  after  non-T  cell-depleted  transplant.  This rnay not necessarily 
apply  to  PCR  studies  after cell-depleted  transplant,  where  qualitative  PCR 
studies  appear  to  have  greater  prognostic  value  [63,64].  Sequential  PCR  analyses 
or  the  introduction of an element of semiquantitation  by  noting  whether  amplified 
BCR-ABL  product is present  after  the first step of a  nested  PCR rnay be  strategies 
to  improve  the  predictive  power of qualitative  PCR.  Several  investigators  have 
sought  to  facilitate  the  monitoring of the  leukemia  clone by enumerating  the 
number of BCR-ABL  transcripts in RNA  derived  from  blood  or  bone  marrow 
cells. ~uantitation of the BCR-ABL  transcripts  levels by competitive  PCR in 
series of 28  patients,  all  PCR-positive  post-BMT,  showed  that  a  progressive in- 
crease of BCR-ABL  mRNA in serial  samples  accurately  identified  those  individu- 
als  with  incipient  relapse.  In  contrast,  patients  who  remained  in  remission  had 
persistently  low  or  falling  levels of BCR-ABL  mRNA  [65].  The  criteria  for  “PCR 
or  molecular  relapse”  post-BMT  have not been well defined but might  include 
serial  positivity  after  T  cell-depleted BMT  or persistent  positivity  on  a  one-step 
PCR  after  T-replete  allografting. It seems  likely the introduction of real-time 
PCR  techniques will make  quantitative  PCR  more  widely  available in the  future 
[66]. A  suggested  quantitative  PCR  criterion  for  molecular  relapse  could  be an 
increase of more  than 1 log in the  number of BCR-ABL  transcripts by at least 
three  consecutive  assays  or  the  detection of more than BCR-ABL  transcripts 
per  microgram of RNA by competitive  PCR. 

Taken  together,  these  considerations  suggest  that  a  conservative  approach  is  to 
treat  molecular  relapses first with IFN-a reserving  DLT  for  those  patients  who 
clearly  have  progressive  disease  recurrence.  This  would  also  be an ideal setting 
to  explore  investigational  approaches  to  prevent  or  reduce GVHD (e.g.,  gradual 
escalation of the  lymphocyte  dose).  The  efficacy of IFN-a for  the treatme~t of 
CML in molecular  relapse  post-BMT  is not known  and  this  issue  is  the  subject 
of a  prospective  trial  organized EBMT.  The  argument  for  treating  cytogenetic 
relapse of CML  with  DLT  rather than is  substantially  stronger,  since  most 
patients  progress  to  frank  relapse  and  DLT  is  more  effective  at  inducing  a  remis- 
sion  that  is both complete  and  stable.  Furthermore,  early t rea t~ent  of cytogenetic 
relapse  will  prevent  marrow  aplasia. 
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second  transplant  can  induce  lasting  remissions in a  minority of patients  with 
relapsed  leukemia. number of favorable  prognostic  factors  have  been  identified, 
including  a  remission of more than 6 months  after  the first transplantation, 
transplant  for  chronic-phase CML or  acute  leukemia in first  remission,  good  per- 
formance  status,  and prolonged  interval  between first and  second  BMT 
691. However,  second  transplants  are  associated  with  increased  transplant-related 
mortality,  and  the  reported  leukemia-free  survival  after  second BMT  for CML 
in these  series  was 1949%. It of interest  to  note  that  the  best  results of second 
transplants in CML  were  observed  when  the  intensity of the  conditioning  was 
reduced by using busu~phan the  sole  preparative  agent 1691. This  suggests  that 
the benefit of a  second  transplant at least in the  case of CML, depends  more  on 
the potency of immunologically  mediated  antileukemia  effects  than  the  efficacy 
of the  conditioning  regimen. 

The  results of DLT in relapsed  acute  leukemias  are  disappointing, with the 
majority of patients  failing  to  respond. At first sight,  it  would  seem  that  DLT 
and  second  transplant  procedures  have  similar  efficacy  in  treating  relapsed  acute 
leukemia,  salvaging 20 to 30% of patients [67,68]. However,  only small  and 
highly  selected  proportion of patients with relapsed  leukemia  actually  receive  a 
second  allograft,  while  immunotherapy  may  be  more  readily  available Sec- 
ond  allografts  are  poorly  tolerated,  particularly by patients  who  were not in first 
complete  remission at the time of transplant  or  who  relapse  less than 6 months 
post-BMT [68,70], Relapse of leukemia  after  BMT  indicates  that  resistant  leuke- 
mia stem cells  survived  the  intensive  chemoradiotherapy  regimen.  Second  trans- 
plant  procedures  are  more  likely  to  succeed by establishing  a GVL effect,  which 
failed  during  the primary transplant,  rather  than by eradication of leukemia  cells 
by yet more  drug  therapy.  It  would  therefore  be  reasonable  to first try lymphocyte 
therapy  before  subjecting  the  patient to the increased  toxicity of second  trans- 
plant procedure.  Second  relapse  rates  are high both  after  second  allografts  and 
DLT l]. 

The  aim of future imn3unotherapy studies  should  be  to  limit  the  toxicity of DLT 
for  cytogenetic  and  chronic-phase  relapse of CML and  to  augment  the  GVL  activ- 
ity of donor  lymphocytes  transfused  for  relapse of advanced  phase  CML  and the 
acute  leukemias.  This  calls  for i~m~lnotherapeutic strategies  that  either  harness 
GVHD after  DLT  or  induce  leukemia-specific  T-cell  activity.  There  are  clinical 
data  to  support the notion  that it possible  to  develop  such  approaches and 



separate GVHD from  GVL,  First,  a  comparison of the relapse  rates  after unde- 
pleted allogeneic  and  syngeneic  marrow  transplant has provided  evidence  for an 
antileukemic  effect  mediated by allogeneic  donor  cells that is  independent of 
GVHD Second,  some  patients  treated with DLT  attain  complete  remission 
without  developing  any  GVHD [Is]. Current  clinical  studies  center  around  the 
infusion of incremental  doses of lymphocytes,  lymphocyte  subset  depletion  strat- 
egies,  and  control of GVHD by inserting  suicide  genes  into  donor  cells  prior  to 
DLT.  The  aim of most  preclinical  studies to  raise  leukemia-specific  CLTs 
in vitro by stilnulation with leukemia  cells  that  have been modified to  enhance 
immlInogenicity.  Efforts  are  also in progress  to  identify  the  peptides  and  proteins 
that  are  the  targets for the GVL  response.  For further  details, the reader  is  referred 
to  Chapters 6 to 8. 

clear  relationship  between  lymphocyte  dose,  response,  and  GVHD has not 
been  established.  Most  investigators  have  transfused  large  numbers of donor  lym- 
phocytes 1 10x/kg)  for  adoptive  immunotherapy.  However,  there has been 
considerable  variation in the cell  dose,  and  some  patients  have  responded to 
smaller  doses.  It is likely that a  threshold  exists  for  the  induction of GVL and 
GVHD after It is well established that there a critical  cell  dose 
10' clonable  T  cells)  for  the  induction of GVHD after BMT This  threshold 
for  GVHD may not necessarily apply to therapy with DLT,  since  studies in tnu- 
rine  MHC-lnatched  and  hap~oidentical  models  show that the timing of Iynlpho- 
cyte  t~ansfusion after BMT is an il~portant determinant of the risk of GVHD 

Clinical  studies  suggest that the timing of lymphocyte  transfusion  also  plays 
an important  role in humans. recent  trial  found that the  delayed  add-back of 
I O 7  T cells  per  kilogram 30 days  after  T-depleted BMT  under  CyA  cover 
associated with a high risk of acute GVMD, while  the  tr~lnsfusion of five times 
as  many  cells only days  later is relatively  safe  and  largely  prevents  acute 
GVHD  while  retaining  GVL Stepwise  escalation of the number of lympho- 
cytes  transfused has been  employed  in  order to find cell  dose  that is both effec- 
tive  and  minimizes  GVHD.  This  is  based on the  premise  that  the  frequency of 
leukemia  reactive  T  cells in collections of donor  lymphocytes  is  greater  than the 
frequency of cells  causing  GVHD.  The  aim of dose-escalation  studies i s  to find 
the therapeutic  window i n  a particular  recipient/dollor  pair  where  remission  can 
be restored  without  GVHD.  Two  dose-finding  studies  point  to  a  threshold of I 
to 5 IO7 cells  per  kilogram  for the induction of GVHD using DLT from 
matched  sibling  donors. Macki~lnon et  al. [75] reported ~e~llissions in eight pa- 
tients  receiving l .0 lo7 T cells per kilogram, with GVHD developing i n  only 
a single  patient.  However, l  patients  required  higher  T-cell  doses,  ranging  from 
5 lo7 to 5 T cells per kilogram,  and 8 of these  developed  GVHD. In 



a  series of patients,  Bagicalupo  et  al. 1761 observed  GVHD in one  patient at 
dose  level of 2 10h cells  per  kilogram  and in 6 patients at dose  level of 2 
lo7 cells  per  kilogram.  Retrospective  comparison with a  comparable  group 
treated with unquantitated  larger  amounts of DLT at  the  same  institution  showed 
that  dose  escalation  reduced  the  incidence of severe  GVHD  and  improved  out- 
come.  These pre~j~ninary data  suggests  that  gradual  dose  escalation  can  induce 
remissions in some  patients  without  causing  GVHD,  while in other  patients  the 
incidence of severe  CVHD  was  reduced,  However,  disadvantages are  that  some 
patients may still  require  large  doses  or  develop  severe  acute or chronic  GVHD 
at lower  dose  levels. In addition,  the  number dose  levels  that can be  attempted 

limited  and dictated by the  tempo of leukemic  relapse.  It also  likely that 
the  optimum  dose of lymphocytes  is  influenced by other  factors in given donor/ 
recipient pairs (e.g.,  leukemia  burden  at  relapse,  proliferative potential of the 
leukemia  cells,  degree of matching  for  major  and  minor  histocox~patibjlity  anti- 
gens,  and  abrogation of GVL by ilnlnunosuppressive  drugs). 

Selective  depletion of the cytotoxic/suppressor  CD8-positive  subset of lympho- 
cytes  from  bone  marrow  grafts  reduces  the  incidence of severe  CVHD, but does 
not increase  relapse  rates in patients  transplanted  for  acute  leukemias  and  CML 
[77,78]. This approach has been  extended  to i lnmunothe~~py with  DLT  for  re- 
lapse. Tr~~nsf~s ions  of CD8-depleted  donor  lymphocytes  appear to retain GVL 
activity,  since 6 of 7  patients  treated  for  cytogenetic  or  hematological  relapse 
responded  [79].  However,  these  data  should  be  interpreted with some  caution, 
since 3 responders  developed  acute  or  chronic  GVHD.  Furthermore,  it  cannot  be 
ruled  out  that  residual  CD8-positive  cells in the marrow  grafts  or  lymphocyte 
tra~ls~Llsions  expand  rapidly in vivo  and  mediate  both  GVHD  and  GVL.  Addi- 
tional studies  are  required  to  determine if CD8  depletion of donor  lymphocyte 
transfusion  improves  overall  outcome  (see  Chapter 15). 

1. T-@ell 

It is at  present not clear if the  GVL  effect is initiated  directly by host leukemia 
cells  or by persisting  host-  or  donor-derived  professional  antigen  presenting  cells 
(APCs), which  process  and present antigens  from  normal host tissues  and  leuke- 
mia  cells.  The  observation that all the target  organs of CVHD  harbor  professional 
APCs  suggests that the  alloresponses  against  the host tissues  and  perhaps  also 
the  host  leukemia  cells  are  initiated by professional  APCs. differs  from  the 
acute  leukemias in that  the  malignant  clone  differentiates  and  generates  mature 



monocyte-macrophages  that  can  function  as  APCs.  The  ability of CML cells  to 
elicit  normal  alloresponses  in  mixed ~ymphocyte  cultures  can  be  explained by 
the expression of HLA-DR  and  costimu~atory  molecules  such as B7. l  and 
l  on CD33+ cells [80,8l]. The CD33+ population  also  contains  cells  that  cap- 
ture,  process,  and  present  soluble  antigen  to  antigen-specific  T-cell  clones 1821. 
It  has  been  shown  that  dendritic  cells,  which  are  the  most  potent  inducers of 
alloresponses,  can  be  readily  isolated  from  the  peripheral  blood of CML patients 
or  alternatively  cultured in vitro  from 034-3- progenitor  cells.  These  dendritic 
cells  are  ?h-positive  and  appear  to  have  normal  function [83,84]. A  recent  report 
suggests  that it may  be  possible  to  generate  autologous  antileukemic  cytotoxic 
T cells using Ph-positive  dendritic  cells 1831, but this  has not found  clinical  appli- 
cation as yet. 

The  c~lrrently  available  techniques for  the  induction  T-cell  lines or clones 
to CML cells with lymphocytes  collected  from  HLA-identical  sibling  donors  are 
imperfect,  and  it  has  proved  difficult  to  obtain  sufficient  cells  for  clinical  applica- 
tion.  It has recently  been  shown  that it is  possible  to  generate  leukemia-reactive 
T-cell  lines in a modified limiting  dilution  assay by screening  individual  wells 
for  antileukenlic  activity.  This  technique has been used to  generate  CTLs that 
induced  remission in a patient with accelerated-phase CML who was resistant 
to  standard  DLT  (Ref. 85; also  see  Chapter 18). The raising of T-cell  lines  and 
clones i s  less  problematic  in HLA mismatched  donor-recipient  pairs  and  could 
potentially  be used to  identify  alloreactive  donor  cells.  Screening of clones 
against  recipient  leukemia  cells  and  Phytohaemagglutinin  (PHA)  lymphoblasts 
allows  for  the  identification of leukemia-reactive  clones  that  could be studied  for 

T-cell  receptor  expression by RT/PCR.  Using  immuno~agnetic  beads  coated 
with  antibodies  to  specific Vp families, it may  prove  possible in  future  to  select 
from  donor  lymphocyte  collections only the T cells with antileukemic  activity 

2. T-cell Lines Specific to Acute Leuke~ias 

The i ~ ~ u n o l o g i c a l  mechanisms  responsible  for the relative  resistance of the 
acute  leukemias  to  im~lunotherapy  require further  elucidation.  One  explanation 
may  be that the  proliferative  rate of acute  leukemia  cells  simply  outstrips  the 
capacity  for  T-cell  expansion  and that the  leukemia  “overgrows”  any  antileuke- 
mic T cells.  Alternatively,  it possible that acute  leukemia  cells  are  either  inept 
at stimulating antileu~emia responses  or,  alternatively,  are  resistant  to T  or NK 
cell-mediated  cytotoxicity. T cells  require  two  signals  for  activation: the first is 
antigen-specific  and  results  from  the  interaction of the pept ide-~HC complex 
with the T-cell  receptor,  while  the  second  or  costimulatory  signal  depends  on 
the  interaction of members of the €37 family  on the antigen  presenting  cell  with 
the CD28 receptor on the cell.  Presentation of antigen  to  T  cells in the  absence 
of costimulation  via  the pathway  usually  results in anergy.  Lack of HLA- 



expression  has  been  correlated  with  poor  allostimulatory  capacity of acute 
leukemia  cells  [87].  A  study of 54 patients with acute  myeloid  leukemia  showed 
expression of B7.1 on the leukemia  cells of only l individual,  while  B7.2  was 
present  in 15 cases A  recent  paper  demonstrates  that  pre-B  acute  lympho- 
blastic  leukemia  cells  lack  B7  and  cannot  induce  proliferation of allogeneic  mis- 
matched  lymphocytes  but  instead  induce al~oantigen-speci~c unresponsiveness 
W ] .  

Strategies  to  enhance  the  immunogenicity of acute  leukemia  cells  include 
coinfusion of APCs with donor  lymphocytes,  transfection of leukemia  cells  with 
costimulatory  molecules,  and  the  induction of costimulatory  molecules  on  leuke- 
mia  cells by CD40  ligation  or  recombinant  cytokines. ~ra~lsfusion of marrow  or 
GM-CSF-mobi~ized  stem cells  followed by treatment of the  patient with GM- 
CSF to  enhance  presentation leukemia  antigens  has  already  found  clinical 
application. A  preliminary  report  described  responses in 6 of 9 patients  treated 
for  recurrent  AML  post-BMT [S l]. Treatment of normal  donors with FIt3 ligand 
increases  the  percentage of dendritic  cells in the blood,  and  these  could  potentially 
be  infused in conjLlnction with donor  lymphocytes  collected by leukapheresis 
[90]. Transfection of costimulatory  or  other immuno~o~ulatory  molecules  en- 
hances  the  ability of leukemia  cells  to  stimulate  responses  from  donor  cells.  Gene- 
modified cells  could be used ex  vivo  to  generate  CTLs  or  injected  into  the  patient 
in a vaccine  approach.  The  importance of B7,  l-mediated  costimulation of my- 
eloid  leukemia  cells  has  been  demonstrated  in syngeneic  murine  model  using 
a  BCR-ABL-transformed  cell  line.  Protective  immunity  to  the  transformed  cell 
line  was  conferred only if the line  had  been  co-transfected  with  B7.1,  while  mice 
challenged with ~ ~ l l m o d i ~ e d  leukemia  cells  rapidly  died of leukemia 1911. Several 
studies  suggest  that  CD40  ligation can upregulate  B7  expression  and  repair  APC 
function of B-lymphoid  malignancies  [89,92,93].  CD40  ligation  restores  the  abil- 
ity of pre-B ALL  cells  to  stirnulate  allogeneic  T-cell  proliferation  [92].  Further- 
more, CD4O-ligated ALL  cells  have  been  used  to  generate leukelllia-speci~c  T- 
cell  lines using autologous  lymphocytes  collected  from the bone  marrow  [92]. 
Preliminary  studies  suggest  that  it  may be  possible  to  improve  the  APC 
function of acute  myeloid  leukemia  cells by incubation  with  recombinant  cyto- 
kines.  Incubation with GM-CSF  and  IL-4  can  differentiate  the  AML  cells of some 
patients  toward  dendritic  cells with upregulation of HLA-ciass TI, B7. l, and  B7.2 
[94,95].  These  differentiated AML cells  could  also  stimulate  autologous  cytotoxic 
T-cell  responses. 

It  is  clear  that  the next decade will be an exciting  time  for  BMT  physicians  and 
hematoimmunoiogists.  New  advances  in  graft  engineering  and  stem-cell  mobili- 
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zattion have  already  made i t  possible  to  increase the stem-cell  dose  for  allogeneic 
tr~~nsplantation.  Studies are  currently in progress  to  determine  whether  an in- 
creased  stem-cell  dose  permits a reduction in the intensity of the  conditioning 
regimen  and  limit  regilnen-related  toxicity. A better  L~nderstanding of the  interac- 
tions  between  leukemia  cells  and  T  cells  offers  the  prospect of developing  specific 
il~munotherapy  and selectively  reconstituting  the  immune  systems of allograft 
recipients. The  basic  techniques  for the identification of leukemia  antigens-such 
as T-cell  cloning,  peptide  elution,  and tandem  spectrometer,  expression of 
leukemic  cDNA in libraries,  and  knowledge of peptide  binding  motifs of individ- 
ual HLA molecules-are  now  well  established,  and it likely that in the  ensuing 
years  many  more  leukemia  and  minor ~ i s t o c o ~ ~ a t i b i l i t y  antigens  will be identi- 
fied. Techniques  have  also  been  developed  to  obtain  professional  antigen-present- 
ing  cells (APCs), such as dendritic  cells  or  activated  cells,  The  availability of 
well-defined  leukemia  antigens  and  professional  APCs  for the  resenting of these 
antigens will facilitate  the  expansion of leLlkel~ia-sp~ci~c T  cells for  therapeutic 
purposes. 
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Although  high-dose therapy and  autologous  transplantation  confer  a  survival ben- 
efit in multiple  myeloma ,2],  eventual  disease  progression almost  universal 
and  few  patients  are  cured 11-31. Disease  recurrence  rates  after  purged  autografts 
do not appear  to  be  different  from  those  seen  with  unpurged  grafts and  relapse 
rates  after  syngeneic  transplantation  are  also  high [5,6]. This  situation  is  unlike 
that in hematological  malignancies  such  as  the  acute  leukemias  and  the  lympho- 
mas,  where  a  number of patients  are  cured  with  autologous  or  syngeneic  trans- 
plantation suggesting  that  currently  available  conditioning  regimens  alone 
are  incapable of eradicating  myeloma.  Although  relapse  rates  are high after  allo- 
geneic  bone  marrow  transplantation  (BMT) in myeloma [8- lo], some  patients 
do attain  sustained  molecular  remissions 1 and  become  long-term  disease-free 
survivors [8- 10,12,13].  This  suggests  that an ilnmunological  graft-versus-tumor 
effect  similar  to  the  well-characterized  graft-VersLls-leu~emia [GVL] reactions 

operates in the setting of allogeneic  transplantation  for  myeloma. 

A  number of reports  have  described  the  exploitation a  graft-versus-myeloma 
(GVM) reactions in clinical  practice 5-22].  The first attempt at harnessing 
GVM was  reported by Or  et  al. in a patient  with  recurrent  multiple  extramed- 
ullary  plasmacytomas  and TgA paraproteinemia.  The  patient  received  a  T  cell- 



depleted  allograft  from  her  sibling,  followed by graded  increments of donor  T 
cells at  weekly  intervals,  to  achieve a  graft-versus-tu~or effect. The  treatment 
resulted in complete  eradication of all  tumor  masses  and  normalization of serum 
i~munoglobulin levels. The patient  was in complete  remission  (CR) 4 years  after 
tral~sp~antation [ I  and  remains in continuous CR at 10 years  (Reuven Or, per- 
sonal  comlnunication). 

Pavord  et  al. administered interferon-~2b to a patient with IgA  my- 
elonm  relapsing  three  months  after  T-cell  nondepleted  allogeneic  BMT  from an 

interferon  (IFN).  The  paraprotein  level  remained  stable, 
after  IFN  was  discontinued.  Collins  et  al. [l71 described  a  patient with primary 
refractory  myeloma  who  did not respond  to  a  T-cell  nondepleted  allograft  from 
an  LA-identical sibling.  Four  months  after  transplant, 1.63 10%  monolluclear 
cells  per  kilogram  were  infused,  followed 4 weeks  later by IFN-a. CR was  at- 
tained 4 months  after  the  cell  infusion.  Although the patient  relapsed 2 months 
later, the disease  burden  remained and the patient  was  reportedly  alive  with 
disease  2  years  after im~unot l~erapy 

Verdonck  et  al. 8-1 reported  two  patients  who  experienced  recurrent  my- 
eloma  after cell-depleted  BMT.  Both  had  received cells  per  kilogram 
at the time of the  original  graft. CR was  attained  in both patients in conjunction 
with ~ V H D  after  administration of T cells per ~ilogram. Both  the  patients 
were  reportedly  alive in CR at 2 years  and 8 months 

Tricot  et  al. 191 reported  a  patient  who  experienced  recurrent  disease  after 
a  T  cell-depleted  transplant  from an HLA-identical  unrelated  donor. An initial 
infusion of a  small  amount of cryopreserved  peripheral blood containing lo6 total 
nucleated  cells  per  kilogram  resulted in no  apparent  antitumor  effect.  Subse- 
quently, an infusion of T cells per kilogram in l00 mL of donor  blood 
resulted in acute  GVHD  and  CR.  The  patient  eventually  developed  chronic 

D  and  died of a  fungal  infection  while  on  immunosuppressive  therapy.  She 
had  recurrent  disease at the  time of death.  Figure l shows the complete  clinical 
course of this  patient. A  subsequent  report  described  three  more  patients  allo- 
grafted with T  cell-depleted  marrow  from  unrelated  donors at the  University of 

in whom  responses  were seen after  donor 'leukocyte infusions (DLI), 
and  death  due  to  infectious  complications  or  toxicity  was the eventual 

outcome in all 201. 
Aschan  et  al. [211 described  two  patients  who  were  treated with a  combina- 

tion of DL1 and  interleukin-2 (TL-2) for  relapse  after  T-cell  nondeleted  BMT 
from H ~ ~ - i d e n t i c a l  siblings. The first had  responded  partially  to  a  previous DL1 
without  cytokines but did  not  respond  to  combined  cell-cytokine  therapy.  No 
~ V ~ D  was  seen  in  this  patient.  The  second  patient  attained CR after  combination 
imlnunotherapy?  which  resulted  in GVHD. 

In a  multicenter  study of 140  patients  with  malignant  diseases  relapsing 

LA-identical  sibling.  The  patient  developed  cutaneous CV 



Correlation  between  graft-versus-host  disease  and  graft-versus-myelollla 
The  first DL1 contained l nucleated  cells  per  kilogram  and  the  second  contained 1.2 

CD3 cells  per  kilogram. 

after  allogeneic  tr~~nsplantation,  Collins et al. reported  CR in two of four 
evaluable  meyeloma  patients  receiving DL1 from  family  donors. 

Unlike  Pavord  et  al. Verdonck et al. 81 and  Tricot  et  al. whose 
patients had systemic  disease  recurrence with marrow  plasmacytosis,  Bertz  et a l .  

treated a patient  whose  marrow  was in remission but who  developed  multiple 
cutaneous  plasmacytomas  after  T-cell  nondepleted  allogeneic  BMT.  The  patient 
developed  acute  and  chronic GVHD after  combined  intervention with cessation 
of immunosuppression,  infusion of 6.2 lo7 T cells  per  kilogram,  and  adminis- 
tration of IFN-a. All the  plasmacytomas  disappeared with the immullotherapy, 
and  the  patient  was  reportedly in CR with extensive  chronic  GVHD [23]. 

In a  cooperative  study  from the Netherlands,  Lokhorst  et  al. 1241 updated 
their  initial  report of 2 patients  and  provided  data  on  l more  patients  treated 
with DLI. All 13 had originally  received T  cell-depleted  grafts  from  HLA-identi- 
cal  siblings.  These 13 patients  were  treated  with 29 courses of DL1 containing 
1 IOh  to 3.3 10' cells  per  kilogram. CR was  observed in 4 patients and 
partial  remission  (PR) in 4. A of total of patients  were  alive at the  time of 
the  report; 2 in CR. 



ehta 

The  infusion of CD8-depleted  donor  leukocytes (CD4.t- cells)  was  reported 
to  cause  regression of relapsed  disease in three of four  patients  who  had  been 
allografted  from  HLA-identical  siblings using CD6-depleted  marrow  [25].  Re- 
sponse  was  associated with GVHD in all three  patients. 

Of 97  patients  allografted at the  University of Arkansas,  30  relapsed  follow- 
ing  transplantation  [26].  While 24 died of recurrent  disease  or  complications of 
further  therapy  (including  attempts  to  elicit GVM) [20], 6  survive in CR  or PR 
after  various  approaches  to  elicit  GVM  [24].  These  approaches  included, in vary- 
ing  combinations,  withdrawal of im~unosuppression, DLI,  and  administration 
of IFN-a or IL-2. 

The  available  data  suggest that it is  possible  to  elicit  GVM in patients re- 
lapsing  after  T  cell-depleted  as well as  nondepleted  grafts, 

Graft-versus-leuke~ia  (GVL)  reactions after  allogeneic  BMT  (“primary  GVL”) 
do  operate in the  absence of clinically  detectable GVHD 141. However,  the  rela- 
tionship  between  GVHD  and  GVL  is very strong in the  setting of adoptive  immu- 
notherapy of relapsed  disease  (“salvage  GVL”),  especially in patients with acute 
leukemia  [22,27,28].  Although  the  data  are  limited,  a small number of allografted 
myeloma  patients do  appear to  survive  in  CR  long  term  without  having  developed 
GVHD 12,131. Therefore,  GVHD  may not be  essential  for  “primary  GVM’ 
after  allografting. 

However,  whether  this  holds  true  for  patients  who  undergo i ~ ~ u n o t h e r a p y  
for  disease  recurring  after  allogeneic  transplantation ‘salvage GVM”) is not 
known,  Table 1 outlines the correlation  between  GVHD  and  GVM in the pub- 

Relationship  Between Graft-Versus-~yelo~a and  Graft-Versus-Host 
Disease  (GVHD) 

Author  Number 
[Reference] of Patients  GVHD Response 

Aschan 2211 2 No 
Bertz 1231 Yes 

Collins Yes 
Lokhorst  [24] 13 (acute) 

Orsini 4  3 
Pavord Yes 
Tricot 1201 4 

(chronic) 

1 (partial) 
Yes 
Yes 

( l  without  acute  GVHD) 
6 (all  with  chronic  GVHD) 

3  (all  with  GVHD) 
No 
4 



lished  reports of immunotherapy of relapsed  myeloma.  Clearly, the relationship 
between  GVHD  and  response  is very strong in the  setting of salvage  therapy. 

Figure I shows  the  complete  clinical  course of the  patient  originally re- 
ported by Tricot et al.  [19,20].  As  the figure shows,  GVHD  continued  to  remain 
a  problem, but the  myeloma  stayed in remission  while  there  was  active  GVHD. 
As GVHD  improved  on  combined  imm~lnosuppression with cyclosporine  and 
prednisone,  the  disease  recurred.  The  patient  eventually  died of an opportunistic 
infection  secondary  to  the immunosLlppressive therapy, with detectable  parapro- 
tein in the  serum.  The  clinical  course of this  patient  is  strikingly  similar  to that 
of another  patient we have  treated  with  secondary  acute  myeloid  leukemia  whose 
disease  recurred  coincidentally with ilnprovement in GVHD [29]  and  who  died 
of relapse when GVHD  resolved  on  interlnittent  methotrexate  (unpublished  data). 

In an elegant  experiment,  the  Dana-Farber  group  studied  the  T  cell-recep- 
tor repertoire in four  patients with relapsed  myeloma  who  received  CD4+  lym- 
phocytes  from  HLA-identical  siblings  [25].  Clonal  T-cell  populations  emerged 
after DL1 in each of the  three  responding  patients.  Some  clones  appeared within 
3 months  after  DLI,  and  coincident  with  disease  response,  whereas  other  clones 
appeared  later,  coincident with the  development of GVHD.  Sensitive  polymerase 
chain  reaction  (PCR)  studies of CDR 111 region  sequences  and  a  semi-~uantitative 
hybridization assay for  the  junctional region of each  clone  showed that the early 
clones  (temporally  associated with GVM)  were  detectable by PCR in patient 
blood  samples  before DL1 and  expanded at least IO-fold in  the first 3 months 
after  DLI. In contrast,  the  late  clones  (temporally  associated  with  GVHD)  were 
not detectable  either  prior  to DL1 or in the first 3 months  after  DLI.  These  findings 
suggest that DL1 may mediate  antitumor  activity  through an indirect  effect  on 
preexisting  T-cell  populations,  whereas  the  induction of GVHD may be mediated 
through  new  T-cell  populations  developing  after DL1 [25].  These  data  suggest 
that GVHD  and  GVM may  potentially  be  separable. 

The  University of Arkansas  approach  to  separate  GVM  and  GVHD  consists 
of the  adlninistration of donor  cells  transduced with the  herpes  simplex  virus 
thymidine  kinase  (TK)  gene  after  T  cell-depleted  BMT Transduction 
of the viral TK  suicide  gene  permits  specific  cell  kill  on  administration of gan- 
ciclovir.  Laboratory  data  show  that  adequate  numbers of TK-transduced  lympho- 
cytes can be  selected  efficiently  with >90% purity  and  the  selected  cells  remain 
functional; 24  h of exposure  to  ganciclovir at clinically  achievable  concentration 
kills >90% of the  selected  cells,  and  ganciclovir can kill TK-transduced  cells in 
vivo [30], Patients  with  persistent  or  recurrent  disease  after T  cell-depleted  allo- 
genic  BMT  receive  TI(-marked  cells  followed  electively by ganciclovir 3 weeks 
later l]. In  the  absence of response  or  GVHD,  a  second DL1 is  administered 
6 weeks  after  the first. Ganciclovir  is then administered  only if there  is  GVHD. 
Dose  escalation of TK-marked  cells has been  planned  from IO6 T cells per 
kilogram  to 5, 10, 20,  and 50 IO6 T cells  per  kilogram  in  cohorts of three 



patients  each.  None of the  three  patients  receiving both infusions at the first dose 
level  developed  GVHD,  and  one  patient  experienced  a reduction of monoclonal 
protein  and  marrow  plasmacytosis.  The  TK-marked  cells  were  detectable 6 weeks 
after  the  second  infusion in the  absence of ganciclovir  therapy in all  patients. 

The  3-week  interval  to  ganciclovir  administration  was  based  on the phe- 
nomenon  seen in one  patient  (Figure l), where it was  felt that the entire  antitumor 
effect  was  completed in the first 2  weeks  prior  to  the  onset of GVHD  [l9].  How- 
ever, in light of the  Dana-Farber  data,  this  assumption not necessarily  true. 

as most other  reports  show,  the  time taken to  respond  is  generally  several 
weeks. better way may be  to  monitor  T-cell  clones  after DL1 and  withhold 
ganciclovir  as  long  as  no new clones  appear  to  emerge.  Ganciclovir  could  be 
administered  when  there  is  clinical  evidence of GVHD  or  appearance of new T- 
cell  clones. 

We  are  currently  trying  to  induce  GVM in a patient  who  has  relapsed  after 
cell-depleted BMT from an unrelated  donor.  Despite  three  infusions of 

marked  cells,  one  infusion of CD8-depleted  cells,  one  infusion of a small quantity 
of frozen  peripheral  donor  blood  after  chemotherapy,  and  one  infusion of fresh 
donor buffy coat,  neither  GVHD nor response  has  been  seen  (unpublished  data). 
This  suggests  indirectly  that  some  amount of GVHD rnay  be necessary  for  GVM. 

The right balance  between  ongoing  GVHD, with its morbidity but action 
against  myeloma  on the one  hand, and treatment of GVHD with its  own  infectious 
complications,  as well as  compromised  GVM,  is  difficult  to  achieve.  One  poten- 
tial way of doing  this  is  to  treat only patients  whose GVHD is progressive  and 
to  avoid  i~nlnunosLlppressive  therapy when CVHD is limited.  When GVHD is 
treated,  the  use of single  agents  other than corticosteroids may be  considered 
to avoid  severe  immunosuppression. In patients  with  GVHD,  especially  those 
requiring  intensive  immunosuppression  including  corticosteroids,  attention  to 
broad-spectrum  antimicrobial  prophylaxis is critical  [32]  to  avoid  deaths  [20]  due 
to opportunistic  infections. 

Low-grade  lymphoid  malignancies  take  time  to  respond  after  high-dose  therapy 
and  autologous  or  allogeneic  transp~antation  [33,34].  Similarly,  time  to  response 
after  induction of CVL for  relapsed  disease may also  be  prolonged,  especially 
with diseases such as  chronic  myeloid E221 or  lymphocytic  [35]  leukemia. 

Table  2  shows  the  time  to  response in relapsed  myeloma  from  the  published 
reports  where  these  data  are  available. It appears that it could  take  some  weeks 
for a  response to be  seen  and  months  to  attain CR. The  apparently  short  time to 
response  after  the  second DL1 in the patient  described by Tricot  et  al. 1191 may 
have been due to the HLA disparity  (unrelated  donor)  or  due  to  a  rapid  expansion 
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Time to Disease  Response  After Inlmunotlle~~p~ for Myelom 
Relapsing  After  Allogeneic T~anspl~ntation~' 

Author 
[Reference] 

Time to Initial Time Complete 
Response Remission 

Collins Not specified 4 months 

Tricot [201h 2 weeks 7 weeks 
Lokhorst Median 6 weeks Not specified 

(range, 4- weeks) 
Bertz 5 weeks weeks 

of preexisting  clones  triggered by the first of the two  infusions of donor  cells 

Variable cell doses  have  been wed to  elicit  GVM.  Although the Dutch  group 
tried  escalating  cell  doses, they found that the  infusion of 1 T cells per 
kilogram  was  associated with the best response  rates (4 6 compared with 4 
of 2 l infusions  containing I IO8  T cells  per  kilogram). The  two  patients 
who  did not respond  despite  getting high T-cell  doses  were  those  who  did not 
develop GVHD. Since  GVHD  appears  to be at least a  surrogate  marker  for  subse- 
quent GVM (if not the  actual  phenonlenon  responsible  for GVM), the correct 
dose of T cells  would  appear  to be the  one that causes  some GVH 
it is probably  reasonable  to  escalate  T-cell  dose with each  infusion until some 
GVHD is  seen. 

The  four  unrelated  donor  transplant  recipients  treated at the University of 
Arkansas  received  relatively  modest  cell  doses  per  kilogram  body  weight: 1.2 
10" T cells, 1.2 loh T cells, 1.1 cells,  and 6 lo6 nucleated  cells. 
However, GVHD (and  response) was seen in all,  indicating  that a much  smaller 
number of T cells may be required in the  unrelated  donor  transplant  setting to 
cause GVHD and GVM. 

Higher  cell  doses may  be required if the llistocol~patibility  between  unre- 
lated  donors  and  recipients is particularly  good: an unrelated  donor  transplant 
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recipient we are  treating  currently has not developed  GVHD  despite  having  re- 
ceived I lo6 TK-marked  T  cells  per  kilogram  twice, loh CD4-t- cells 
once,  0.8 lo6 T cells  per  kilogram  during  myelosuppression  after  chemother- 
apy,  and  23 I O h  T cells  per  kilogram in the  steady  state.  The  donor  and  the 
recipients  share  two  ancestral  haplotypes  resulting in very close  HLA  identity 

As a starting  point, 0.5 to 1 lo*  T cells  per  kilogram  may  be  appropriate 
for  HLA-identical  sibling  transplants  and 0.5 to IO6 T cells  per  kilogram 
for  HLA-mismatched  grafts  or  unrelated  donor  transplants.  Whether  T  cell  doses 
required  to  elicit  GVHD  and  CVM  would  be  higher in patients  relapsing  after 
T-cell  nondepleted  grafts  is not known. 

~361. 

Isolated  extramedullary  relapse  after  allogeneic  transplantation  is not common 
in leukemia 113’71, although  this  unusual  phenomenon  appears  to  be  a  noticeable 
problem in patients with acute  leukemia  treated with immunotherapy  for  relapse 
after  allograft  [28]. 

The  patient  described by Bertz et al.  [23]  had  isolated  recurrence of extra- 
medullary  disease  after I ” ,  which  responded  to  immunother~py.  However,  a 
commoner  scenario  is  extramedullary  recurrence  following  successful  immuno- 
therapy of relapsed  myeloma,  where  the  marrow  often  tends  to  be  in CR (unpub- 
lished  data)  [38].  The l~anagement of this  problem  is  unsatisfactory.  Isolated 
lesions may be  amenable to radiation  or  intraarterial  chemotherapy.  However, 
control of systemic  disease  probably  needs  to be maintained  through  ongoing 
GVNI (CVHD)  [29]. 

We  are  currently  investigating  the  relationship  between CD 13 expression 
and the propensity  to  develop  extramedullary  deposits  in  patients with malignant 
hematological  diseases-leukemia 1281 and myeloma-who have  been  treated 
with immunotherapy  for  disease  recurrence  posttransplant. 

The ideal  way to exploit  GVM  would be to  identify  patients  at  high risk of disease 
progression on the  basis of disease  biology  or  other  factors, such as poor immuno- 
logical  reconstitution 1391 or  lack of and  augment  immune  responses in 
them,  With  T  cell-depleted  grafts,  this  could  be  accomplished using one  or  more 
of graded  T-lymphocyte  repletion  [40]  or  the  administration of l], 
or IL-2 [42].  With  T-cell  nondepleted grafts,  this  could  be  accomplished by abbre- 
viating the duration of ilnmunosuppression  or  administering  cytokines.  The  risk 



of getting  severe  GVHD  due  to  immune manipL~lations in the  relatively  early 
stages  after  transplantation  [35]  must  be  carefully  weighed  against  potential  bene- 
fits. 

The  idiotype of the  myeloma  monoclonal  protein  can  be  used  as  a  unique 
tunlor-specific  antigen.  Immunization of the  donor  with  the  recipient’s  myeloma 
idiotype  prior  to  the  harvest  can  augment  T  cell-mediated  specific  immunity 
against  the  idiotype  protein  [43].  There  is  evidence in a  murine  B-cell  lymphoma 
model  characterized by expression  and  secretion of clonal  immunoglobulin that 
reconstitution with marrow  from  idiotype-imlnune  donors  can  confer  protection 
against  subsequent  lethal  tumor  challenge  [44]. If the  anti-idiotype  response 
protective in myeloma,  this  would  be  a way to  selectively  boost  GVM.  Graded 
infusion of lymphocytes  from  donors  vaccinated  with  idiotype  protein  is  therefore 
another  avenue  to  be  explored. 

Infusion of dendritic  cells  loaded  with  the  myeloma  protein  after BMT 
could  also  be  used  to  enhance  GVM  effects of allogeneic  transplantation by stim- 
ulating  T  cell-mediated  specific  immunity. 

The  high  transplallt-related  mortality  seen with allogeneic  transplantation sig- 
nificantly  decreases  long-term  disease-free  survival 10,261. Attempts  have  there- 
fore  been  made  to  exploit  allogenic GVM effects  outside  the  setting of conven- 
tional  allogeneic  BMT so as  to  avoid  morbidity  and  mortality [45--48J. 

These  approaches  have  included  conditioning  with  nonmyeloablative  but 
adequately i~munosuppressive regimens  to  achieve  secure alloengraft~ent, al- 
beit  with  mixed  chimerism  because of persistent  host  hematopoiesis (as  well  as, 
probably,  persistent  disease).  This  is  followed by DL1 in gradual  increments  to 
convert  the  mixed  chimerism  to  full  donor-type  chimerism  and  eliminate  the 
disease  through  graft-versus-tumor  reactions in the  process.  Early  results  are  en- 
couraging [45,46]. 

Another  approach  has  been  to  exploit  “hit-and-mn” [49,50] graft-versus- 
tumor  effects by infusing  haploidelltical  donor  cells in conjunction  with  a  conven- 
tional  autograft  [47].  This has been  tried in a  small  number of patients  who  were 
being  transplanted  for  the  second third  [47]  time.  Fatal  toxicity,  including 
GVHD, was a  serious  problem  in  patients  receiving  this  therapy  with  their third 
autografts.  Although  survival of donor  cells for  several  weeks  was  seen in the  few 
patients  receiving  this  therapy  with  their  second  autografts,  all  patients  eventually 
relapsed  and  sufficient  data  were not available  to  judge  the efficacy of this  ap- 
proach. 

Infusion of mononuclear  cells  from  HLA-identical  sibling  donors has been 



tried without any preceding  conditioning  therapy [4S]. While  almost all patients 
had donor  cells  detectable  immediately  after  infusion, a  quarter  had  donor  cells 
detectable  more  than 4 weeks  after infusion and  all of these  developed  GVHD. 
There  appeared  to  be  transient  antitumor  response in two  patients  (including  one 
with myeloma)  during  GVHD.  Again,  these  data  are  too  limited  to  permit  any 
conclusions  about the feasibility efficacy of this  approach. 

Apart from  problems  with  toxicity, the limited  availability  of  suitably  matched 
donors  for  allogeneic  transplantation  makes it accessible  only to a minority of 
patients  who  are  relatively  young  and fit. Because of their  safety,  exploitation of 
 raft-versus-tumor reactions in the  autologous  setting  is  potentially very attrac- 
tive l]. Although number of studies  have  shown that short  course of 
cyclosporine  given  after  aLlt~grafting  can  cause  a  clinical  and histo~ogica~ syn- 
drome  resembling  GVHD in animal  models  and  human  beings,  antitumor  activity 

been  seen  only  in rat model  against plasnlacytorna  cell  line [52]. No 
~~ntitumor activity  was  seen  against  Ia-bearing  murine  myeloid  and  lymphoid 
leukemias l 

Giralt  et administered  cyclosporine for 28 days  after  autografting 
to myeloma  patients  conditioned with thiotepa,  busulfan,  and  cyclophospha- 
mide. One patient  developed  skin GVWD which  responded  to  corticosteroids. 
Six patients  developed  histological  evidence of GVHD  without  clinical  signs. Of 

l  patients  with  evaluable  disease, 3 attained  remission.  One  died of treatment- 
related  toxicity, 3 experienced  disease  progression,  and patients  are  alive  with- 
out  progression at 2- 14 months.  This  suggests that induction of autologous 

feasible  and  reasonably well tolerated in myeloma  patients.  There  are 
limited  data  on  its efficacy 

Va~cination with the  myeloma  idiotype  protein and  infusion of idio- 
type-pulsed  dendritic  cells  once  a  minimal  residual  disease  state  has  been  attained 
after aLltotrallsp~antation are  other  potential  ways of exploiting  immune  reactions 
against  myeloma.  These  responses may require  enhancement with cytokines  such 
as the interferons  or IL-2. 

The  fact  that are  limited  means that most  questions  about  GV 
the fact that i t  does  exist,  remain  unanswered.  Table 3 lists  important  issues that 
need  to  be  addressed  and  have  been  discussed  at  various  places i n  the text. 



Unanswered  Questions 

7 .  

8.  

10. 

12. 

Can  GVHD  and  GVM  be  separated? 
Which  myeloma  patients  are  at  high  risk  of  relapse  after  allografting? 
What  is  the  optimum  starting  cell  dose  for  donor  leukocytes  for  prophylaxis? 
What  is  the  optimum  starting  cell  dose  for  donor  leukocytes  for  treatment  of 

How  long  an  interval  should  be  left  between  two  cell  infusions? 
Should  chemotherapy  be  administered  prior  to  donor  leukocytes? 
When  should  cytokines  such  as IL-2 be  used? 
Which  patients  are  at a high  risk  of  isolated  extramedullary  relapse? 
How  should  extramedullary  relapse  be  dealt  with  when  systemic  disease  is 

Can  GVM  be  exploited  independent  of  conventional  allogeneic tra~~splal~tatio~~? 
Does  autologous  GVM  exist? 
Can  GVM  be  exploited  without  a  graft? 

relapse‘? 

controlled  with  GVM? 

The  best way to  treat  a  relapsed  patient  would  be in the  context of much-needed 
well-designed  clinical  trials  evaluating  one  or  more of the  questions  outlined in 
Table 3. In  the  absence of a  study,  a  reasonable  approach  depends  upon  the 
patient’s  general  condition, the nature of the graft,  current inlmunosL~ppressio11, 
time  from  transplant,  and  tumor  burden.  Figure 2 shows  a  suggested  approach 
based  upon  our  treatment leukemia  relapsing  after  allogeneic  transplantation 

The clinical  condition of patients with relapsed  disease  who  are  undergoing 
attempts  to  induce  graft-versus-tumor  reactions  is  often  unstable.  In  addition to 
intensive  supportive  therapy  including  broad-spectrum  antimicrobial  prophylaxis, 
the  actual  treatment plan may  need  to  be  changed. 

In patients  failing to respond  to  “standard”  approaches,  infusion donor 
cells  collected  after  donor  vaccination  with the myeloma  idiotype  could  be  tried. 
Dendritic  cells  loaded  with  the  idiotype  protein  could  be  adl~inistered to  the 
patient  after DLT, or  donor  cells  could  be  collected  after  stimulation of the donor 
with  dendritic  cell  infusions. 

effects  operate  in  the  setting of donor-cell  chimerism  after  allogeneic 
and  are  probably  responsible  for  curing  a  small  number of patients  after  alloge- 
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neic F". It is known  whether  GVM  is  separable  from  GVHD in practice. 
The best way  to  exploit  GVM  reactions is unclear,  and  morbidity of GVHD 
remains major  problem.  There  is  usually time lag of a  few  weeks  between 
immune  intervention  and  disease  response.  There propensity  for  extramedul- 
lary disease  recurrence  in  patients  whose  marrow  disease  is  controlled  with im- 
~unological  manip~~lations. ~~p lo ra t i on  of GVM  outside  conventional  allogeneic 
transp~antation  or after  autologous  transplantation necessary to increase  the 
number of patients  likely to benefit from  this  phenomenon  and to  make it safer. 
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Given  justified  concerns of high  treatment-related  mortality in a setting of un- 
proven efficacy,  few  have  attempted  or  even  considered  allotransplantation in 
patients  with  nonhematological  malignancies.  However,  the  demonstration of po- 
tent antileukemia  effects  following  allogeneic  BMT  for  a  diversity of hematologi- 
cal  malignancies 1-41 begs  the  question  whether  similar  beneficial  alloresponses 
can  be used to  eradicate  solid  tumors.  From  our  knowledge of the  GVL  response, 
we  can  define  the  characteristics of a  tumor  that  should  make it susceptible  to  a 
graft-versus-tu~or  (GVT) effect.  Indeed,  allograft  studies  in  mouse  tumor  models 
described by Slavin  et  al. in Chapter l2  demonstrate  unequivocal  GVT  effects. 
Nevertheless,  human  solid  tumors  and  hematological  malignancies  differ in some 
quite fu~ldamental  ways.  Assumptions  about  GVT  made by analogy with the 
GVL effect may not always  be  valid.  In  Table l the  arguments  for  and  against 
a  GVT effect  are set out. 

Support  for an alloimrnune  response  to  tumors  comes  from the demonstra- 
tion of an autologous  antitumor  response,  notably in malignant  melanoma  and 
renal  cell  carcinoma. The  occurrence of T cells,  which  can in some  circumstances 
recognize  and  efficiently  lyse  tumor,  supports  the  possibility of a  therapeutic 
effect  from T-cell  allograft. In favor of a  GVT effect  is  the  fact  that many 
tumors  arise  from the same  tissues  that  are  the  direct  target of GVHD  damage. 
In theory therefore,  all  carcinomas  arising  from  epithelial  and  endothelial  surfaces 
and  specialized  organs  derived  from  these  tissues  (e.g.,  keratinocytes,  fibroblasts, 
exocrine  glands,  hepatobiliary  tree,  gastrointestinal  tract,  and  lungs)  should  be 
susceptible  to  GVT  effects  [5,6].  Tumors  arising in other  tissues  that  are  notably 



le Arguments  for  and  Against GVT  Effect 

In favor  of  GVT 
Tumors  arising in tissues  that  are  targets  of  cytotoxic  damage  in  GVHD  could  also  be 

susceptible to iInmune-mediated  damage  and  control. 
Tumors  posessing  MHC  class I and 11, ICAM-I B7. I ,  and  Fas  should  be  targets  of T- 

cell  attack. 
There is evidence of autologous  antitiumor  immune  responses  in  some  malignancies. 

Alloresponses  are  likely  to  be  at  least  as  powerful. 
Alloreacting cells  can  recognize a wide  range  of  antigens  on  the  recipient’s  malignant 

cells  (minor  histoco~npatibility  antigens,  alleles of tumor  specific  antigens  [TSAJ). 
Clinical graft-versLls-~alignancy effects  are  being  demonstrated in a  widening  range  of 

diseases  (leukemias,  lymphomas,  myeloma  and  some  solid  tumors). 

Against  GVT 
Tumors  arising  in  tissues  not  involved  in  GVHD  are  iess  likely  to be suitable  targets 

of alloreacting  T  cells.  Tumors  are  notoriously  adapted  to  escape  from  imrnune 
control. 

Posttransplant  immune  deficiency  may  favor  tumor  progression. 
effects may  be  abrogated  following  the  establishment  of  tolerance  posttransplant. 

Large  tumor  masses  may  limit  complete  infiltration  by  tumor  infiltrating  lymphocytes 

Delayed  second  malignancies  may  develop  following  bone  marrow  transplants. 
(TIL). 

uninvolved in GVHD  reactions  (e.g.,  muscle,  nervous  system,  and  renal  tract) 
may, by the  same  argument,  be  immune  to  GVT  effects.  Tumor  lysis by alloge- 
neic CTL  or  NK/LAK cells,  or  proliferation  inhibition by cytokines,  are  prerequi- 
sites  for a  GVT effect.  From  our  understanding of GVL, the tumor-cell  character- 
istics  necessary  to  generate a successful  GVT  response  would  include  slow 
proliferation  (matching  the  relatively  slow  pace of the  T-cell  response),  presence 
on the cell  surface of class I and I1 molecules,  costim~~latory  molecules 
(CDSO, CD86), adhesion  molecules  such  as the ICAMs,  and  Fas  expression [7,8]. 

Many  malignancies  possess  some  or  all of these  characteristics.  However, it 
should  also  be  noted  that  solid  tumors may often  be well adapted  to  escape im- 
mLlne-mediated killing.  Locus-  or  allele-specific down-re~ulation of MHC  mole- 
cules a common  mechanism  whereby  tumor  cells  escape  T-cell  attack  [9,l0]. 
In addition,  aberrations in the  number of MHC  molecules  on  the  surface of tumor 
cells  such  as  melanoma  have  been  shown  to ~uantitatively affect  their  lysis  by 
cytotoxic lymphocytes.  Increased  concentrations of lnembrane-bound  Fas  li- 
gand  [l21 as  well  as  tumor-cell  secretion of soluble  inhibitory  factors  such  as 
IL- 10 or transfor~ing growth  factor  beta  (TGF-P) may all lead  to  im- 
mune  escape  from  tumor in~ l t ra t ing   l y~p~ocy tes  (TIL). ~ddit ional concerns  re- 
lated to  transplanting  patients with solid  tumors  include  the  fact  that  bone  marrow 
allografts  actually  predispose  to  secondary  malignancies, ~al ignancies particu- 



larly appearing late  effects of marrow  allografting  include  malignant  mela- 
noma; lion-Hodgkin's lymphomas;  cancers of the  buccal  cavity,  liver,  brain,  cen- 
tral nervous  system,  thyroid,  bone,  and  connective  tissue.  The  occurrence of these 
second  cancers  relates in part  to  the  mutagenic  effect of high-dose  chemotherapy/ 
radiation  and in part to  the  i~mL~nodeficiency of chronic  GVHD.  After total body 
irradiation,  second  malignancies  are  being  increasingly  reported long-term  ef- 
fects  become  better  defined 15,161. 

In designing  allogeneic  transplantation  protocols  for  patients with solid tu- 
mors, it would  be an advantage  to  minimize  these  risks by reducing  the  intensity 
of the  preparative  regimen and  by attempting  to  ensure  rapid  immune  reconstitu- 
tion so to  maintain  immune  regulation of the  tumor.  T  cell-replete,  nonmye- 
loablative  regimens  that  incorporate  early  cyclosporine  withdrawal with delayed 
donor  lymphocyte  infusions  (described  later in this  chapter) go some way to 
achieving  these  aims.  Preliminary  data  suggest  a  significant  reduction in treatment 
related  mortality  versus  conventional  marrow  cell  transplantation 1’7, I S]. 

The  reasons  for  exploiting  possible  alloimrnune  responses  to  solid  tumors  are 
several:  First,  the  allograft  provides  the  opportunity  to  attack the tumor with the 
donor  immune  system,  which  is  intact  and  unsuppressed by chemotherapy  and 
has  yet  to  develop  tolerance  to the malignancy. In addition,  patients  with  growing 
tumors  may  lack  the  T-cell  repetoire  necessary  to  recognize  and  destroy the tu- 
mor,  analogous  to  what  is  sometimes  seen in patients with leukemia Finally, 
over  and  above  the  presentation of known  tumor-specific  antigens,  the  malignant 
cells rnay present diversity of alloantigens  to  the  donor  immune  system,  which 
could  induce  powerful  immunodominant  responses [6,20,2 1 

From  what  is  already  known  about  GVL,  the  response by donor  T  cells  to the 
tumor  is  likely  to  be  greatest  when  unmanipuiated  transplants  are  performed. 
There  is  a  theoretical  risk  that  the  immunosuppression  given  to  establish  en- 
graftment of the  donor  cells rnay accelerate  disease  progression in a  tumor  that 
has hitherto  been held in check by the  recipient’s  immunity.  For  this  reason, 
prudent  approach  to the allografting of tumors  would  be  to  use T  cell-replete 
allograft  that  would  initiate  immune  competence  as  rapidly possible.  While 
GVHD  inevitably  requires  control  and  suppression,  it  would  be  important  to  at- 
tempt to avoid  the  establishment of tolerance of the  donor  to  recipient  malignant 
tissues. I n  the  absence of severe  GVHD,  therefore,  withdrawal of immunosup- 



pressive  agents  such  as  cyclosporine  followed by the  administration of donor 
lymphocyte  transfusions  posttransplant  to  amplify  GVT  effects  should  also be 
considered. In tumors  where  dose  intensification  is not effective in controlling 
disease  or  prolonging  survival,  low-intensity  nonmyeloablative  protocols  similar 
to  those  described by S k i n  et al. for  hematological  disorders  are  likely  to find 
increasing  application 11’173. Such  regimens  may  be  associated with less  severe 
CVHD,  allowing larger  numbers of donor  lymphocytes  to be safely  transferred 
for  a  greater  antitumor  effect.  Other  treatment  modalities  that might enhance 
GVT  could  be  brought  to  bear postt~~nsplant. These  include  the  use of interferons 
to  upregulate and costi~ulatory molecules  on  the  tumor  and  interleukin- 
2 to  enhance  T-cell  cytotoxicity [S,lSl. Donor  antigen-presenting  cells 
such  as  dendritic  cells  could  be  pulsed  with  tumor-specific  peptide  and  used  for 
the  ex  vivo  expansion of tumor-specific  donor  T  cells.  These  tumor-specific  cells 
could  then be infused  posttransplant  to  provide  a  specific  GVT  effect.  In  addition, 
vaccine  strategies  to  induce  donor  T-cell  responses  to  known  tumor  proteins  and 
peptides  could  also  be used to  stimulate  a  GVT  effect. 

There  are  a  number of tumor-associated  antigens  (TAA)  that  might  serve  as tar- 
gets  for  T  cells,  including  nonmutated  self  peptides  derived  from  tissue-specific 
proteins  (e.g.,  MART-I, gplOO), tumor-specific  shared  antigens  (e.g.,  MACE, 
BAGE,  CAGE  family)  and  tumor-specific  unique  antigens  resulting  from  mutated 
epitopes  expressed in tumors  (e.g.,  p-catenin, MUM-l, CDIS4, Her-2neu) 
Table  2  lists  these  and  other  classes of antigens  that  might  be  targets of donor 
immune  cells.  It  will  be of importance to determine  whether  TAA  exist  in  allelic 
forms,  since  this  would  open  up  the  exciting  possibility  that novel and  powerful 
a110 responses  to  these  proteins  could  be  induced in donors not possessing the 
recipient’s  alleles. In addition  to  T  cell  interactions with TAA,  all0  responses 
could  be  directed  against  tissue  minor  histocompatibility  antigens  (mHA)  which 
are  restricted  to  tumor  tissue  or  ubiquitously  expressed These  latter  antigens 
would  be  likely  to  induce  both  GVT  and CVH responses. 

1. Stem-Cell Transplants for Solid Tumors in Humans 

The clinical  experience with stem-cell  allografts in solid  tumors  is  scanty  and  at 
best  anecdotal. date,  there  are  only  a  few  case  reports  where  allogeneic  bone 
marrow  or  lymphocytes  have  been  clearly  implicated  to  induce  a  GVT  effect in 
nonhematologic  malignancies  [22,23].  We  are  currently at the stage  where  more 
proof needed  to  show that clinically  measurable CVT effects  occur.  Inevitably 
in the  evaluation of an experimental  technique,  patients  with  advanced  disease 
who  have  failed  conventional  treatment  options  are  the first to  be  selected. As a 
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Table 2 Possible  Tumor  Antigen  Targets of GVT 

I .  Overexpressed  normal  tissue-restricted  proteins 
MART-l  (Melall-A), RAGE, tyrosinme, 

TRP-I, TRP-2, Her2neu 
Tumor-specific  shared  antigens  (expressed  in  tumors,  testis,  and  pancreas) 

MAGE, RAGE, CAGE 
Tumor-specific  unique  antigens 

Retu I ,  CDK-4 
4. Oncofetal  proteins 

CEA ~illtige~l) 
5. Allelic  variants of  any of the  above 
6. Protein  products of chromosome  translocation/~Lltation 

t(X;l8) .svll~vial sarcoma etc. 
Such  as t(3;8) t(19;20) t(3;5) 

7.  Minor  histocompatibility  antigens 

8. Major  llistocolnpatibility  antigens 
expressed,  tissue-restricted 

Clnsscs 

consequence,  survival  is  invariably  low.  However,  the  following  accounts  pro- 
vide  the first proof of principle  that  GVT  effects  could  be used to treat  cancers 
of nonhematological  origin. 

Slavin’s  group  reported  attempts  to  induce  GVT  effects  against  solid  tumors, 
using a murine  model of mammary  adenocarcinoma (see  Chapter 12). A 
cell  line  isolated  from  this  tumor  model  was  highly  tumorigenic in syngeneic  or 
haploidentical  mice but was  nontumorigenic in a  major  histocompatibility  com- 
plex (MHC)-unrelated  strain of mice.  Twenty-four  hours  following  lethal  total- 
body  irradiation,  female  mice  were  reconstituted with minor  (MiHC)  or  MHC- 
mismatched  donor  bone  marrow  cells.  Some 2 to 3 months  following  the  trans- 
plant,  recipient  mice  carrying  MiHC-  or  MHC-mismatched  donor  cells  were  inoc- 
ulated with the  breast  carcinoma  cell  line.  Chimeras  reconstituted  with  allogeneic 
donor  cells  that  were  MiHC-  or  MHC-incompatible with tumor  cells  were  able 
to  suppress the development of the  primary  tumor,  which  expressed  host-type 
MHC alloantigens,  indicating an allogeneic  antitumor  effect in this  model.  Slav- 
in’s  group  then  went  on  to  investigate  whether  allogeneic  cytokine-activated  do- 
nor  lymphocytes  could  induce  GVT  after  autologous  stem-cell  transplants  for 
metastatic  breast  cancer [23]. Six  patients with metastatic  breast  cancer  were 



studied.  After  receiving  high-dose  chemotherapy  and periph~ral-blood  sten~-cell 
transplant  (PBSCT), they were  treated by adoptive  transfer of HLA-matched  do- 
nor  lymphocytes,  activated in vivo with human  recombinant  IL-2. If no GVHD 
developed,  donor  lymphocytes  preactivated in vitro with rTL-2 were  also  given. 
Two  patients  developed GVHD  grade 1-11, one of whom  showed  no  evidence 
of metastatic  breast  cancer  more than 3  years  after  transplant.  The  other five 
patients  showed  no  clear  evidence of benefit,  with  progression-free  survival be- 
tween 7 and 13 months. 

In 1996 Eibl et  al.  were  the first to  report  the  use of an allogeneic  BMT 
to induce  a  GVT effect in breast  cancer 1221. A  woman  with in~ammatory breast 
cancer  received an experimental  BMT  from her HLA-identical  sibling.  Resolu- 
tion of liver  metastases  occurred  si~~u1taneously with the onset of GVHD in the 
first few  weeks  after  transplant.  T  lymphocytes  obtained at the time of GVHD 
showed  MHC  class  I-restricted  cytotoxicity  against  several  breast  carcinoma  cell 
lines,  suggesting  the  presence of mHA on the breast  tumor  cells.  The  clinical 
course  and  the in vitro  results  suggested that a  GVT effect  could  exist  after  alloge- 
neic BMT for breast cancer.  To  evaluate  the  feasibility of allogeneic  peripheral- 
blood  progenitor-cell  (PBPC)  tra~lsplantation  and  to  assess  GVT  effects in pa- 
tients  with  metastatic  breast  cancer, a  group of investigators at the  MD  Anderson 
Cancer  Center  evaluated  allogeneic  PBPC  transp~alltation in 10 women  (median 
age, 42  years)  with  chemoresponsive  metastatic  breast  cancer  [24],  The  patients 
were  prepared  with  a n~yelo~blative regimen of cyclophosphamide,  carmustine, 
and  thiotepa  (CBT  regimen).  GVHD  prophylaxis was achieved with cyclosporine 
or  tacrolimus. All patients  engrafted  with  full  hematological  recovery; 3 devel- 
oped  grade I1 acute  GVHD  and 4 had  chronic  GVHD.  After  transplalltation, 
1 patient in complete remission (CR), 5 achieved  a  partial  remission (PR), 
and 4 had  stable  disease (SI>). In 2 patients,  metastatic  liver  lesions  regressed in 
association  with skin GVHD after  withdrawal of immunosuppression,  suggesting 
a  GVT effect.  At a  median  follow-up of 408  days, the median  progression-free 
survival  was  238  days.  These  results  showed that allogeneic  PBPC  transplanta- 
tion is  feasible in patients  with  poor-risk  metastatic breast cancer. ~urthermore, 
the  regression of tumor  associated with GVHD  provides  some  evidence  for  a 
possible  GVT  effect.  However,  because of the  slow  progression of some  patients 
with metastatic  breast  cancer,  longer  follow-up  and  larger  studies  would  be  re- 
quired to properly  evaluate  a  beneficial  effect of allografting in this disease. 

Philip’s  group  investigated  allogelleic BMT in children with advanced  neuro- 
blasto~lla in  hopes of denlonstrating  a  GVT  effect  analogous to that seen in pa- 
tients  undergoing  allot~ansplantation  for  lymphoma [25].  Seventeen  children with 
stage  IV  neuroblastolna  underwent  allogeneic BMT following  dose-intensive 



Combination chelnotherapy.  The  outcome of these  patients  was  compared  retro- 
spectively  with  that of 34 autologously  transplanted  patients  matched  for risk 
factors.  Although  there  was  no  difference  in  response  rates,  disease-free  survival, 
or overall  survival  between  groups, the relapse  rate  at 2 years in patients  who 
received an allograft  and  who  developed  acute CVHD  was  lower  than that in 
patients  without GVHD (S7 versus 78%) suggesting  a  possible CVT effect. 

Few  tumors  carry  a  worse  prognosis than metastatic  melanoma,  which has a 
median  survival of about  6  months  and  S-year  survivals of 243% [26]. recent 
study of over 1500 patients with metastatic  melanoma  showed  no  improvel~ent in 
survival  over a 22-year  period  despite  the  introduction of a  variety of innovative 
treatments  [27].  However,  melanoma  is  exceptional  among  solid  tumors in that 
abundant  data  indicate  that  T-cell  immune  responses  to  tumor  occur [28]. It has 
been  known  for long time  that  melanomas can undergo  spontaneous  regression; 
biopsies of regressing  melanomas  contain  tunlor-infiltrating  lymphocytes  (TIL) 
(291; TIL isolated  from  melanoma  tissue  are  predonlinantly CD8+  exhibiting 
cytotoxicity  against  both  autologous  and  allogeneic  melanoma  targets 1307; and 
adoptive  imlnunotherapy  with  ex  vivo  expanded  TILS  induces  tumor  regression 
in some  patients [3  The  response  to  TIL occasionally  acconlpanied by the 
appearance of vitiligo,  suggesting  that  there  is  immune  attack  against  differentia- 
tion antigens  present  on both normal  and  malignant  melanocytes  [32j.  Approxi- 
mately 90% of human  melanoma  lines  express  HLA  alleles  necessary  for  tumor 
recognition by alloreacting T cells. 

Furthermore  a  number of meIanocyte-speci~c  ~eIanosoma1 antigens  have 
been defined at  the  peptide  level These  peptides  are  products of melanoma 
self proteins  often  found in the normal  melanocyte  counterpart  but  overexpressed 
in the tumor.  Such  tumor  associated  antigens  (TAAs)  are  capable of inducing 
CTL  activity  against  the  tumor.  There is therefore  some  justification in exploring 
the  possibility of an allogeneic  GVT effect  following  marrow  stem-cell  allografts 
for  melanoma.  For  reasons  stated  above,  the  alloimmune  GVT  effect  might  be 
more powerful than  the  autologous  effect  because of the  ability of the allograft 
to recognize  alloantigenic  targets in addition  to  the  known  TAA.  Furthermore, 
the  transplant  opens up the  opportunity  to  overcome  tumor  tolerance by repeated 
treatments with lymphocytes  from  a  healthy  donor.  These  lymphocytes  have  the 
additional  advantage  over  autologous  lymphocytes of being  c~emotherapy-native 
and  may  contain  the  defective  or  absent  T-cell  repertoire  necessary  to  target  and 
destroy turnor cells, 

We initiated an experimental  protocol at the  National  Institutes of Health 
in Bethesda  to  evaluate potential GVT effect in malignant  melanoma.  Eligible 



patients  are  those  who  have  failed  all  standard  treatment  approaches  and  have 
turnor progression  despite IL-2 treatment.  Dose  intensification  has  proven  to  be 
of little  value in metastatic  melanoma therefore  patients  were  prepared  for 
transplant with a nonlnyeloablative but highly  immunosuppressive  conditioning 
regimen  consisting of fludarabine  and  cyclophosphamide. To ensure  rapid  im- 
mune  recovery,  patients  received  unmanipulated  G-CSF-mobilized  PBPC  trans- 
plants  containing a high  lymphocyte  dose 108CD3+ cells/kg)  and 
cyclosporine  alone as GVHD  prophylaxis. At 30,60, and 100 days  posttransplant, 
patients  were  reassessed for  ~ineage-specific  chimerism  and  tumor status by corn- 
puted  tomography  scans. On day 30, cyclosporine  was  tapered  and  stopped in 
patients  without  grade GVHD. If no  GVHD  developed,  patients then re- 
ceived  incremental  doses of donor  lymphocytes as further  adoptive  antitumor 
immunotherapy.  Four  patients  have so far  received  non~nyeloablative transplants 
from  HLA-identical  siblings.  One partial response  and  one  mixed  response  have 
been  seen. A definite GVT  has yet to  be  established in this  disease. 

Few  advances  have been made in the  treatment of metastatic  renal  cell  carcinoma 
(RCC). The  disease  is  largely  resistant  to  hormonal  and  cytotoxic  chemotherapy 

but about 20% of patients  respond  to  IL-2  or  interferons 1361. However, 
treatment-related  toxicity  can be substantial,  and  there  is no evidence  that  such 
immunomodulators  prolong  survival [37,38]. In RCC,  there  is  some  evidence 
that  autologous  T  lymphocytes  exert immune  antitumor  response:  tumor-infi~- 
trating  lymphocytes  can  be  readily  isolated  from  some  renal-cell  carcinomas  and 
have  been  shown in vitro  to  have  HLA-restricted  specific  cytotoxicity  against 
tumor  cells 1391. Since has been  shown in vitro  to  be a target for  T-cell 
cytotoxicity  and  potential  renal  tissue  restricted  minor  histocompatibi~ity  antigens 
have  been  described 1401, we postulated  that a GVT effect  might  be  generated 
following  transplantation of alloreacting  lymphocytes  recognizing  tumor  or  recip- 
ient-specific  alloantigens. We  therefore  initiated experimental  protocol  for pa- 
tients  with  metastatic resistant  to  other,  more  standard  treatments. The  same 
approach  to  transp~antation for ~ e l a n o m a  used,  namely, a nonmyelo~blative 
immunosuppressive  preparative  regimen,  a  T-replete  G-CSF  mobilized  PBPC 
allograft  and  posttransplant  immune ~odulat ion with early  discontinuation of 
cyclosporine,  and  donor  lymphocyte  transfusions.  The  clinical  course of the first 
evaluable  patient  is  described  below. 

A SO-year-old man developed  progressive  pulmonary  metastasis  resistant 
to TFN-a treatment 7 months  after  left  nephrectomy  for  stage renal  cell  carci- 

To exploit  a  possible  GVT  effect  from  alloreactive  ~ymphocytes, the 
patient  underwent a nonmyeloabl~tive  peripheral  blood  stem-cell allograft. 
Conditioning  consisted of fludarabine  and  cyclophosphamide,  followed by a 



cell-replete  granulocyte  colony-stimulating  factor  (G-CSF)-mobilized  (PBSCT) 
from  his  HLA-identical  brother.  Cyclosporine  was given from  days -4 to 1-45 
to  prevent  acute  GVHD.  Serial  PCR  analysis of hematopoietic lineage-specific 
minisatellites  [41]  initially  showed  mixed  chimerism in CD153-  myeloid  cells, 
CD3 cells,  and CD34+  progenitor cells, with rapid  conversion  to  100%  donor 
T-cell  chimerism by day 3-60 and  100%  myeloid  cells  by  day  100.  Serial  com- 
puted tomography  scans of the  chest  showed  stable  disease at day 3-30, slight 
regression of pu l~onary  lesions  at  day 3-63, and  complete  disappearance of all 
pulmonary  metastatic  disease by day 110  (Figure 1). Mild,  transient  acute 
GVHD  disease of the  skin  occurred on day 3-60, not requiring  treatment.  The 
regression of metastatic  disease,  which  has  now  been  maintained  for months, 
is  compatible  with  a  GVT  effect.  The  patient’s  course  together with chimerism 
data illustrated in Figure 2. We attribute  the  complete  regression of biopsy- 
proven  and  radiographically  progressive  pulmonary renal metastasis in this pa- 
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Clinical  course  of a 50-year-old man with p~~~rnol~ary metastatic  renal  cell 
carcinoma  receiving  an  HLA-identical  peripheral  blood  stern-cell  allograft (PBSCT). Cy- 
Flu preparative  regimen  of cyclopospha~ide 120 rng/kg and ~ u d ~ r a ~ i n e  125 rng/n$. 
CSA cyclosporine. scans  show d i~~gra~~t ica l ly  the  resolution of pulmonary  metasta- 
ses successive  scans.  The  degree of  donor  lymphocyte  or  myeloid  cell  chimerism is 
shown  as a percentage. 

tient  to GVT effect for the following  reasons:  First,  the  chemother~~peutic  agents 
used have  no  known  activity  in  ~netastatic Second, the 2-month  interval 
between  the  transplant  chemotherapy  and  the first signs of tumor  regression  is 
more  compatible  with an im~Llne-~ediated  CVT effect.  (A 2 to 6-month time 
period usually  required  for GVL effect  from  donor  lymphocyte  transfusions 
used  to  treat  relapsed  leukemia  following  allogenic  marrow  trallsplantation [4.23.) 
Furthermore,  tumor  regression  did not begin until full  donor  T-cell  chimerism 
was  established.  Although RCC can  occasionally  show  spontaneous  regression, 
the  presence of 100% donor  lymphoid  chimerism  indicates that if regression  were 
iln~unologically induced, the principal  effector  cells  were of donor  origin. Fi- 
nally,  tumor  regression  occurred  shortly fol~owing  the  withdrawal of cyclosporine 
and with the  occurrence of mild acute  GVHD of the  skin. GVL effects  have also 
been  observed in conjunction with cyclosporine  reduction  and the occurrence of 
acute  GVHD [43]. 



Although  this  patient  had  a  dramatic  and  complete  response,  further  alloge- 
neic transplants in similar  patients  will  be  required  to  determine  the  place of 
nonmyeloablative  allogeneic  stern-cell t~~tlsplantation in the  treatment of meta- 
static  RCC. 

These very preliminary  results  provide  the first evidence  that GVT effects  can 
reverse  or  contain  some  advanced  malignancies.  Future  clinical  trials will be 
greatly  helped by the  adoption of low-intensity  “minitransplallts”  that  have an 
acceptably low toxicity.  Furthermore,  the use of nonmyeloablative  preparative 
regimens more  logical in situations  where  the  tumor  has  proven  to  be  resistant 
to  dose  intensification.  It  is  therefore  likely  that  increasing  numbers of investiga- 
tors will attempt  allogeneic  stem-cell  transplants in a  widening variety of tumors. 
Since  tumors  show  a  wide  diversity of etiology, it will be necessary to evaluate 
the  allograft  approach in each  disease  individua~ly.  The  low  mortality  associated 
with nonrnyeloablative  allotransplantation will likely  lead  to  trials  in  which it is 
studied  as  adjuvant  therapy in patients  achieving  complete  responses in diseases 
at high risk  for  relapse  (i.e.,  stage I11 RCC  and  melanoma,  relapsed NHL, etc). 
After  heart  disease,  cancer  is  the  single  most  common  cause of death in the  adult 
population. If it emerges  that at least 10% of otherwise  untreatable  cancers re- 
spond  to  allogeneic  stem-cell  transplants,  the  exercise will have  proved  worth- 
while  for  thousands of individuals. 
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Allogeneic  blood transplantation  (alloBMT)  is  currently the most  ef- 
fective modality for  the  eradication of hematologic  malignancies in patients at 
high  risk  for  relapse resistant  to  conventional  chemoradiotherapeutic  ap- 
proaches.  High-dose  myeloablative  chenloradiotherapy may also be supported 
by autologous  stern-cell transpl~~ntation.  However, the risk of relapse  is  higher 
in the  absence of  an allogeneic  graft-versus-leuke~ia  (GVL) effect A  number 
of approaches  to  improve  antitLlmo~  effects  induced by donor cells  have  been 
developed,  including  reduction avoidance of posttransplant  immunosuppres- 
sion [2-51. However,  this  approach  is  hazardous  since  recipients of fully  or  par- 
tially  matched  allografts may develop  lethal  GVHD.  Allogeneic  cell-mediated 
immLlllotherapy (alloCT) using donor  lymphocyte  transfusion in graded 
increments is safer  because it permits  some  control of GVHD [6,71. We and 
others  have  shown  that the of GVHD  decreases with increasing  intervals 
between the transplant  and [7-lo].  Because of the  time-interval  effect, it 
is sometimes  possible  to  provoke a marked  GVL  response with large  number 



of lymphocytes  without  causing  severe  CVHD.  Furthermore,  we  have  recently 
shown that host-type  tumor  cells  resistant to DLT  may  still respond to unstimu- 
lated or in vitro  activated  lymphocytes in conjunction  with  a  short  course of 
intermediate-dose  IL-2 161. The  therapeutic  action of DLT with or  without TL-2 
Inay not require  durable  engraftment of donor  lymphocytes. In mice  inoculated 

-cell leukelnia/lympho~la cells of ALB/c origin,  eradication of 
host-type  leukemia  cells  occurs within 2-3 weeks  following  DLT with cells 

y tolerant  to host antigens. In vivo activation of the  same  effector  cells with 
2 can eradicate  the leukernkt in days [ I  previously Inelltioned, the 

same  strategy  has been applied i n  a  cohort of ents with a  v~~riety of hemato- 
logic ~ ~ ~ a l i g ~ ~ a n c i e s  relapsing  after  allogeneic 161. It therefore  appears that 
a ~ l o ~ T  in conjunctioll with rIL-2  activation of can be an effective  method 
of treating  or  preventing  relapse [7,121. 

In this  chapter we review  data in  support of DLT  as  ilnmunother~ 
the contribution of IL-2 in the treatment  and  prevention of relapse  after 
in experimental  animals,  which led to  our clinical  trials.  Our resu 

rmed in  prospective  studies in Europe  and  the United States (see  Chap- 
also  describe  recent  results  where a CVL-like  effect has been induced 

to treat  recurrent  disease in recipients of a I l o B ~ T  with  ~naiignant  and n o n l ~ ~ ~ l i g -  
nant diseases Finally, we present  preliminary  data  supporting the idea that 
a l ~ o ~ T  could  be  used  to  eradicate  nlinilllal  residual  disease in the context of 
metastatic solid tumors. 

The  possibility that allogeneic  BMT  eliminates  leukenlia  through an i ~ m u n e -  
~ e d i ~ ~ t e d  action can be  deduced  from  a  large  literature of experimental 1[14-22] 
and  clinical  data 123-251. The  unique  therapeutic  potential of allogeneic  B 
to  cure  leukemia ( i n  contrast to autologous  or  syngeneic BMT) relates  as much 
to  the  reactivity of ilnmunocompetent  donor-derived T lymphocytes  against  resi- 
dual host-derived  cells  as  to  the high dose  chemoradiotherapy given in prepara- 

[6,23-3 I Experiments with chimeric  mice  showed  that by increas- 
ing the time  interval  between BMT and  cell  infusion,  resistance  to CVHD in- 
creases  with  or wi tho~~t T-cell  depletion 14,26,28].  Recent  data in murine  models 
imply that GVL effects can also be induced by posttr~~nsplant admillistration of 
graded  increments of i ~munoco~pe ten t  allogeneic  lymphocytes with rIL-2 

I l ,31-331. The  murine  data  show that delayed  infusion of donor-derived pe- 
ripheral  blood  lymphocytes  (PBLs)  is  associated with a  lower  incidence of 



CVHD even in recipients not protected by prophylaxis with cyclosporine 
[6,26,28,321. 

~relilninary data pilot  clinical  trials  detailed  below  suggest that a similar 
rationale  for  the  treatment of relapse  may be applicable in clinical  practice. 
early  as  1987,  we  successfully  induced a GVL effect by alloCT  using  donor 
i n  a patient  who  relapsed  after with acute  lylnphoblas~ic  leukemia (ALL) 
with  resistant bulky intra-  and  extranledullary  disease.  ~e  thus  delllollstrated that 
alloCT  could  successfully  eradicate  leukemia,  possibly  through  minor  histocorn- 
patibility  antigen  differences  on  the  leukemia  cell.  Our  most  recent  data  show 
that  patients  with  tumor  cells  resistant  to  alloGT inay still  respond to dono 
in vivo with or  without in vitro  activatiotl with IL-2.  This  suggests that the 
active  potential of donor Ls may be  further  exploited using IL-2. Illte~estingly, 
in a  number of patients,  remission  was  observed  without  clinical  evidence 
GVHD,  suggesting that operational  cure of leukemia can occasionally be 
achieved  illdependently GVHD [26]. These  data imply either  that  tumor  cells 
present antigens that differ  from self antigens  or that turnor target  cells  are recog- 
nized by specific  effector  T-cell  clones.  Alternatively,  tumor  cells may occasion- 
ally  represent  better  targets  for  alloresponses than nonnal  tissues. The  occurrence 
of without  CVHD may reflect qualitative  rather  than  quantitativ 
ences, with CVL occurring at the same  time  as low levels of 
For  reasons not well defined,  chronic  myelogenous  leukemia 
the  leukemia  most  susceptible to the effect of DLT.  The use of 
treat  relapse of leukemia, G L in particular, is reviewed in Chapter  9. 

Clinical  experience in the treatment of relapsed  leukemia using DLT  indicates 
that patients with rninirnal or less  advanced  disease  respond  more  frequently.  We 
have  shown  that  alloCT  can  prevent  relapse  even  after a cell-depleted 
plant  and  posttransplant  inlmunosllppression with cyclosporine,  which  is Itnown 
to  suppress  the  GVL  response  [3,4,7,34-361. In series of 314  patients  trans- 
planted for  leukemia,  including  70  patients with CML, we  have  shown that 
alloCT can prevent  relapse  even in patients at high risk for  relapse  after  T  cell- 
depleted  transplants.  Our  results  appear  to  be  equal  or  superior  to those currently 



obtained using conventional  unmanipu~ated  transplants  [37],  These results  need 
to be confirmed in a  prospective  study. 

We  have  recently  studied  a new approach  to  the  treatment of bone  marrow  disor- 
ders,  focusing  on  the  potential of donor  T  cells  to  eradicate  host  malignant  and 
non-malignant  cells  following  nonmyeloablative  che~notherapy.  Our  protocol 
uses an immullosuppressive  conditioning  regimen of low-dose oral busulfan, 
ATG and  fludarabine  followed by infusion of leukapheresis-collected, unlnanipu- 
lated G-CSF-mobilized  peripheral  blood  stem  cells that have  a  high  T-cell  con- 
tent. We  anticipated that the  large  number of donor-derived  T  cells  together with 
the  stem  cells  would  provide  a GVL, effect  that  could  be  augmented  after  trans- 
plant by DLT. prevent  GVHD,  cyclosporine was used  as  a  standard  regimen. 

We treated  26  patients with standard  indications  for E " ,  22 with hemato- 
logic  malignancies  and 4 with genetic  disorders, The  conditioning  regimen  pro- 
duced  no  severe  toxicity.  The  neutrophil  count  never  fell  below 0. 10"L in 
9  patients  and  below 0.5 in two  patients.  Neutrophil  recovery  to 0.5 
I0"L was  achieved within 10-32  (median  15)  days.  Platelet  counts  did not de- 
crease  below  20 10"L in 4 patients  who  required  no  platelet  transfusions,  and 
a  platelet  count of greater  than  20 1O9/L, was  reached  between 0-35 (median 
12)  days.  Stable  donor  chimerism  was  achieved,  which  was  complete in 17 and 
partial in 9 patients.  The  single  major  complication  was  fatal  grade 111-IV GVHD 
in 4 patients  following  early  discontinuation of cyclosporine.  Relapse  occurred 
in  3 patients but was  reversed by alloCT in 2.  With  a  follow-up of greater than 
I year  (median 8 months),  22 (85%) patients  were  alive  and 21 (81%)  were 
disease-free. The actuarial  probability of disease-free  survival at 14 months  was 
77.5%  (95%  confidence  intervals  53-90%).  Four  patients with nollmalignant  dis- 
orders  received  this  transplant  regimen, All are  alive  and well with a  Karnofsky 
score of 100% and  no  evidence of the  original  disorder. residual host cells 
could  be  detected by either  male-specific  PCR 1381 or  variable  nonrandom tan- 
dem repeat PCR. 

These  preliminary  results  suggest  that non~yeloablative transplants  could 
confer  major  advantages  over  the  conventional  high-dose  chemoradiotherapy  ap- 
proach. An important  feature  is  that  the  state of stable  mixed  chimerism  resulting 
from  the  nonmyeloablative  preparative  regimen  may  facilitate  a  new  strategy of 
controlling  CVH.  The  mechanism of the  apparent  tolerance  seen in mixed  chirne- 
ras  is not known.  However, in mice, it has  been  shown  that host hematopoietic 
cells  can veto donor-antihost  reactivity,  while  donor  llematopoietic  cells  veto 
residual  alloreactive host cells. The result  is  a  two-way  tolerance of donor  and 
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host [39-421. The  nonmyeloablative  preparative  regimen circumvents  com- 
plications  resulting  from  intensive che~loradiotherapy.  This is of particular im- 
portance in older  patients,  who  have high transplant-related  mortality. In pread- 
olescent  patients, the low-intensity  regimen  should  reduce  the  problems of growth 
retardation  and  infertility  caused by damage  to  the  gonads  and  endocrine  organs 
due  to  high-dose  treatment. It remains  to  be  seen  whether  the  non-myeloablative 
regimen  can be  applied  to  transplants  from  unrelated  donors  and  to  patients 
with nonhematopoietic  malignancies. 

An important  question  is  whether  or not effects  similar  to GVL  can  be  induced 
against  solid  tumors.  Some  time we tested  the  ability of allogeneic  BMT  to 
prevent  spontaneously  occurring  lymphosarcoma in (NZB NZW)FI  mice 1431. 
Interestingly, GVT effect  similar  to  GVL  was  observed  despite  complete  ab- 
sence of GVHD  and  host-versus-graft  responsiveness.  GVT  effects  were  effective 
only  when  tumor-susceptible  hosts  were  reconstituted with non T  cell-depleted 
allogeneic BM at an early  age.  Subsequently  we  induced  GVT  effects in murine 
model of transplantable  metastasizing  mammary  tumor (4Tl) resembling  the 
human  counterpart.  The  tumor was subcloned  from spontaneous  mammary  tu- 
mor  developing in BALBlcfC3H  mouse [44]. The  4T1  cells  are  highly  tumori- 
genic in BALBlc  mice.  Following injection  into  the  mammary  fat pad, 4T1  cells 
metastasize  to  the  lungs  and,  less  frequently,  to  the  liver  and  lymph nodes. To 
characterize  GVT  effects in this  model, phenotypic  analysis of cell-surface 
alloantigen  expression  and  tumorigenicity  assays  was  carried  out in different 
strains of mice,  which  differed  at both major  and  minor MHC loci. We then 
carried  out  transplants in different  strains of mice  using  major  or  minor  MHC- 
incompatible  marrow.  When  tumor  cells  were  inoculated  into  fully  competent 
BM chimem, donor  lymphocytes  were  barely  reactive  against the host but recog- 
nized tumor  cells  bearing host MHC  molecules.  The  4T1  cells  were  highly  tumor- 
igenic in syngeneic  BALBlc  (H-2")  or  haploidentical  (BALBlc C57BLl6) F1 
(H-2""), but they were  only  slightly  tumorigenic in an H-2"  congenic  strain 
(DBAl2)  (H-2")  and  non-t~morigenic in MHC-unrelated  (C57BLl6)  (H-2h)  mice. 
The 4T1  cells  express MHC class I antigen  adhesion  molecules  and  CD44  hom- 
ing-associated  adhesion  molecules, but they do  not  express  MHC  class I1 or  co- 
stimulatory  molecules  such B7,  Twenty-four  hours  after  total-body  irradiation 
(TBI),  female  BALBlc  (H-2d)  or F1 (H-2dlb)  mice  were  reconstituted with lo7 
male  BM  cells  derived  from  MiHC-mismatched  DBA  (H-2d)  donors  or with 
MHC  mismatched  C57BLl6  (H-2b)  BM  cells.  A  dose of 9 Gy TB1 was given 
before  MiHC  mismatched  (BALBlc-DBA)  transplants  and l I Gy before  MHC 
mismatched  (BALBlc C57BLl6 F1 -C57BL/6) transplants.  Donor  chimerism 
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was  detected using a Y chromosome-specific PCR assay.  Stable  hematopoietic 
chimerism  was  established with mild features of chronic  GVHD  (roughened  fur 
and weight loss)  across  MiHC  barriers  and with no  overt  GVHD  across  the  MHC 
barrier.  Median  survival of 9 DBA/2 into BALB/c  chimeras 261 (range 
147-34 l days  and >300 days in 14 C57BL16  into F I chimeras.  Recipient  mice 
carrying  MiHc  or  MHC  mismatched  donor  cells  were  inoculated with 4T1  cells 
2-3 months  after BM reconstitution.  Chimeras  reconstituted  with  donor  cells 
mismatched by MiHC  or  MHC with the tumor  were  able  to  suppress  the  develop- 
ment of the primary  tumor  expressing  the host MHC  antigens.  Tumor  size in 
chimeras  was  significantly  smaller 0.05) when  either  MiHC-  or  MHC-mis- 
matched  donor  cells  were  present when compared with BALB/c  or F1 controls. 
In a  subsequent  study using the same  tumor  model, we used intravenously  inocu- 
lated  tumor  cells  to  induce  pulmonary  metastases  that  caused  death  from  wide- 
spread  disease in untreated BALBlc  or F1 recipients. The  pulmonary  metastases 
were  completely  preventable  when  tumor  cells  were  inoculated  into both MiHC- 
and  MHC-mismatched  chimeras.  Elimination of all  metastases  was  confirmed by 
adoptive  transfer of single-cell  suspensions of lung  cells  obtained  from  inoculated 
chimeras  and  controls.  Only  cell  suspensions  from  syngeneic  controls  caused 
death in 100% secondary  recipients. 

These  studies  demonstrate  the  existence of a  GVT effect in a  murine marn- 
rnary adellocarciIloma model  and the ability of alloreacting  donor T cells to pre- 
vent breast cancer  metastasis.  The  results  suggest  a  possible benefit for  the  treat- 
ment or  prevention of metastatic  disease by alloimmul~otherapy in patients with 
breast cancer  and  possibly in those with other  solid  tumors.  However,  it  is possi- 
ble that GVT may be less  effective than GVL  for  several  reasons: epithelial tu- 
mors rnay be  more  difficult  for T cells  to  home  to; tumor  cells  (unlike 
hematopoietic  cells) rnay not express  MHC  class TI and  therefore  fail  to  present 
some  tumor-specific,  tissue-specific  or  tumor-associated  antigens.  Essential  co- 
stimulatory  molecules may be down-regulated,  and,  furthermore,  epithelial  tumor 
cells may be  resistant  to  lysis  or  apoptosis. We  detected  MHC  class I and  several 
adhesion rnolecules but not MHC class I1 and  B7  on  4T1  cells.  For  T-cell  activa- 
tion,  MHC  class I and and  B7  costimulatory  molecules must  be present. MHC 
class I (H-2”)  expression of 4T1  cells  permitted  their  growth in syngeneic  and 
semiallogeneic  recipients, but they appear  to  have  been  the  target of MiHC-  and 
MHC-mismatched  hosts.  Loss of MHC  expression  on  these  tumor  cells  would 
therefore  allow  them  to  escape  from  immune  recognition. 

Unfortunately, in both experimental  and  clinical  situations,  GVL  effects in 
hematologic  malignancies  are  accompanied by GVHD [15,22,25,3 However, 
this  is not always  the  case [ I  I ,  17,45,46].  In  our  study,  BM  chimeras  across  MiHC 
antigen  differences  suffered  only mild GVHD,  and  no  GVHD  was  observed in 
MHC-  is matched donor-recipient  pairs.  Despite the absence of severe  GVHD, 
the allograft  exerted an antitumor  effect that inhibited the growth of primary 



tumors  and  prevented  the  seeding of metastases.  Separation of GVT  from  GVHD 
has  important  clinical  implications,  and  efforts  to  control  GVHD  must not impair 
GVT effects. The  finding of GVT effects  independent of GVHD in  the  4T 1 tumor 
model may indicate  that the two  effects  are  mediated by different  T-cell  popula- 
tions  or that tumor  cells  have a  greater  sensitivity  to  allogeneic  effector  cells. 
Alternatively,  anti-tumor  effects may be  induced in parallel with subclinical 
GVHD.  These  possibilities  require  further  investigation by experiments using 
well-defined  T-cell  and  other  effector-cell  subsets,  including  ~HC-Llllrestricted 
T  and cells. 

We  describe  here  a  possible  GVT  effect in a  37-year-old  woman with recurrent 
breast  cancer  [47].  This  patient  presented  for  evaluation of an undefined upper- 
and  medial-quadrant  mass i n  the  left  breast  and a 4- by 3-cm  mass in the  axilla. 
Excision  biopsy  confirmed  a  grade multifocal  infiltrating  ductal  carcinoma  in- 
vading  lymphatic  vessels  and  present at the  surgical  margin.  She  was  treated 
with seven  cycles of cyclophosphamide,  adriamycin,  and  5-fluorouracil  (CAF) 
followed by left  upper  quadrantectomy  axillary  node  dissection  (3 of  17 nodes 
positive)  and 56 Gy of irradiation  to  the  left  breast with a  14"y boost  to the 
tumor  area.  Twenty-three  months  later, a small,  irregular  mass  was noted in  the 
medial aspect of the surgical  scar,  adherent  to the chest wall and  histologically 
identical  to  the  original  tumor. At that time  she  was  found  to  be  anemic  and 
neutropenic;  a  bone  marrow  aspirate  showed  blast  cells.  A  diagnosis of acute 
myelogenous  leukemia  (AML-M2)  was  made.  Remission  was  achieved with a 
single  course of arnsacrine  and  high-dose  cytosine  arabinoside.  The  chest-wall 
mass  appeared  to  have  diminished  a  little in size, but no further  decrease in size 
was  observed  following  a  consolidation  course of etoposide  and  mitoxantrone. 
Four  months  after the diagnosis of recurrent  breast  cancer,  she  underwent an 
uneventful  bone  marrow  transplant  from  her  HLA-identical  brother.  She  was 
given  donor  lymphocyte  transfusions of l 10' T cells per kilogram at weeks 
and 6 T cells per kilogram at 20 weeks  posttransplant,  which  induced 
grade I skin  GVHD.  Twelve  months  after  transplant,  no  evidence of breast  cancer 
or AML was detected.  Although  the  approach in treating  this  patient  was  directed 
prirnarily to  the  leukemia,  a beneficial effect  was  also  seen  against the breast 
cancer,  at  least the period of follow-up.  It  thus  appears  that  a  GVT  effect 
similar  to GVL effect may have  played  a  role in achieving  a  complete  response 
in recurrent  breast  cancer. 

We  have  also  demonstrated  possible  antitumor  responses  in  six  further 
patients  given  HLA-matched  sibling  donor  lymphocyte  transfusions to treat  meta- 
static  breast  cancer  who  relapsed  after  autologous  blood  stem-cell  transplantation. 
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Donor  lymphocytes  were  activated  with  rIL-2 in vitro  and in vivo.  One  patient 
treated with no  evidence of disease at the  time of alloCT  is still alive  and  disease- 
free 5 years  following 

Although  there  is,  as  yet,  no  conclusive  evidence  for  a  clinical  GVT  effect, 
these  results  should  encourage  further  attempts  to  evaluate  this  treatment. 

The ability of nonmye~oablative  transplants and  DLT  to  prevent  or  treat  recur- 
rence of malignant  disease  suggests that the  same  approach  could be  of benefit 
in the  treatment of genetic  diseases. full  discussion of the  role of nonrnyeloabla- 
tive  transplants in nonmalignant  disorders  is  outside the context of this  book. 
However,  the p r e ~ i ~ i n a r y  results  reported  here  encourage  further  studies  to  evalu- 
ate  the  role of such  transplants in disorders such thalassemia  and  sickle  cell 
anemia. 

Because  the  therapeutic benefit of DLT  is  frequently  offset by GVHD with 
an incidence  and  severity  that  is  unpredictable, new approaches  to  limit  the  life 
span of donor  lymphocytes  are  under  development.  The  most  promising  modality 
for  controlling  GVHD  and  its  occurrence  after  discontinuation of immunosup- 
pression  prophylaxis  is the use of donor cells  transduced with the  herpes  sim- 
plex virus  thymidine  kinase  gene.  Genetically modified T cells of donor  origin 
still  retain  their GVL  capacity.  Hence in the  event of uncontrolled  GVHD,  these 
antitumor  effector  cells can be  successfully  eliminated by administering  conven- 
tional  doses of ganciclovir The feasibility of eliminating  GVHD  induced 
intentionally by DLT to  enhance  GVL  effects may extend the use of DLT  to 
treat hematological  malignancies  and  possibly  metastatic  solid tumors not curable 
by current  treatment. 
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Human  umbilical  cord  blood  (CB)  is  a  readily  available  source of stem cells 
and  naive  or  ontogenically  immature  leukocytes Increasingly,  CB  is  being 
utilized  as an alternative  to  bone  marrow  (BM) for  stem-cell  transplants.  The 
first CB  transplant  was  performed in 1988 as a  treatment  for  Fanconi’s  anemia 

Numerous  CB  transplants  have  since  been  performed  to  treat  a variety of 
malignant  and  nonmalignant  hematopoietic  diseases  as well as  metabolic  disor- 
ders [9,10]. Umbilical  cord  blood  presents  multiple  advantages  over  bone  marrow 
as a  source of stern cells:  harvesting  presents  no  donor risk or  discomfort,  the 
product  carries  less  likelihood of infectious  disease  translnission,  and  collection 
can  be  targeted  to  include minority groups  underrepresented in BM  donor  regis- 
tries l 1 Clinical  results  worldwide of CB  transplantation  performed in set- 
tings-ranging  from  matched  sibling  to  mismatched  unrelated-are  encouraging. 
In  general,  the  time  to  neutrophil  engraftment  is  similar  to  that  for  bone  marrow 
transplant  (BMT) Importantly,  there less  likelihood of severe  acute  graft- 
versus-host  disease  (aC\IHD)  following  CB  transplants  even  when  unrelated  mis- 
matched  grafts  are used [9,12,14- Potential  downsides  to  CB  transplantation 
are  delayed  time  to  platelet  independence  and  questions  regarding  the  ability  to 



engraft  adults 131. However,  there  are  reports in the  literature of adult-size pa- 
tients  being  successfully  engrafted by CB 17-  191. 

It now well  accepted  that  there  is  a  graft-versus-leuke~nia  (GVL)  effect 
following  allogeneic  BMT although the mechanisms  for  such an effect  are 
not cornpletely  known  and  probably  differ  according to the type of malignancy 
being  treated Of great  interest,  especially  given the reduced  incidence of 

D  following  CB  transplantation,  is  whether  CB effective in mediating 
a  GVL effect.  However,  because  CB  transplants  have  only  recently  begun  to  be 
performed,  reported  CB  transplants  are  still too few in number  and the time of 
follow-up  too  short  to  determine if a  GVL effect is mediated by CB. 

In this  chapter, we will discuss  relevant  clinical  and  laboratory  data that 
may give  insight  into  the  capacity of CB  transp~antation to mediate  a  GVL effect. 

Recently  published  or  internationally  presented  results  relating  to  CVHD  and 
GVL effects for both related  and  unrelated  CB  transplants  are  presented  below. 
Results  for  other  parameters  regarding the overall  efficacy of CB  transplants  are 
given in detail in summaries by Wagner  and  Kurtzberg 171 and  Gluckman et 
al. [22]. 

Most of the data  regarding  related  CB  transplants  performed  worldwide  have 
been  con-rpiled and  reported by two  major  organizations; the International  Cord 
Blood Transp~ant  Registry  (ICBTR)  and  the  Eurocord  Transplant  Group.  The 
results of 74  transplants (56 HLA-matched  or  mismatched  for  one  HLA  antigen, 
18 mismatched  for  two  or  three  HLA  antigens)  reported by the ICBTR,  demon- 
strated  a  relatively  low  incidence of aGVHD  for related  CB  transplants 171. In 
patients  receiving  HLA-matched  or  one-antigen-mismatched  CB  transplants, the 
actuarial  probabilities of grade 11-IV and  grades 111-IV aGVHD at day 100 were 
0.03 0.02  and 0.03 0.02.  respectively. In I5 evaluable  recipients of two  or 
three HLA-antigel-r-lnisl~atched GB transplants, 11 developed  grade 0-1 aGVHD 
and  4  developed  Grade IT-TV aGVHD.  Very  few  patients  receiving  CB  trans- 
plants  had  evidence of chronic  GVHD ( c ~ V H D ) ,  with  none  having  extensive 
disease. a  median  follow-up of years the actuarial  probability of survival 
for  patients  receiving WLA-matched and  one-~ntigen-mislnatched  CB grafts  was 



0.61 0.12.  Only  one  patient,  who  received  a three-antigen-mismatched graft, 
died of GVHD.  For  patients  who  received  CB  transplants  to treat malignancy, 
the  actuarial  probability of disease-free  survival  was  0.4 0. l 

The results of 78 transplants  reported by Eurocord  (60  HLA-matched,  3 
mismatched  for  one  HLA  antigen, 5 mismatched  for  two  HLA  antigens,  9  mis- 
matched  for  three  HLA  antigens  and mismatched  for  four  HLA  antigens)  were 
fairly  similar 1221. The  incidence of aGVHD in recipients of HLA-matched  CB 
transplants  was 9%; in recipients of HLA-mismatched  CB  transplants, it was 
50%.  HLA-mismatching  was  the  only  factor  associated with an  increased risk 
of aGVHD.  Relapse of leukemia  occurred in  10  of 38 patients  receiving  trans- 
plants  to  treat  malignant  disease.  The  overall  1-year  survival  rate  was 73% for 
recipients of HLA-ln~tched and  33%  for  recipients of HLA-mismatched  CB 
grafts, with only person dying of GVHD. 

The  promising  early  results  regarding  related  CB  transplants,  as well as  the  lim- 
ited  number of suitable  HLA-compatible  BM  donors  available at any  one  time, 
led  investigators  to  attempt  to  expand  the  potential stern-cell donor pool by utiliz- 
ing  banked  CB  units  for  unrelated  transplants.  Extensive  analysis of unrelated 
CB  transplants  performed  to  date  has  been  encouraging.  Wagner  et al. have re- 
ported  on  1 1 1 evaluable  unrelated CB transplants  performed at the  University of 
Minnesota  and  Duke  University  between  August  1993  and  August  1997 [231. A 
total of 51 recipients  received  CB  grafts  mismatched  at 0-1 HLA  antigens, 58 

at 2-3 HLA  antigens,  and  2  at  4  HLA  antigens.  The  probabilities of grade 
IV  and  grade III-IV aGVHD  were  0.35 0.14  and 0.12 0.06,  respectively. 
For  recipients of 0-1 HLA  antigen  and 2-3 HLA  antigen-mismatched  CB  grafts, 
the  probabilities of grade TT-IV aGVHD  were  0.3 1 0.13  and  0.39 0.15, 
while the probabilities of 2-year  survival  were  0.41 0.18  and  0.49 0.14, 
respectively.  Extensive cGVHD was  only rarely demonstrated.  In  this  study,  no 
risk factor  predicted  higher  incidence of aGVHD,  while  the  only  factor  that 
correlated with improved  survival  was  cell  dose. No report of relapse  rates  was 
given. 

The  Eurocord  Transplant  Registry  has  reported  somewhat  similar  results 
for  unrelated  CB  transplants  regarding  CVHD  and  survival.  Acute  GVHD  was 
observed in 21 of 65 recipients of unrelated  CB  transplants with 8 having  grade 
11, 9  having  grade HI, and  4  having  grade TV disease.  Chronic GVHD  was not 
observed.  Recipient cytomegalovirus-positive serologic  status  was the only risk 
factor  associated with a  higher  risk of GVHD.  The  overall  survival  rate at I year 
was  29%, with recipient cytonlegalovirus-negative serologic  status  associated 



with longer  median  survival. Of 49 patients  receiving  CB  transplants to treat 
malignant  disease, 7 suffered  leukemic  relapse. 

Few studies  have  been  reported  regarding  the  recovery of the  immune  system 
following  CB  transplantation.  Laughlin  et  al.  have  reported  on  phenotypic  and 
functional  analyses of lymphocyte  populations  present in 9 adult  patients  follow- 
ing  unrelated  CB  transplantation  for  hematologic  malignancies  [24].  One  patient 
developed  grade IT1 aGVHD, while the  remaining 8 patients had grade 
aGVHD. I m ~ u n e  recovery in these  patients  post-CB  transplant  was  marked by 
increased  B  and  natural  killer (NK) cell  populations,  while  T-cell  recovery  dem- 
onstrated  early  emergence of CD4+ T  cells with mature  T-cell  receptor  repertoire 
but diminished  cytokine  production  and  response  to  recall  antigens.  Another  re- 
port demonstrated the immune  recovery  following  matched  related  CB  trans- 
plantation in three  children  with  ALL,  none  experiencing  aGVHD  or  cGVHD 
[25].  The  pattern  and  kinetics of recovery  mimicked  those of BMT with an early 
recovery of NK cells  and  rapid  increase in CD8+  T cells with the  characteristic 
inversion of the  CD41CD8  ratio. with the  unrelated  CB  transp~ants  reported 
above,  there  was  also  a  marked  increase in the percentage  and  absolute  number 
of B  cells.  Many  more  and  expanded  studies of immune  recovery  following  CB 
transplant  need  to be performed  before  conclusions can be drawn  regarding  this 
important  subject. 

In general,  the  clinical  studies  suggest  that  there a  reduced  incidence 
and/or severity of GVHD  following  related  or  unrelated  CB  transplantation  as 
compared  with  age-matched  BMT  transplants. It has  been  postulated that the 
reduced  incidence  and/or  severity of GVHD is  simply  due  to  a  relative  T-cell 
depletion  during  CB  transplantation.  However, the reduction in the  absolute  num- 
ber of CD3+ cells  infused  during  CB  transplantation modest,  and  such  a  T- 
cell  depletion  would not be  expected  to  reduce  the  incidence of aGVHD  during 
BMT 1261. Clinical  trials  currently  under  way  should  help  determine  conclusively 
whether  CB  transplantation  is  marked  by  a  lessened  incidence  andlor  severity 
of GVHD as  conlpared  to  BMT  performed under comparable  conditions. 

Whether  a  reduced  incidence  and/or  severity of GVHD will  have  a  negative 
impact  on the GVL effect of CB  transplants  needs to be  determined.  Many  more 
CB  transplants  need  to  be  performed  and  followed  for  a  longer  time  period  to 
determine  the  relapse  rate of ma~ignant  disease  and wllether Cl3 can  indeed  mount 
an effective GVL response-and, if so, against  which  cancers. In this  regard,  a 
recent  case  report  has  demonstrated that even if a  CB  transplantation is ineffective 
in elil~lillating  all  minimal  residual  disease, the ~ossibility exists  to  utilize  donor- 
derived  peripheral blood leukocyte  infusions  to  increase the GVL effect  [27]. 



The results of CB  transplantation  regarding  the  lessened  incidence  andlor  severity 
of  GVHD-as compared  with BNIT performed in similar patients-suggest that 
there  are  quantitative  andlor  qualitative  differences in the  cells  involved in 
GVHD.  Such  differences may affect  the  ability of CB  immune  cells to mount 
an effective GVL  response.  Interest in the  mechanisms of reduced  GVHD of CB 
transplantation  and  the  possible  effects  on  GVL  responses has resulted in a  great 
expansion in knowledge  regarding  the  basic  biology of CB  immune  cells,  includ- 
ing  T cells, NE; cells, B cells,  monocytes  and  macrophages,  and  dendritic  cells. 
Both  similarities  and  important  differences  have  been  noted. 

l .  Surface Antigen Phenotype of CB T Cells 

While  some  results  are  conflicting,  most  reports  demonstrate that the  percentage 
of CD3+  T cells in CB is slightly but significantly  lower than in adult  peripheral 
blood [6,28-301. We  have  found  similar  results  even  when  contal~inating 
granulocytes  and  nucleated  erythroblasts  are  eliminated by antibody  and  comple- 
ment  prior  to irnlnLlnologica1 staining [311. Although  the  frequency of CD3+ 
T cells in CB less  than in PB,  the  absolute  number  is  higher  per  unit  volume 
owing  to  a  general  leukocytosis in CB  [6,29].  Importantly,  CB aP T cells  have 
a fully formed,  polyclonal  T-cell  receptor  P-chain  repertoire,  suggesting  that  CB 
T cells  have not been  previously  exposed  to  or  responded  to  antigenic  stimulation 
[32].  That  CB T cells  are  naive  is  supported by the nearly  uniform  expression 
of CD45RA,  a  marker of previously  unstimulated  cells,  and  lack of expression 
of CD45R0,  a  marker  for memory  cells that can  respond  to  recall  antigens  and 
provide  help  for  B-cell  antibody  synthesis  [6,33-40].  CB  T  cells  also  express 
CD26  and  CD38  [33,41],  antigens  typically  expressed  on  naive  T  cells  or  recent 
thymic  emigrants.  However,  CB T cells do not express  CD56  [42,43],  CD57 
[41,43],  or  inhibitory  receptors  for HLA class I molecules  [44],  which  are  typi- 
cally  found on a significant  proportion of previously  activated T cells.  Important 
functional  molecules  such as CD28  and  LFA-1  are  expressed  at  normal  levels 
on  comparable  numbers of freshly  isolated  CB  and PB T cells  [36,39],  while 
anti-CD3  activated  CB  T  cells  express  fully  functional  CD40L  [45]. 

A significantly  lower  percentage of gamma-delta T cells  are  found in 
CB  than in PE3 [37,46].  Only a small proportion of those T cells  present in 
CB  express  the  cytotoxicity-associated  marker  serine  esterase 14.61. 

2. Functional  Responses of CB Cells 

We  and  others  have  found that purified  CB T cells  demonstrate  normal  prolifera- 
tive  responses  to  alloantigens  [38,39]  or  anti-CD3  plus  anti-CD28  [47].  However, 
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we  have  found that such  primary  stimulation  induces  a  state of proliferative unre- 
sponsiveness upon secondary  alloantigen  or  anti-CD3  plus  anti-CD28  stimulation 
[47,48].  This  state of unresponsiveness  is  marked by an inability  to  activate  Ras 
upon secondary  stimulation  [47].  Stimulation of tolerized  CB T cells with phor- 
bol-  12-myristate-  13-acetate  (PMA)  and  the  calcium  ionophore  ionomycin,  which 
bypasses the T-cell  receptor  (TcR)  and  CD3  complex by inducing  calcium flux 
and  stimulating  protein  kinase  C  (PKC)  directly, can induce  activation of Ras 
and  subsequent  proliferation [4’7]. This  suggests  that  unresponsive  CB  T  cells 
are  viable  and  capable of proliferation  and that any  block in normal  signaling is 
upstream of Ras.  Tolerized  CB  T  cells  respond  to  interleukin-2  (IL-2)  with  vigor- 
ous  proliferation, but the inclusion of TL-2 during  primary  stirnulation  does not 
prevent  CB  T-cell  unresponsiveness  to  secondary  TCR-dependent  stimulation. 
Similar  results  were  seen by Takahishi  et  al.  in  that  primary  stimulation  with  the 
bacterial  superantigen  toxic  shock  syndrome  toxin- 1 (TSST-l)  induced prolifera- 
tion and  blastogenesis  followed by a state of secondary  unresponsiveness  [40]. 

Differences in cytotoxic  T-cell  responses  to  alloantigen  also  exist  between 
CB  and  bone  marrow  (BM)  or  peripheral  blood  (PB)  T  cells.  Using  CB  mononu- 
clear  cells  (MNCs)  as  responders in mixed  lymphocyte  culture  (MLC),  others 
have  reported  reduced  cytotoxicity  against  stimulator  cells  [36,38],  We  have  ob- 
served  similar  results,  even  following  secondary  or  tertiary  stimulation,  using 
purified  CB cells  as  responders  [39].  In  our  assays,  the  percentage of CDS+ 

cells  was  comparable  between  the  CB  and PI3 BM samples. In contrast, a 
study by Roncarolo et al.  found  significant  cytotoxic  responses  by  CB  when  puri- 
fied CD5+  T cells  were used as  responders  and purified PB monocytes  as  stimu- 
lators. The  reason  for  the  conflicting  results in these  studies  is not known,  but 
they may be due to  differences in the  isolation  procedures  and the presence of 
different  populations of cells  that  affected  activation of the CB T cells. 

Although  most  studies  agree  that  CB  T-cell  cytotoxicity  is  reduced in com- 
parison  to that of BM  or  PB  and  that  CB  T  cells  can  be  rendered  unresponsive 
to  secondary  TCR-dependent  stimulation,  CB  contains  normal  frequencies of a1- 
loantigen-directed  helper  T-lymphocyte  precursors  (HTLp)  and  cytotoxic  T-lym- 
phocyte  precursors  (CTLp) 149,501. While  data  regarding  HTLp  and  CTLp fre- 
quencies  and the data  above  regarding  reduced  cytotoxic  activity  and  secondary 
proliferative  responses  seem  contradictory,  this  may  be  due  to  the  different  read- 
outs  employed  and  the  different  conditions used in the assays.  HTLp  and  CTLp 
assays  determine  only  the  frequencies of cells  capable of mediating  even  very 
small  responses,  while  other  assays  measure  quantitative  differences in the 
strengths of such  responses. 

Cytokine  production  by  CB  T  cells  differs both quantitatively  and  qualita- 
tively with respect  to  that of PB cells.  Depending  upon  the  stimulus  provided, 
CB T cells  either  produce  less  [30,39]  or  comparable  [49,5 1,521 amounts  of  IL- 
2 as  similarly  stimulated  PB T cells.  However, i n te~eron -ga~ma produc- 



tion by  CB T cells  is  uniformly  low,  with  almost  none  produced  [30,39,49,5 
Tumor  necrosis  factor-alpha  (TNF-a)  and  IL-4  production  by  CB  T  cells  is 

also  low  or  nonexistent  [39,52].  The  provision of cytokines  such  as  IL-4  or  IL- 
12  during  stimulation  can  modulate  the  types  and  amounts of cytokines  produced 
by CB  T  cells,  skewing  them  toward a  T-helper  2  (Th2)  or Thl phenotype  respec- 
tively [54-561. 

Overall  the  data  regarding  CB  T-cell  phenotype  and  function  suggest  that 
they are very different  from  BM  or PE3 T cells.  Potentially  relevant  to  the  ability 
to  mediate an effective GVL  response  is  the  lower  cytotoxic activity,  secondary 
unresponsiveness,  and  unusual  cytokine  production profile of CB cells.  It 
important  to  determine  the  mechanisms  behind  these  phenomena so that it will 
be  possible  to  selectively  counteract  them  and  possibly  improve  the GVL capabil- 
ities of CB T cells. 

Human NK cells  are a distinct  lineage of lymphoid  cells  defined  as  being  mem- 
brane  CD3-, CD16+,  and/or  CD56+ [57,58]. The  majority of adult  PB NK 
cells  are CDi6+56+ with a  minor  population of CD  16-56+ cells  present  [59]. 

cells  typically  have a  large  granular  lymphocyte  morphology  and  can  lyse 
certain  target  cells  without  prior  sensitization  and  without  major  histocompatibil- 
ity (MHC)  restriction [SS]. number of  in vivo functions  have  been  ascribed  to 
NK cells  including  destruction of tumor  cells,  resistance  to  viral  and  bacterial 
infections,  regulation of hematopoiesis,  and  resistance  to  allogeneic  blood  cell 
grafts  [58].  These  activities  may  be  the  result of direct  lytic  functions of  NK 
cells,  production of cytokines,  or  direct  interactions with other  leukocytes [58] .  

Surface  Antigen  Phenotype of CB NK 

Tn studying  CB  and PB, different  investigators find either a  comparable [60-641 
or  lesser  [65]  frequency of CD L 6-expressing  lymphocytes  and  either  a  cornpara- 
ble  [63,64]  or  lesser  [62,65]  frequency of CD56-expressing  lymphocytes in CB. 
To  address  these  discrepancies,  we  pedormed  surface  marker  analysis  on  CB 
and PI3 samples  and  determined that in comparison  to  PB  nonadherent  MNC 
(naMNCs),  CB naNINCs contain  on  average  a  comparable  percentage of CD16- 
expressing  lymphocytes but a lesser  percentage of CD56-expressing  lymphocytes 
[5]. Tn further  comparing  the  phenotype of CB  and cells  we find the 
existence of a  unique  and  large  population of CD  16+ 56- cell  in  CB  as  deter- 
mined by two-color  flow-cytometric  analysis  [5].  Other  groups  have reported 
the  existence of this  unique  population in CB  [43,66],  while one  group  failed  to 
identify  these  cells  [67]. We find that  such CD  16+56- cells  typically  comprise 
10-30% of the  CD16-t  lymphocyte  population in CB. NK cells with 



CD  16+56-  phenotype are  very  rare  or  nonexistent in blood  cell  compartments 
of healthy  individuals  [57,58].  However,  such  cells  have  been  found  in  the  periph- 
eral  blood of HIV-infected  patients with or  without AIDS [68],  in the blood of 
children  who  received  IL-2  following  autologous  bone  marrow  transplant  for 
adjunct  treatment of solid  tumors  [69],  and  in  cancer  patients  receiving  bolus 
high-dose  IL-2  [70].  The  relationship of the  CD  16t-56- NK cells  in  these  studies 
to  CB  CD1 6+56- NK cells is unknown  and  their  relationship  to  CD56+ NE; 
cells  was not investigated.  Another  difference is that  CB mCD3-  CD56+ NK 
cells  do not express  the  CD57  antigen  [43,60,65J,  which  is  found  on  50-60% 
of PB NK cells,  but do  express  CD69 1431, which  is  characterized an inducible 
lymphocyte  antigen.  We find that  similar  percentages of CB  and  PB NK cells 
express  the  T  and NK cell-associated  markers  CD2,  CD7,  and  CD8  [71]. 

2. Functional Activity of CB NK 

Most  studies CB NK activity  have  reported  reduced  lytic  activity  against  K562 
cells in comparison  to  adult  PB [60-62,64,66,72-761, while  a  few  have  reported 
similar  lytic  activity  [43,77].  Our  studies  to  confirm  the NK lytic  abilities CB 
using naMNCs  agree with the  majority of previous  reports that CB NK lytic 
activity  is  on  average  significantly  reduced in comparison  to  PB NK activity 
[5].  However,  approximately 10% of individual  CB  samples  have  lytic  activity 
comparable  to  that of PB.  The  reason  for this heterogeneity of activity  is un- 
known.  These  results  suggest  that  previous  reports of NK activity  may not be 
contradictory first thought  but  rather  may reflect the present  but  limited  diver- 
sity of NK lytic  activity of CB  samples.  Further  functional  studies  performed in 
our  laboratory  using  sorted  CB  and  PB  NK-cell  subsets  reveal  distinct  differences 
[5,78J.  CB  CD16t-56- NK cells  display  little  or  no  lytic  activity  against  K562 
cells,  consistent  with  the  findings  using  CD  16t-56- NK cells  from  HIV  infected 
patients  and  cancer  patients  receiving  IL-2  discussed  above  [68,70]. CB 
CD16+56+ NK cells  have  lytic  activities  ranging  from  little  or  none  to  adult- 
like  levels;  while PB CD16+56+ NE; cells  had  high  adult  levels of activity. 
These  results  suggest hierarchy lytic  activity CB  CD16t-56- CB 
CD16+56+ 5 PB CD  16+56+.  The mechanism  for  the  reduced  lytic  activity 
of CB  NK-cell  subsets  is  unclear.  CB NK cells  are  able  to  bind  target  cells  and 
express  the  lytic  moieties  perforin  and  granzyrne-B  [5,7 l]. In  addition,  CB 
cell  subsets  demonstrate  high  lytic  activity  when  induced by PMA  and  ionomycin 
treatment  during  lytic  assays  to  undergo  efficient  granule  exocytosis [71 These 
results  suggest  that  the  mechanism of reduced  lytic  activity CB  NK-cell  subsets 
include  absent  or  reduced  expression of triggering  receptor(s)  andlor  deficient 
stimulus-dependent  granule  exocytosis  due  to  inefficient  signalling. 

Whatever ~echan ism is  responsible  for  the  defects in CB  NI(  lytic  activity, 
we and  others  have  demonstrated  that  overnight  incubation of CB  MNCs  or  CB 



CD 16'1-56- and  CD X 6+56+ cell  populations  with  IL-2  [5,43,60-63,66,75],  IL- 
12  [5,63],  or IL-I5 [71,79],  but  not  IL-7  [63,78],  IFN-y  [61,63,78],  or  tumor 
necrosis  factor-a  (TNF-a)  [63,78J,  increases  the lytic  activity of CB NK cells 
against  K562  targets.  Also,  5-  to  7-day  culture  with  IL-2  [5,63,80,81],  IL-12 
[5,63],  and IL-l5 [79] but not TL-7, IFN-y  or TNF-a [63],  induces  lymphokine 
activated  killer  (LAK)  activity  against  NK-resistant  target  cell  lines  or  fresh  leu- 
kemic  cells. 

In addition  to  increasing  the  lytic  activity of CB NK cells,  IL-2,  IL- 12, and 
IL-  15  induce  the  phenotypic  maturation of CB  CD  16t-56- NK cells.  Five-  to 
seven-day  culture of CB  CD  16+56- cells with IL-2  or  IL-I  5  generates 
CD16+56+ NK cells,  while  culture with IL-12  generates both CD16+56+ and 
CD16-56+ NK cells.  Studies  utilizing the me~brane-staining  dye PKH2  dem- 
onstrate  that  IL-2  and  IL- 5 cause  significant  proliferation,  that  IL-  12  causes  little 
if any  proliferation,  and  that  proliferation  is not necessary  for  phenotypic  change 
induced by IL-2,  IL-  12,  or  IL- 15. 

Together,  the  data  suggest  that  CB  NI(  cells  are  functiona~ly  and  phenotypi- 
cally  immature.  However,  proper  cytokine  stimulation  induces  the  maturation of 
CB cells. The ability of cytokines  possibly  encountered in vivo  following 
transplantation-such as  IL-2,  IL-12,  and IL-15-to increase  the  lytic  activity 
of CB NK cells  and  generate  CB LAK activity  suggests  that  CB NK cells will 
mediate  CVL effects in vivo.  This  may  compensate for  the  possible  reduced 
ability of CB T cells  to  mediate  such an effect.  While  other  effector  functions, 
such as  the  ability  to  produce  cytokines, may be  important in NK-cell  CVL ef- 
fects, they have not been well studied in CB NK cells. 

lo 

Surface  Antigen Phenotype of CB  B Cells 

Similar  percentages of B cells  are  present  in  CB  and  adult  PB  [6,37].  However, 
CB  B  cells  have  unique  phenotypic  characteristics, The  antigens  CD  IC,  CD38, 
CD5,  and  CD23,  although  normally  expressed  on  only  a small percentage of 
circulating B cells in adults,  are  highly  expressed  on  CB B cells  and  suggest an 
i ~ m a t u r e  phenotype  [4,6,37,42].  Conversely,  CB B cells do not express  CD27, 
which  is  associated with high  immunoglobulin  production, nor surface  immuno- 
globulin  G  (IgG)  or  IgA  [82,83].  Expression of HLA class 11 molecules  on  CB 
B cells  is  normal [36], although  antigen-presentation  functions  have not been 
tested. 

2. Functional Activity of CB  B Cells 

Although  CB  B  cells  have  unique  phenotypic  characteristics  and  there  are  no 
significant  levels of endogenously  produced  IgC,  IgA,  or  IgE in CB  serum, they 
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do not seem  to  be  functionally  immature.  Culture of CB  B  cells  in the presence 
of cytokines  such  as  IL-2,  IL-4,  or  IL-6  induces  the  secretion of all Ig isotypes 
[84],  whereas  incubation with IL-4  and  anti-CD40  antibodies  induces  secretion 
of IgM,  IgG,  IgG4,  and  IgE  antibodies  [49],  Activation of CB  T cells with anti- 
CD3  antibodies  induces the expression of functional  CD40L  and  allows  CB  T 
cells  to  provide  proper  helper  functions  and  induce  CB B cell Ig production  and 
CD86  expression [451. These  results  suggest  that  CB  B-cell  deficits in Ig  isotype 
production  are  probably  secondary  to  deficient  T-cell  help. 

Whether  CB B cells  would  contribute  to a  GVL effect  following  trans- 
plantation  via  either  antibody  production  or  antigen  presentation unknown. 

Human  monocytes  mediate  potent  phagocytic  and  antigen-presenting  functions 
and  typically  express  the  CD14  surface  antigen.  Phenotypic  analysis  reveals  that 
significantly  reduced  amounts of Pc-receptor-gamma 111 (Fc,RIII or  CD 16) are 
present  on  CB CD~4d im monocytes  relative  to  adult  CD14dim  monocytes,  but 
that Fc,RI (CD64)  and Fc,RII (CD32)  are  expressed at normal  levels  [85,86]. 
HLA class I1 antigens,  CD28,  and  ICAM-1  are  also  expressed at lower  levels 
and in lower percentages of CB  monocytes  [49,85].  Direct  assays of the  antigen- 
presenting  abilities of CB  monocytes  have not been  reported.  The  relevance of 
these  data  to the GVL, capabilities of CB  is  unknown. 

A single  study of freshly  isolated  CB  dendritic  cells  reveals  evidence  for  pheno- 
typic  and  functional  immaturity [87]. Flow  cytometric  analysis  showed  that 
ICAM- 1, HLA class I, and  HLA  class I1 antigens  are  expressed at significantly 
lower  levels  those  observed  on  adult  PB  dendritic  cells.  More  importantly,  CB 
dendritic  cells  were  poor  stimulators of mixed  leukocyte  reactions  when  adult 
MNCs  or  T cells  were used as  responders.  The  role  that  functionally  immature 
dendritic  cells play in the  reduced  functionality of CB cells unknown.  It  is 
likely that a reduced  ability  to  present  antigen in a  stimulatory  manner  would 
reduce  the  GVL  capabilities of CB cells. 

Although  freshly  isolated  CB  dendritic  cells  have  decreased  functional  ca- 
pability,  fully  functional  dendritic  cells  can  be  generated  from  CB  progenitor 
cells. In response  to  GM-CSF+TNF-a,  CD34+  hematopoietic  progenitors  from 
human  cord  blood  differentiate  along  two  independent  dendritic  cell  pathways 
to  become  either CDla Langerhans-like  cells  or  CD14+  dendritic cells [ss]. 
Dendritic  cells  can  also  be  generated  from  CB  CD34+  progenitors  upon  culture 
with IL-3 plus [89], or  upon  cross-linking  CD40  independent of exoge- 
nous  cytokine  addition 1901. Overall,  these  data  suggest  that  dendritic  cells  could 



be  generated  from  CB  progenitors  for  the  purpose of presenting  exogenously 
added  or  vector-encoded  leukemia-specific  antigens  or  to  provide  other  moieties 
necessary  to  develop  competent  CB  T-cell  responses. 

Various  populations of CB  progenitor  cells  can  be  transduced  at  high  efficiency 
by  either  retrovirus [9 1,921 or  adeno-associated  virus  [93].  This  raises  the  possi- 
bility of using  gene  transduct~on  technology to  enhance the GVL potential of 
CB. Of interest,  fully  functional  retrovirally  transduced  dendritic  cells  can  be 
generated  during  culture CB  progenitors  [9 1-93].  In addition, cells  express- 
ing  novel  genes  can  be  generated  from  retrovirally  transduced  CB  CD34-t  cells 
[9 1-93]. Obviously,  before  gene  transduction  technology  can  be used  to increase 
the  GVL  capabilities of CB,  GVL-enhancing  gene  products  must  be  identified 
and  characterized. 

Human  CB  has  only  recently  begun  to  be used as  a  source of stem  cells  for 
transplant  purposes.  While  there  are yet no  indications that CB  transplantation 

associated  with  enhanced  relapse  rates  compared with those  noted with BMT, 
not enough  CB  transplants  have  been  performed  and not enough  time  has  elapsed 
to  determine  whether  CB  can  mediate an effective GVL effect.  Initial  clinical 
and  laboratory  results  regarding  the  reduced  incidence  andlor  severity of GVHD 
and  the  reduced  functions of many  immune  cell  types  in  CB  suggest that CB 
would  potentially  have  a  reduced  capacity  to  mediate GVL effects.  It  is  therefore 
important  to  continue  to  study  immune  reconstitution;  rates  and  severity of 
GVHD,  relapse  rates of leukemias,  lymphomas,  or  tumors; and-most impor- 
tantly-overall survival  rates  following  CB  transplantation.  It  is  also  important 
to  continue  to  study  the  basic  biology of CB  immune  cells,  especially  the  mecha- 
nisms of induction of T-cell  unresponsiveness  and  the  antigen-presenting  capabil- 
ities of cells  such as dendritic  cells,  B  cells,  and  monocytes.  Only with more 
extensive  combined  clinical  and  laboratory  investigation  will  it  be  determined 
whether  CB  is  capable mediating an effective GVL  response,  and if not,  how 
to  enhance  its  ability  to  do so. 

J.G.  and  P.P.  were  supported  by  Public  Health  Service  Training  Grant 
T32DK075  19  from  the  NIH  to H.E.B. 
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When  the  phenomenon of the  graft-versus-leukemia  (GVL)  effect  was first de- 
scribed by Barnes  and  Loutit [ l ] ,  there  was  no  indication  that  it  was  anything 
other  than particular  aspect of a  graft-versus-host  disease  (GVHD)  reaction. 
This  perception  persisted  into  the  era of clinical  transplantation,  along  with  the 
assumption  that  GVL  and  GVHD  were  inseparable.  While  it  is  correct  to  state 
that GVL and GVH  reactions  share  common  mechanisms  and  that  GVL  reactions 
typically  accompany  GVHD,  there  is  good  clinical  evidence  indicating  that  the 
two  phenomena  can  be  separated.  These  data  are  summarized in Table L .  

Besides  the  clinical  data,  there a  large  body of evidence  supporting  the  separa- 
bility of T-cell  responses  to  leukemia  and  other  tissues. In the  fully  allogeneic 
setting,  it  is  possible  to  identify  T-cell  lines  with  reactivity  against  leukemia  blasts 
and  nonreactivity  against  normal  hematological  cells from the  same  individual 
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Clinical  Situations  Where  GVHD  and  GVL  Reactions  Are  Separated 

Leukemia  patients  not  developing GVWD and  receiving  T  cell-replete  BMT  have  a 
lower  risk  of  relapse  than  patients  receiving  T  cell-depleted  transplants 
de~onstrating a  “pure”  GVL  effect of donor  T  cells 

~e~~ iss ions  without  developing  GVHD [3  

im~~~nosuppression without  onset  of  GVHD  (Chapter 14). 

Leukemia  patients  given  DLT  to  treat  relapse  after  allogeneic BMT ea11 achieve  further 

Leukemic  relapse  after  BMT  can  be  reversed  by  prompt  cessation  of  cyclosporine 

[4]. In HLA-identical  siblings,  cytotoxic  T  lymphocytes  (CTLs)  specifically  ly- 
sing  leukemic  or  nonleukemic  targets  have  also  been  isolated Furthermore, 
murine  experiments confirm the  presence of GVL reactivity  independent of 
GVHD 161. In another  study,  CTL  lines  were  generated  from  patients  at  different 
time points  during  the  course of acute  GVHD  after an WLA-identical sibling  bone 
marrow  transplant  (BMT).  Clones with three  different  reactivities  were  identified: 
clones  reacting  only  against  normal  peripheral  blood  lymphocytes  (PBLs),  clones 
reacting  only  against  leukemic  cells,  and  clones  reacting with both This  was 
also  confirmed  in  another in vitro  model,  where  allogeneic  T-cell  clones  able  to 
selectively  destroy  Philadelphia chromoso~e-beari~g human  leukemia  lines 
were  also  able  to  recognize  Ph-cells  from  the  same  patient [S]. Similar  results 
have  been  announced using minor  histoco~patibility  antigen  (mHA)-specific 
CTLs  from  patients  with  GVHD.  The  targeted  mHAs  were  simultaneo~~sly  ex- 
pressed  on  several host cell  lines,  including  lymphoblastoid  cell  lines, PHA blasts, 
leukemic  cells,  and  keratinocytes [9]. 

The  challenge  now is to  devise  clinical  techniques  to  control  immune  recov- 
ery after  allogeneic  stem-cell  transplantation so as  to  exploit the GVL  reaction 
without  causing  CVHD.  However,  before  the  clinical  separation of GVL  from 
GVHD can become  a  clinical  reality,  those  factors  that  positively  or  negatively 
influence  the  separability of GVHD  from  GVL  must be considered.  These  are 
outlined in Table 2 and  discussed  below. 

The  major  argument  favoring the separability of GVL  from  GVHD  rests on the 
diversity of the  antigens  presented  to  alloreacting  T  cells  and the corresponding 
diversity of the T-cell  repertoire.  Although  sharing  many  common  protein  constit- 



Table 2 Factors For and Against the Separability of GVL from GVHD 

GVL Without GVHD GVL with GVHD 

Antigens 

Antigen presentation 

Effector cells 

Cytokines and effector 
pathways 

Timing 

T-cell homing 

Tolerance 

Leukemia-specific or hematopoietic cell lineage-re- 
stricted antigens eliciting tissue-restricted T cell re- 
sponses. 

Myeloid leukemia cells expressing MHC class I and 
I1 are better APC than cells from nonhematopoi- 
etic tissues. 

In vitro evidence of CTLs specific for leukemia. In 
vivo evidence of expanded CTL populations with 
Vp restriction and antileukemic specificity. 

CD4 cells have greater GVL reactivity than GVHD 
reactivity. Th2 subsets have greater GVL reactiv- 
ity than GVHD reactivity. 

Leukemia cells with greater sensitivity than normal 
cells to proliferation inhibition and cytotoxicity 
from cytokines. - 

Delayed infusion of T cells conserves GVL reactivity 
but confers low GVHD reactivity. 

Time to achieve leukemia reduction more rapid than 
time for major organ damage from GVHD (ratio- 
nale for suicide gene strategy). 

T cells with different specificities home to different 
tissues. 

Tolerance is established after GVL effect is com- 
plete. Tolerance can be broken by DLT. 

Ubiquitously expressed mHA direct T-cell attack to 
both leukemia and other host tissues. 

All cells expressing MHC class I and I1 are subject 
to allogeneic T-cell recognition and cytotoxic~~. 

In vitro and in vivo evidence of T cells with indis- 
criminate cytotoxicity to leukemia and nonleuke- 
mic recipient tissues. 

Some leukemias may only be responsive to CD8 and 
Thl T cell-mediated GVL effects. 

GVHD and GVL responses end in a final common 
pathway of nonspecific cytokine-mediated tissue 
damage. 

GVHD still occurs following delayed infusion of T 
cells. 

Molecular cures of CML after DLT takes many 
months. 

Homing not discriminative for GVH and GVL reac- 
tions. 

Tolerance is an early feature of immune reconstitu- 
tion without GVHD. Tolerance is associated with 
mixed chimerism. absence of GVIID, and lack of 
GVL effect. 



uents,  cells  from  different  tissues  also  have  distinct  patterns of protein  expression 
that define  their  lineage.  Cells  from  different  tissues  could  therefore  induce  allore- 
sponses in different  T-cell  responder  clones by presenting  lineage-restricted  self 
peptides  through  their  MHC  molecules.  However, in most  clinical  situations, 
where  steps  are not taken  to  select  leukemia-specific  T  cells,  the  recognition of 
ubiquitously  expressed  immunodominant  mHA  results in a  strong  nonspecific 
GVLIGVHD  alloresponse.  The fine specificity of the  T-cell  repertoire  can  only 
be  exploited by selecting  T-cell  lines  or  clones  with  specific  reactivity  to  defined 
leu~emia-restricted  antigens.  Such  leukemia-restricted  antigens may be either 
mHAs  expressed  on  lymphoid  and  myeloid  cells  (Chapter normal  proteins 
overexpressed  in  leukemia  cells  (Chapter 6), or  antigens  unique  to  the  leukemia 
cell  (Chapter 7). The  occurrence of these  antigens  is  the  basis  for  strategies  to 
create  leuke~ia-specific  CTL  clones for  adoptive  immunotherapy.  Hitherto  this 
approach has been  limited  by  our  almost  complete  ignorance of the antigens 
involved.  This  is  beginning  to  change:  apart  from  the 8 mHAs  identified by Goul- 
my's  group  (see  Chapter other  mHAs  are  beginning  to  be  identified.  Riddell 
has described  over SO new mHA  T-cell  clones,  derived  from  posttransplant  donor 
T  cells,  defined  by  their  characteristic profile of activity with a panel of cells 
from  different  tissues of the  same  individual [lo]. Dolstra  et  al.  have  recently 
identified  a B cell-specific  mHA l]. An alternative  approach to finding  new 
antigens  has  been  to study known  myeloid  or  lymphoid-restricted  proteins  for 
peptide  sequences  that bind to  common  HLA  molecules:  synthetic  peptides  are 
then tested  for  their  ability  to  induce  CTL  with  antileukemic  or  tissue-restricted 
specificity.  Additionally,  well-expressed  proteins  such  as  CD33  have  been  studied 
to  identify  alleles  that  could  function  as  mHAs 1121, A similar  approach  has  been 
taken with leukemia-specific  fusion  proteins,  where  peptide  sequences  spanning 
the fusion  region  have been used to  induce  CTLs with antileukemic  specificity 
(see  Chapters 6 and 19). Table 3 lists  the  defined  protein  antigens so far  character- 
ized. 

Malignancies  arising  from  the  lymphohematopoietic  system  retain  some of the 
characteristics of the  unique  antigen-presenting  capacity  that  characterizes  their 
normal  B-cell,  monocyte-macrophage,  or  dendritic  cell  counterparts.  It thus 
possible that leukemias  are  better  antigen-presenting  cells  (APCs)  than  nonhema- 
topoietic  tissues  and  could  induce  stronger  alloresponses  against  hematopoietic 
cells than tissues  involved in GVHD.  However  not  all  leukemias  are  efficient 
antigen  presenting  cells  [13].  Furthermore  against  a  potential  GVL  selection 
mechanism  is  the  fact  that both host and  donor  APCs  may  capture  and  present 
host  antigens  from  many  tissue  sources,  thereby  inducing  indiscriminate  alloge- 



Table Candidate  Target  Antigens  for  the  Generation  of  GVL  Specific  T  Cells 

minor HA-  1,  HA-2  (Chapter others 101 
~.'ol~tl~orphisnIs) panleukocyte: 

Myeloid:  CD33" 121 
B cell:  CD19,  CD20,  CD21,  CD22 [l  l] 

proteins-proteinase-3,  myeloperoxidase  MDR- l 
or l ~ ~ i ~ ~ l ~ l ~ o i ~  6)  e.g.,  Primary  granule 

BCL- l ,  BCL-2 

Fusion  proteins:  e.g.,  BCR-ABL,  PML-RARa 
Mutations:  RAS,  p53 

neic  responses in donor  T  cells.  Currently  the  relative  contribution  that host and 
donor  APCs  make  to  the  alloresponse  is not known. 

Both  CD4+  and  CD8+  cytotoxic  T cells  as well as NK cells  with  antileukemic 
function  have  been  implicated  for  the  GVL  effect of allogeneic  BMT  or  donor 
lymphocyte  transfusions 14- 171. There good  evidence  that  while not causing 
GVHD in HLA-identical  donor-recipient  pairs, CD4+  T cells  are  effectors of 
cytotoxicity in some  myeloid  leukemias 181. This  has  led  to  several  studies  using 
CD8+-depleted  donor  lymphocyte  transfusions to prevent or  treat  relapse of 
chronic  myeloid  leukemia  (CML)  (see  below).  A  potential  difference  between 
GVL  and  GVHD  resides in the  distinct  behaviors of T-helper Thl and  Th2  lym- 
phocyte  subsets. In murine  studies,  the  administration of donor  cells with Th2 
cytokine  phenotype  reduces  the  severity  and  lethality of experimental  GVHD. 
Such  cells  have  been  generated  by  treating the mice with a Combination  of IL- 
2  and  IL-4 19,201 or  granulocyte  colony-stimulating  factor  (G-CSF)  [21].  Fur- 
thermore  the  Th2 cells  in  this  model  had a  GVL effect  in a  transplantable  murine 
leukemia.  The  relevance of this  observation in humans  is  that  G-CSF  mobilization 
of peripheral  blood  progenitor  cells  for  transplant can induce  a  skewing of the 
T-cell profile to a  Th2  phenotype.  Whether  this  may  induce  a  favorable  bias in 
favor of GVL  responses  to  human  leukemias  is  not  known.  Another  T-cell  subset 
that  has  been  claimed  to  be  associated with a  GVL effect  after  mismatched  trans- 
plants  are  T  cells  expressing  the  gamma-delta  T-cell  receptor  [22].  Patients  who 
remain  in  remission  have  a  significantly  higher  number of circulating  gamma- 
delta T cells  but a  comparable  incidence of acute  GVHD.  Finally,  T-cell re- 
sponses  can  be  characterized by the  T-cell  receptor  (TCR) V p  family  usage. 
Jiang  et  al.  raised  alloreacting  T-cell  clones  using  CML  stimulators  from an HLA 
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1 Examples of donor-derived  clones  with  distinct  reactivities  against  patient’s 
leukemic  and  nonleukernic  cells.  Clone V13 reacts  against  patient’s CML leukemia  cells, 
clone 14 reacts  against  patient’s  HA-~lasts, and  clone reacts  with  both.  (From 
Ref. 23.) 

partially  matched  relative Of 18 clones  studied  in  depth, reacted  exclu- 
sively with leukemic  cells, 3 only  with  nonleukemic  cells  (PHA-blasts),  and  4 
with both.  Clones  recognizing  leukemia  cells  had  a  different  Vp  TCRs than 
clones  recognizing  nonleukemic  cells  from  the  same  individual  (Figure l). These 
results  indicate  that  antigens on leukemia  cells  may  elicit  responses  in  specific 

TCR  families  that  distinguish  these  responders  from  T  cells  recognizing  other 
tissues.  Analysis of the repertoire  after BMT  frequently  reveals  oligoclonal 
expansion of a  small  number of families [24-271. In  mice,  mHA-specific 
donor  T  cells  show Vp  TCR restriction These  expansions  have  been  corre- 
lated  with GVWD and  GVL  responses.  Furthermore,  the  prompt  disappearance 
of the  leukemia  after  donor  lymphocyte  transfusion  (DLT) has sometimes  been 
observed  to  correspond  temporally with the  clonal  dominance  distinct family, 
suggesting  a  possible GVL specificity [28]. This  observation  makes  possible  a 
new  approach  to  reconstituting the recipient with T cells  with GVL  but  not 
GVHD reactivity.  First,  the restriction of the  donor  T  cells  responding 
uniquely to  recipient  leukemia  would  be  identified by in vitro  culture.  Then  the 
recipient  would  be  transfused  posttransplant with the  appropriate subsets  se- 



lected  from  a  leukapheresis  donation using antibody-coated  magnetic  beads 
~ 3 1 .  

In  vivo,  the  effector  phase of the  alloresponse  involves  more than the interaction 
of a  cytotoxic  T  cell with its  target.  Activation of nonspecific  accessory  cells  and 
local  production of cytokines may ultimately  reduce  the fine specificity of a  T- 
cell  response  to an antigen-bearing  cell.  Natural  killer  (NK)  cells  have been impli- 
cated in GVHD, but the  evidence  for  a  GVL  effect of NK cells in clinical  trans- 
plantation  remains  to  be  clearly  established  [29].  It  is unlikely that GVL and 
GVHD would  be  easily  separable if NI(  cells  were  the main effectors of these 
responses.  The  contribution of tumor  necrosis  factor  alpha  (TNF-a)  and  inter- 
feron  gamma  (IFN-y) in particular  to  the  tissue  damage  seen in acute  GVHD  has 
been  studied in animal  and  human in vitro  models  [30].  The  nonspecific  action 
of cytokines  released  during  a  GVHD  or  a  GVL  alloresponse  could  transform a 
specific  effector-target  cell  interaction  into  a  nonspecific  immune  reaction. Of 
relevance  to  this  discussion is the  clinical  outcome of treating  posttransplant  Ep- 
stein-Barr  virus  (EBV)  lymphoproliferative  disease with DLT.  Using very low 
doses of donor  lymphocytes  (around lo6 CD3 cells  per  kilogram),  Papado- 
poulos  observed  temporary  enlargement of the  tumor  with  local i l l~a ln~at io l l  
before  rapid  reduction in tumor  size  associated  with  a  dense  infiltrate of donor 
lymphocytes  [3 l]. No acute  GVHD  was  observed in these  patients.  It  therefore 
appears  that  nonspecific  mechanisms of effector  cells  can  remain  localized in 
effective GVL  responses.  Whether  GVHD  reactions  also  have an antimalignant 
effect  through  indirect  cytokine  and  accessory  cell  activation  is not known. In 
this  regard  we  found that granulocyte-macrophage  colony-forming  units  (GM- 
CFU) in CML  were  more  susceptible  to  growth  inhibition by TNF-a and  IFN- 

produced by alloreacting  CTL  clones than normal  marrow  GM-CFU  [32].  This 
suggests  that  some  leukemias  may be particularly  susceptible  to  cytokines  re- 
leased  during  GVHD  reactions. 

e ses 

There  are funda~ental differences  in  the  nature of the  GVHD reaction,  which 
causes  extensive  tissue  damage,  and  the  GVL  effect,  which  results in permanent 
suppression  and  possibly  eradication of a  malignant  clone.  Given  the  robustness 
of malignant  cells, it is  all  the  more  surprising  that GVL can achieve  such  com- 
plete  and  durable  eradication of disease,  while  normal  tissues  survive  the  same 
onslaught  from  alloreactive  cells.  The  time  required  for  GVL  to  reduce the leuke- 
mia  clone  to  undetectable  levels not known  in  detail.  However,  the  unique 
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observation of a  DLT  effect  from  leukemia  clones  reported by Falkenburg sug- 
gests  that  permanent  eradication of leukemia  (once  clonal  expansion has oc- 
curred)  is  extremely  rapid This  observation  provides  the  rationale  for  strate- 
gies  to  treat  patients with suicide  gene-transfected  T  cells,  which  can be 
destroyed  before  the  recipient  develops  serious  complications  from  GVHD  but 
after  a CVL effect has been produced [34]. 

It  has  been  known  for some time  that  T  cells  have  different  patterns of tissue 
distribution.  Numerous  studies of VB  type of T  cells  infiltrating  different  tissues 
indicate  that  repertoires  differ widely in different  tissues.  Most of these  analyses 
concern  autoimmune  disease  states  and  tumor-in~ltrating  lymphocytes [35 J. Tis- 
sue  distribution of T  cells rnay  be determined by addressins-the  growing  family 
of integrins  or  “addressins” that retain T  cells in certain  tissues in a  specific 
manner 

While an essential  goal  for  restoring  normal  immune  competence  after  allo-BMT 
the  induction of donor-recipient  tolerance,  the  process  may  also  terminate  a 

GVL response.  The  mechanism of tolerance  is  still  incompletely  understood. 
However,  two  important  events  after  bone  marrow  stem  cell  transplant  (BMSCT) 
may be instrumen~al: conversion of the host dendritic cell APC  system  to 
that of the donor  and (2) emergence of naive  T  cells  derived  from  prethymic 
donor  stem  cells  processed  through  the host thymus  (“central  tolerance”)  or 
through  peripheral  pathways  (“peripheral  tolerance”)  (see  Chapter  l).  The  pre- 
sentation of recipient  leukemia  antigens  through  recipient  APCs rnay uniquely 
stimulate  alloresponses  because of allogeneic  differences  or  different  processing 
of antigens by the recipient  versus  the  donor  APCs. The substitL~tion of donor 
APCs  could  reduce  the  chance of generating mWA-specific cells,  resulting  in 
a  state of tolerance.  This  event  probably  occurs  in  the  first  few  months  after BMT 
and rnay be  responsible  for  the  observation in a  mouse  model  that it possible 
to  transfuse  mature  donor  T  cells  into  the  recipient  without  causing GVHD pro- 
vided that 3 weeks  elapse  after  a  T  cell-depleted  transplant. In this  model  a GVL 
response  is  conserved  when  experimental  leukemias  are  transfused  into  recipient 
mice [37] .  The  protective  effect of delayed  T-cell  add-back  on  GVHD  is  strictly 
dose-related, but higher  doses  can  be  given  without  causing  GVHD the longer 
the  time  interval  from  the trans~lant [383. A state of mixed  donor-recipient  chime- 
rism  is  also  conducive  to  tolerance.  Patients with mixed  lymphoid  chimerism 
have  a  higher  relapse  risk  and  have a very low risk of developing  acute  GVHD 
[391. 



Table 4 Clinical  Strategies  to  Separate  the  GVL  Response  from  GVHD 

Delayed dotlor T  cells f’~1lt1wil~g T-deI?lete~l t r~ l i~sI~ l~ l l t  
Incremental  add-back  of  donor  lymphocytes  without  cyclosporine  1421 
Scheduled  add-back of large cell  doses  under  cyclosporine  cover  [43] 

Add-back  of  non-specifically  expanded cells 
Add-back of specifically  expanded cells 

After  allogeneic to prevent  relapse  in  CML 
Treatment  of  relapsed  leukemia 

Add-back  of  donor cells  depleted  in  vitro of antihost  reactivity 

A ~ l ~ - l ~ a c k  L gene’  ’-transf’ected  T cells to T-d~I?leted trailsI~la~lt [34,SO] 

CD~-deI~leted T 146-491 

Selectively deI~ lete~ T 1-6 

Immunotoxin  against  CD25 
Selection of CD251-  donor  cells  using  antibody-coated  magnetic  beads 

Selectiorl TCR Vp T-cell  sllhsets  that  contm!rl ~iltilellkei~li~, reacting 1231 

Generation 1eukenlin-r.eac.tilte T-cell  clones ([33] clqters 6 m e 1  18) 
Selection of appropriate Vp family  using  antibody-coated  immunonlagnetic  beads 

In  vitro  culture  with  recipient  leukemia  to  generate  leukemia-specific cell  lines 
In  vitro  culture  of  donor  lymphocytes  with  leukernia-specific  peptides 

Donor  pretransplant 
Recipient  posttransplant 

V ~ i c ~ i l l ~ ~ t i ~ ? l ~  with  1eukc.lllicr-syeci~c proteim [7 I] 

Thymic  tolerance  develops  slowly in the first 6-12 months  after  BMT. 
This  may  allow  sufficient  time  for  the  alloreaction  against  the  residual  leukemia 
to  be  completed. 

Based  on  the  above  data  and  assumptions,  a  number of approaches  to  conferring 
GVL without GVHD are  being  explored in clinical  trials  or  are  currently at a 
preclinical  stage of development.  Table 4 categorizes  these  strategies. 

Based  on new ~~nderstanding of the importance cytokines in the process of 
acute GVHD, Johnson  and  Truitt  elegantly  showed in murine MHC matched  and 
haplotype  mismatched  BMT  models  that  infusion of im~unocolnpetent donor 
cells  delayed  until 21 days  after transp~antation  conferred  a  long-lasting antileu- 
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kemic  effect  without  causing  severe  acute GVHD 137,401.  In these  experiments, 
alloreactive  donor  cells  behaved  differently  when  infused at different  time  points 
posttransplant. The  mechanism of the  protective  effect not yet defined.  The 
reduced  risk  from  GVHD  may  be  due to avoidance of the  “cytokine  storm’’  or 
to the emergence of tolerance  accompanying  the  establishment of a  donor-derived 
antigen-presenting  system 141). The  concept of delayed  lymphocyte  add-back 
has  now  been  tested  clinically by Savin’s group. In a  study  where  Campath-l 
antibodies  were used for  T-cell  depletion,  donor  lymphocytes  were  infused,  either 
starting  early  after  transplant  with  weekly 1 log  increments  for  up  to  four  doses 
(days I ,  +6, 14, +21 with IO4, los, IOh, lo7 T cells per kilogram of recipient 
weight,  respectively)  or  starting  on  day  28  and  given  only  to  patients  without 
signs of acute  GVHD  (days  +28, +56, +84 infused  with los, lo6, and IO7 
cells per kilogram,  respectively) 1421.  In this  nonprospective,  randomized,  hetero- 
geneous  group of relatively  young  patients,  delayed  administration of donor  lym- 
phocytes  caused  clinically signi~cant acute GVWD  in 42-53% of patients  and 
was associated with a  low  probability of leukemia  relapse. ~nfortunately, due 
to  patient  variability  and  study  design,  it  is not possible  from  these  data  to  deter- 
mine  the  cell  dose  and  timing  critical  for  the  prevention of acute  GVHD.  We 
investigated the effect of delayed  T-cell  add-back  on the risk of acute  GVHD  in 
38  patients  with he1natological malignancies  receiving  T  cell-depleted  BMTs 
and  cyclosporine  to  prevent  acute  GVHD  (a-GVHD) 14.31. Donor  lymphocytes 
were  added  back at varying  times  after  transplant  to  prevent  leukemia  relapse. 
In 26  patients  scheduled  for  donor  T-cell  add-back of 2 loh cells  per  kilogram 
on day 30 and 5 lo7 cells  per  kilogram  on  day  45  (schedule the overall 
probability of grade I1 a-GVWD developing was 3 l .5%,  with  a  15.5%  probabil- 
ity of a-GVHD  occurring  after  T-cell  add-back. In  12 patients  receiving lo7 donor 
T  cells per kilogram  on  day 30 (schedule  2),  the  probability of grade II a- 
GVHD was  100%.  The  incidence of grade 111-IV a-GVHD  was  higher in sched- 
ule 2 than in schedule 1 (p 0.02). Of 24  evaluable  patients, 10 (46%)  developed 
chronic  GVHD,  which  was  limited in 8  and  extensive  in  2.  Current  disease-free 
survival  for 18 patients at standard risk for  relapse of chronic  myeloid  leukemia 
(CML) in chronic  or  accelerated  phase,  acute  myeloid  leukemia in remission 
versus  20  patients  with  more  advanced  leukemia  or  multiple  myeloma  were  re- 
spectively  72%  versus  12% 0.01) with a  29%  versus  69%  probability of 
relapse (p 0.08). In 12  CML patients  surviving  more than 3  months,  PCR 
analysis of the  BCRlABL transcript  showed  that  minimal  residual  disease  after 
cell  add-back  was  transient  except in two  patients,  who  developed  hematological 
relapse.  Results  indicate  that  the  risk of acute  GVHD is low  following  substantial 
T-cell  doses  transfused  45  days  after  transplant  using  cyclosporine  prophylaxis. 
Furthermore  a  GVL  effect  was  conserved. 

Delayed  lymphocyte  add-back has also  been  investigated in partially  mis- 
matched  related  transplants 1441. Twenty-seven  patients with advanced  hemato- 
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logical  malignancies  were  transplanted  with  T  cell-depleted  bone  marrow  grafts 
from 1-3 antigen-mismatched  related  donors.  Starting  between  days  26  and  74, 
a  cumulative  T-cell  dose of 0.23  to 16.5 106/kg was  infused  to  preempt  leuke- 
mia  relapse  under  low-dose  cyclosporine  and  steroid  coverage.  The  results  were 
compared with a historical  group of similar  patients  treated  at  the  same  institution 
with  T  cell-depleted  BMT  without  the  delayed  addition of donor  lymphocytes. 
A  high  incidence of acute  GVHD  was  observed  in  the  group  receiving  lympho- 
cyte  add-back  cornpared  with  historical  controls  (56%  versus 1%).  When  more 
than I 06/kg  donor  T cells  were  infused,  the  risk of developing  GVHD  was  higher 

with significant  GVHD-related  mortality.  Moreover,  development of 
acute  GVHD  did not result in more  GVL reactivity,  since  there  was  no  difference 
in relapse rate between  the  add-back  group  and  historical  controls at 18 months 
posttransplant  (56%  versus  58%). 

Based  on  our  current  experience with delayed  donor  lymphocyte  infusions, 
it  thus  appears  that  for  HLA-matched  sibling  pairs,  a  T-cell  dose of l0"lkg  given 
on  day  30  or  107/kg  given on  day  45  under  cyclosporine  coverage associated 
with  a  low  risk of inducing  severe  acute  GVHD  and may still  confer  a  GVL 
effect,  especially  in  CML.  However, in the  HLA-mismatched  setting,  despite 
cyclosporine  and  steroid  protection,  administration of even  low  doses of unma- 
nipulated  donor  lymphocytes  induces  severe  GVHD.  More  studies  are  needed  to 
measure  the  impact of cyclosporine  on the GVL effect  and  to  determine  whether 
smaller  T-cell  doses  without  cyclosporine  are  preferable.  Since  there  is  significant 
variation in the  individual  recipient's  susceptibility  to  GVHD,  it will be  necessary 
to  escalate  T-cell  add-back,  starting  from  a  low  T-cell  dose  and  allowing suffi- 
cient  time  between  each  dose  to  observe  development of GVHD. 

There  have  been  several  clinical  trials using CD8+  T-cell  depletion for the pre- 
vention of GVHD [45,46].  In  the  initial  study  [45], 36 patients  with  leukemia 
received  bone  marrow  grafts  from  HLA-identical  siblings  and CD8+ T  cell- 
depleted  bone  marrow  combined with posttransplant  cyclosporine.  Twenty-eight 
percent of recipients  developed  acute GVHD grade I, usually  mild  and  limited 
to  the  skin.  Four  patients  failed  to  engraft,  confirming an important  role of CD8 
cells in engraftment.  The  leukemia  relapse  rate  was  only  l and  none of the 
13 patients  with CML  relapsed,  suggesting  that  the  GVL  effect  was  retained. In 
a  prospective,  randomized,  double-blind study [46], 38 patients  with  leukemia 
received  bone  marrow  grafts  from  their  HLA-identical  sibling  donors,  either 
unmanipulated  or  CD8 depleted,  with  posttransplant  cyclosporine.  Acute 
GVHD grade T developed in 20% of the CD8-depleted  group  versus 80% (with 
5  deaths)  in  the  control  group.  Leukemia  relapse  was  the  same in the  two  groups 
and  graft  failure  occurred in two  patients  in  the  CD8-depleted  group but in none 



of the controls.  Although GVHD  prophylaxis was suboptimal  for  the  control 
group, it seems  that  CD8+  T-cell  depletion in Combination with cyclosporine  is 
an effective  method  to  reduce  acute GVHD in HL~-identical sibling  transplants 
without  losing  the  GVL  effect, but at the expense of compromising  engraftment in 
some  patients.  In  another  study CD8+ T-cell  depletion with posttransplant 
cyclosporine  effectively  prevented  acute  GVHD in HLA-identical  siblings but 
not in transplants  from less well  matched  donors.  More  recently,  CD8-depleted 
donor  lymphocytes  have been used successfully  to  treat  CML  and  multiple rny- 
eloma  relapsing  after  allogeneic  BMT,  with low  incidence of acute  GVHD 
[48,49]. 

Gene transfer  technology  has  made it possible  to  transduce  donor  lymphocytes 
with a  “suicide  gene”  that  makes  them  a  target  for  pharmacological  elimination 
in vivo.  Bonini  et  al. first used a retrovirus  to  transfect  herpes  simplex  thymidine 
kinase  (HS-tk)  and  neomycin  phosphotransferase  (neo)  genes  into  proliferating 
T  lymphocytes G41 8-selected  T  cells  retained  their  function in allorecogni- 
tion but could be killed by addition of ganciclovir  (GCV).  They  subsequently 
showed  that  efficient  transfection  could  also  be  achieved if the  T  cells  were  sub- 
jected  to  allogeneic  stimulation  prior  to  retrovirus-mediated  gene  transfer.  Such 
an approach  could  be used to  generate  cells both strongly  alloreactive  and  GCV- 
sensitive  for  in  vivo  therapeutic  use. The in vitro  insertion of the  HS-tk  gene  has 
been  developed  for  clinical use. This  makes it possible  to  carry  out  transplants 
with Tk  gene-transfected  T  cells  and  to  deplete  gene-marked  T  cells in vivo by 
treating  the  patient with the  antiviral  drug  ganciclovir  should GVHD  occur.  The 
approach  could  be useful a  “safety  net”  to  abort  GVHD  reactions in experi- 
mental  add-back  studies  to  treat  relapsed  leukemia,  EBV  lymphoproliferative 
disease,  and cytome~alovi~us  (CMV)  re~ctivation. It  would  be  particularly  appli- 
cable in mismatched  donor-recipient  pairs,  where the risk from  lethal  acute 
GVHD is high.  Clinical  studies  have  been  reported by Bonini  et al. and  Tiber- 
ghien  et al. [34,50]. Data  from  both  groups  are  preliminary, but several  patients 
have  sucessfully  been  treated  for  GVHD by administl.ation of GCV.  A potential 
problem  with  highly  efficient  elimination of donor  lymphocytes the risk of 
severe i ~ m ~ ~ ~ e  deficiency,  which  could  increase  the  chance of leukemic  relapse, 
recurrent  infection,  or  reactivation of viruses,  leading  to  CMV  disease  and EBV 
lymphoproliferation.  Furthermore,  at  least in transplants  for  CML, it may  be  nec- 
essary  to  maintain  the  GVL  effect:  the ~ ~ R - A ~ L  fusion  gene  is  sometimes  de- 
tectable for  several  years  after  BMT  in  the  absence of relapse. 

This  model of selective  T-cell dep~etion  eliminates  T cells  that  react  against a 
specific  stimulator  (see  Figure 2). Donor  peripheral  blood  mononuclear  cells 



patient's irradiated lcttkcnliu  cell 

Selective  immunodepletion  method.  First,  donor cells  are  stimulated in a 
mixed  lymphocyte culture by patient's  irradiated  nonleukemic  cells.  Then  the  activated 
alloreactive  donor  T  cells  are  eliminated by  exposure  to  an chain-specific  immuno- 
toxin,  Finally,  the ~el~ainiilg donor cells tested  against  the  original  nonleulcemic 
stimulator against  leukemia  cells  from  the  patient.  The  method  results in depletion 
of alloreactivity  against  the  nonleukemic  cells  and  preservation of alloreactivity  against 
leukemia  cells. 

(PBNINCs)  are  stimulated by irradiated  nonleukemic  recipient  cells in cellular 
culture  system  to  allow  for  activation of the  alloreacting  donor  T  cells.  The  acti- 
vated  donor  T  cells  are then eliminated,  using an i ~ ~ u n o t o x i n  specific for  the 
IL-2  receptor  alpha  chain,  which  is  expressed  only  on  activated  but not on  resting 

cells. The  remaining  donor  T  cells  should  be  depleted of alloreactivity  against 
the  original  stimulator  (recipient  nonleukemic  cells) but may retain reactivity 
against  recipient  leukemic  cells  or  other  antigens.  This  model  system  can  achieve 

functional  depletion by selectively  destroying cells  capable of reacting  against 
a specific  stimulator  while  preserving  T  cells with other  reactivities. In the  trans- 
plant  setting,  this  method  could  be  applied  to  selectively  deplete the donor  T 
cells,  causing GVHD while  retaining  donor cells  reacting  against  the  leukemia 
or  various  infectious  agents. 

The selective i~munodepletion method  has  been  used  successfully in pre- 
clinical  studies using samples  from  patients  and  HLA-identical  sibling  donors 
undergoing  BMT  for  CML, In chronic  phase  GML,  T  lymphocytes  usually  are 



not part of the  leukemic  clone  and can therefore  serve  as  normal  recipient  cells 
1,521. Using  a  ricin-conjugated  anti-CD25  antibody  and  irradiated  phytohern- 

aglutinin (PWA) blasts as nonleukemic  stimulator  cells,  Datta  et al. have  shown 
that the method  results in selective  depletion of alloreactivity  against the PHA 
blasts,  with  significant  preservation of reactivity  against  the CML cells  [53]. In 
10 HLA-identical  sibling  pairs  and  another 10 unrelated  HLA-matched  donor- 
recipient  pairs,  the mean residual  reactivity  against  the PHA blasts  after  the  deple- 
tion 7.5% and  9.2% of the  original  value  while the remaining  reactivity 
against  CML  cells was '76.5% and 118% respectively  (Figure 3). 

Using a more  sensitive  measurement of alloreactivity  for  HLA-identical 
siblings by estimating  the  precursor  frequency of alloreactive  IL-2-producing 
helper cells  (HTLPfs),  Mavroudis et al.  have  shown  that  selective  immunode- 
pletion significantly  reduces  the WTLPfs against  host P ~ ~ ~ C s  while  preserving, 

Depletion  of  alloreactivity  in  LA-identica~ sibling  pairs  using  the  selec- 
tive  illllnunodepletion  method.  Residual  donor  reactivity  against  the  patient's  PHA-blasts 
and CML cells  after  the  depletion  is  shown  as  a  percentage of the  original  donor  response 
against  the  same  stirnulators.  The  original~response  against  each  stimulator  has  been  nor- 
malized  to 100%. After  the  depletion,  reactivity  against  PHA-blasts  is  severely  diminished 
while  reactivity  against CML cells largely  preserved.  (From Ref. 
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Donor  HTLPf  against  host  PBMNC  or leukemia  cells  before  and  after 
selective  ilnmunodeple~ion in  eight  HLA-identical  sibling  pairs.  Following  initial  stimula- 
tion  of  donor  PBMNC  by  irradiated  OKT3-IL-2-expanded  lymphocytes  of  the  patient,  the 
activated  T were  depleted  using  a  recombinant  IL-2Ra  chain-specific  immunotoxin 
[anti-Tac(Fv)PE38].  The  method  resulted in significant  reduction  of  donor-versus-host 
PBMNC  HTLPf 0.007) but  not  significant  reduction of donor-versus-host  leukemia 
HTLPf 0.19). (From  Ref. 54.) 

to a  large  extent,  the  HTLPfs  against host leukemia  cells  (Figure  4)  [54].  The 
donor-antirecipient  HTLPfs  have  been  shown  to  predict  the  risk of acute  and 
chronic  GVHD in HLA-identical  siblings  [55,56].  Given  the  important  role of 
CD4+  T cells in the  eradication of  CNIL C57.581, the preserved  donor-antileuke- 
mia  HTLPfs may mediate  a  strong  GVL  effect.  Therefore  selective  immunodeple- 
tion can  separate  GVHD  and  GVL  effectors at the  precursor  T-cell  level. 

The  same  method  can  be  used  to  deplete  alloreactivity  against  a  haplotype 
mismatch,  In 10 parent-child  pairs,  selective  immunodepletion  reduced  the allo- 
reactivity  against the haploidentic~l  stimulator to a mean of 7.6% of the  original 
reactivity  while  the  third-party  response  was  retained  (Figure 5) [59]. 

Using  a  similar  approach in a  haploidentical  murine  BMT  model,  Cavaz- 
zano-Calvo  et  al.  have  shown that this  depletion  induces  donor-specific  tolerance 
by preventing  the  development of severe  GVHD  and  graft  rejection Other 
investigators,  using  the  same  principle with cell-sorting  techniques  instead of 
immunotoxins  to  remove  the  activated  alloreactive  T  cells,  have  produced  similar 
results 1 

This ex vivo  stirnulation of donor  T  cells,  followed by the selective  removal 
elimination of activated  cells,  provides crude  method  for  separating  reactivi- 

ties  conferred by different  effector  cells.  Whether  the  residual  alloreactivity,  after 



Specific  depletion of alloreactivity in 10 llaploidentical  pairs.  The  original 
response  to  the  haploidentical  and  third-party  stimulators  has  been  normalized  to 100% 
SD; it shown a  shaded  bar.  After  the  depletion,  the  alloreactivity  against  the  haplo- 
identical  stimulator  is  reduced,  but  not  against  the  third  party.  (From  Ref. 59.) 

the depletion,  is  enough  to  cause  severe  GVHD,  especially in the  mismatched 
setting,  or  whether  the  remaining GVL reactivity enough  to  eradicate  the  leuke- 
mia can  be  answered  only by the  clinical  application of the  method.  However, 
the  preclinical  results  are  encouraging  and  promising. 

Taking  advantage of recent  technological  advances,  it  is now feasible  and 
easy  to  collect a large  number of allogeneic  CD34+  progenitor cells for trans- 
plantation by putting  the  donor  through  repeated  leukaphereses  procedures.  These 
megagrafts  have  been  shown  to  achieve  stable  donor  engraftment  even  after  ex- 
tensive  T-cell  depletion in haploidentical  BMT 162,631. Furthermore, the benefi- 
cial  effect of GVH-reacting  donor  lymphocytes on allogeneic  engraftment has 
been  questioned in animal  T  cell-depleted  BMT  models,  where  the  cell  dose  and 
the immunosuppressive  properties of the  preparative  regimen  were  most  impor- 
tant 1641. Additionally,  the i~munotoxins used in  the  selective i~nmunodepletio~l 
experiments  have  been  shown  to  have  no  adverse  effect  on  GM-CFIJ  growth of 
bone  marrow  cells  from  normal  donors 1591. It  is therefore  expected  that  en- 
graftment will not be Compromised  by the  application of the method. 

The  anticipated  retained  GVL  effect of this  method more than with non- 
selective  T-cell  depletion but probably  less than that of an unm~ni~ulated graft. 



Donor  effector  cells  that  react  against  both  the  normal  and  leukemic  cells of the 
patient  can  be  eliminated by the  ilnmunotoxin.  This  is  the  reason why the  retained 
HTLPfs  against  leukemic  cells  are  slightly  reduced  after  selective  immunodeple- 
tion [S4].  However,  the  method  preserves  the  donor  T  cells  with  “pure”  antileu- 
kemic  reactivity  as well as  other  T  cells  with  immunity  against  infectious  agents 
such  as  EBV  [S4].  This  may  be  especially  important in HLA-mismatched  BMT, 
where  T-cell  depletion  is  associated with a significant risk for  the  development of 
posttransplant  EBV-related  lymphopro~iferations  [66,67].  These  potentially  lethal 
lymphoid  neoplasms  are  chemoresistant  and  susceptible  only  to  donor  lympho- 
cyte  infusions 1,671. Selective  immunodepletion by retaining  the  anti-EBV  re- 
activity  is  expected  to  avoid  this  problem. 

To improve  the  options  for  generating  leukemia-specific  T  cells,  it will be neces- 
sary to  know  precisely  what  antigenic  differences  exist  between  leukemia  cells 
and  normal  tissues.  This  requires  detailed  mapping of the minor  histocompatibil- 
ity antigen  system  and  the  search  for  and  identific~tion of leukemia-specific  anti- 
gens.  While  some  advances  have  been  made in the  expansion  in  vitro of T-cell 
lines  exhibiting le~~kemia-speci~c cytotoxicity, a  major  limitation  is  the  inability 
of current  culture  techniques  to  generate  sufficient  numbers of T cells  for  therapy 

Furthermore,  it  is not known  whether  cultured  T  cells  survive  long  enough in 
the  recipient  to  exert a  GVL effect E691 or  whether  they  home  to  all  the  leukemia- 
containing  tissues  [36,70].  Vaccination of the  donor with leukemia-specific 
peptides  might  be  a  better  way of expanding  leukemia  specific  T  cells.  Once 
a repertoire of lymphoid-  and  myeloid-specific  antigens  have  been  defined, the 
alternative  approach of using  peptides  and  proteins  as  vaccines  would  become 
possible.  Tumor  vaccine  techniques  are  still  under  development-for  example, 
following  allotransplants for  myeloma  [71].  With  the  use of new specific  anti- 
gens,  it  might  ultimately  be  possible  to  stimulate  strong  specific  CVL  responses. 
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Donor  lymphocyte  infusions  (DLI)  have  rapidly  become  established an impor- 
tant  treatment  for  patients  who  relapse  after an allogeneic  progenitor  cell  trans- 
plant 1-31. The  dramatic  responses  seen  primarily  in  chronic  myelogenous  leu- 
kemia (CML) but  also  on  occasions in other  hematologic  malignancies  after DL1 
represent  the  most  direct  evidence of a  graft-versus-leukemia  (GVL)  effect  medi- 
ated by donor  lymphocytes  [2,3]. 

Graft-versus-host  disease  (GVHD) is the  most  significant  adverse  side  ef- 
fect of DLI,  and  exploration of ways  to  mediate GVL without  provoking  or  reduc- 
ing  the risk of GVHD  is an active  area of research. In this  chapter we review 
current  strategies  to  make DL1 safer  and  more  effective in the  treatment  and 
prevention of relapse  after  allogeneic  progenitor  cell  transplantation. 

Three  main  types of effector  cells  are  involved in antitumor  responses: CD8+ 
cells  recognizing  MHC  class I antigens,  CD4+ cells  recognizing  MHC  class 
antigens,  and  non-MHC-restricted  natural  killer (NK) cells. CD4+ cells  can  be 
further  subdivided  into  T  helper  (Th)  cells-Tho, Thl, and  Th2  subclasses- 
depending  on  their  cytokine-production profile [4]. 



It  is  likely that all  lymphocyte  subsets  contribute  to the antileukemic  effect; 
however, the relative  importance of each  specific  lymphocyte  subset rnay vary 
from  disease  to  disease  and  even  from  patient  to  patient,  depending  on  the  extent 
and type of antigen  expression,  accessory  cells,  and  costirnulatory  molecules  on 
the  leukemia. 

The  responses to donor  lymphocytes has been  most  studied  in  CML,  mainly 
because the response  rate is high and  the bcr-ab1 fusion has been  the  focus of 
considerable  interest  as  a  possible  leukemia-specific  target  antigen However, 
the relevance of leukemia-specific  reactions in CML is doubtful.  Oettel  et  al. 
evaluated 187 T-cell  lines  derived  from 6 normal  donors  against Ph+ and  Ph- 
targets.  Sixty-three  lines  showed  selective  lysis of Ph+ cells  initially,  but only 
3 cell  lines  remained  specific  against Ph+ cells  after 3 months of culture.  Two 
of these  cell  lines  were CD4+, and  cytotoxicity  was  inhibited by anti  class 
antibodies 

This  observation  supports the hypothesis  that the response to DL1 repre- 
sents a  non-leu~emia-specific  allogeneic  response.  However  the  observation that 
responses  after DL1 can be seen  without  concurrent  GVHD  suggest  that the anti- 
host response rnay be  directed  against  hematopoietic-specific  antigens,  and  thus 
GVL  could  be  potentially  separable  from  GVHD [ l  ,2]. 

Characterization of the  roles of different  lymphocyte  subsets is currently 
under  investigation. CML  and  hemato~ogical  progenitor cells  express  DR  anti- 
gens on their  surfaces Therefore, 04-mediated responses may be  relevant 
in these  cases,  and  indeed  antileukemic CD4+ lines  have  been  generated both 
in vivo  and in vitro [8- 121. CD8+ cells  and natural killer  cells with both leuke- 
mia-specific and nonspecific alloreactivity  have  also  been  described 13,141. 

In the  two  largest  registry  reports  to  date,  the risk of GVHD  following DL1 was 
60% [2,3]. Conflicting  data  emerges  from  both  studies in regards to risk  factors 
for  development of GVHD after  DLI. In the  European  registry,  recipients of T- 
cell  depleted  allografts  during  their  initial  transplant  had  a  higher  incidence of 
GVHD,  interferon  therapy  also  predicted  for  GVHD In the American  registry, 
T-cell  depleted  allografts  did not have  a  higher  risk of GVHD,  and  interferon 
only  increased  the  risk of GVHD if given  after the  DLI.  Neither of the  registry 
studies  was  able  to  show a correlation  between  T-cell  dose  and  GVHD, but the 
doses  given  were  relatively  high  for  most  patients. In both reports, GVHD was 
the most  important  cause of nonrelapse  mortality. 

Selective  T-cell  depletion of donor  lymphocyte  subsets  may  help  dissect 



the roles that different  lymphocyte  subsets play in the antileukemic  effect of 
donor  lymphocytes in CML.  Selective  CD8  depletion of donor  bone  marrow has 
been  associated with a lower incidence of GVHD  without  increases in disease 
relapse,  suggesting  that  CD8+  cells  may not be  essential  for  the GVL effect 
15,161. Thus  CD8-depleted  donor  lynlphocytes  may  be  as  effective  as  unmanipu- 

lated  donor  lymphocyte  infusions, but with  a  lower  incidence of GVHD. 
We treated 18 patients  with CML  relapses  after an allogeneic  transplant 

with CD8-depleted DL1 Five  patients  had  isolated  cytogenetic  relapses, 
were in chronic  phase,  3  were in accelerated  phase,  and  3  were i n  blast crisis. 

Other  patient  and  disease  characteristics  are  summarized  in  Table 
CD8  cells  were  purged  using i~munolnagnetic or  panning  techniques,  and 

adequacy of depletion  was  assessed by flow cytometry.  After  depletion, the me- 
dian  number of CD3+ cells  infused on each  occasion  was  3 1.4 10h/kg, with 
a median of 30.8 10‘ CD4+ cells  and 0.3 10‘ CD8+ cells  (Table 2). 

Six  patients  developed  significant  cytopenias,  three  had  neutrophil 
counts O1)/L persisting for  l 10 weeks,  and  four  had  platelet  counts of 
C20.0 10”L  lasting  between and 26 weeks.  One  patient  required an infusion 
of CD8-depleted  peripheral blood stem  cells  from  the  donor  due  to  prolonged 
thrombocytopellia, with subsequent  recovery of a normal  platelet  count. 

The risk of acute  GVHD  appeared  to  be  lower than with unmanipulated 
donor  lymphocytes.  Two  patients  developed  acute  GVHD of grades 2 and 3, 
responding  to  steroids,  and 2 developed  chronic  GVHD.  One  case  was  steroid- 
refractory  and  eventually  fatal. 

Table Characteristics  of  Patients  Receiving  CD8 
Depleted  DL1  for  Treatment of CML  Relapse  at 
M.D.  Anderson  Cancer  Center 

Number  of  patients 
Age  in  years:  median  (range) 
Time  to  relapse,  days:  median  (range) 
Donor  type 
Matched  sibling 
Unrelated  donor 
Status  at  time  of  DL1 
Cytogenetic  relapse 
Clinical  chronic  phase 
Clinical  accelerated pl~ase 
Blast  crisis 
Prior  treatment of relapse 
None 
Interferonlother 

18 
39  (23-57) 

563 (50-1852) 

13 
5 

3 
15 



Infusion  Characteristics CD8  Depleted  Donor 
~ y ~ p ~ o c y t e s  

Pre-CD8  Purge Post-CD8  Purge 
(Median) (Median) 

MNC 
CD3 lO'/kg 68.8 
CD4 10°/kg  53.8 
CD8 O('/kg 
CD56 1O"lkg 9.8 

0.6 
31.4 
30.8 
0.3 
4.7 

Among  the l 2  patients in nontransformed  phases, achieved  complete 
cytogenetic  remissions.  Among  the 6 patients with clinically  transformed  phases 
at the time of DLI, I achieved  a  complete  cytogenetic  and  hematologic  remission, 
1 had a  hematologic  remission  with no cytogenetic  improvement,  and  the  other 
4 had progressive  disease.  Seven  patients  died,  four  from  progressive  disease  and 
three in remission  from  chronic  GVHD, pne~ l~on ia ,  and  sepsis.  Median  follow- 
up for the surviving  patients  is approxi~ately  2 years  (range,  200-1282  days). 
These  results  support  the  hypothesis  that CD8+ cells  are not essential  for the 
CVL effect  in CML-also that  CD8-depleted  donor  lymphocytes seem to  be  as 
effective  and may be associated with a  lower risk of acute  GVHD than unmanipu- 
lated DL1 [17,18]. 

Other  groups  have  confirmed  the  efficacy of CD8  depleted  DLI.  The  Dana 
Farber  group  reported  that in patients with CML  and  multiple  myeloma,  the use 
of CD8-depleted DL1 resulted in an overall  response  rate of 78% in CML 
and  30% in myeloma 1201, with  8 of 31  patients  developing  acute  GVHD, 6 of 
whom had received  greater than I O x  CD4+ cells per kilogram 19,201. A 
rando~ized trial  comparing un~an ipu~ated  to  CD8  depleted DL1  will  be needed 
to confirm the suggestion  that  CD8-depleted DL1 are  associated with a  lower  risk 

D at the  same  lymphocyte  dose. 

Mackinllon and  collaborators  reported that patients with CML who  received 
.0 l CD3 cells  per  kilogram for  treatment of EBV lymphoma  had an 

antiviral  response  without  any  evidence of an antileukenlic  effect  [21].  This  ob- 
servation  suggested that there may a  threshold  lymphocyte  dose that may be 
different for  each  disease.  These  same  investigators  also  reported  that  ~ymphocyte 



doses of 0.5 CD3 cells  per  kilogram  could  achieve  remissions in patients 
with isolated  molecular  relapses,  suggesting  that the threshold  lymphocyte  dose 
may  be  dependent  on  disease  stage  at  the  time of infusion.  Similarly,  since 
GVHD  was  seen in patients  receiving the lower  doses of donor  lymphocytes, 
it was  possible  to  separate  GVL  from  GVHD  without  any  form of donor-cell 
manip~llation 1221. Earlier  donor  lymphocyte  infusion  also  reduces  the  risk of 
pancytopenia,  which  depends  primarily on the amount of residual  donor  cells left 
at  the  time of the  lymphocyte  infusion 1231. 

Recently  there has been  considerable  interest in using escalated  doses of 
donor  lymphocytes  as  a way of obtaining  a  GVL  effect  with  a  lower  risk of 
GVHD.  With  this  strategy,  patients  initially  receive  a very low  dose of donor 
lymphocytes,  usually 1 10" CD3 cells per kilogram.  The  Hammersmith 
group  reported 61 patients  receiving DL1 for CML relapsing  after  an  allogeneic 
transplant.  Thirty-two  patients  who  received ~lnmanipulated DL1 at a  median  dose 
of  1.4 0' CD3 cells  per  kilogram  had a  66%  incidence of GVHD. second 
group of 29  patients  who  received  graded  doses of donor  lymphocytes  at 12- 
week  intervals  beginning  with a  dose of l 10" CD3+ cells  per  kilogram had 
only  a  22%  incidence of GVHD.  This  difference  was  even  more  dramatic  among 
recipients of HLA-related  transplants (57% versus  6%).  Response  rates  were  sim- 
ilar for both groups.  These  data  suggest that low but escalating  lynlphocyte  doses 
may permit  the  harnessing  GVL  without  GVHD 124.1. 

The  existence of leukemia-reactive  cytotoxic  T  lymphocytes  capable of inhibiting 
leukemic  cell  growth  has  been  delnonstrated by Falkenberg  et  al. [8,25l. This 
group  subsequently used leukemia-reactive  cytotoxic lymphocytes  to  treat  a 
patient with CML who  relapsed  after an allogeneic  transplant  and hiled to  re- 
spond  to  a  standard Through  exposure of donor  lymphocytes  to  the  patient's 
CML, and  incubation in IL-2,  three  cytotoxic  T-lymphocyte  lines  were  obtained, 
exhibiting 88%, 78%, and  97%  growth  inhibition of CML progenitor  cells  from 
the  patient. The  three  lines  were  infused  into  the  patient at 4-week  intervals. 
Twelve  weeks  after the last  infusion,  the  patient  was  found  to  be in a  complete 
cytogenetic  and  hematologic  remission.  Although  labor-intensive,  this  technique 
promises  more  specific  anti-leukemia  therapy  and  less risk of GVHD than the 
use of bulk lynlphocytes  (see  Chapter  18)  [26]. 

Donor  lymphocytes  genetically modified to  carry the herpes  simplex  virus  thymi- 
dine  kinase  gene  have  been  developed.  These  have  been  used  to  reinduce  rernis- 



sions in patients  relapsing  after  allogeneic  BMT.  The modified lymphocytes  have 
been  shown to  exert  an  immune-mediated  antileukemia  response  and  can  induce 
GVHD. In two  patients  developing  GVHD,  treatment  with  ganciclovir  resulted 
in GVHD  improvement  without loss of the antileukemic  effect.  This novel ap- 
proach  may  also  be  useful in harnessing  and  controlling the antileukemic  effect 
of donor  ~ymphocytes 1271. 

The  antileukemic  potential of DL1 represents  a  major  discovery in the field of 
allogeneic  transp~antation. When  initially  explored by the  Seattle  group,  donor 
lymphocytes  given  shortly  after  transp~ant  as  a  eth hod for  relapse  prevention 
were  associated with a  high  incidence of GVHD [28].  However,  modern  immuno- 
suppressive  therapy  and  delayed  infusion of donor  lymphocytes rnay produce 
better  results. 

The  numerous  observations of GVL effects  independent of a  GVHD reac- 
tion demonstrate  that it is possible  to  separate  these  two  phenomena  clinically, 
by using  either  smaller  doses of cells,  selective T-cell depletion of donor  lympho- 
cytes,  gene-modified  lymphocytes,  or  leukemia-reactive  cytotoxic  T  lympho- 
cytes.  It likely  that  one  or  more  strategies rnay be  needed  and that individual 
patients rnay require  different DL1 strategies  at  different  stages of the  disease. 

Improving  the  response  rate in other  hematological  malignancies  will  re- 
quire  a  deeper  underst~nding tumor  immunology.  Cytokine  therapy  with  inter- 
feron  alpha  and inter~eu~in-2 has  been  associated with significant  toxicity  and 
only  minimal  responses 1291. However, in vitro  IL-2-activated  donor  lympho- 
cytes  have  shown  encouraging  initial  results in acute  leukemia  and  warrant  further 
exploration [30]. 

The  expansion  and  cloning of specific  lymphocyte  subsets  exhibiting  pri- 
marily antileukemic  specificity  without  targeting  other host tissues  has not yet 
been  achieved.  Current  advances  in  our  understanding of cell-mediated  toxicity 
and  techniques of lymphocyte  expansion  and  selection will make  this a feasible 
goal in the near future. 
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Although  there  is  considerable  evidence  to  support  a  graft-versus-leukemia  effect 
in allogeneic  hematopoietic  stem-cell  transplantation  (HSCT),  the  molecular ba- 
sis for this  effect  remains  unclear.  it likely  that  donor  T-cell  recognition of 
host  alloantigens  present  on  the  tumor  cells  mediates  a  major  component of the 
GVL effect.  For  HLA-matched  sibling  donors,  these  represent  the  minor  histo- 
co~patibil i ty antigens.  With  increasing  mismatch  between host and  donor,  this 
effect  will  potentially  be  increased.  This  type of GVL effect  may  be  difficult  to 
separate  from  GVHD,  and  most  studies  to  date  have  demonstrated  a  close  associa- 
tion  between  GVHD  and  GVL.  However,  the  existence of immunogenic  tumor 
antigens has now been well established -41. These  antigens  represent  targets 
for  recognition by donor  T  lymphocytes. I~portantly, this GVL effect will be 
distinct  from GVHD  and  represents  a  mechanism that could  be  exploited  for 
therapeutic  purposes.  Nevertheless,  despite  the  documented  presence of these 
tumor  antigens,  patients  fail  to  mount  clinically  significant  immune  responses 
against  tumor.  This  suggests  either  that  tumor  antigens  are  only very weakly 
i m ~ ~ n o g e n i c  or  that  mechanisms  exist  whereby  tumor  cells  are  capable of escap- 
ing  host-cell  recognition.  These  mechanisms  similarly will provide  obstacles  to 



development of a maximal GVL effect  against  tumor-specific  antigens.  Maximi- 
zation of this  tumor-specific  GVL will require  mal~ipu~ation of tumor  cells  and 
host T cells  and  will  likely  be  based upon an undel.s~~nding of the  basic  lllolecular 
and  ilnlnunological  mechanisms  required  for  a  maximal T cell-mediated  effect 
against  antigen. 

For T-cell  proliferation  and  effector  function, T cells  require  cellular  interactions 
with antigen  presenting  cells  (APCs).  Interactions  between APCs and T cells 
include  adhesion  and  recognition by MHC  presentation of antigen  to  the  T-cell 
receptor  (TCR)  and  costimulation (signa1 I) .  Although  both  adhesion  and  antigen 
recognition  are  necessary, they are not in themselves  sufficient  to  induce a full 
immune  response. In addition  to the ~HC-restricted, antigen-specific  signal  de- 
livered by signal I ,  there,  is an absolute  requirement  for  a  second  or  costin~ulatory 
signal. whole  array of potentially  costimulatory  molecules  is present on the 
surface of APCs,  many of which  also  function  as  adhesion  molecules.  Among 
the  most  important  costimulatory  molecules  are  those of the B7 family.  Presenta- 
tion of antigen by competent  APCs  expressing  MHC,  adhesion  tnolecules,  and 
l37 results in productive  immunity. In contrast,  engagement of the TCR by antigen 
in the absence of c o s t i ~ ~ l ~ l ~ t i o n  fails  to  induce  T-cell  activation but rather  results 
in the induction of long-term  unresponsiveness,  termed m e r g y  (Figure l ) .  

Recent  evidence  suggests  that  costimulation  provided by members of the B7 
family,  CD80  (B7-1)  and  CD86 (€37-2), appears  to be  unique  among  costimula- 
tory molecules.  Ligation by either l37-I or €37-2  of their  counterreceptor  CD28 
is  both  necessary  and  sufficient  to  prevent  the  induction of anergy [S-91. B7-l 
and  B7-2  have  been  shown  to  bind  to  and  signal  via  CD28  on  the  T  cell 10- 
131. CD28  is  constitutively  expressed on 95% of resting CD4+ cells  and 50% 
of resting CD8+ peripheral  blood  T  cells,  and  its  expression  increases  following 
activation 141, In the  mouse,  CD28 is expressed  on  virtually all cells 151. 
Following  a  TCR-mediated  signal,  ligation of CD28  results in up-regulation of 
IL-2ra  and  IL-2ry  receptors 16,171, increased  IL-2  mRNA  transcription 181, 
cytokine  secretion,  T-cell ~roliferation [ l   l ,  121, up-regulation of CD40  ligand 
191, and  up-regulation of cytotoxic  T-lymphocyte  antigen 4 (CTLA4)  mRNA 

[20].  CD28  signaling  leads  to  increased  expression of a  number of cytokine  genes, 
including  IL-2, IFN-y, GM-CSF,  and TNF-a 12 I].  CD28  mediated  costimu~ation 



1 Requirements  for  T-cell  proliferation  following  stimulation by antigen- 
presenting  cells.  (Top)  Presentation by competent  antigen-presenting  cells  leads  to  produc- 
tive  immunity.  (Bottom)  Presentation of antigen in the  absence of costimulation  results 
in anergy. 

also  enhances  T-cell  survival by up-regulating  cell  survival  factors  such bcl- 
XL 122,231. CTLA4  is  the  second  high-affinity  receptor  for the B7  family  mem- 
bers  on  T  cells [ l  l].  Unlike  CD28,  CTLA4 it  is not expressed  on  resting  T  cells 
124-261 but is  induced  only  following  T-cell  activation.  Since  B7  family  mem- 
bers  have  higher affinity for  CTLA4 than for  CD28,  an  immunoglobulin  fusion 
protein of CTLA4  (CTLA4-lg)  has  proven to be an effective  reagent  to  inhibit 
the costimulatory  function of the B7  family both in vitro  and in vivo  [7,1 l]. 
Although it had  been  postulated that CTLA4  mediates  a  redundant  CD28  like 
signal,  signaling  through  CTLA4 in the absence of CD28  signaling  results in 
down-regulation of T-cell  responses 1271.  In this  model,  concomitant  antigen- 
receptor  signaling  and  CTLA4  cross  linking  results in apoptosis of the  previously 
activated  T  cells.  Mice in whom  the  CTLA4  gene  is  “knocked  out  are born with 

normal  immune  system yet die  within  20  days, with massive  T-cell  expansion 
and  tissue  infiltration  [28,29].  This  T-cell  proliferation  and  death  can  be  prevented 
by the addition of CTLA4-lg  to  block  CD28-mediated  costirnulation,  This  is in 
keeping  with the model  that  CD28  is  responsible for T-cell  expansion but that 
CTLA4 equally  necessary  to  switch off the  previously  activated  T  cells. 
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determine  the  molecules  critical  for  the  prevention of anergy,  fibroblasts  were 
transfected with human  MHC  class I1 with  or  without  B7-l  or  B7-2.  The  func- 
tional  ability of these  artificial  APCs  was  assessed by measuring  proliferative 
responses allogeneic  T  cells  and  results  were  compared  with  those  induced 
by  an EBV-transformed  lymphoblastoid  cell  line  (LBL)  [9].  Transfectants  ex- 
pressing  MHC  class I1 did not induce  proliferation  and  induced  anergy  and  sec- 
ondary  rechallenge.  These  anergized  cells  are  viable  and  proliferate  on  addition of 
exogenous  IL-2.  Transfectants  coexpressing  MHC  class and  B7  could  function 
effectively  as  artificial  APCs  to  induce  antigen-specific  proliferation  and  IL-2 
accumulation by either  human  T-cell  clones [6,301 or  unprimed  alloreactive hu- 
man  T  lymphocytes 191. Under  these  circumstances,  these  cells  proliferated nor- 
mally  on  secondary  rechallenge.  Anergy  was  also  induced  when  transfectants 
coexpressing  MHC  class and  B7  were  used  and  B71CD28  ligation  was  blocked 
with CTLA-4-lg.  Similar  results  are  obtained  when the pathway is blocked by 
addition of  anti-137- l and  anti-B7-2  MAbs  or  anti-CD28  Fab.  These  experiments 
demonstrate  that  the  presence of either €37- I or  B7-2  alone sufficient to prevent 
the  induction of anergy.  Conversely,  blockade of B7-1 and  B7-2  on LBL is  suffi- 
cient  to  induce  anergy,  suggesting  that  the  other  potentially  costinwlatory  mole- 
cules  present  on the surface of the LBL and  potentially  other  APCs  are not suffi- 
cient  to  prevent  the  induction of anergy.  Recent  work  has de~onstrated that 
induction of anergy  is not a  passive  process but rather the result of  an active 
signaling  pathway  mediated by downstream  mediators of the  fyn  pathway  [3  l]. 

Since  established  CVHD  has  a high morbidity  and  mortality,  considerable  effort 
has been  devoted  to  improving  GVHD  prophylaxis [32,33]. With  increasing  do- 
nor:host histoincompatibi~ity,  the  incidence GVHD,  graft  failure,  and  opportu- 
nistic  infections  increases  markedly 134-411. The  mainstay of GVHD  prophy- 
laxis  is in vivo ~ ~ ~ u n o s u p p r e s s i o l l  using  cyclosporine  and  methotrexate 
posttransplant;  this is intended  to  prevent  T-cell  proliferation.  Although  aggres- 
sive  immunosuppression  has  improved  GVHD  control  significantly in matched 
family  BMT,  grade TI-IV CVHD still  occurs  with  a  frequency 10-35%, and 
is  associated with significant  toxicity [32,42-441. Treatment  related  side-effects 
of such non-specific immunosuppression,  including  increased  end-organ  toxicity, 
susceptibility  to  infection  and  leukemic  relapse,  appear  to  have  offset  the  advan- 
tages of improved  GVHD  control [41,43,45-481. In the  setting of alternative 



donor  BMT  (mismatched  family  or  unrelated  donors), im~unosuppression has 
often  been  insufficient  to  control  GVHD,  yielding an extremely  high  incidence 
of grade 111-TV acute  and  extensive  chronic  GVHD [39,49-531, Further  attempts 
have  been  made  to  eliminate  or  ameliorate  GVHD  by  manipulation of the  donor 
BM by T-cell  depletion  before  infusion.  T-cell  depletion  can  be  complete  or 
partial,  global  or  T  cell  subset-specific. 

Whereas  T-cell  depletion has significantly  decreased  the  incidence of se- 
vere  acute  and  chronic  GVHD,  this  has  resulted in an  increased  incidence of graft 
failure  and  leukemic  relapse.  Follow-up  studies of matched  family  BMT  suggest 
that  T-cell  depletion may worsen  long-term  disease-free  survival  [47,54J.  When 
alternative  donors  are  used,  T-cell  depletion again appears  equally  or  more effi- 
cacious in general than immLlnosuppression in decreasing  the  incidence of severe 
GVHD, but high rates of infection,  B-cell  lymphoproliferative  disease,  and  graft 
failure  are seen [36,38,39,49,55-591. 

Strategies  to  inhibit GVHD  have  previously  employed  either i~munosuppression 
or  T-cell  depletion,  as  described  above. An alternative  strategy  is  blockade of 
the  B7  pathway  to  induce  anergy.  Several in vivo murine  transplantation  studies 
have  previously  demonstrated that blockade of the B7:CD28  pathway can be 
used to  induce  tolerance.  Treatment  with  human  CTLA-4-lg  resulted  in Iong- 
lasting  tolerance  to  human  xenoantigens in mice  [7],  suppressed  antibody  re- 
sponses  to  sheep red blood  cell in vivo [GO], and  prolonged  survival of cardiac 
allografts in rats  and  mice  [8].  Administratjon of donor-specific  transfusions of 
peripheral  blood  onon nuclear cells  to  the  host  animals  before  cardiac  allografting 
prolonged  cardiac  allograft  survival  and  suppressed  responses  to  donor-specific 
but not to  third-party skin grafts [G I]. In a  murine  model of BMT, CTLA-4-lg 
treatment  reduced  the  incidence of lethal GVHD  without  effect  on  hematopoietic 
reconstitution [621. These  experiments  are  described in more  detail in Chap- 
ter 3. 

In  fully  mismatched  human  mixed-lymphocyte  reactions  (MLRs),  blockade 
of either  alloantigen  recognition,  adhesion,  or  complete  blockade of both B7- 
l and  B7-2  inhibits  maximal  proliferation by greater than 90%. On secondary 
rechallenge,  blockade of adhesion alloantigen  recognition  during  the  primary 
response  leads  to  equivalent  levels of proliferation  against both donor  and  third- 
party  antigens.  In  contrast,  complete  blockade of B7  family-mediated  costimula- 
tion  during  the primary MLR with either  CTLA-4-lg  or  the Combination  of anti- 
B7- l and  anti-B7-2  resulted in markedly  decreased  proliferation  to  donor  but  has 
no  effect  against  third  party.  Maximal  hyporesponsiveness  required  blockade of 
both  B7-l  and €37-2  by the  addition of either  anti-B7-1  and  anti-B72  MAbs  or 
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Clinical  protocol  for  induction of alloantigen~speci~c anergy  in  haploidentical 
bone  marrow  transplantation. 
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able  to  reduce  the  pHTL  frequency not only for  matched  sibling  donors  to  levels 
below  that  predictive for  GVHD  but  also for  more  disparate  donor:recipient  pairs. 
Based  on  these  studies, we have  commenced  a  clinical  trial of ex  vivo  incubation 
of haploidentical  donor  and  recipient  cells in the  presence of CTLA-4-lg  to  induce 
alloantigen  hyporesponsiveness in addition  to  standard  immunosuppression  for 
the  prevention of GVHD, outlined in Figure 2. Initial  studies  are  ongoing 
and  have  yielded  preliminary  data  that  such an approach is feasible  and  allows 
engraftment in haploidentical  transplantation  without  significant  GVHD.  Follow- 
ing  high-dose  chemoradiotherapy,  there release of cytokines that have  been 
implicated in the  pathogenesis of GVHD Whether  this  will result in suffi- 
cient  signaling  to  enable  reversal of anergy  may  be  determined by the  results of 
these  clinical  trials. The aim to  determine  whether  this ex vivo ~anipulation 
of bone  marrow will lead  to  reproducible  decrease in the  pHTL  frequency  and 
whether  this  will  have  any  effect  on  subsequent  engraftment. An important  factor 
to  consider will be  whether  the  induction of host alloantigen-specific  tolerance 
will  also  lead  to  loss of the  GVL effect,  as has been  seen for  T  cell-depletion 
studies. 

Alternatively  or in addition  to  reducing  GVHD  is  the  approach  to  enhance  the 
GVL effect.  In  contrast  to  donor  lymphocyte  infusions the  goal of this 
approach  would  be  to  generate  only  tumor-specific  T-cell  responses  without  tar- 
geting  alloantigen  expressed  on  normal host cells.  Theoretically,  this  could  be 
achieved by two  different  strategies.  First,  tumor-specific  T  cells  from  the  donor 
could  be  generated  and  adoptively  transferred  to  the  patient  (passive  immunother- 
apy).  Alternatively, the patient  could  be  vaccinated with tumor-specific  antigens 
or  whole-tumor-cell  vaccines  once  donor  T  lymphocytes  are  detectable  after 
HSCT  (active immunotherapy~.  Although  increasing nulllbers of tumor-specific 
peptide  antigens  have  been  described for many  different  tumors  over  the  last 5 
years  [l-41,  the usage of these  peptide  epitopes  has  several  disadvantages in this 
particular  setting.  First, the binding of the  peptide  to the HLA  molecule  might 
differ  from  donor  to  host;  therefore,  the  T  cell-mediated  immune  response  elic- 
ited  might  be  strong  on  the  donor’s  HLA  background  but  weak  on the host’s 
background.  This  additional  variable  would  make  it  even  more  difficult  to find 
suitable  peptides  for large  group of patients.  Moreover,  even if peptides that 
elicit  strong  tumor-specific  T-cell  responses  could  be  identified, it has  already 
been  shown in melanoma  patients  that the therapy with single  peptides  induces 



immulloselectioll of peptide-negative  tumor  cells  and  subsequent  relapse  with 
peptide  tumor  [67].  To  circumvent  the  down  side of the  peptide  approach,  we 
and  others  have  studied the use of whole  tumor  cells  to  elicit  a  T-cell  response 
in vivo and  ex vivo. 

The  use of tumor  cells  to  stimulate T cells in vivo  or vivo,  however, also has 
several  disadvantages.  For  example,  although  many  tumor-cell  lines  have  been 
established  over  the  last  decades, it still a difficult task for many primary tumors 
to  be  cultured  and  expanded in vitro  to  generate  sufficient  numbers of tumor  cells 
for  T-cell  stimulation 1681. Moreover, the study of tumor-cell  lines has elicited 
many  molecular  defects  that  might  hamper  their  use  as APCs for  the  stimulation 
of cells. 

cti 

Increasing  numbers of tumor-specific  antigens  are  being  identified,  especially in 
melanoma but also  in  breast,  pancreatic,  and renal cancer, It not yet clear 
whether  tumor-specific  or  associated  antigens  exist  for  all  tumors,  although  this 
remains an extremely  active  area of research.  However,  even if tumor-specific 
antigens  exist  in  almost  every  tumor  patient, it will  be important  to  identify  tumor 
antigens that are not only  specific for  the  tumor but that also lead to  tumor  regres- 
sion  when  effectively  targeted by the  immune  response  [69,70].  Preliminary  evi- 
dence  for  some of the melanoma-derived  tumor  antigens  suggests  that  immune 
responses  elicited  against  these  antigens  can  result in eradication of disease 

Assuming that tumors  present  tumor  regression  antigens, the tumor  cells 
can evolve  additional ~ e c h a n i s ~ s  to  escape an alltitunlor  immune  response.  Re- 
cent  research in many  laboratories has revealed i~por tan t  mechanisms of tumor- 
cell  escape  from  immune  surveillance [74-821. Potential  mechanisms of tumor- 
cell  escape  are  shown  in  Figure 3. Turnor  cells may fail to express class 
I  and I1 molecules 174,791, or rnay fail to  process  and  express  tumor  antigens 
in the  context of MHC  molecules  [83].  They rnay lack  expression of requisite 
costirnulatory  molecules [84-8’7] or  secrete  factors  that  inhibit the illl~nune re- 
sponse  [75]. It has been  found  that, in many  solid  tumors at presentation but 
especially  during  tumor  progression  the  majority of the  tumor  cells expres- 
sion of MHC  molecules  and  therefore  cannot  be  attacked by tumor-specific 
cells 1747. Although  this  might  lead  to  increased  detection by natural  killer (NK) 
cells  due  to  the loss of as NK cell-suppressor  molecules, the impact  on 
i~~~m~~nosurvei l lance is not well  studied  and  even  less  understood.  Lack of expres- 

[7 1-73]. 



Potential  defects  in the capacity tumor  cells  to  function competent  anti- 
gen-presenting  cells  and  consequent  T-cell  responses  against  tumor. 

sion of antigens  and/or  lack of will lead to the tumor  cells  being  ignored 
by the imlnulle  system. 

Even if the  tumor  cells  express both tumor  antigens  and  MHC  on  the  sur- 
face,  the  lack of important  accessory  molecules,  including  adhesion  and  costirnu- 
latory  molecules,  could  be  responsible  for the lack of a clinically  efficient  antitu- 
mor  immune  response 184-861. 

Most  or  all  solid  tumors  lack  surface  expression of B7  molecules,  and  this 
is also  true for many  hematological  malignancies.  Germinal  center-derived  B- 
cell  lymphomas 1861, plasma-cell  leukemia [SS ] ,  and  some  pre-B  acute  lympho- 
blastic  leukemias (ALLs) seen1 to be  exceptions,  since we have  been  able 
to  demonstrate  surface  expression of B7-1 and/or  B7-2 on  these  tumor  cells. 
However, in most  cases  the  expression of B7  was very weak,  and  these  cells 
induced  only  weak  proliferative  responses of allogeneic  T  cells,  suggesting  that 
the level of l37 expression  was  insufficient [90]. Indeed,  comparison  with  profes- 
sional APCs, such  as  dendritic  cells,  clearly  demonstrated  that  these  malignant 
cells  expressed  insufficient  levels of adhesion  and  costimulatory  molecules [SS]. 

Following the two-signal  model of T-cell  activation,  lack of expression of 
B7  on  tumor  cells  might  induce  antigen-specific  T-cell  anergy in vitro  and  poten- 
tially  T-cell  tolerance in vivo. Using an allogeneic in vitro  system,  we  have  been 
able  to  further  substantiate  the  important role of B7  expression  on  tumor  cells 
for  the  prevention of T-cell  anergy.  Follicular  lymphoma  cells  expressing  B7  at 
very low  levels, only detectable by a  highly  sensitive  immunohistochemistry 
method,  prevented  the  induction of T-cell  anergy [90]. In contrast,  blockade using 



CTLA4-lg  during  priming of the  allogeneic cells  lead to T-cell  anergy.  Simi- 
larly, 337-pre-B-ALL cells  also  induced  T-cell  anergy [89]. 

In addition  to  the  lack of important  surface  molecules,  tumor  cells  have 
been  shown  to  express  a  variety of immune  modulators, in particular  inhibitory 
cytokines.  More than years  ago,  supernatants  from  glioblastoma  cells  were 
de~nonstrated  to  suppress  T-cell  pro~iferation,  and the factor  responsible  for  this 
phenomenon  has  been  identified  as  transforming  growth  factor  beta I (TGF-P,) 

I]. TGF-p  has been  demonstrated  to  be  expressed in large  quantities by a vari- 
ety of tumor  cells  [92]. One of the  potential  mechanisms  for  the  dysregulated 
expression of by the  tumor  is  down-regulation of the receptors 
on the tumor  cells,  which  does not allow  a  negative  feedback  mechanism  control- 
ling TGF-P production by the  tumor  cells [93-95]. Another  example of the  ex- 
pression of an immunoinhibitory  cytokine by tumor  cells the  expression of 
IL- L 0 by many  Non-Hodkin-Lylnphoma  (NHL) [96-981. We  and  others  have 
demonstrated  that both cytokines  can play an important  role in the down-regula- 
tion of T  cell-mediated i m m ~ n e  responses 107 

Another  mechanism of tumor-cell  escape  from  immunosurveil~ance is the 
ectopic  expression of FAS ligand  on  tumor  cells,  as  demonstrated  for  colon  can- 
cer,  melanoma,  lung  and  colon  carcinoma,  multiple  myeloma,  glioblastoma,  and 
lymphomas 108--120]. Since  the  expression of FAS  ligand  in  the  eye,  placenta, 
and  testis has been  shown  to  be  important  to  establish  immune  privilege 
11 3,121 1231, it  is  perhaps not surprising  that  such  a  mechanism  has  been 

adopted by many  tumors.  Taken  together, it is  important  to  understand  the  mecha- 
nisms  that define tumor  cells  as  poor  APCs  compared  with  professional 
Once  these  mechanisms  have  been  identified,  strategies can be developed  to  over- 
come  these  obstacles. 

With  increasing  knowledge in basic  immunology,  molecular  biology,  and  ad- 
vanced  biotechnology,  the  generation of tumor  APCs  has  come  into  our  reach 
and  clinical  experimentation using such  biologically  engineered  cells has already 
begun.  There  are  several  different  methodologies  that  could  be  applied,  and  these 
principals  are  summarized in Figure  4.  Clearly,  much  recent  clinical  and  preclini- 
cal research  to  enhance  the  APC  function of tumor  cells has focused  on the trans- 
fer of genes  into  the  tumor  cells.  Many  different  strategies  have  been  proposed 
and  are  already in clinical  trials.  Retroviral  gene  transfer,  lipofection,  receptor- 
mediated  gene  transfer,  adenoviral  vectors,  or  adeno-  or  adeno-associated  viral 
vectors  as  well  as  the  gene gun have all been  proposed  for  clinical  experimenta- 
tion.  Many  different  genes for the transfer  to  tumor  cells  are  under  study, with 
an e ~ p h a s i s  on cytokine  genes  including  IL-2,  IL-4,  and  GM-CSF I24,125]. 



Strategies to repair  defective  antigen-presenting  capacity  of  tumor  cells.  Suc- 
cessful  repair  of  the  defect will lead  to  productive  immunity. 

Cell-surface  molecules such as MHC  and  B7  are also under  investigation. All 
these  trials  are  based  on  findings in mouse  models that have  yielded  quite  impres- 
sive  results.  Here we shall  only summari~e the  extensive  work in murine  models, 
studying the role of  l37 and CM-CSF expression on neoplastic  cells,  since  this 
area has been  recently  extensively  reviewed 124,126,1271. Vaccination with B7- 
transfected  tumor  cells  has  been  shown in several  models  to  induce  protection 
on  rechallenge with the  transfected  tumor  and  the  wild-type  tumor.  Although the 
induction of systemic  imnlunity  could  be  demonstrated  for  specific  antigen  and 
in~mu~logenic tumors,  the  manipulation of the  B7:CD28  pathway  in  nonimlnuno- 
genic  tumors  appears  relatively  ineffective in eliciting  tumor-specific  reactions 
(851. This  result  is not surprising,  and  these  experiments  underscore the fact that 
there  is an absolute require~ent for  adequate  signaling  through  the as well 
as costi~ulatory pathway  for  effective  antigen-specific  immunity. 

Clinically  more  relevant is the  outcome of vaccination in animals  with  es- 
tablished  tumor.  When  tumor-bearing  animals  were  vaccinated  with  B7-1- 
transfected  tumor  cells,  protection  was  observed  only in animals with low tumor 
load  and if vaccination  with  tumor  cells  transfected  with  B7-1  was  given  early 
after  tumor  inoculation 1261. Dranoff  and  collegues  demonstrated in their  models 
that CM-CSF  does  seem to  be  superior  to  B7 [ l  24,1251. This  might  be  due  to 
the  lack of T-cell  help,  which  could not be  provided  by  the  tumor  cells  expressing 
B7,  since the tumor  cells  were  negative for  MHC class 11. Baskar  and  colleagues 
have  denionstrated  the  important  role of MHC class 11 on  the  tumor  cell 1281. 



Vaccination with B7-I+  sarcoma  cells of mice  with  high  tumor  burden  provided 
no  protection,  whereas  vaccination with 737-1 MHC class II+  sarcoma cells 
protected  more than 50% of the  mice. By depleting CD4+ or  CD8+  T cells, it 
could  be  shown  that both T-cell  subsets  were  important  for  tumor  regression.  In 
context  with  data  from  others 1291 this  emphasizes  on the important  role of 
tumor-specific  T-helper  (Th)  cells  is  a  prerequisite  for  the  induction of a sufficient 
antitumor  immune  response  in the tumor-bearing  host.  Moreover,  tumor  cells 
function  as  efficient  APCs  only if they  express  MHC  class  I, 11, and  B7. 

Although  data  from  murine  model  systems led to  great  expectations  and 
hope  early  on,  the  clinical  implementation of gene  therapy  as  a  strategy  for  cancer 
immunotherapy has been far  more  frustrating,  and  the  results  have  been  depress- 
ing.  This  was  due  mainly  to  unexpected  technical  difficulties  and  insufficient 
transfection  efficiency  using  primary  human  tumor  cells.  As  is  true  for  every 
new  biotechnology,  second  and  third  generations of gene-transfer  technology will 
probably  solve  these  technical  issues  and  allow  this  strategy  to  become  more 
effective in the  future. 

Another  approach  to  induce turnor cells  to  present  antigen  is  the  up-regula- 
tion or  induction of the  molecules  necessary  for  antigen  presentation. It was 
shown  many  years  ago  that  IFN-y  up-regulates  the  expression of MHC class I 
and 11 molecules  on  endothelial  cells  and  solid  tumors  derived  from  endothelial 
cells 130- 1351. However,  it  has not been  shown  that  costimulatory  molecules 
can  be  induced  on  these  tumor  cells.  Therefore,  although  specific  effector  T  cells 
can detect  peptides  in the context of MHC class I and TI molecules  on  these 
tumor  cells  after  IFN-y  treatment,  these  tumor  cells  likely fail to  induce  a  specific 
T-cell  immune  response,  since they still lack the  necessary  costirnulatory  mole- 
cules.  Induction of costimulatory  molecules  is  a  natural  consequence of B-cell 
activation  [14,136],  Studies  using  monoclonal  antibodies to the  CD40  molecule 
have  identified  this  pathway of activation  as  one of the  major  pathways of activa- 
tion of B cells  [137].  Indeed  we  and  others  have  recently  shown that the interac- 
tion of CD40  ligand  with  CD40  on  malignant B cells  is the major  pathway of 
inducing  and  or  u~-regulating  MHC,  adhesion  and  costimulatory  molecules 
[86,90,138,139].  Moreover, the level of expression of these  molecules is compa- 
rable with that of dendritic  cells  [99].  Using  CD40-activated B-lymp~oma cells, 
we have  been  able  to  generate  autologous  and  allogenic  T  cells  capable of killing 
the unstinmlated  primary  lymphoma  cells,  suggesting that CD40-activated 
lymphoma  cells  are  sufficient  to  induce  T-cell  activation  and  proliferation.  How- 
ever,  once the T cells  have  been  sufficiently  activated, they are  less  dependent 
on  the  expression of accessory  molecules  on  the  target  cells 1381. Studies using 
chronic  lymphocytic  leukemia  (CLL)  cells,  plasma-cell  leukemia  cells,  or pre-B 
ALL cells  have  confirmed  that  virtually all CD40  B-cell  malignancies  can be 
induced  to  become  efficient  APCs  after  CD40  activation.  We  have  already  been 
able  to  optimize  this  culture  system  for  clinical  use,  and  ongoing  vaccination 



trials  using CD4O-activated follicular  lymphoma  cells will answer  the  question 
of whether  such  a  therapy  is  safe,  feasible,  and  ultimately  efficacious  [SSJ.  Al- 
though  other  tumors,  including  endothelial  tumors,  express  CD40, it has not been 
demonstrated  and  reported to date  that  cross  linking  CD40  on  these  tumor  cells 
can  induce  costimulatory  molecules.  Further  study  will be necessary  to  determine 
if other  CD40+  tumor cells  can  be  induced  to  express  costimulatory  molecules 
and, if not,  which  signaling  cascades  are  missing in these  tumor  cells.  Clearly, 
this  strategy  cannot be applied  to  tumors  unreactive  to  CD40  activation  or  to 
CD40  tumors. An alternative  strategy  has  been  proposed  in  murine  model  sys- 
tems. Cuo and  colleagues  proposed  to  fuse  dendritic  cells with tumor  cells  leading 
to “fusidoma”  probably  expressing  the  tumor  antigens  derived  from  the  tumor 
and  the  accessory  molecules  derived  from  the  dendritic  cells 1401. 

Although  this  study  elegantly  demonstrated  feasibility in the  mouse,  studies 
in the  human  have not been  reported  to  date,  and  our  own  attempts  have  also 
failed.  It  appears  unlikely  that  the  many  technical  difficulties of this  approach 
will be  resolved in the near future. 

The  strategies  described  above  all  attempt  to  improve  APC  function by 
inducing  or  adding  a  stimulatory  signal.  However, we should not forget  that it 
might  be  important  to  suppress  or  block  inhibitory  factors  or  cell-surface  mole- 
cules  produced by the tumor  cells.  Clearly,  our  current  knowledge  about  success- 
ful  strategies in this  area  is very limited.  Again,  effects  have  been  demonstrated 
in murine  models,  but  these  strategies  have not yet entered  the  preclinical  or 
clinical  arena.  For  example,  blockade of CTLA-4  using  anti-CTLA-4  MAbs in 
the  mouse  could  provide  tumor  outgrowth in a  murine  model.  This  suggests that 
blockade of the down-regulatory  ligand  for €37- 1 and €37-2 can inhibit  interactions 
between €37- l  and  B7-2  and  CD28  on  the T cells,  ultimately  leading  to  enhanced 
T-cell  activation,  proliferation,  and  expansion 11271, Another  example block- 
ade of TGF-P, production by antisense  approaches  to  reduce  or  abrogate the 
production of inhibitory  cytokine 11411. Again,  although  successful in murine 
model  systems,  it  remains  unclear  how  this  would  be  translated  into the clinic. 

As  outlined  earlier,  tumor-specific  T-cell  responses  can  be  induced  either  ex  vivo 
or in vivo.  Whereas  the  in  vivo  induction via vaccination  is  currently  favored in 
the  autologous  setting,  it  is  rather  unlikely  to  be  successful in the context of 
allogeneic  HSCT.  The  probability of inducing using competent  tumor- 
APCs  is  rather  high.  Therefore it will  be  more  likely  that  ex  vivo  strategies using 
specific T cells will be applicable.  Multiple  clinical  trials  have  demonstrated  the 
efficacy of adoptively  transferred  matched  allogeneic  antigen-specific  T  cells  for 
both  treatment  and  prophylaxis of viral  diseases  after  HSCT 142,1431. However, 
so far,  the  technology  to  induce  tumor-specific T cells  for  clinical  testing has not 



been  established.  Beginning with CD40+  B-cell  malignancies 138,1441, we 
have  initiated  preclinical  experiments  testing  the  hypothesis  whether  tumor-spe- 
cific autologous  or  allogeneic  T  cells  could  be  generated  for  adoptive  T-cell  im- 
mLlnotherapy. These  initial  studies  have  been  performed with T-cell  lines  rather 
than T-cell  clones 138,1441. First, in follicular  lymphoma  and sL~bsequently in 
PCL,  CLL,  and pre-€3 ALL, we identified  tumor-specific  T  cells by expanding 

cells with CD4O-activated tumor  cells. The  expansion of these  short-term  cul- 
tured  T-cell  lines varied widely  between  patients.  Further,  increase in expansion 
was  induced by the  addition of a  cytokine  such  as  IFN-y  or  IL-7.  Most of our 
preclinical  studies  have  been  performed with cryopreserved  cells  therefore  expan- 
sion  might  be  significantly  higher  when  using  fresh  T  cells.  Moreover, it remains 
to  be  determined  whether  T  cells  from  peripheral  blood can be used  as  a  source 
for  the  generation of tumor-specific  T  cells.  Although  cytotoxic  T  cells  were 
generated  from  the  peripheral  blood of patients  with pre-€3 ALL, we could  easily 
generate  tumor-specific  T  cells  from  peripheral  blood in patients with plasma 
cell  leukemia  and  follic~dar  lymphoma.  Further studies will be  necessary  to un- 
derstand  whether  this  observation  is  an  intrinsic  property of pre-B ALL.  Clearly, 
for  clinical  practice,  the  use of peripheral  blood  would  be of advantage.  Another 
issue  is the use  of T-cell  lines  versus  T-cell  clones.  For  clinical  practice,  T-cell 
lines  are  easier  to  generate than T-cell  clones,  However,  since  these  lines  are 
polyclonal  and  nonspecific  T  cells  are not excluded, they might  have  the  disad- 
vantage of inducing  GVHD.  Ongoing  research  focuses  on  these  important  ques- 
tions. 

To  make  allogeneic  HSCT  available  for  more  patients  with  cancer,  the  ultimate 
goal is to  decrease the side  effects  and  increase the tumor-specific  effects.  We 
have  outlined  current  and novel methodologies of decreasing  GVHD  and novel 
principles  for  inducing  or  increasing  a  specific  GVL  effect.  How  can we combine 
these  efforts? 

To  increase  the  pool of allogeneic  HSC  donors,  methodologies  including 
those  outlined  here  will  be  implemented  at  the  time of HSCT.  Patients will un- 
dergo  high-dose  chemotherapy  followed  by modified HSCT.  Using  surrogate 
endpoints  such  as  PCR  detection of tumor  cells  after  HSCT,  we  will  identify 
patients  who  did not achieve  molecular  remission.  These  patients  can then be 
treated  to  increase  tumor-specific  immunity.  Figure 5 depicts  our  current  model. 
Strategies  to  increase  immune  responsiveness in vivo  will  be  based upon knowl- 



Model  for  in  vivo  and ex vivo  immune  nlanipulations to induce  effective 
tumor  immunity. 

edge of the  underlying  molecular  mechanism  whereby  immune  recognition  is 
defective  for an individual  tumor.  These  patients will be further  treated with a 
combination  immunotherapy using donor-derived  tumor-specific  T  cells  gener- 
ated  ex vivo for  adoptive  T-cell  therapy  followed by cytokine  therapy  and  poten- 
tially  boost  immunizations  using  either  tumor  regression  antigen-derived  peptides 
or  whole-tumor-cell  vaccines. 
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Over  the  past  few  years,  adoptive  transfer  studies,  described in detail in other 
chapters of this  book,  have  shown  that  donor cells  can  be  effective in the 
therapy of relapsed  malignancy  or  viral  infection  in  recipients of allogeneic  hema- 
topoietic  stem-cell  transplants [ l  ,2]. Although  administration of donor cells has 
produced  clinical  benefit,  it  has  been  complicated by the  frequent  development of 
graft-versus-host  disease  (GVHD)  due  to  alloreactive cells  present in the in- 
fused  product.  Gene  transfer  offers  the  possibility of improving  such  strategies 
by  several  means;  infused cells  may  be  marked  to  monitor  therapy,  allogeneic 

cells  may  be  eradicated in the  event of GVHD  or  other  adverse  events,  or  the 
function of infused cells may be  augmented  by  providing novel recognition 
properties cytokine  secretion. In this  chapter  we  review  current  methodologies 
for  gene  transfer to immune  system  effector  cells  and then discuss  strategies in 
preclinical  and  clinical use for  using  gene  transfer  to  modulate  T-cell  function. 

A  requirement  for  gene  transfer  to  immune  system  effectors  is  an  efficient  deliv- 
ery  system  to  transfer  the  gene of interest  to  the  immune  system  cells. An ideal 



vector  for  gene  delivery  would  be  selectively  targeted  to cells,  have high 
efficiency of transduction,  and  result in long-term  expression of the  transferred 
gene.  None of the  currently  available  vectors  meet  these  requirements,  and  limita- 
tions of current  gene-transfer  techniques  represent  a  major  constraint  on  ap- 
proaches  for  genetic  modulation of cells.  Most  current  clinical  protocols  use 
replication-defective viral vectors,  while  a  few  utilize  physical  methods of gene 
delivery The  most widely used delivery  systems in clinical  studies  have  been 
retroviruses Adenoviruses adeno-associated  virus [71, and Liposomes 
[S] have  also  been  used, while other  delivery  systems  are  under  clinical  evalua- 
tion.  Table  l  summarizes  features of the most widely used  vectors. 

Figure 1 shows the structure of a  retrovirus  vector The  wild-type  retrovirus 
consists of two  long  terminal  repeats  (LTRs),  responsible  for  transcriptional  con- 
trol,  polyadenylation,  replication  and  integration,  and  three  structural genes: 
which  encodes  structural  proteins  and  confers  high  packaging  efficiency; pol, 
which  codes  for  replicative polyl~erases and  integrase;  and which  codes  for 
envelope  proteins. In a  clinical  vector,  the  structural  and  replicative  genes 

and of a  murine  retrovirus  are  replaced by one  or  more  genes of interest, 
driven  either by the  retroviral  promoter in the S’ LTR  or by an internal  promoter 
(Figure 1). The retroviral  constructs  are  made in cell  lines in which the missing 
retrovirus  genes  are  present in and  thus  reproduce  and  package  a  vector 
that  is not replication-competent.  After  replication,  defective viral vectors  infect 
a target cell,  the  virus  is  uncoated in the  cytosol,  and RNA is  transcribed via 
reverse  transcriptase  into DNA, which  integrates  into  the host genome.  The  host 
range of MoMuLV  viruses is determined by the  gp70  envelope protein interacting 

le Vector  Delivery  Systems 

Property Retrovirus Adenovirus AAV Herpesvirus 

Genome RNA ds DNA DNA DNA 

Integration Yes  (in  dividing Yes  (in  dividing No 
ce and n~ndividing 

cells) 
Insert  size 6-8 kb 8-35 kb 4.5 10-100 kb 
Packaging  system Stable No Developmental Complex 
Potential  problems Insertional  muta- Im~nunogenicity Insertional  muta- Cytotoxic 

genesis,  produc-  genesis 
tive  retroviral 
infection 



ure Structure  of  retroviral  vectors.  Diagrammatic  wild-type  retroviral  vector (A) 
consisting  of and 3’ LTRs  which  contain  promoter,  enhancer,  and  polyadenylation  se- 
quences  as  well  as  inverted  repeats, a packaging  signal and  three  structural  genes- 
gng, pol, and  env-which  are  required  in  trans for  replication  and  packaging. Examples 
of clinical  vectors.  The  transgene may  be single  gene  regulated by  the  LTR or  the  retrovi- 
ral  vector  may  contain  two  genes,  one of which  is  driven  by  an  external  promoter  (pro) 
and  the  other  regulated  by  the  LTR. 

with their  cellular  receptors,  which  are  transmembrane  polypeptides  normally 
involved in ion  transport [l 0- 12).  Poor  transduction  efficiencies of human  lym- 
phocytes  and  the  limited  number of amphotropic  receptors  on  the  cell  surface 
have  prompted  studies  to  improve  specific viral targeting One  approach is 
to  modify the viral  envelope  to  include  ligand-binding  proteins  such  as  erythro- 
poietin An alternate  strategy  is  to  change  the viral envelope  to  the  gibbon 
ape  leukemia  virus  envelope  (GaLV)  [15,16]  or  vesicular  stomatitis virus G gly- 
coprotein  (VSV-g) 121, which  helps  stabilize  the  vector,  allowing  physical  meth- 
ods of concentration  to  be  used,  and  which may also  broaden  the  target-cell  range. 
Both  these  approaches  have  increased  transduction  efficiencies  into cells 
12,161. Colocalization of retrovirus  and  target  cells by culturing  cells  on  stromal 

support  components by centrifugation or by  flow through  transduction 
[l91 may also  increase  transduction  efficiency,  Finally,  a  delivery  system that 
produces  transient high expression may be used to  express  the  retroviral  receptor 
on  the  surface of nonpermissive  cells,  thereby  increasing  retroviral  entry 

Because  the  genetic  information  that  retroviral  vectors  convey is integrated 
into  the  host-cell  DNA,  the  transferred  gene  persists for  the  entire  life  span of 
the  transduced  cell  and  is  also  present  in  that  cell’s  progeny.  Hence,  these  vectors 



are ideal for  transferring  genes  into  a  rapidly  dividing  cell  population,  such  as 
lymphocytes.  However,  retroviral  vectors  have  several  disadvantages.  Expression 
of the  transferred  gene  requires  integration,  which  occurs  only  in  dividing  cells, 
so lymphocytes  must be activated  for  efficient  transduction.  Further,  because  the 
integration  events  themselves  occur  at  largely  random  sites in the  host  cell’s 
DNA,  regulatory  genes  could  conceivably  be  damaged,  contributing  to  later  onco- 
genesis  [21].  Finally,  retrovirus  vectors  are not well suited  for  use in vivo [22], 
since they are  generally  unstable in primate  complement. 

Most  adenovirus  vectors  are  based  on  AD5  with  deletions in E l  and E3 regions 
161. Adenoviruses  infect  a  wide  range of cell  types  and,  unlike  retrovirus  vectors, 
can  transfer  genes  into  nondividing  cells. The  vectors  are  reasonably  stable in 
vivo but are  generally  nonintegrating, so that the  gene  products  are  expressed 
from  episomal  DNA The  episome  is  often  lost  after cell division  and  can 
be  inactivated  or  lost  even in a  nondividing  cell  [24].  Thus,  adenovirus  vectors 
are  unsuited  for  any  application  that  requires  long-term  expression,  and  their  role 
in transferring  genes to  T cells  would  be  limited to situations  where  short-term 
expression  is  adequate.  Another  limitation  is  that  most  adenovirus  vectors  are 
immunogenic Immune  responses  are  generated  against the vector  proteins 
themselves  and  often  prevent  readministration of the vector.  Recently  second- 
generation  vectors,  where  more  viral  proteins  are  deleted,  have  been  developed 
in an effort  to  overcome  this  limitation  [25]. In the  meantime,  however,  adenovi- 
ral  vectors  could  be  potentially used for  transient  expression of ecotropic  viral 
receptors  on  nonperrnissive  human  hematopoietic  cells. 

ec 

Adeno-associated  virus  (AAV) [26] is  a  “dependovirus,”  which  can  replicate 
only  when an AAV  infected  cell  is  coinfected  with  adenovirus  or  herpesvirus. 
The 4.7-kb genome  is  bordered by inverted  terminal  repeat  (ITR)  sequences of 
14-5 nt. Two sets of structural  genes,  rep  and  cap,  provide  replicative  and  capsid 
proteins  respectively. In addition,  Rep  is  required for site-specific  integration 
the  virus  into  human  chromosome  19,  with  consequent  establishment of a  latent 
state  [7].  Thus,  AAV,  like  retroviruses,  should  be  present  for  the  entire  life  span 
of the host cell  and in its  progeny.  It  was  initially  thought that integration AAV 
was  relatively  site-specific,  which  reduces  the risk of insertional  mutagenesis. 
Moreover, it has been  claimed  that  integration  occurs  in  nondividing  cells, so 
that, in contrast  to  retroviruses, AAV should  be  permanently  expressed  even in 
resting  or  postmitotic  cells.  These  expectations  have not yet been  met. The  rep 
gene  products  that  contribute  to  site-specific  integration  are  toxic  to  virus  pro- 
ducer  cells  and  are  usually  deleted  from  vectors.  Rep-deficient  vectors  have  a 



reduced  ability  to  integrate  and  site  specificity  is  lost [26]. It  has  also  proved 
difficult  to  scale up current  vector  production  systems  to  develop  high-titer  pro- 
ducer  cell  lines,  free of contaminating  helper  adenoviruses.  Recent  studies  show 
that this  problem  may  be  soluble 

Clinical  experience with the  available  physical  methods of gene  transfer  has  pri- 
marily involved  cationic  1iposomelDNA  complexes [8,28-301, which  fuse  with 
the  cell  membrane  and  enter  the  endosomal  uptake  pathway. DNA  released  from 
these  endosomes may then pass  through  the  nuclear  membrane  and  be  expressed. 
The  main  advantage of liposomes  is  that they are  nontoxic  and  can  be  given 
repeatedly. In some  cell  types,  high  levels of gene  transfer  have  been  obtained 

Liposomes  are  unstable in vivo  and  cannot  effectively  be  given  systemically, 
but liposomal  transfer by local  injection of human  melanoma  cells in situ has 
resulted in expression of a new  gene  (HLA-B7) However,  the  DNA  trans- 
ferred by liposomes is nonintegrating,  and  despite  the  incorporation of a  variety 
of ligands  into  the  liposome-DNA  complex 1301, the  ability  to  target  these  vectors 
is still  quite  limited. 

Other  vectors,  including  herpesviruses 131,321 and  lentiviruses  [33],  have been 
proposed  as  high-efficiency  transducers of normal  and  malignant  hematopoietic 
cells  and will likely  enter  clinical  trials  within the next few  years.  Several  other 
viral  vector  systems  are  currently in the  early  stages of development.  These in- 
clude  the  spulnavirus  human  foamy  virus  [34,35),  other  parvoviruses,  and  the 
poxviruses.  However, in most  cases  efficient  packaging  systems  have not been 
developed.  Lentiviruses in particular  appear  promising,  as  they can transduce 
nondividing  cells.  Recent  second-generation  vectors  have  increased  safety  by  de- 
leting  the  virulence  genes  most  associated with HIV  pathogenesis,  and the attenu- 
ated  vector  maintains  its  ability  to  transduce  resting  cells [36]. However,  while 
these  viruses  may  become  future  substitutes  for  currently  available  vector  sys- 
tems,  a  longer-term  solution  may  be  to  develop  new  synthetic  vectors [ 37 ] .  Possi- 
bilities  include the generation of hybrid viral vectors,  which  may  combine,  for 
example,  the in vivo  stability of adenoviruses  and  the  integrating  capacity of 
retroviruses. At present,  however,  protocols  for  gene  transfer  to  immune  effector 
cells will require  the  investigators  to  choose  their  agent  on  the  basis of the  most 
important  feature  required.  In  general  the  requirement  for  long-term  expression 
will require  a  retroviral  vector  or  perhaps, in the  future, lentiviral  vector.  For 
applications  where  transient  expression  is  adequate,  adenovirus-  or  herpes-based 
vectors  may  be  used. 



There  are  some  particular  considerations with gene  transfer  to cells  (see  Figure 
2).  In  early  studies  the level of gene  transfer  to  T  cells  was  low  [38,39].  Recent 
improvements in methodologies  for  transduction  incorporating  centrifugation  and 
the use of a  GaLV  or  VSV-G  envelope  have  resulted in increases  in  levels of 
transduction  obtained in vitro  and in primate  studies 12,15,16],  and  these  results 
should  hopefully  translate  to  human  clinical  trials.  Colocalization of virus  and 
target  cell on  fibronectin  fragments  produces  similar  effects.  Use of construct 
containing  a  selectable  marker, such as  CD24 [40] or  NGFR  [41],  is an alternate 
approach  that  allows  sorting of transduced  cells  ex  vivo  to  ensure high level 
transduction of an  infused  population. 

second  problem  is  that  transferred  genes may not be well expressed in 
T  cells.  This  may reflect heterogeneity  in  terms of viral insertion  and  expression 
and may be potentially  overcome by the  use of clones  [42].  However,  it  may 
also reflect the  propensity of T  cells  to  down-regulate  various  types of message 
such as cytokines, so that the solution  to  this  problem  may  require  more  basic 
research in gene  regulation. 

Table  2  lists  the  current  clinical  immunotherapy  studies in which  gene  transfer 
is  used  to  modify  therapy  [3].  These  studies  fall  into  two  categories;  gene- 
marking  studies  and  therapeutic  studies,  where  gene  transfer  provides  a  suicide 
mechanism  or  aims  to  enhance  immune  recognition  and  function. 

Transfer of a  marker  gene has allowed  monitoring of adoptive  transfer  approaches 
to determine  survival of infused  T  cells. In addition,  the  fate of T  cells  can  be 
tracked  to  learn if they can  home  to  sites of disease  and if they mediated  adverse 
effects  such  as  GVHD. In most  studies,  the  marker  gene used has  been  the  neomy- 
cin  phosphotransferase (rzeo) gene,  which  provides  phenotypic  resistance  to  neo- 
mycin  and  its  analogues. The  gene  can  also  be  detected  genotypically  in  trans- 
duced  cells by PCR. 

Gene Transfer to TIL Cells 

The rationale for  the first clinical  gene-transfer  study  approved by regulatory 
authorities  in the United States  was  to  learn if tumor-infiltrating  lymphocytes 
(TILS) had tumor-specific  homing  properties  [38].  To  address  this  question,  TIL 



i ~ ~ r e  2 Gene  transfer  to T cells.  Illustration of how  transfection of a T cell  with a 
marker  gene, a suicide  gene, a cytokine  gene, a novel  recognition  molecule  may  modify 
function allow  the  infused T cell  to be tracked. 

cells  were  marked with to  track  their  fate  and  persistence [38 ] .  Analysis of 
peripheral  blood  and  tumor  deposits  for  presence of the  marker  gene  suggested 
that TILs could  persist for  up to 2 months [38] .  Studies in one  patient  showed 
presence of the  marker  gene in biopsy  tissue  from a  tumor  deposit 14.31. In a 
French  study,  marked  TILS  were  detected  for up to 260 days  and TILs were 
detected in 4 of 8 tumor  biopsies  after  therapy Recently,  a  double-marking 
study  compared the survival  and  tracking of peripheral blood lymphocytes 
(PBLs) and  TILS by marking with distinguishable  retroviral  vectors Both 
marked PBLs and TILs could  be  detected in peripheral  blood  for 4 months  and 
no  selective  homing of TIL cells  to  tumor  sites  compared  with unmanipu~ate~ 
PBLs was  seen None of these  studies,  therefore,  provide  any  evidence  to 
support  the  theory that TIL  cells  are  capable of selective  homing. 

2. Gene Transfer to Track Adoptive Transferred Cytotoxic T 
Lymphocytes 

Gene  marking has also  been used in an adoptive  transfer  study  to  determine if 
donor-derived  EBV-specific  cytotoxic lymphocytes  are  effective  prophylaxis 
for EBV  lymphomas that arise  after The  pathogenesis of EBV  lymphopro- 
liferation  is  outgrowth of EBV-infected B cells  that  express a  number of EBV- 
encoded  antigens  and  are  therefore  highly  immunogenic.  Normally,  outgrowth 





prevented by EBV-specific  CTLs  [46]  and can occur only in severely  immuno- 
suppressed  individuals,  such  as  patients  receiving T  cell-depleted  allogeneic 
bone  marrow  from  HLA-mismatched  family  members  or  HLA-matched  unre- 
lated  donors 147,481. Because the frequency of EBV-specific  CTL  precursors 
(CTLp) in seropositive  individuals high,  donor-derived  peripheral  blood  leuko- 
cytes  are  effective  therapy  for  this  complication  [2,49].  However, the frequency 
of alloreactive  CTLp  is  also  high,  resulting in a significant risk of severe  CVHD. 
In  addition,  treatment of established  disease  can  lead  to  toxicity  from  inflamma- 
tory responses  to  virus-infected  cells  [2,48], 

In a  recent  protocol at St.  Jude  Children’s  Research  Hospital,  patients at 
high risk of developing  EBV  lylnphoprolife~~tion after  receiving  T  cell-depleted 
BMT from  HLA-mismatched  family  members  or  unrelated  donors  were  eligible 
to  receive  donor-derived,  EBV-specific  CTLs as prophylaxis  for  EBV-associated 
lymphoma,  from  day  45  post-BMT To allow  tracking of infused  cells  and 
to  determine if they produced  adverse  effects,  CTLs  were  marked with the 
gene.  Over fifty patients  have  received  CTL  lines  on  the  prophylaxis  conlponent 
of this  study,  and  no  immediate  adverse  effects  from  infusion  have been seen. 
In particular,  there  was  no  induction of GVHD.  The  marker  gene was detected 
by for up to 16 weeks in un~nanipulated  peripheral blood mononuclear  cells 
and  for up to  37  months in EBV-specific  CTL  lines  regenerated  from  patients 
following  treatment with gene-marked l]. There  is  also  evidence  for 
efficacy, in that  six of the patients  receiving  prophylactic  CTL  developed  greatly 
elevated  levels of EBV  DNA  prior  to  administration of CTLs, a result  strongly 
predictive of the  onset of lynlphoma [52]. In all six,  levels  returned  to  baseline 
following  infusion.  Moreover in two  patients  who  received  CTLs  therapeutically 
rather than prophylactically,  there was a  dramatic  therapeutic  response  to CTL 
infusion. In one of these  patients,  the  marking  component of the  study  allowed 
us to  show, by  in situ hybridization  and senliqLlantitative PCR, that  the  infused 
cells  had  selectively accul~ulated at disease  sites.  However  while  prophylactic 

did not produce  any  adverse  effects, the patient  who  received  therapeutic 
CTLs  for bulky established  disease  developed initial tumor  swelling  and  respira- 
tory obstruction  prior  to  response.  This  patient  illustrates  that  even when alloreac- 
tivity  is  absent, i t  is  possible  to  get  morbidity  from  tissue jn~a l~ lna t ion  during 
therapy  to bulky disease. 

In follow-up  studies,  the  effects of autologous  EBV-specific  CTLs  are be- 
ing  evaluated in patients  with EBV  genome-positive  Hodgkin’s  disease Five 
patients with multiply  relapsed  disease  have  received  gene-marked  CTLs.  The 
CTLs  persisted  for  more than 13 weeks  postinfusion  and  retained  their  potent 
anti-viral  effects  in  vivo,  thereby  enhancing  the  patient’s  immune  response  to 
EBV.  Moreover, i n  one  patient  who had a  malignant  pleural  effusion, the marker 
gene was detected in the  pleural fluid at a IO-fold higher  level than in peripheral 
blood,  indicating  that  the  infused  CTLs  can traffic to sites of active  disease [53 ] .  



Infusing  donor-derived  T  cells  following  allogeneic  BMT  can  lead  to  GVHD 
initiated by alloreactive T cells.  Even if CTL  clones are  used,  cross  reaction  with 
histocompatibility  polymorphisms may cause  GVHD in an allogeneic  setting.  In 
addition,  as  discussed in the  previous  section,  therapy of established  disease with 

ceils  can  result  in  tissue  damage  from in~ammatory reactions. One  solution  to 
this  problem  is  the  transduction of T cells with a  “suicide  gene,’’ so that  cell 
death may be  induced if adverse  effects  occur Suicide  genes  encode 
enzymes that convert  prodrugs  to  active  metabolites.  The  most  commonly used 
encodes  the  herpes  simplex  thymidine  kinase  (Tk)  gene.  Unlike  mammalian  Tk, 
viral can phosphorylate  nucleotide  analogues  such  as  ganciclovir,  rendering 
dividing host cells  sensitive  to  the  cytotoxic  effects  produced  by  incorporation 
of these  molecules.  Many  other  prodrug  systems  have  been  described  over  the 
past few  decades,  including  cytosine  deaminase which  converts  5-flu- 
orocytosine  to  5-fluorouracil.  However,  application of these  and  other  agents 
[59,601 will require  improved  methods of targeting  their  expression  to  the  desired 
cells [61], and  most  studies  using T cells as the target  have  focused  on  the Tk 
system. 

If transfer of a  suicide  gene to be successful  and  to  result in destruction 
of infused  cells if they  produce  adverse  effects,  it  is  necessary that all  infused 
cells  contain  the  suicide  gene  and  that  expression  is  maintained in vivo. To ac- 
complish  this,  suicide-gene  constructs  generally  include  a  selectable  marker  such 
as or  a  cell-surface  marker  such a  truncated  nerve  growth  factor  receptor 
that allows  selection of transduced  cells Another  potential  problem  is  that 
not only  must  all  cells be transduced but expression  must be maintained  long 
term in vivo, an aim  that  proved di f~cul t  in studies  where TIL cells  are  transduced 
with cytokines Finally,  even if the  infused  cells  that  initiate  GVHD  are all 
destroyed,  the  recruited  immune  effectors  such  as NK cells,  endogenous  T  cells, 
and  monocytes  may  still  mediate  tissue  damage. 

The  suicide  gene  approach has been  evaluated  in  several  preclinical  models. 
Two  murine  models  provided proof of concept [63,64] by administering  spleen 
cells  from  mice  transgenic for  the I-ISV Tk  gene.  Recipient  mice  who  received 
ganciclovir  did not develop  GVHD  while  control  mice  did.  While  these  studies 
show  the  feasibility of controlling GVWD, ganciclovir  was  administered  before 
GVHD  developed;  whereas in clinical  studies,  administration  is  delayed until 
signs of GVHD  develop. In human  preclinical  studies,  Munshi  and  colleagues 
showed 90% killing of T cells  transduced  with  a  Tk-neo  construct  and  selected 
in G418 [65]. 

Suicide  genes  are  currently  being  evaluated  in  several  clinical  trials of 
adoptive  il~munotherapy  posttransplant 1661. Bonini  and  colleagues  have re- 



ported  the  results of the first eight  patients in their  study of donor  T  cells  to  treat 
leukemia  relapse  or  EBV  lymphoma  following  BMT In this  protocol, they 
transfect  lymphocytes,  after brief 24- to  48-h  primary  stimulation with antigen, 
with construct  containing suicide  gene  and truncated version of the  low- 
molecular-weight nerve growth  factor  gene  to  serve selectable  marker. Of the 
8 patients, 3 of those  treated  developed  GVHD; in 2,  administration of ganciclovir 
resulted in complete  remission of GVHD. In the third  patient,  there  was reduc- 
tion in circulating  cells  expressing the transgene,  but  it  proved  impossible  to 
eliminate  all  transduced  cells 

One  limitation of suicide-gene  therapy  that  became  apparent in clinical 
studies  was  the  potential  immunogenicity of the  Tk  gene.  Riddell  and  colleagues 
have  administered  autologous  gq-specific  CTLs  transduced with construct  en- 
coding  Tk  and  the  hygromycin  resistance  gene  to  HIV-infected  patients  [67]. In 
this  study, of 6 patients  developed  CTL  responses specific for  the  transgene, 
which  destroyed  the  infused  cells  [67].  One  patient in the  Italian  study devel- 
oped  CTLs specific for  the  HSV-Tk-ne0  fusion protein so this  approach 
may be  limited by the  immunogeneicity of the  transgene. 

e 

Gene  transfer  might  also  provide means of enhancing  the  function of infused 
T cells.  Several  approaches  are  being  evaluated,  including  transfer of cytokine 
genes  to  augment  cytotoxic  function,  promotion of helper  function of CD8  clones, 
and  enhancement of T-cell  recognition by introduction of novel  receptors. 

Transfer of Cytokine Genes 

The  antitumor  activity of T cells may also  be  enhanced by increasing the levels 
of cytotoxic  cytokines  that  they  produce  at  local  tumor  sites.  Eleven  patients at 
the NTH have  received  TIL  cells  transduced  with  TNF  [62,68].  However  the  lack 
of TIL  homing  and  the  tendency of T cells  to  down-regulate  their own TNT" 
production has hampered  this  study:  the  amount of TNF  produced by transduced 
TIL cells  was  around 2  logs  lower than that  produced by tumor  cells  transduced 
with the  same  vector  [62]. 

2. Promotion of Helper  independence 

An alternate  approach  developed by Greenberg  and  colleagues  is  to  modify  CD8 
clones in order  to  confer  helper  independence, so that exogenous  IL-2  or  CD4 
help  is not required [69]. The  strategy  they  employed  was  to  introduce a  chimeric 
receptor  composed of the  cytoplasmic  domain of IL-2  and  the  extracellular  do- 
main of granulocyte-macrophage  colony-stimulating  factor  (GM-CSF).  When 
GM-CSF  is  produced by this  CD8  clone in response  to  antigenic  stimulus,  signal- 



ing through the chimeric  receptor will result  in  provision of help  [69].  Minamoto 
and  colleagues used a  similar  strategy  to  avoid  the  T-cell  requirement  for IL- 
2  and  introduced  a  chimeric  receptor  encoding  the  extracellular  portion of the 
erythropoietin  receptor  and  the  intracellular  portion of the TL-2 receptor  subunits 

and y [’70]. T-cell  lines  transduced  with  such  a  construct  proliferated in response 
to  erythropoietin,  and  the  authors  hypothesized that erythropoietin,  which  is  less 
toxic than TL-2, could  be  administered in vivo  to  promote  proliferation  and  antitu- 
mor  activity of infused  T  cells. 

ene  Transfer to Confer  Novel Re~o~n i t i on  Properties 

The  function of T cells  may be modified by trallsducing  them  with  appro- 
priate  antigen-specific  T-cell  receptors  to  confer  novel  tumor-recognition  proper- 
ties 1,721. Many  tumors  express  surface  antigens that rnay  be recognized 
by specific  antibodies. In the  “T-body” C711 or  “universal  receptor” 1731 ap- 
proach,  T  cells  are  transduced  with  a  construct  encoding  a  chimeric  gene that 
contains an antibody-derived  single-chain  variable  region  linked with the T-cell 
receptor  constant  region  or  a  T-cell  signaling  molecule  such  as  ZAP-70  [71]. 
The  transduced  CTLs then possesses the antibody-deterl~ined specificity  and  will 
recognize the tumor  cell via the  chimeric  receptor  and  trigger  effector  function. 
Moreover,  these modified lymphocytes  would  recognize  a  tumor-specific  antigen 
in  an MH~-unrestricted fashion.  This  approach has been  evaluated in several 
preclinical  models. T cells  expressing  chimeric  receptors with a n t i - n e u / H ~ ~ 2  
specificity  are  able  to  lyse  tumor  lines  expressing  HER-2 1721. When a  construct 
encoding  the  extracellular  domain of CD4  linked to the chain of the  TCR  was 
transduced  into  urine hemopoietic  stem  cells,  which  were  transplanted  into 
SCID  mice,  high-level  expression  was  seen in nlyeloid  and NI( cells, In addition, 
recipient  mice  were  protected  from an otherwise  lethal  dose of leukemia-express- 
ing HIV envelopes  [73].  Two  clinical  studies  to  evaluate  this  approach  have  been 
initiated  [3]  (Table  2).  In  one  study,  patients with colon  cancer  expressing  the 
tumor-associated  antigen  TAG  72  receive  autologous  CC94-zeta chain-modi~ed 

cells,  while  the  other  patients with ovarian  cancer  receive  a  chimeric  TCR 
reactive with folate-binding  protein. If CTLs  targeted  to  proteins  specifically  ex- 
pressed  on  leukemic  cells  could  be  generated,  their  administratioil  post-BMT  may 
produce GVL without GVHD. 

Gene  transfer is already  being used to monitor  and  modify many i m l ~ u n o t h e ~ ~ p y  
strategies.  It  seems  likely  that  the use of gene  transfer will increase  as  more 
tLlmor-defined antigens that rnay  be targets for specific  immune  responses  are 



defined.  The  major  challenges  are  to  develop  improved  gene  delivery  systems 
and  to  define  the  basic  mechanisms  to  regulate  gene  expression in T cells, so 
that  expression of transgenes  may  be  more  precisely  controlled. 
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In  allogenic  stem-cell  transplantation  (SCT),  the  observation  that  graft-versus- 
host  disease  (GVHD)  after  the  transplant~tion is  associated with a  decreased risk 
of relapse of the  malignant  disease  for  which  the  patient  is  treated  has led to the 
conclusion  that  alloreactive cells may be  capable of suppressing  the  outgrowth 
of leukemic  cells in vivo 1-71. The  graft-versus-leukemia (GVL) effect of donor 
T  cells  has been further  supported by the  successful  treatment of relapsed  leuke- 
mia  after  allogenic SCT with donor  lymphocyte  infusions  (DLIs) Al- 
though it has  been  tempting  to  postulate  that  alloreactive cells  are  the  mediators 
of the  GVL  effect,  formal proof has not been  provided humans. cells  proba- 
bly play a  crucial  role in the  induction of GVL, but other  effector  cells,  including 
natural  killer (NK) cells  or  cytokines  produced  by  effector cell populations,  may 
be  essential for  the  full  clinical  effect  resulting in eradication of the  malignant 
cells 16- 191. Support  for  a role of NI( cells  in  the  antileukemic  effect  has  corne 
from  the  observation  that  after  allogeneic  SCT, an association  was  found  between 
NK activity  and  a  decreased  incidence of relapse 16,171. 



In  relapsed  chronic  myeloid  leukemia  (CML),  after  allogeneic  SCT,  DLIs  infu- 
sions  have  been  shown  to  be  a very potent  antileukemic  therapy  (see  Chapter 9). 
Successful  DLIs  have  also  been  reported  for  acute  myeloid  leukemia  (AML), 
multiple  myeloma and  some  cases of acute  lymphoblastic  leukemia  (ALL) 
as  well  as  rnyelodysplastic  syndrome  (MDS),  although the success  rate has been 
lower,  However,  this  treatment  is  frequently  associated with GVHD.  This  may 
lead to  the  suggestion that the  same  T  cells  that  mediate  GVHD  are  also  responsi- 
ble for  the GVL effect.  Although  this  assumption  is  probably in part true,  since 
most  alloreactive T cells in HLA-identical  donorlrecipient  combinations  are  ca- 
pable of suppressing  the  leukemic  cells [20-221, it can only  be  concluded  from 
the  clinical  observations  that  both  GVHD-inducing T cells  and  antileukemic  T 
cells  are  present  within  the  same  T-cell  transfusate.  Previously, we have  shown 
that the  frequency of leukemia-reactive  T  cells in normal  individuals rnay be  as 
low as 1-10 per  million  T  cells [23]. Similarly, in HLA-identical  combinations, 
the  frequency of alloreactive T cells  directed  against  normal  blood  cells  from  the 
recipient  is  also  approximately I I O  per lo6 T cells.  Therefore,  these  T  cells 
rnay  be identical, rnay overlap, but  may also  be  different T cells. If the  degree 
of mismatch  between  donor  and  recipient  increases, the frequency of alloreactive 

cells  increases,  which  may  lead  to a  more  negative  balance  between  CVHD 
and GVL effects.  In  closely  matched  donor/recipient  pairs,  however, it rnay be 
possible  to  demonstrate  the  presence of donor T cells  that  are  capable of more 
specific  recognition of the  leukemic  cells,  leading  to  complete  remissions  without 

D following DL1 14,241. 

The  existence of donor-derived  T  cells  showing  relative  specificity  for  the  leuke- 
mic cells  has  been  demonstrated in a  number of cases.  Leukemia-reactive  T  cells 
recognizing  AML  cells  but not PHA blasts  and EBV-tra~sformed  B cells  from 
the same  individual  have  been  reported,  as well as  T cells  recognizing  acute 
lymphoblastic  leukemic  (ALL)  cells  and  EBV  cells  from the same  individual, 
but not non-transforl~ed  B cells, T cells,  monocytes,  or  fibroblasts In 
addition,  minor histoco~patibility  antigen  (mHAg)-speci~c T-cell  responses 
have  been  described  showing  that hematopoiesis-speci~c  polymorphic  antigens 
can  be  recognized by alloreactive cells,  which led to  the  eradication of all 
recipient  hematopoietic  cells  including  the  leukemic  cells [32--35]. The  same 
cells do not react with other  nonhematopoietic  tissues  from  the  recipient  and  are 
also not capable of reacting  with  donor  hematopoiesis in the  patient,  indicating 



that  such T cells may lead  to an antileukemic  effect  without  GVHD.  From  these 
observations, it has  been  suggested  that  donor-derived T cells  can  be  found that 
show  relative  specificity for  the  leukemic  cells  and may therefore  be  capable of 
exhibiting an antileukemic  effect  with  a  decreased risk of GVHD  following infu- 
sion  as  a  treatment of relapsed  leukemia  following  allogenic  SCT 

To establish  which cells may be  mediators of the  GVL  effect  following  DLI, 
we  have  recently  demonstrated  that  T  cells  capable of suppressing  the  CML  pre- 
cursor  cells  circulate  at  increased  frequencies  during  clinical  response  following 
DL1 for  relapsed CML after  allogeneic [7,24]. This  was  demonstrated by 
a newly  developed  assay  measuring  the  frequency of progenitor-cell  inhibitory 
lymphocyte  precursors (PCTLp) reactive with the  CML  progenitor  cells.  In  this 
assay,  similar  to  a  classical  cytotoxic lymphocyte  precursor  (CTLp)  frequency 
analysis,  limiting  dilution  experiments  are  performed  [36].  Graded  numbers of 
responder  cells  are  stimulated  with  irradiated  leukemic  cells  from  the  patient  and 
expanded in the  presence of CML cells  and  interleukin-2 (IL-2). After  approxi- 
mately 21 days,  when  proliferation of the cells  can  be  observed,  the T cells 
are  irradiated,  and  cocultured  with CML cells  from  the  patient in the  presence 
of multiple  hematopoietic  growth  factors.  The  proliferation of these CNIL precur- 
sor  cells can be  measured  using  "-thymidine  incorporation  assays.  The  growth 
of CML  precursor  cells in the presence of T cells  can be compared with the 
proliferation of CML cells in the  absence of effector  cells.  Using  this  assay,  a 
frequency of PCILp  can  be  calculated  using  Poisson  statistics 1361. With  this 
assay, we demonstrated  that to a  100-fold  increase in frequency of PCILp 
reactive  with  the  leukemic  cells  could  be  observed in patients  responding  to DL1 
both in  the  presence  and in the absence of GVHD. correlation  between CTLp 
frequencies  recognizing  leukemic  cells in a  "Cr  release  assay  was  less  signifi- 
cantly  correlated with the  clinical  response.  From  these  studies it may  be  con- 
cluded that cells  recognizing  the  leukemic  precursor  cells  are  responsible for 
the ant i l~ukel~ic effect in vivo. 

Based  on  the  observations that the antileukemic  effect  following DL1 was  associ- 
ated  with an increased  frequency of PCILp  against  CML  precursor  cells, we 
generated  cytotoxic  T-cell  lines that recognized  the  leukemic  cells  from  patients, 



and not the  PHA  blasts of donor  or  recipient  [27]. We  studied  a  patient  who 
relapsed  following  allogeneic  SCT  and  failed  to  respond  to DL1 despite  devel- 
oping  GVHD.  We  tested  whether  donor  T-cell  lines  generated  against the leuke- 
mia had an  antileukemic  effect.  At  intervals of 5 weeks,  three  CTL  lines  fulfilling 
these  criteria  were  infused with a total  number of 3.7 lo9 cells.  Shortly  after 
the  third  infusion,  aplasia  developed, with complete  eradication of the  leukemic 
cells  followed by conversion  to  normal  donor  hematopoiesis  and  disappearance 
of the  t(9;22)-positive  cells  as  measured by cytogenetic  analysis  and  reverse  tran- 
scriptase  PCR  using  bcr/abl-specific  primers. No acute  GVHD  was  observed. 
Since  this  patient  already  suffered  from  chronic  GVHD,  no  conclusions  can be 
drawn on a  possible  effect  on  chronic  GVHD  [37].  These  observations  showed 
that  leukemia-reactive  T  cells  can  be  expanded  in  vitro,  infused in vivo  without 
major  toxicity  or  acute  GVHD,  and  can  exhibit a  potent  antileukemic  effect. 

Although  the  successful  treatment of a patient  with  refractory  leukemia  following 
allogeneic  SCT with leukemia-reactive  CTL  lines  shows the feasibility of adop- 
tive  immunotherapy  using  such in vitro  expanded cells,  treatment  with  T  cells 
directed  against  more defined antigens desirable,  since  no  good  prediction  can 
be  made  whether  or not such  T cells  will  exhibit GVHD  and cross-reactivity with 
other  tissues  can  be  only  partially  examined.  Therefore,  attempts  are being made 
to  generate  T-cell  responses  against  mHAg  specific  for  hematopoietic  tissues  or 
antigens that are  even  more  specific  for  the  leukemic  cells.  These  target  antigens 
may include  polymorphic  proteins  derived  from  the  normal  counterpart of the 
malignant  cells.  For  example,  T-cell  responses  against  polymorphic  antigens  de- 
rived  from  the  proteinase 3 protein  as  described by Molldrem  et  al. can behave 
as a  leukemia-specific  antigen  after  allogeneic  SCT  with full donor  chimerism 
[38,39]. Although  T-cell  responses  against  such  proteins  are not completely  leu- 
kemia-specific, in the  context of allogeneic  SCT,  CTLs  against  such  antigens 
may fulfil the criteria of being  completely  leuke~ia-specific  since  only  residual 
patient-deriv~d  myeloid cells  will  be e~iminated.  ~ematopoiesis  in these  patients 
is  preferentially  and  frequently  exclusively of donor  origin.  Therefore,  absence 
of significant  side  effects  can be  expected  after  treatment  with  cytotoxic  T  cells 
specific  for  such  proteins  expressed  in  the  context of MHC  molecules. If specific 
T-cell  responses  can be generated  against  synthetic  peptides  identical  to  the  poly- 
morphic  site of the  protein,  the  presence of large  numbers of malignant  cells 
from  the  recipient  would  no  longer  be  required  to  generate  leukemia-specific 
cells  for  adoptive  immunotherapy.  Even in this  situation,  however,  it  is still possi- 
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ble  that  CTLs  against  mHAg  specific for  hematological  cells  induce  GVHD by 
an  indirect  effect. If large  numbers of leukemic  or  normal  hematological  cells 
are  present in the  GVHD target  organs,  the  “cytokine  storm”  induced by the 
mHAg-specific  CTLs  may  also  induce  GVHD  (see  Chapter  14). 

Ill. T 

Many  leukemic  cell  populations  exhibit  a  leukemia-specific  protein.  This  protein 
is  encoded by a  fusion of genes  resulting  from  a  translocation  leading  to  fusion 
peptides  consisting of two  truncated  parts of a  normal  protein [40]. For  instance, 
the t(9;22)  translocation in CML  leads  to  the  production of the  bcrlabl  protein 
by the  malignant  cells.  The  t(9;22)  translocation  is  expressed in all  malignant 
CML cells  and  appears  to  be  necessary for  the  malignant  phenotype of the  cell. 
The  fusion part of the  protein  contains  unique  sequences not expressed by normal 
cells.  T-cell  responses  directed  against  the  fusion  region  expressed in MHC  mole- 
cules  may  lead  to  a  specific  eradication of the  leukemic  cells Such  a 
T-cell  response  would  have  the  major  advantage  that  immunotherapy can be used 
in  the  autologous  situation  without the necessity  to  perform  an  allogenic  SCT 
(Table 1). Therefore,  several  investigators  have  looked  into  the  possibility of 
generating  T-cell  responses  against  peptides  identical  to  the  fusion  region of bcrl 
abl.  Although  both  T  cells  could  be  isolated  recognizing  bcrlabl in the  context 
of HLA class  I  or  class antigens,  only  limited  evidence  is  available  that  such 
T  cells  do  also  recognize bcrlabl in the  context of MHC in primary  leukemic  cells. 
Presumably,  bcrlabl  proteins  are not endogenously  processed  or  appropriately 
expressed in most  MHC  molecules,  alternatively  the  presence of bcrlabl  protein 
in the  cell  is so low in patients  who  developed CML that  insufficient bcrlabl  is 
expressed in the  context of MHC on  the  cell  membrane. 

Recently,  epidemiological  studies  have  indicated  that  expression of certain 

Table 1 Possible  Beneficial  Target  Antigens  Presented  in  MHC  Molecules  on 
Leukemic  Cells  in  the  Context  of  Allogeneic  or  Autologous T-cell Responses 

Antigen  Allogeneic  Autologous 

Recipient-specific  mHAg 
Heln~topoiesis-specific mHAg 
Cell  lineage-specific  mHAg  not  expressed  on  stern  cells 
Overexpressed  cell  differentation-associated  antigen (+l 
Translocation-specific  antigen 
Virus-specific  antigen (+l (+ l  



polymorphic MWCs that  are  capable of binding  bcrlabl  specific  proteins rnay 
protect  against  developing  CML,  suggesting  that in healthy  individuals an autolo- 
gous  leukemia-specific cell  may  have  occurred 

Since  CML  is  a  stem-cell  disease,  attempts  have been made to modify  the 
leukemic  cells  to  become  more  appropriate  antigen-presenti~g cells.  It has been 
demoIlstrated  that c u ~ t u r i ~ g  CML  precursor cells in the  presence of cytokines 
capable of inducing  differentiation  into  dendritic  cells (DC) can lead  to the forma- 
tion of cells with a DC  phenotype  derived from CML  precursor  cells  exhibiting 
the  t(9;22)  translocation  and  expressing  bcrlabl [45,46,481. It has been reported 
by Choudhury  et al. that  autologous  T-cell  responses  can  be  generated  against 
CML cells,  suggesting  that  CML-reactive  autologous  T-cell  responses rnay be 
capable of suppressing  the  leukemic  cells,  although  no  specificity  for  bcrlabl 
has  been  demonstrated.  While  T-cell  responses  against  fusion  parts of leukemia- 
specific  proteins may be  the  most  sophisticated  approach  for the im~u~o the rapy  
of hematological  malignancies,  at  the  present  time  the  only  clinical  evidence  for 
successful  immunotherapy  mediated  by cells has been  demonstrated in the 
context of allogeneic 
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During  the  last  decade,  efforts  to  define  the  molecular  nature of tumor-associated 
antigens  and  our  increased  understanding of the  antitumor  immune  response  have 
helped us find ways  to  manipulate cell-mediated  antitumor  responses.  Current 
efforts  are  directed  at  applying  this  knowledge in the  development of new  modal- 
ities of cancer  treatment.  Despite  the  expression of malignancy-related  antigens, 
tumors  develop in patients  without  obvious immunode~c~encies, indicating  that, 
even the  immune  system  responds  to  specific  alterations in these  tumors,  this 
response  is  often  inadequate.  Very  intriguing in this  regard  is  the  demonstration 
by  sensitive RT-PCR of the  leukemia-associated  gene  translocations  t(8;21), t( 14; 
18) [ l ] ,  and  t(9;22)  [2] in apparently  healthy  individuals.  Assuming predisposi- 
tion in these  people  for  malignancies  associated  with  these  gene  translocations, 
intervention  immunotherapy  might  also  play role in primary  disease  prevention 
of malignancies  arising  from  these  initially benign conditions.  The  potential of 
the  immune  system  to  control  cancer perhaps  best  illustrated by the  effects of 
donor cells in chronic  myeloid  leukemia patients  relapsing  after  alloge- 
neic  bone  marrow  transplantation This  clinical  success  provides  impetus 



to  develop  bcrlabl  oncoprotein-related,  tumor  antigen-directed  immunotherapy 
for  patients  with  CML. 

Major  histocompatibility  complex  (MHC)  molecules  on the cell  surface  present 
peptides  derived  from  endogenous  or  exogenous  proteins  to  the  immune  system. 
CDS-positive  cytotoxic  T  lymphocytes  (CTL)  recognize  peptides,  derived  from 
processed  cellular  proteins, by means of their  T-cell  receptor  (TCR) in the  context 
of MHC class 1 molecules  (membrane  glycoprotein  heavy  chains  associated  with 
the light chain p2  microglobulin) [5-71. The  generation of these  peptides  from 
cytoplasmic  or  nuclear  proteins  is  facilitated by cellular  proteolytic  machineries, 
of which the proteasome [S] is  currently best known.  After  protein  ubiquitination 
[91, proteasomal  digestion  results in peptides that may be translocated  to  the 
endoplasmic  reticulum  (ER) by two  transporters  associated  with  antigen  pro- 
cessing  (TAP) IO]. In the ER,  MHC  molecule  assembly is stabilized by MHC 
class  I-peptide  complex  formation 1 The resulting MHC class  I-peptide  com- 
plex is then transported  through the Golgi  apparatus  to  the  cell  surface.  Most 
MHC  class I binding  peptides  have  a  length of 8 to l 1 amino  acids  (aa) 12,131 
and  usually  contain  two  conserved  anchor  residues  (binding  motif)  required  for 
binding  to  a  specific  MHC  class I allele 13-15]. CD4-positive  T  lymphocytes 
can be activated by interaction of their  TCR with MHC  class I1 molecules 
These  heterodimer and  P-chain  membrane  glycoproteins  are  cornplexed  with 
antigenic  peptides,  which  are  variable in size but generally  longer than class 1- 
presented  peptides.  MHC  class 11-bound peptides  show  less  stringent  MHC  al- 
lele-restricted  aa  sequence  motifs  [7,17,18]. The  MHC  class I1 heterodirner  mole- 
cule  assembles  in  the ER with  the  invariant  chain  (li) Ii is thought  to  prevent 
binding peptide  to  class molecules within the  ER,  and it functions  as  a 
targeting  signal  directing  the  class TI molecules  to  the  endocytic  route.  MHC 
class 11-peptide complex  assembly  takes  place in the  endocytic  MHC  class I1 
comp~tment  (MIIC) [201. The  degradation of Ii by  cathepsin l211 and  subse- 
quent  removal by HLA-DM of class 11-associated invariant  chain  peptide  (CLIP) 
from the MHC class I1 molecule  allows  class 11-peptide complex  formation  [22] 
and  precedes  transport of the  complex  to the cell  surfzxe. 

The  identi~cation of tumor-associated  antigens  and  tumor-specific  peptide 
epitopes (i.e., antigenic  determinants)  is  a key issue in the  development of anti- 
cancer  vaccines.  Tumor  ir1munology  research  focuses  on  proteins  exclusively 
synthesized by tumor  cells  or  proteins  overexpressed in tumor  cells.  Well-charac- 
terized  antigens  related  to the process of neoplastic  transformation  or  stabilization 
of malignant  behavior  are by definition attractive  targets for  immunotherapy. 



V~ccin~t ion Tumor 

Recent  years  have  witnessed  a  rapidly  increasing  knowledge of T  cell- 
defined tumor  antigens  [23].  Human  malignancy-associated  T-cell  epitopes- 
recognized  as  such by use of tumor-specific  CTL  combined with tunlor  cell 
cDNA  library  expressing  antigen  presenting  cells  (APCs)  [24]  or  by  isolation 
and  subsequent  sequencing of peptides  extracted  from  MHC  molecules  on  the 
tumor  cell  surface  as  well  as by peptide-binding  studies  [25,26]-are  mainly 
derived  from  cellular  proteins  that  are  encoded by mutated  or  translocated  (onco)- 
genes  (for  instance pS3, BCR-ABL,  pml-RAR),  ectopically  expressed  malig- 
nancy-related  but  nonmutated  genes  (MACE,  BACE,  and  CACE,  which  are not 
expressed in normal  tissues  except in testis,  and  PRAME),  shared  expression of 
lineage-specific  genes  (tyrosinase,  Melan AIMART-l CEA,  gp100,  PSA),  or 
from  virus-encoded  oncoproteins  (HPV-E6,  HPV-E7). 

Sequencing of peptides  eluted  from  different  HLA  alleles  as  well  as  pep- 
tide-binding  studies  have  revealed  motifs  in  peptides  showing  HLA  allele  speci- 
ficity.  This  knowledge,  combined with insights in intracellular  protein  cleavage 
preferences,  allows  a  limited  degree of epitope  prediction  within  given  oncopro- 
teins.  Recently an effort  was  made  to  map HLA class  I  binding  motifs in the 
fusion  regions of 44  fusion  proteins  involved in human  cancers 1271. However, 
from a  given  protein, at this  time  no  properly  processed MHC class  I  or  class 
epitopes can be predicted  with  a high degree of probability 128). 

Various  clinical  observations  and the identification of tumor  antigens  and 
antigenic  peptides  have firmly established  the  existence of tumor-associated  T- 
cell  targets.  Evidence  that T cells can potentiate  antiturnor  responses  came  from 
animal  tumor  models, in which  adoptive  transfer of tumor-specific  T  cells  resulted 
in eradication of established  tumors  [29].  Also, CTLs have  been  reported to exert 
antitumor  activity in human  beings.  For  example,  ex  vivo  expanded  autologous 
tumor-infiltrating  lymphocytes  displayed  therapeutic  activity in patients with ma- 
lignant  melanoma [30]. In  cervical  carcinoma, an increased  prevalence of HPV- 
associated  proliferative  diseases in inlmunosuppressed  patients  indicates  that  pro- 
gression of HPV infection is affected by the  cellular  arm of the  immune  response 
1311. 

In CML,  the  translocation  t(9;22)(q34;qll) results in a  BCR-ABL  fusion  gene 
[32],  which  in  general  encodes  chimeric 2 10 kDa  (p2 l [33] and  often  also 
relatively  low  amounts of 190 kDa  BCR-ABL  (p 190BcR-ABL)  oncoproteins 
The p1 90BCR-ABi,  oncoprotein  is  primarily  associated  with  acute  lymphoblastic 
leukemia [361. Strong  indications  have  accumulated  that  the  p190BCR-AB'-  and 
p210BCR+'BL fusion  products  are  involved  in  the  process of leukemogenesis  [37- 



401. Depending  on  the  location of the BCR-ABL  fusion  site  and  mRNA  splicing 
pattern [41],  the  BCR-ABL  fusion  gene in CML  leads  to  the  expression of mainly 
two,  sometimes  simultaneously  expressed [ 33 ] ,  p2 oncoproteins  known 
as  b2a2  and  b3a2, but alternative  BCR-ABL  proteins can occur  [42].  Peptides  corre- 
sponding  to the fusion  regions  in  the  nonphysiological  CML  (and  ALL)  BCR- 
ABL  hybrid  proteins  can  therefore  be  considered  tumor-specific  T-cell  targets. 

Fusion  region  sequences of the  BCR-ABL  b3a2  oncoprotein  have  initially 
been  found  to  induce  BCR-ABL  peptide  specific  T  cells  upon in vivo  immuniza- 
tion in mice  [43]. A few  years  later,  for  the first time,  HLA  class TI (DR21 
DRB 1 150 l )-restricted  human T cells  were  generated in our  laboratory by pri- 
mary in vitro  immunization with BCR-ABL  peptides in human  volunteers  [44]. 
Since then several  other  BCR-ABL  peptide-specific  human  T-cell  lines  and 
clones not only  directed  to  the  b3a2 but to  the  b2a2  fusion well were  obtained 
by us. One of these  BCR-ABL  b3a2  peptide-specific  T-cell  lines  showed  an  HLA- 
DR4  restriction  and was induced  to  proliferate  by HLA  DR4  and  BCR-ABL  b3a2 
mRNA  positive  blasts  from CML  patient in blast crisis 14.51. No responses  were 
observed with DR4  positive  p210  BCR-ABL-negative  cells  or with p210  b3a2- 
positive  leukemic  cells with absent  or  insufficient  expression of DR4.  These  data 
provided  a first suggestion of processing of endogenous  BCR-ABL protein by 
CML cells  into  MHC-peptide  ligands.  Peptides  corresponding  to the b3a2  fusion 
sequence  were  shown  to bind to HLA  A3 [46,47), A1 1 ,  B8  [46],  and  A68  (our 
unpub~ished  observation)  HLA DRB  1*0402,  DRB  1 *030 and  DR1 l [48]. HLA 
A3  and A1 I restricted  cytotoxic T cells  have  been  obtained  [47,49]  as  well 
HLA  DRI DR2(DRB1*1501)  [44], D ~ 4 ( D R B 1 * ~ 4 0 ~ )  [45), DRl l  1491, 
and  DR3(DR17) E481 restricted  helper T cells.  Although 23mer  b2a2  peptide 
appeared  to bind with  intermediate affinity to HLA  DR3  [48],  no  HLA-DR  re- 
stricted  T-cell  responses  to  the  b2a2  breakpoint  sequence  have been described. 
Recently we have  been  able  to  elicit  human  HLA-DR2  restricted  cytotoxic T- 
cell  clones  via  primary in vitro  BCR-ABL  peptide  immunization.  These  clones 
showed  lysis of partially  HLA-matched  APC-pulsed with BCR-ABL  b2a2 
breakpoint  representing  peptide  [64]. 

The first animal turnor model in which  peptide-based i~m~~no the rapy  led to  com- 
plete  tumor  protection  involved  an HPVl6 E7-encoded  CTL  epitope (aa 49-57) 
presented by the  murine  H-2Db  molecule [5 1,521. Vaccination  with this peptide 
(in incomplete  Freund’s  adjuvant)  protected  mice  from  a subse~uent challenge 
with lethal  dose of HP~ l6 - t~~ns fo r rned  syngeneic turnor cells.  CTL  induced 



by this  immunization  protocol  were  capable of lysing  peptide-pulsed  target  cells 
as well as  tumor  celis in vitro.  In  this  model,  the  expression of the  endogenously 
processed  antigenic  peptide  on  the  tumor  cells  appeared  to  be  sufficient  for  im- 
mune  recognition but not for  efficient  induction of a  CTL  response  against  this 
peptide.  This  demonstrates  that  selective  stimulation of a  T-cell  specificity of 
choice by immunogenic  peptide  vaccination can provide  extra  capacity  exceeding 
that of the  failing  immune  system  and  possibly  also of immunization with entire 
antigens  [53].  Besides  preventive  induction of antitumor  immunity,  peptide  vacci- 
nation  can  also  result  in  eradication of small  established  tumors.  This  phenome- 
non  has  been  reported for  a cellular  tumor  antigen  consisting of a  mutated  con- 
nexin 37 gap-junction  protein 1541. Alternatively,  dendritic  APC  pulsed with 
antigenic  peptides  provide  antigen in combination  with  costilnulatory  molecules, 
and  this  strategy has been  shown  effective in the  induction of specific  T-cell 
responses.  Treatment of HPV  16-containing  tumors  was  also  achieved by vaccina- 
tion with bone  marrow-derived  dendritic  cells  pulsed with acid-eluted  peptides 
from  these  tumors 

Apart  from  vaccination with tumor-derived  CTL  epitopes,  CD4  positive 
T-helper  cell  epitopes rnay  be needed  to  induce  antiturnor  immunity.  It  was  ob- 
served  from  experiments with murine  skin  allografts  that  CD4-positive  cells  have 
a crucial  role in providing  efficient  help for in vivo  CTL  generation and 
vaccination  with  a  synthetic  peptide  encoding  a  CD4-positive  T-helper  epitope 
present in the  envelope  gp70  protein  induces  protective  immunity  against  murine 
leukemia  virus-induced  lymphoma  [57]. In vivo depletion of CD4-positive  T 
cells  completely  abrogated  the  protective  effect,  strongly  indicating  the  impor- 
tance of T-helper  cells in the  immune  control of these  lymphomas. In CML, 
CD4-positive  lymphocytes  are  claimed  to  be  inlportant  effector  cells  involved 
in cytotoxicity  following  allogeneic  bone  marrow  transplantation  (BMT):  CD8- 
positive  T cell--depleted donor  marrow  cells  did  not  impair  graft-versus-leukemia 
effects  observed  after  allogeneic  BMT  for  CML [SS] and  donor  lymphocyte  infu- 
sions,  depleted of CD8-positive cells (in order  to  reduce  the  risk of graft-versus- 
host disease)  still  induced  remissions in patients  with  relapsed CML after  alloge- 
neic BMT 

Vaccination  with  peptides rnay consistently  achieve  protective  and  thera- 
peutic  T-cell  ilnlnunity.  However, in the  design of epitope-based  vaccines,  the 
inclusion of tumor  specific  T-helper  epitopes  appears  essential. A trial  coordi- 
nated by the  Memorial  Sloan-Kettering  Cancer  Center in New  York  is  currently 
under way using a  BCR-ABL  breakpoint-based  peptide  vaccine in CML patients. 
Other  clinical  trials  based  on  vaccination with peptides,  with  protein  loaded  den- 
dritic  cells  (DC)  or  other  antigen  delivery  systems,  such  as viral vectors,  are in 
progress. All aim at somehow  augmenting the autologous  immune  response,  The 
feasibility specific antiviral  and  antitumor  (adoptive)  immunotherapy after 



has  been  demonstrated [60) and  refinements of present-day  donor  lympho- 
cyte  infusion  therapies in post-BMT  relapses in disorders  like  CML  are  within 
reach. 

A  BCR-ABL  breakpoint  peptide  vaccination  approach  or  adoptive  transfer 
of breakpoint  peptide-specific  T  cells  would  become very attractive if peptide 
elution  from HLA class I or  class molecules  isolated  from  CML  or  t(9;22) 
positive  ALL  tumor  cells  reveals  BCR-ABL  oncoprotein-derived  epitopes.  But 
even if such  peptides  were  isolated  and  identified  as  tumor-specific, the best vac- 
cination  strategies with tumor-specific  synthetic  peptides  are not known. AI- 
though, in murine  models,  vaccination with peptides has been  shown  to  induce 
protective  and  even  therapeutic  T-cell  immunity, in other  cases  vaccination  with 
peptide  down-regL~lated cell-mediated  responses and  even  enhanced  tumor 
growth in conjunction with in vitro  T-cell  unresponsiveness  to the respective 
epitopes has been  reported [62]. The  mechanisms  behind  these  phenomena  are 
unclear, but there  are  indications that the  context in which  peptides  are  presented 
to  the  immune  system  determines the protective  outcome of immunization. To 
bypass  unfavorable  consequences in the use of isolated  peptide,  autologous  (pa- 
tient-derived)  DCs  have been peptide  pulsed  before  vaccination These  effi- 
cient  antigen-processing  DCs can also be preincubated with the complete  target 
protein  to  initiate  or  activate  class and  class 11-restricted T-cell  responses.  When 
only  autologous  tumor  cells  are the source of tumor  antigens,  autologous  DCs 
pulsed with ~~nfractionated  MHC  acid-eluted  peptides  from  tumor cells  may  in- 
duce  protection  and  remission This  option,  or, in the  case of CML,  BCR- 
ABL-positive  DC  originating  from  the  malignant  stem  cell,  would  become  im- 
portant if strategies with BCR-ABL  fusion protein alone  prove  ineffective. 
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